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PREFACE

Circumstances beyond my control have somewhat

delayed the publication of this volume. Apart from

the delay due to my roraoteness from the place

of printing, I could devote to it such time as could

be spared from more regular duties ; but in tho

interest of the work itself, I should have been glad

if the delay had been longer and given me an

opportunity of making it fuller in somo j»arts than

it actually ia.

An attempt was made in the firit volume to

settle a working Chronology and indicate the original

Sources of Sanskrit Poetics ; tho present volume

is concerned with the more difficult task of tracing

the development of the Systems and Thoories. While

I oould not ignore the content in investigating

the growth of the discipline, I thought it moro

useful to lay stress on the essentials of the doctrines

and omit minor details, my object having boon

more historical than expository. I could not, for

instance, give in this volume a technical analysis

of individual rhetorical "figures", with which the

Alamkftra-sftstra is traditionally and popularly

associated ; but I have dealt with the general doctrine

of poetic figures, in so far as they are not mere

tickets of nomenclature , but positive agents in the

production of stylistic beauty or aesthetic pleasure.

The study ot analytical rhetoric, apart from its

value os a for mal discipline, may be regarded as
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pedantic and futile, but Sanskrit Alarpk5ra-&istra

possesses a speculative interest by involving, besides

mere Rhetoric, a great deal of what is known as

Criticism, Aesthetics or Poetics
;
for it was almost

impossible for the Alarpkarikas, concerned as they
were with form and technique, not to busy them-
selves with the general phenomena of literature

or theorise on general principles. My omission,

again, of all consideration of such peculiar develop-

ment of the rasa-theory as we find in Vai^pava

devotional works may be criticised, but my concern

hero is not with bhakti-rn* but with Hlaiflk&rika

rata, although I have refurred in passing to this

erotico-religious application of the theory in ROpa
Gosvainin’s Ujjvnla-nUamani.

For a similar reaaon of historical and general

troatment, greater emphasis has been laid on the

earlier writers who cover the more creative poriods

of tho discipline ; of later writers, who show in

the main an oxccssive dependence on their prede-

cessor*, only typical names have l>eon selected with

a duo rogard to their historical as well as intrinsic

importance. It is hoped, however, that no
important writer or his work has been overlooked.

The dramatic theories, the omission of which
has already been explained in the preface to

the first volume, form an allied but. indeed a totally

distinct subject, which is reserved for a more
detailed treatment, if possible on a future occasion,

than what could have been practicable within the
limited scope of this work. In spite of these and
other limitations, I venture to think that I have



been able to make out a case for (if not actually

write) a history of Sanskrit Poetics, and apply, how-

ever tentatively, the historical method to an im-

portant but comparatively neglected branch of

Sanskrit speculative literature.

I take this opportunity of thanking critics and

reviewers who have accorded a generous welcome

to the first volume, as well aa make renewed acknow-

legraenta to those scholars who have made helpful

suggestions, among whom my special thanks are

due to Prof. Jacobi, Dr. Barnett and Prof. Sovani.

Some minor errors and misstatements in tho first

volume—inevitable where there are so many
dotails—aro corrected, and some uew materials added,

at tho end of this volume.

Littlo did I expect when 1 had the privilege

of associating the first volume of this modest work,

on ita dedication-page, with the name of Sir Asutosh

Mookerjee, who took a personal interest in it from

the beginning, that he would not live to see its

completion. I cannot make an aiequato acknow-

ledgment of all that I owe to him, nor nood I

dwell hero on tho roll of his public services, so

untimely closed
;
but I recall with gratitude ami

affection tho debt which I, with many other students

of this and past generations in Bengal, owe to this

departed friend and patron of higher education and
resenrch in this country.

University of Dacca

December 15, 11»24. }
S. K. De
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I. FROM TF1E BEGINNINGS TO BHAMAHA

O)
Of the unknown beginnings of Poetics an

ii discipline, our enquiry in the preceding volume 1

has indicated that we can only roako a few surmises,

by implication, from the oldest surviving works

on the subject, frofn stray references in general

literature, from the elaboration of similar ideas in other

disciplines, and froth the folly developed klioya-style

whioh would warrant the pre-existence of some

doctrines of Poetics regulating its art ami usage.

Apart from such sqrmisoe, the sixtoenth chapter

of Bharata's N&tya-tiUlra gives us for tho first time

an outline of Poetics which is probably oarlier in

du balance, if not in date, than the earliest existing

Idvya. In this chapter, one meets with a developed

dogma, if not a theory, of Poetics which onumoratos

four poetic figures (
alarjikirat ), ten oxcellonoes

(yuiftu), ton defects (do***), and thirty-six character-

istics {(akfanru) of poetic composition. These

apparently constituted the principal contents of the

discipline as it existed at a very early period, which

may be taken, in the absence of othor data, as the

first known period in the history of Sanskrit Poetics.

f See Vol I pp. i-2J



SANSKRIT POETICS

It U proper to note in this conuexiou that in the

Natya-60stra, Bharata ia principally concerned with

Dramaturgy and allied topics*, and deala with
Poetica in so far aa it applies to the theine in hand.

In later poetic theories, Dramaturgy id taken as a

part of the discipline of Poetics, and the drama is

accordingly considered aa a species of the kavya.

But there are reasons to believe that in older times

Dramaturgy and Poetics formed separate disciplines,

the former being probably the earlier in point of

time, as well as in substance. Wo have seen 3 that

the existence of nal/i-silrat, which were presumably

works in the *M<ra-stylo on the histrionic art, was

known even in the timo of Pacini ; but there is no
reference, diroot or indirect, to such ularjik&ra-shtras,

and indeed the term AdamkAra itsolf in tho technical

sense was unkuowu in early literature. The earliest

surviving works ou Poetic*, on the other hand, do

not include a treatment of the thomo of Dramaturgy
which, having beeu a study by itself, was possibly

excluded from tho sphure of Pootics proper. Both

Bh&maha and Danilin, no doubt, speak of n&laka as

a species of kavya, but they refer to specialised

treatises for its detailed treatment 4
. V&inaua, tho

next important writer on Poetics, shows indeed uu

2 An outline of the different chapters of Bharata’s

;V.itya-iistra is given in Wintcrnitz GIL iii pp. 7 f, in Kane
HAL pp. vi-vii.

3 Vol I p. 21.

4 Kivyihiaria i 31, Bhl nahala'nk&ra i 24. The word
anyatra in Dandin is in;eq>reted by the commentators
as referring to Bharata.



FROM THE BEGINNINGS TO BHAMAHA i

unusual partiality towards the drama ( l 3. 30-32
),

but eren he did not think it proper to devote any
special attention to it. Among later writers, it is

not until we come to the time of Homacandra,

VidyiinAtha and VisvanAtha, when the science was

alroady entering upon a period of critical elaboration

and summing-up of results, that we find special

chapters dealing with the topic of Dramaturgy.

Of these late writers, Vidy&nfttha and Vidvan&tha

explicitly refer to and summarise the Daiarupaka,

a recognised work on the dnmatio art
; whilo tho

oncyclopaodic Hemacandra, who professes a great

admiration for Gharata and his commentator Abhinava-

ffupta, deals with tho subject rather summarily,

referring the reador to tho standard works of Gharata

and Kohala.

It seems, therefore, that the school of Drama-
turgy had an existence separate from tho orthodox

school of Poetics. It is thus not surprising that

GharaU should sot apart, as lie does, a chapter of

his work for dealing with the ornaments of Poetry,

so far as thoy apply to the drama (ntyakdiraya).

In his discussion of the •/iotas and doqas in their

application to the drain i. ho expressly designates thorn

as katrya-ffunas and 4-J«'y i-do«oj(xvi 92, 84) respect-

ively ; and with reference to the alat/ikara* he says

haoyasyaite hyalamkarah (xvi 41)
5

,
making it clear at

1 " ““ “ ' “ 1 - - - —

5 Cf also verses 104. 110. Bharata uses the word kavya

many times here, as in other chapters, to signify the

drama, but we must bear -In mind that his conception

of poetry is dramatic and justifies such employment

of the term kavya. But in this chapter he appears to
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the same time that he considers them only as em-

bellishments of the dramatic speech.

Bharata opens this chapter on Poetics with the

discussion of what he calls the lak^anas (lit character-

istics), which appear to be partly formal, partly

material elements of poetry*. But these elements

appear so important to Bharata that he devotes a

considerable part of this chapter to their definition,

and the whole discipline appears to hare reoeived

from thorn the designation of Kftvya-laltpaQa referred

to in xvi 17 7
. It is not very clear from Bharata’s

treatment as to what position these lak^inat should

occupy in a formal schema of Poetics
;
but the func-

imply a distinction between the klvya and the niiaka an

specie* of composition.

6 The number of these lak*a>utt, as given in verses 1-j

and dealt with in verses 5-40, is thirty-six
»

but in verse

4, the reading of the printed text (ed. Kivyatnltt) is

*a(\virpi*ad ttini which should be •aUrirpitad ttSni, as

also indicated by Abhinavagupta's reading and by

Bharata himself in xv 167b. In the first three verses,

which arc defective in the printed text, read (as

indicated by Abhinavagupta's commentary) cdkfara-

UPfJuUf, iobkabhiminan, gunAsuvidVHhard, HkySnayacHS-

parti', praha-d'dinta. These emendations can also be

gathered from Bharata’s own treatment of the individual

lak*ajias. These verses arc also quoted from the

A bkinava-kkjraC by RighavabhatU on SakuntaH,

where the printed text (p 20. ed. N. S. r. 1922) requires

similar emendations. Read also in Bharata xvi 6:

yatrXlpair aknaraik Midair vicitrair upavarnitam.

7 See Vol. I p. 36, footnote 1.
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tion of most of these is assigned in later Poetics

to alaiidcAras or ffui/fu. Dapdin mentions them

summarily (ii 366) under alanikaras in the wider

sense, along with tawlhyihja and Vfttyahga which

belong properly to the drama, and refora to agamd-

ntara (interpreted by Tarupav&caspati as alluding to

Bharata) for their treatment. So does DhonaAjaya

(ed. x. 3 . p., iv 84) ;
whilo ViivanAtha (ed. DurgjV

prasiida, vi 171*211. pp. 316*332) takes them in con-

nexion with tho drama, calling some ot them nAfyd-

Uiykarti (dramatic embellishment), and is at tho same

time of opinion that although some of them aro

properly included under >ju*a, a/maidra, !>hav<t and

sandhi, they require a particular mention inasmuch

as in the drama they nre to bo accomplished

with some core (p. 332). Iu later literature, tho

lahaiuu, which linger conventionally in Drama-

turgy, entirely disappear from Pootics proper. This

phenomenon would probably indicate not only the

fact that the laksanas wore strictly proper to tho

drama, but also the conclusion that what were in

tho infancy of Poetics, considered so important as

to deserve separate treatment and to be differentiat-

ed from the gunas and the alarjikAras, wore with

the growth of critical insight, assigned to the gunas

and alai/ikilnu thomselvcs, to whose sphore in

ultimate analysis they wore thought properly to

belong*.

8 For instance, arlA is one of the lal•anas of Bharata,

Bh£maha mentioning it rather doubtfully as an a/amkita

with the remark : r api ca ke*imcid alamkaratayi

mala (iii 54). In Dandin ii 357 (as well as in BhaJJi),
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From lakiatas Bharata goes on to the more

interesting topic of kavytilamkaras or poetic figures.

It appears from his treatment that only four such

poetic figures were known and recognised in his

time, viz. u/Mima (simile), rB/xila (metaphor), dipaka

(lit. illuminator®) and yam/ikn (repetition of words

or syllables similar in sound). The tt/uima is sub-

divided into four kinds, according as the object

compared (upameya) or the standard of comparison

(upam&na) is one or many'", Bharata expressly

making use of these technical term*. From anothor

standpoint, five varieties of upim<i are distinguished

ami illustrated, vrz. (1) jn-ai'Ufitf/vimn (2) nindd-
1 (2)kalpitdpam& (4) tn&rkl upamd and (5)

kirrxcitaadrH upamtl 1 *, according as these qualifications

It Is already established as an alaqikira. It is signi-

ficant that Ktintsla finds fault with those who regard

it ‘as an afamkjra.

9 It is difficult to translate some of these terms, for

there
t

arc no equivalents for them in Kuropean

Rhetoric, and therefore attempts at such translation

are as a general rule avoided here. The poetic figure

ii\paka may he generally explained as a figure in

which two or more object*, some relevant and some

irrelevant, having the same attribute*, arc associated

together j
or, in which several attribute*, some relevant

and some irrelevant, arc predicated o| the same object.

It is called d.paka or the '‘illuminator'' because it is

like a lamp which, when employed for illuminating

one object, illuminates others.

to viz., (i) ekasya ekena (ii) rkarya anekena (iii) anekasy.i

ektna (iv) bakUmim bakubhih. *

II Read nindi (a instead of mIambi in the text

l a Abhinavagupta notices the reading asadrku
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apply to the wpam&n*. Bharat* is apparently unaware

of the finer shades of distinction (grammatical

or otherwise) introduced later on into the treatment

of upaini by BhAmaha, Dandin and Udbhafa,
or of its comprehensive definition given by Vamana

;

but the very fact that the idea of comparison

was even by this time analysed thus far shows

a considerable ainouut of speculation on this point 18
.

Bharatn’s first two kinds, however, are criticised

by BhAmaha (ii 37), but accepted by Dagdin with-

out ijueslion (ii 30-31 ) ; while the uaiue, if not the

idea, of the thinl kind lingers in V&inana iv. 2. 2.

Of and di/rtka 1

4

no sub-varieties are men-
tioned, uud possibly these wore comparatively late

inventions. Of jromoia, on the other baud, ton

aub-spociee are olaboratoly defiuod and illustrated 1

8

,

a number exceeding even that given by BhAmaha.
It would appear that in tho earlier stages of

13 This figure is certainly one of the most ancient, and
tl»c idea of it was not unknown to Yiika (see VoL I pp. 5-6).

14 Nobel {BtUnugt zur aeUtrtn GuekickU dit Afomkirt-

sox/rvi p. to, footnote 4) doubts if iaqi/>ro*\rtitam,

which is unintelligible in the context, is the correct

reading in xvi 55. Abhinava's commentary on this

verse runs thus : Mini yt iaAdumtam-vikya-padUmanas
U*itn titlhiknr uy 'irtliinim ibrayc arth'aorthata (?) ye»bm
talhSMVJiHip pJlrakatji kriyb-

Xunn-jUjnUi U,t Jipakam. In the light of this remark,

may not the emendation ta.,\pra,tpnkaiH be likely ?

15 Most of the names of these varieties have survived in

Bha&ti, Dandin and olher— writers
j but they are in

most cases differently defined. See Vol. I, p. 54
footnote 3.
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Poetics, what in later authors is known as a tabdd-

lanj&ra (of which the artifices of yamaka in

particular seem to have found the greatest favour)

received a more elaborate treatment16
,

although the

process repeats itself in comparatively modern decadent

authors who delight in such external poetic devices.

The later distinction between habd&lamkira and

arthdlai/xiAra is not referred to by Bharata17
,

as

16 as in Bhatji, Dan<jin
(
Vimana, RudraVa, the Agni-

fiurana and Bhoja among older authors. Rhamaha give-,

only five varieties, and Udbhapi is the only old writer

who altogether omits its treatment. This figure, as

Bharata's elaborate treatment would show, must have

been very early comprehended, c. g.. in Rimiyana,

Sundarakipd* v 15-17. in Rudradiman inscription

of the 2nd century "a. u Possibly it was favoured

as a not unlikely substitute for rhyme, which is nearly

absent in earlier Sanskrit and which probably origin-

ated from antayamaka in later literature. But Mammafa
and later writers, following perhaps the dictum of

Anandavardhana (on ii 16 f) that ymmaha, in order to

be really poetical, requires a special effort on the part

of the poet, and is in no way accessory to rasa, allude

to it but dismiss it in a few words. As critical Insight

into the aesthetic requirements of poetry grew, the

number of such figures as depended for their appeal

chiefly on clever verbal arrangement, as well as their

treatment in Poetics, naturally dwindled, although

yamaka itself (as well as aaufirisa) played a much

larger part in later decadent poetry. Bhoja, with an

inaccuracy characteristic of later writers, speaks of

tricks like murajabandha as having been bharata-

katkita !

17 Abhinava, however, reads into Bharata such a distinct-

ion, and in his 'Lacana p. 5, he says : (irantanair
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also by Bhamaha
;

but Bharata uses the word
aabd&bhy&sa with reference to yamaka, which term

might havo suggested, as Abhinava’s commentary

on this point indicates, the later classification, which

is implied for the first time by Daodin's treatment.

After tho alovik&ras, comes the treatment of

ten do*as (xvi 84f) and ten gutias (xvi 92f). which

seem to have constituted the orthodox number of

faults and excellences of poetic composition. We
shall have occasion to deal with tho doctrine of

gwM an^ doga in connexion with the rui-thoorists,

who for the first tirao tako it up seriously
;

but

it may be pointed out hero that Bliarata's enumera-

tion and definition of individual doiat and guqas

do not exactly correspond to those of his noarosb

successors. Except keeping to the conventional

number of ton (although Bhamaha introduces an

eleventh fault from the standpoint of logical correct-

ness 1 • and a list of ton intrinsio poetic faults in

a different context, as ho also montions only throo

poetic excellences), both Bhamaha and Detain do

not appear to havo accepted implicitly this part

of Bharata’s teaching.

The faults mentioned by Bharata are :

hi bkar,Ua-Muni-prabkrtibhiryamakbpamt iabd&rthUamkira-

tViHC*U.

1

8

With the exception of ths eleventh fault. Dan<Jin is

not only in complete agreement with Bhimaha but

really follows the latter's enumeration and definitions

almost literally. This point tfill be discussed later.

See also Vol. I p. 68.

2
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i. givlhdrtka =» circumlocution or periphrase

(pargaya-iabddlthihitam1 •),

ii. arthdntara = digression into irrelevant matter

(opartfyasya varuanam,
°),

iii. artha-hli\a~ incoherence (asanUiaddha ), or

multiplicity of meaning (<iicadrtlia),

iv. 6/tin/ta>'fAa — (a) rusticity or want of refinement

(atabkya or gramyn), or (b) changing the

desired sense by another sense (vioakgilo nya

evdrtho yulrduydrtkena bkidyaU),

19 This phrase in Bharau cannot mean ''expression by
means of a synonym", for it would then be difficult to

differentiate this d<*?a from (L\\rtka Riven below.

Possibly this is the fault which appears in later writers

as the figure of speech known as paryiyokla (-roughly,

circumlocution or periphrase as a j»oetic figure). It

is apparently so explained by Abhinavagupta. It is

possible that later rhetoricians perceived that periphrase

might sometimes be an ornament of expression,

and thus analysed it into a poetic figure » and this

may be taken as an instance in point of the process

by which poetic figures multiplied themselves in later

speculation.

ao Abhinava takc« it in the sense of description of

matters which shoukl not be described In words

{iabdiHivarnak\jam api vmrfdtsm), and rejects the sense

of afirakrla-vanuiu.i>n. We are. however, inclined to prefer

the sense of digrtstion rejected by Abhinava. The defect

vicfdvmc**a, mentioned by Mahimabhatta (p. too), would

possibly be this do*a of Bharata. This seems to be the

fault in Magha i 43. Abhinava regards the sva-kabda •

vicyata-dr’a of r,isa add biioa as included in Bharata’s

arthdnlar.i da*a. although it is not clear whether Bharata

himself regarded this sva-kabda-ricyciti to be a do*a at all.
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v. ekd'tha = tautology (<ek&rthasya abhidh&nam),

vi. nbhiplutdrtha = aggregation of complete lines

without merging them into a complete sentence

(yat padena samasyate * 1
),

vii. nyayad apetam~ defective logic (pramana-

earjiCam),

viii. mfama— defective metre (vrtta-doya),

ix. visavidhi — disjunction in which the words are

not well knit**,

x. Sabda-hi*a - use of. ungrammatical words

(aiabdasya yojanam •*)

But the faults discussed by BhAmaha are (ch. iv) :

i. apdi'tha** absence of complete sense* 4
,

ii. oyartha — incongruity with the context,

21 Abhinava explains: abkipiularthanx yal/iisa rija

H\ti-ku’Kalah sarnk kumuJa-bobhitam
/

tarva-priya vasanta-

k/ik grlfmt milaliLtlgarmih If iti ; <iIra pratipadam arthasya

paritamipMvJj abAipiutArtbam. eU-vakyatvena nimojjaml-

bhivit.

22 It is difficult to understand what Rharata meant

by the definition ammpratifklkMMp yat. The most

likely emendation (for which I am indebted to Prof. Sovani)

would be atuprati*Aii*bJ>v* yat. Abhinava’s explanation

is not clear owing to the unfortunately defective state of our

MS at this point ; but Abhinara apparently means by tavpdhi

or sanidhina compactness, congruity, or merging, i. e. where

the words are well knit.

23 a*abda**apaiabja, Abhinavagupta.

24 Both Bhimaha and Damjin say samudiyartha-

kZnyain yat, and this incomplclion of the total sense arises,

they explain, from the nrn-satis(action of the natural

expectancy of words in a sentence (SkankfS), a point already

dealt with by the grammarians and mtmiinsakas.
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iii. rhiriLi = tautology (Bh&maha Doting that others

call it /WKaruMtt, which well-known term is

apparently unknown to Bharata),

iv. sasatjiSaya = ambiguity,

v. ap-drama = violation of syntactical regularity,

vi. A'dnli-hin'i = u»e of words nol approved by

correct usage (grammatical),

vii deviation from the rules of metric-

al |tausc,

viii. hhiiHvi-i'rlOi - use of long or short syllables in

the wrong place in a metro,

ix. vimiiulhi -disjunction of euphonic liaison when
it is necessary.

x. ilcki kala-bdA-loka-Hyaydyum'i-virodhi^ incon-

sistency with regard to (a) place (b) time

(c) the fino or mechanical arts (d) worldly

usage (e) logic (t) oynm'i (
— dlurma-t&itm 9 *

i. e. codes of law or jurisprudence).

Bharaalm also adds anothor fault to those ton,

viz., the do*'* which arises from a faulty logical

proposition (praiijiA), a faulty middlo term (hetu),

and a faulty logical illustration (dri(<hita) ; but this

blomish is treatod separately in the next chapter

(ch. v), being interesting to Bhftmaha from the

standpoint of the logic of poetry. In nnother context,

while discussing the general characteristics of poetry

(i 371), Bh&inaha montions ten other defects which

a poet should avoid, viz.,

2 ? igawo dhat mn-~2itrjni, loka-s'.uu fa tat-krtS j fad-

virodhi tatl>\i*ra-vyatikramanato— ' «)'« BhSmaha liim-

sdf in explanation
( WJ48 \
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i. tieydrtha= farfetchedness, when the sense does

not follow from the logical order of words

hut has to be guessed out from the general

intention,

ii. kliyla - obstruction of the sense,

iii. anydrtha — disappearance of the sense,

iv. nv&caka= inexpressiveness, when in the express-

ed words the senso does not appear to bo

openly dominant,

v. <jmintedtddbhidh&nn— use of difficult express-

ions,

vi. /ijfuktim'U — impropriety, e.g. making olouds

messongers in poetry,

vii. imti-duifa — expressly indecent**

viii. arlha-dnifa — implicitly indecent (later writers

onlling it atfilatva),

ix. fcatyaad-diiffri — difficult conception (?), whoro in

the allianco of two words an undosirable senso

is produced,

*. truli-kaMta — unmelodious or harsh in sound 17
.

Ah to how theso two different serioe of ten faults

are to be distinguished, Bh&maha says nothing
;
but

it is conceivable from his treatment that tho lattor

concerns the innor nature or essenco of poetry, while

the former mentions only such defects as aro more or

26 Bhimaha’s text is obviously corrupt on this point.

But the distinction between irutidu»ta and kruti-ka*ta

of earlier writers is explained by Abhinava in hit

Locana p. 82.

27 The examples given of this fault are words like

ajihladat (Bhimaha), or mdkikfJ, trrudJii (Abhinava * Locana

loc. cit.).
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!eaa external. A glance at these two lists of faults,

given by Bharata and Bhamaha respectively, will at

once shew that while some of Bh&maha’s faults corres-

pond generally to Bharata’s in name or in substance,

Bhftmaha in his elaborate treatment is certainly ahead

of his predecessor. It id also noteworthy that Bhftmaha

lays down, in his discussion of the last named fault of

truli-&<u(a, the general proposition (i 54) that a parti-

cular combination or arrangement sometimes makes

even defective expressions allowable
;

in othor words,

a fault sometimes is converted into an excellence.

Bharata, on the other hand, regards as we shall seo,

all gutiaa or excellences to be more negations of dofat

or faults.

After dealing with the da*a«, Bharata speaks

of tho gutf-ta or excellences of composition whioh are

also onumoratod as ten in number**. He states sum-

marily at the outset (xvi 91) that tho gunoa aro tho

negations of tho do^u {g viparyayAd CfAm), an

opinion which is indcod extraordinary in viow of the

fact that later writor* like Vitmana (ii. 1. 1-3) rightly

consider gunat in a theory of Poetics to bo positive

ontitioa, of which tho doyaa are the negations

known by implication. It appears, on tho other hand,

that gwyia like midhurya and nndArya, mentioned by

Bharata in xvi 91 and 92, are not really, as de6ned

by himself, negations ofany particular dofect discussod

by him. Jacobi’s explanation ** is probably right

that Bharata's description of the (jmias as negations

28 Abhinava reads kaijMjrigunih, and not kavy&rthn-

gunSh in xvi 92.

29 In Si. derfireust. Atad xxiv, 1922, p. 223.
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of the (tokens is in conformity with the coramonsenso

riew of the matter, for it is not difficult for one to

seize upon a fault instinctively and realise its subs-

tance, while an excellence cannot l»e conceived so

lightly unless its essence is comprehended by differ-

entiating it from a more easily understood fault.

The gwfa*, according to Blmrata, are the following :

i. ilem — coalescence of words, connected with ono

another through the aggregate moaning
desired by the poet, and consisting of a

subtlety which is in appearance clear but

in reality difficult to comprehend 50 .

ii. I'nu&da a clearness, where the unexpressed sense

appears from the word used through the rela-

tion of the easily understood word and

sense 51 .

30 Abhinava note* ait alternative reading vicirbpakatam
instead of vuiragahanam. Hcmacaixira (p. 196) and
MilnikyAcandra {KlvfaptakUa-saqJtcln. od. AnandiMrama,
1931, p. 191) remark : m« bkiva~tpaia.fi vuira-gakama.fi

vacah i/i .bkara/ah. Abhinava thinks that this

excellence corresponds to Vamana's arthagmna Ut*a.

31 Ilemacandra and Minikyacandra explain : vibkakia-

vlcya-viiablyogid amuktayor „p, iabddrthapah prali-
patlik prasida i/i bkara/ah. Jacobi proposes (ZDMG
Ixiv, p. 138, contd. fa.) to read mukkya instead of
mukka in the text, and think* that Bharata's prasida
corresponds to Dandin's samidki. But Abhinava reads
sukha and explains: sakkayati. ma praya/mam operate
yah *abd\rtkal). Perhaps by thi< guna, BharaU means
to imply some kind of sly hint ianuk/a artka), transparent
from the words used (such as we find, c. g., in the
figure mmdri in CandriUka. cd. Jlvinanda, v 139, and
Xmvaiayumamda, ed. s. s. p., 1917, pp. 146-7), which may
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iii. samata= evenness, which is easy to under-

stand and in which there is no redundance

of expression uor excess of 9
.

iv. samadhi— superimposition (samAdhSna) of

something special or distinguishing in tho

sense3 *.

correspond partly to the metaphorical inode ol expression

included by Vamana in hi* peculiar definition of

vakrokti (tv. 3. 8). or comprised by later writers under

fetfzpI or npacara. Referring to Vimana's definition of

art/ia-t'una prasb.Lt as arthavaimalya (ill. 2. j), Abhinava

seems to support our suggestion when lie say* so'rtko

OiUMalyXirayo'pi vawialyam upaearat, thus attempting to

approximate Bharata's prasbda to Vainana's artka~fu\ui

of that name.

33 The cUntapada is defined by Rharata himself in xviii

SOb, 51. Cf also Vimaiu 1. 3. 23, 34 where rilrpti

Ls the name given to a kind of prose which contains

short compounds. Commenting on this passage in

VAraana. Gopendra Tippa BhupAla interprets the word

as : cJlnytpadtna npaetrld vyastapada-samaharo Likjyate,

tena vyastapadabakulam cUrnam. Vimana himself in his

vrtti gives two characteristics, via., <ii\rgha samSsa and

,1nuddhata pa,la, short compounds and soft vocables.

Referring \o Vimana'a oWi '.iu of the same name

in lit. t. 12., and trying to approximate it to Bharata's

samata, AbhinavagupU remarks : kabdbmam samatvat

samah, iUriuipada-samis,i-rluani yatra ta sdtiiaya na

bhavali, <ftrgka samasdpyalyanlasamasa- ca vi*amati,

tad-vparyaytrw samati, np,iiri nla-mlrpipa rityiga-rUf><-

lyuktam.

33 Abhinava explains : yasyirtkasya abhiyuktaih prati-

bkbn&tiiayavadbbir vHf*o'parvaL sx^Uikhita upadadkatc

s,t samthita-m iH,iksa,npidya-9ike<arj2d arlhn vui-lol*

sam&dki^ In the second line of the text Abhinava reads
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v. mddhurya = sweetness, where a sentence heard

or repeated many times does not tire or

disgust34 .

vi. 07 os — strength, whieh cousists in the use of

varied and dignified compounded words,

having letters agreeable to one another 33 .

vii. suukumdrya = smoothness, where au agreeable

sense is realised by means of agreeably

fiariklrtitali (and not parik\rtyaU), and take* arlktna as referr-

ing to the word samidki : samidkiJtikdasya yo'rtkah parihira-

/aJ-aiuis Una farlkirtiUk pariloti samantid akrintyi

uccara\u laiiipanmah ta samidkik. This explanation

of savanna is probably given to make the definition

correspond to that of Vamana’s 3rak.ivarakakratH.ih

samidkik (ill. i. ij) ; for Abhinava goo on explaining

ikrl*tyC*clrapd 3rakdv.irakaJcr.ttHa na, the aroha and

avaroka depending, as he discusses in detail, on ttcrfra\ia.

Hcmacandra and Manikyacandra explain Hharata's

definition simply as arlkatya gtmdmtarasami,lkiHit

samidkir iti bkaratah.

34 Abhinava reads -rutam and vikyam instead of

kriaw and kSvyam in the printed text

;

and this is

supported by what Hcmacandra and Manikyacandra say

with regard to this excellence of Bharata.

35 Abhinava reads bakubkik (instead of vividkaih) and

sdnuragaih (instead of si tu tvaraik), explaining the

latter reading thus : ratra varnair varpdntaram operate

tatra sdnurlgatvam. Hcmacandra, however, attributes a

somewhat different and otherwise unknown definition

to Bharata, via, avagitasya kutasra vi mbdrlha-sampad*

fad udiU.itvaiit mhituatt t,id oj.t iti bita ratal-, and

MSnikyacamlra savs to the same cfTccL

3
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employed metres and well-connected euphonic

conjunctions**.

viii. arthavyakti — explicitness, which describes tho

nature of things, as they appear in the

world," by means of well known predicates* T
.

ix. mlAra — exaltedness, where there are super-

human sentiments, varied feelings, and the

F.roticand the Marvellous moods**.

j6 The “agreeable scii'e" (sukuinanUka), which corres-

ponds lo the of Dan(Jin’* guiui of

this name, or to the njin[A.ili-a or afiirufya of Vftmana’s

twofold snnkHtnlrya, implies proltably the avoidance of

disagreeable or inauspicious (amanga/a) statements. Thus
instead of m'/aA, one -houkl -ay Jir/i«*am ga/alu It is

on this ground that thcorfeu after Mammal* object that

this is nof»(M but a negation of the amakgaUi don*, which

some writers include in the fault known as aUlUtwi.

37 The text b obviously corrupt. Abhinava reads

t*ipranJdh<Xbkuthl yinu, instead of m/randdka <IU/hhu ai

which is unintelligible. Read a!«u /#*.t ,Utarma instead of

loka-karmd . Hemacandra explain yaimimutnyatha-ithUo pi

latka-stkita tv&rtkak pratibkmti. w'rtkavyaktth. He also

points out that this<f«n/i of ItharaU corresponds to Vamana's

artha-gu\yi arthavyakti (defined a» I <istu-svabhai-a-sf>huUi-

tvaum 111. 2. 13). and would be equivalent to the poetic figure

iiti or simbhavokti of Danriin and other*. Mamma(a p.

583 : abhid/tisramim^svabk1aoklyala>nkimy 1 \ <n'tu svabhiva-

sghdatva rTip&rthavyaktih r.-U-'/i. but Viivanatha would

include it in prmiiLt-gui>a.

38 The implication of adbUnta rasa in this excellence,

aad the characteristic that it deals with divya-bhbva indicate

a certain nlkarytvin dbnntak, causing wonder, such as

Dandins udira would contain. Sec the illustration of this

guna given by Hemacandra p. 199. The inclusion of the
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x. kunli^ loveliness, which delights the ear and

the mind, or which is realised by the meaning
conveyed by graceful gestures (lilddi

s9
).

It will be noticed from this enumeration that in

some cases it is difficult to see what Bharata means
exactly by a particular ^umo, and that the classification

is by no means exhaustive nor free from overlapping.

On the other hand, most of the gunas can be taken ns

approximating roughly to the individual tahdti-tjiuf**

and wrtka-ijHyi* elaborated by Vtunnnn and other

later theorists. The development of the puya-doctrino

is intimately connected with the central theory of the

rWt-school and will lie dealt with later ; but it may
be poiuted out here that although the definitions of

the individual gnwu, at given by Bharata, do not

correspond exactly to those of later writers, there can

be no doubt that hero wo have for the first time

a definite statement, if not a proper thooretic treat-

ment, of the doctrine. The disagreement betwoon

different theorists with rogarJ to the definitions of

individual guiia-i is a notorious fact in the history of

Sanskrit Poetics, and one need not therefore bo sur-

irixgira and adhkuhi ratal makes this guna of Bharata corres-

pond partly to VAmana « arthaguna kinti. Hut Dandin adds :

Uigkfair viiejafuur yuktam idiram kairtid iyate. There

is no reference in Bharata to Midi ‘praiseworthy epithets’,

although Hemacandra says : hakmbkik s7<k*mai* ca v
uxmrtam udartum iti bkaratah. In the Agni-furaiyi 346, 9,

however, we read : uttina-padit liryam rutanx ilaghyair

viitfaiiatli, which might be a direct echo of Dandin.

39 /Uadi= t,l\di*t>flZ, Abhinavagupta. This would be

comprehended by the diftla-rasatvam of Vamana's artha-guna

kinti.
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prised that later Authors give U3 defiaitious which do

not agree with those of Bharata. To Bharata, again,

the relation of the gunas to riti, as elaborated by

Varaana, or to rasa, as first clearly enunciated by the

Dhvanikara and Anandavardhana, was probably un-

known. So was also Vftmana's distinction between

aaltdu-gu>!* and artha-giuia, although Bharata's gntia.«

are mostly of the nature of arilufjHnas, and some

of thorn can bo interpreted (as doue by Abhinava-

gupti) as constituting talula-junaa as well. But

the number and nomenclature of the gunas, as well

ns the substance of some of them, as outlined by

Bharata, are conventionally adhered to by all later

writers, excepting BhAmaha who, as we shall see, was

a radical thinker in this respect, until we come to

the DhvnnikAra and his followers who gave a now

interpretation to the guaa-doctrine. It is also import-

ant lo note that Bharata takes the gui/as, as well

ns the do»a« and alaifU&rru, to bo subservient to tho

purpose of awakening rata. which is token as the

principal business of the drama. In this he antici-

pates and probably influences tho viow of the Davani-

kftra and his school who, as wo shnll aee, borrow

Bharata’s idea of rasa from the case of the dramA

and apply it to that of poetry.

( 2 )

It has been noted above that Bharata makes all

these elements, the lakfatja, juna, dosa and alarji-

k&ra, subordinate to the principal purpose of

awakening rasa in the drama. These elements cons-
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titute what he wlU vodka ahhinaya (defined in viii

6, 9), which is dealt with in chapters xiv-xx and

which forms an important factor,the anuhhava (vii 5),

in calling forth the rasa. Hence Bharata expressly

considers (xvi 104 f) the question of their employ-

ment in relation to rasa. It is necessary, therefore,

to consider here briefly Bharata’s teachings regard-

ing rma*°, which is dealt with in the XlUya-tftxtra,

chapters vi nnd vii 41 .

It must be observed at tho outset that rasa does

not appear to be Bharata’s principal theme, and that

it is discussed only in connexion with his exposition

of dramatic representation with which he is principal-

ly concerned. It is not surprising, therefore,

that Rajaiekhara. probably following some current

tradition, should re »arJ Bharata as an authority on

rUp'ska (drama) rather than on rasa, nnd mention

one Nandikefvara4 f as tho original exponent of tho

rasa-doctrine, which, if RAjaiekhnm is right, Bharata

must have borrowed and worked up into his drama-

turgic system. That tho rasa-doctrine was older

than Bharata is npparent from Bharata's own citation

of several verses in the Aryfl and the anuffubh metres

40 The question has been dealt with briefly in my article

on the Theory of Rasa in Sir Asuloik Mooktrjte Silver Jubilee

Computation Volume, Oricntalia. vol. Ill, and also in Sovani's

article on the Prtdhvani Schools in Sir R. G. Bhau<larkar

Comm. Vol.

41 In some other chapters Hharata deals with the

cognate topics of the noyaka and nSyika and their adjuncts

and emotional states, which wilt he referred to in their proper

place below (ch. viii).

42 See Vol. I p. 2, fn 2.
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in support of or iu supplement to his own state-

ments
; and in one place, he appears to quote two

aryo-verses from an unknown work on rasa 48 .

The idea of rasa, apart from any theory theroon,

was naturally not unknown to old writers ; and

Bharata's treatment would indicate that some system

of rasa, however undeveloped, or even a Rasa school,

particularly in connexion with the drama, must have

been in existence in hi* time. But the bearings of

this doctrino on |>oetry were seldom discussed, and

the importance of as one of tho essential factors

of poetry was indued naively understood but was not

theoretically established* 1
. As Dramaturgy was

43 atrXrye r,ua-vieirn-himkke, ed. Klyamili p. 67.

The line is wanting in Grossed* edition. Kciava Mifra, a

comparatively recent writer of the 16th century, speaks of

one bhagavin fWldhmlani who. according to him, was a

sTUra-ASra on rasa : but the opinion* of this otherwise un-

known writer (sec VoU, p. 262), as recorded by Keiava Milra.

do not deviate materially from the conventional views of

those later writers of the new school who admit the essential-

ity of rasa.

44 We get the first definite exposition, as we shall see,

of the idea of rasa ami its relation to poetry in the works of

the Dhvanikiira and Auandavardhana : and its importance

in poetry, as distinguished from the drama, was probably un-

derstood from that time. Might in some verses (see Vol. I pp

63, fn 3 }
also p. 344) shows himself conversant with some thtory

of rasa : but it is to nitya-rua (such as described by Bharata)

rather than to Aloja-rasa that he appears to refer. It is not main

tained that older Sanskrit Poetry was devoid of r«ua or that the

earlier poets never possessed any idea of it :
but it is suggest-

ed that the theory of rasa was not critically set forth, nor its

aesthetic importance in poetry properly understood until
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in the beginning a separate study, from which Poetics

itself probably took its cue, the rasa-doctrine, which
sprang up chiefly in connexion with this study, con-

fined its activity in the first stage of its development
to the sphere of dramatic composition and exerted

only u limited influence on jmetic theories45 . The
importance of this dramaturgic rasa-system must
have been somewhat overshadowed by the oarly

dominance, in Poetics projxjr, of the Alaipkftra and
Rlti systems, whose traditions are carried on by the

two oarliost writers on Poetics, Bh&malta and Da^din,
both of whom allow a very subsidiary placo to nua
in their schema

;
but at tho same time the compara-

tive antiquity of such a rasa-system in connexion
with tho drama, going imek to a time eveu oarlior

than Bharata, cannot be doubtod.

The oldest known exponent of this system is

Bharata, from whom spring all Inter systems nnd

theories such as wo know them, and whom oven

the Dhvanikara aid Anandavardhana came into the field.

The presence of rai.i it such a familiar fact in Sanskrit Poetry
as well as in comparatively modern Sanskrit writers on
Poetics that one is apt to Jose sight of this fact of historical

importance.

45 That the doctrine of rasa was originally associated

with dramaturgy and later on applied to Poetics is clear from
the tradition which survives even in very late writers, and
makes them not only discuss the theory directly in connex-
ion with the drama (e. g. Visvanatha) but even borrow
the illustrations mostly from dramatic poetry. Abhinava
speaks of the kivya as loka-aZtya-dharmi-ith*n\ya, and
says : mitya eva l rassk, kivye .a nfyimina eva rasah
klvy&rthah.
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Anandavardhana himself (p. 181), in applying the

ram-theory to Poetics, names ns his original author-

ity. It is necessary for this reason to take into

account Bharata's doctrine of ntyforata as the

original source of the doctrine of k&vya-rasa elaborat-

ed in later Poetics. But long before the new inter-

pretation of the rotation of rasa to poetry, given by

tho Dhvanik&ra and authoritatively established by

Mammata. was dominant, Bharata's views on rasa

appear to have been discussed in some detail in

dramaturgic systems with the result that divergent

theories came to prevail under the names of Bhatta

Lollata, Snukukn, Bhatta Ndyaka and others, all

of whom are supposed to have been commentators

on Bharata’s text 4 *, or at least to have taken Bharata

ns their starting point. With Bharata, therefore, we

arrive at a distinctly definite landmark in respect

of tho rasa-doctrine.

It is worth noticing, howover. that although all

thoorists take Bharata as thoir starting point aud

build up their own theories round his authori-

tative, if somewhat meagre text, Bharata himself,

like all old masters, is tantalisiogly simple in his

statements ; for the subject does not appear to have

yet been brought into the realm of scholastic speculat-

ion. Bharata’s work is encyclopaedic in its scope,

but its primary theme is the drama and its oonoep-

46 See Vol. I pp-37f- It is not yet clear whether all these

writers were really commentators on Bharata as they are

reputed to have been. At least in the case of Bhatta NSyaka,

it is extremely doubtful if his lost Hr Itya-darparut was at

all a commentary on the Nitjra-aistra. See below ch. vL
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tion of poetry dramatic, a view which perhaps inspir-

ed V&mana’g partiality towards dramatic composition

already alluded to, and which is concisely putbyAbhi-

navagupta by saying kdvtfam lavad d<iiaruj»dttnakam

eoa. In such a composition row, according to Bharata,

should be predominant, and there are numerous

passages which clearly indicate that there can be no

sense of |»oetry. in his view, without rasa* 1
. Al-

though Bharata does not enter into technicalities,

ho seems to be of opinion that the and the

auubh&oas, which later theory takes to be essential

factors, call forth or evolve rasa
; but he is not clear

to as what this process of evolution exactly is. Ho
takes the bhfaa as the basis of rasa and explains

it generally as that which brings into existence tho

sonso of pootry through tho three kinds of represent-

ation, viz., through gosturos, words, and internal

foolings (o*j-**/a-saUv6p*t&ii iAv/drtAdn bkavaya-iti-

ti hhacah). This bhdoa, which consists of an emotion-

al state of tho mind, reaches, when permanent and

not transitory, tho state of ra»i through tho elemonts

known as oibh&ca and anubhdva. A vibh&va is

explained thus : vibhavo Hama vijn&ndrthah, vibha-

vt/antcnena v&j-aHgasattcdbhiiviya iiy-alo vihh&vah.

Tho term cibhava, therefore, is used to connote know-

ledge or cognition, and is explained generally as

denoting that which makes the three kinds of repre

sentation capable of being sensed. In the same way,

the aauljhava is explained as that which follows upon

and makes tho three kinds of representation actually

47 e- g- '»'• hi rasid rlt ka?*id artkali fravarlale, crt.

Grossct p.'87= ed. KivyamiU p. 62. Cf. also vii 7.

4
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aonaed. The third element of rasa, the vyabhicari-

bhdva, consist* of accessory emotional facts which help
and strengthen it, and is etymologically explained as

vi abhi ily-€tdvupasargau, cara gatau dkatuh, oivi-

dham Hbhimukhyena raja* caratdUi oyabhicarinah.

As to what relation these elements bear to rasa and
how this state of relish is brought about, Bharata
simply lays down in a cryptic formula : vibh&vA-

nulthUva-vyabhicAri-sainyogad rasa nityatlih, a formula
which, in spite of his own explanation, is so ambi-
guous with respect to the exact significance of the
terms sar/iyoya and ni^HUti that a groat doal of con-

troversy has centred round their interpretation, giving
rise to a number of theories about rasa. Bharata's
own explanation, if it can be called an explanation,

is that just as a beverage is accomplished through
various seasoned articlos and herbs, so the permunont
mood ( the sthayi-bUva ), reinforced (upogola) by
various bkfivas, attains the state of r<i*a

;
and it

is so called because its essence consists in its taste

or relish (Asvadyaloat), this being tho etymological
moaning of the word rasa**, lie also explains 40

that the stkayi-bhava is the basis of rasa bocause it

attains, as it were, mastery or sovereignty amoug
forty-niue different Umcos mentioned by himscll 50

,

48 ed. Grosset p. 87 -ed. KAvyatnala p. 62. it i«

curious that all the terms which describe the essence of
rasa, such as ratani, carvani. or iivlda, refer etymologi-
cally to the physical pleasure of taste.

49 ed. Grosset p. 102, II, 7-19-ed. Kivyamals p. 70,
II. 13-22.

50 viz., 8 sthiy*bkiVtis
, 8 tittvH-a bhav,u and 33 vyabhi-

ciri-bhavas.
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which naturally rest upon it as being presumably

the principal theme or the mood in the composition

in question.

Nothing dofinite can be concluded from all this ex-

cept that, in Bharata’s opinion, the sthayi-bh&va or tho

principal mood in a composition is the basis of rasa,

the essence of which consists in AtoAda or relish by
the reader or spectator, while the vibh&va, anubhAva
and the vybhicAribhAva awaken this state of emo-

tional realisation or ‘relish’ in the reader's mind. But
this explanation by its very ambiguity or vagueness

taxed the ingenuity of theorists and comment-
ators, its general trend anticipating theories like

the utpaUi oA'l'» of Lollafa and tho anumiti-vAda

of Saiikuka, and special terms in the passage in ques-

tion liko vyahjxUi and tbm&nya-yunn-yoga suggesting

specialised doctrines like the vyaktioAda of Abhinavn-

gupta and the bhukutAda of Bhatta N&yaka.

The original outlines of the theory, however, aro

acoopted as fixed by Bharata. It is practically admitt-

ed on all hands, on semi-psychological considera-

tions of poetry, that tho ra.«a is a state of relish in

the reader of the principal sentiment in the composi-

tion, a subjective condition of his mind which is

brought about when tho principal or permanent

mood (sfAdyi-6Aara) is brought into a relishable

condition through the three elements, the vibh&va,

the annljhava and the vyabhicAri-bhAca, exhibited

in the drama. Of these elements, the first two

are important, the vycdducAri* being only con-

comitant or accessory. Bharata’s explanation of

these terms is rendered with greater precision by
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his followers. By the sihayi-bhava in poetry and

drama are meant certain more or leas permanent

mental states, such as Love, Grief, Anger or Fear.

This permanent mood, constituting the principal

theme of a composition and running through all

other moods like the thread of a garland, cannot

bo overcome by those akin to it or those opposed

to it, but can only be reinforced. Those elements

whioh respectively excite, follow and strengthen

(if we may use theso expressions) the ith&yi-bh&v*

are in poetry and drama known aa vibh&va, ami-

bh&va and vyabhic&ri- (also called taiiciri ) Ihftva* ',

corresponding in ordinary life (a* opposed to the

extraordinary world of poetry) to the mundane

causes and effects (laukika kdrttna and lUtrya).

Deviod of technicalities, a villtAva may be taken

as that which makes the permanent mood capable

of being sensed, an an'ibkava as that which makes

it actually sensed, while a vyalhic&ri-bh&vu is that

which acts as an auxiliary or gives a fresh impetus

to it. In the caso of Love as a permanent mood,

the stock-examples given of a vibh&va are women

and the seasons
;
of anubhdva, glance and orabraoo ;

of vt/'ibhic&rin, the transient subordinate feelings

of joy or anxiety. Now Bharata says that the

reader is enabled to realise or relish as rasa the

S I Ballantync render* these terms conveniently, if not

adequately, as the Excitant, the Ensuant and the Accessory

respectively, a nomenclature which is followed by GaAgi-

nStha Jha in his translation o( the Kivra-firakiia. Jacobi,

however, uses {ZDMG, 1902. pp 394 0 die terms Factor,

Effect and Concurrent.
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permanent mood of a composition through a

certain correlation of these elements with the perma-

nent mood, the correlation taking place apparent-

ly for tho purpose of manifesting it and bringing

it to a reliahable condition. The question, there-

fore, arises, to which Bharata himself gives no

definite solution, viz, what relation those elements

boar to rasa, or in other words, how do they

bring about this subjective condition of relish in

tho reador’s mind, the solution depending, as we

have noted above, upon the explanation of the

two much-discussed terms saniyoga (lit. correlation)

and nitpatti (lit. consummation) in the original

aura of Bharata. This is the central pivot round

which all later theories move, and we shall ' take

it up again in their connexion below (ch. iv).

Bharata mention* eight different moods or rasas

in the drama, of which a detailed account is given

in ch. vi, which is the authoritative source drawn

upon by all later writers, although they somotimes

differ, as we shall see, in the enumeration of the

orthodox number of eight. Properly speaking, the

primary rasas, aocording to Bharata, are only four

in number, vix., ir*jara (the Erotic), raudra (the

Furious), tira (the Heroic) and IdbkaUa (the Dis-

gusting). The other four rasas proceed from these,

as follow : hasya (the Comic) from kpujara, kamiia

(the Pathetic) from raudra, adbhula (the Marvell-

ous) from lira, and bhayanaka (the Terrible) from

btbhaisa (xvi 39-40).

The eight sthayi-bhSvas or permanent moods,

corresponding to the eight rasas, are given categori-
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cally os (i) rati (Love) (ii) hat

a

(Mirth) (iii) krodha

(Anger) (iv) tdtaha (Conrage) (v) bhaya (Fear) (vi)

jugupsa (Aversion) (vii) vismaya (Wonder) and (viii)

iolca (Sorrow), forming the basis respectively of irtyara,

h&tya raudra, vira. bkaySnaka, blbkatsa
. adbhula and

karuna. The vyabkicSri-hhavai are mentioned as

thirty-three in number and include the subordinate

feelings of self-disparagement (nirveda), debility

(glani), apprehension (tanks), onvy (<M«yd), intoxica-

tion (m'ida), weariness (trama), indolence (Sl<uya),

depression (dainya). reflection (cintA), distraction

(moha), recollection
(tmfii >. equanimity (dkfti ).

shame
(orida), unsteadiness (capa’aiA), joy

(harita ). flurry

(Aoega), stupefaction (ialalk). arrogance (garva), des-

pondency (vifSd't), longing (auttukya), drowsinosn

(nidrS), demontedness (ajxum&ra), dreaming (tujHa),

awakening (mvodka), iinjXitioncj of opposition

(amarfa), dissembling (avahiulta), sternness (ugratS),

resolve (mali). sickness (t»yad*i). madnoss
(
unmada ).

doath (marana). alarm (trTba) and doubt (vitarka)• •.

$a These English equivalent* follow generally Hallanty-

ne's renderings.—It must be borne in mind that the vyabki-

cSri-bkSvas are independent Mister but occuring a* access-

ory or concurrent to the principal mental state depicted,

which is known a* the stkiyi-bkivt. Sometimes it may
happen that the vyabiicShm is principally manifested in a

composition, and the ttkiyin is merely awakened j such

cases later theorists would call bkivas (and not rasas) which

are thus incomplete rasas. Attempts have been made to dis-

tinguish between rasa and bkixta. and this question will be

discussed later on. It would appear from the enumera-

tion of the vyabkiciri-bkivas that the older theorists consi-
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The sativika bhivas, which cau be taken generally as

involuntary evidences of internal feeling, are then

specified as eight in number5
*, viz., stupor (

staijibha),

der many conditions from the spiritual point of view, which

we would regard from the standpoint of the body (e-g.

vyidhi or morana). See Jacobi in ZDMGWx, 1902, p. 395

fn 2.

53 Regarding the sittvika bAiva (which later theorists,

e. g. Abhinavagupta, connect with the saliva gniui of the

Sftmkhya philosophers), Bharat* says (ed. Grosset p. tap-

ed. Kivyamili p. 8a) : ika hi salivain minus tmamah-fira-

bAivam, tac ca samiAita-mamostvid utpadyatc, mamah-sami-

dAimit ca saltva-mirvrlir iti , lasya ydsou svabAivo romitu-

•linidi-irfalt sa mo ^akyatdmramomass kmrtum iti ;
loka-

tvabhivAmukaranic cm mltyatya sattvam tfisitam. Thus

Bharata connotes by it certain tokens of mtmtal feelings,

delineated in the dramatic representation by an imitation

of human nature through steady concentration of the mind.

Bharata adds the illustration : ika At mityo-dharma-pravrttih

tmkAa-duhiAo-k'lu bkivis latAi sottvm-viimddih klrylyatA

a

svatUpi bkovomh. For, how can sorrow, he says, which must

be manifested by weeping, or joy which must be expressed

by laughter, be delineated except by these involuntary

evidences ? This is apparently what Bharata means by tattv<i-

bhinaya or sittvikabAimaya In the DaiarTlpaka, however,

sattva is taken to mean ‘a sympathetic heart' and sittvika

is explained as sattvma nirvtlah (Cf SaAilya-darpana iii 134).

Bhanudatta, in his Kosa-lorarigitil gives a somewhat differ-

ent interpretation, and takes sittvika to mean physical

gestures as evidences of natural feeling [yattvam fxva-earxram,

tasya tlAartmih sittvikik, itthorn ca Urira-bAivah stat[ibhd-

dayah sittvika bkivs ity~abkidh\yamtt). Later writers like

the author of the Kivyaprakiia-prodtya bring in philosophi

cal implications and interpret sittvika as originating in the
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perspiration («twda), horripilation
(romdUoa), break

of voice {soara-bhaaga), trembling (vepathu), change

of colour (vaicaraya), tears (atru) and loss of cons-

ciousness (pralaya). This psycho -physical analysis,

however formal it may appear to us, is taken up

in detail in chapter rii, and each of these states is

categorically definod and illustrated strictly from the

stand|>oint of the drams
;

but in later literature they

arc established authoritatively for poetry as well 54 .

( * )

This is a rough outline of the teachings, relovaut

to Poetics proper, that we can gather from tho

somewhat moagre text of Bharat*, and it may

bo taken as an outlino of the discipline as it existed

in tho earliest known period of its history. With

Bh&inaha, Dajylm and the DhavanikHra, on the

other hand, begins the next period of its history,

a comparatively briof but exceedingly important

stage of extraordinary creative genius. Of the

period anterior to Bharata, our knovrlodgo is ex-

tromoly scanty; and between Bharata and the definite

formulation of poetic theories which begins with

Bh&maha, lies, again, a long gap of which wo do

not possess much knowledge. It is clear, however,

uiUvagun.!. Whatever difference there might bs as to the

meaning of the term sittvika itself, all the writers on this

subject agree in applying the term to denote those gestures

(enumerated above) which give an involuntary expression

to internal feelings.

54 c. g. in Mararaata.
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that certain poetical 'Janas, dot/as, alaijikatas and

lakft fns were kuown to* Bhar&ta and treated of

l»y him even as decorative devices of the dramatic

.speech. It would not bs wrong to presume from

this fact that the study of Alaink&ri-s&strH, even

if it was not yet fully dovcloped and self-conscious,

was probably older than .Bharata himself. It

follows from this conclusion that the tradition of

opinion, which crystallises itself in the oldest avail-

able manuals of Bhamaha aud DiQiliti. or in tire

memorial verses of the Dhvaoik&ra. comos to us

in a definite shape indeed at a dato much jmstorior

to Bharata, but it is probable that in substance,

if not iu actual formulation, it i«sv have been tnuoh

untorior to Bharata, who hiiuxdf gives an indication

of such teachini'j. Bxoeptio ' what w6' get in

Bharata, howovor, the history of this process of

crystallisation (for the different systems appear in

a relatively developed form iu Bluimaha And othors)

is not known to us
;
but it must have covered a

tentative stage whose productions, if they had

boon extant today, would have shown Bhamaha,

Datydin and the Dhvanikiirn in the making, and

would have partly filled up the long gap between

Bharata and these earliest forinnUtors of Poetics.

Even if they were the earliest formulators,

neither Bhamaha. nor Band in, nor the Dhvanikilr.i

however, claims entire originality of having created

the system which he individually represent*. None
of them can be taken as the absolute founders of

the particular doctriues of •d>u/dAra, riti or dhvani

with which they are respectively associated ; and

5
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with them we do not start at the absolute beginnings

of the discipline. Indebtedness of these writers

to their predecessors in the line, acknowledged by

themselves, has already been noted in the first

volume of this work (pp. 4!)-50, 70-71, 115-116);

but apart from such explicit admissions, one can

easily argue that certain fundamental concepts

and formulas (such as oalcrokti, rili, or alaiji-

appear in writers like Bh&maha without a

preliminary explanation, as things traditionally

handed down or already too well known to require

any detailed discussion It is also unthinkable

that these early writers could have, as they certain-

ly do not claim to have, evolvod by themselves

the relatively developed form and treatment of

tlio main topics of Poetics in the absence of earlier

tentative works.

It will be profitable, therefore, te |>au8e and

enquire if those works of Bh&maha and others give

us any indication of the stage or stages through

which the discipline might have passod iu the

interval botweeu Bharata and themselves. Fortun-

ately there arc pvssages iu those writers which

would give us hints as to the uxisteuco of such

intermediate stages. Jacobi has already shown 55

that Bh&maha, in his treatment of the poetic figure^

groups them in a curious but suggestive way which

probably indicates the different stages in the growth

and Multiplication of such figures before his time.

Unlike later authors who. adopting some definite

35 In Sfi. der print. Ak*t xxiv. I9«. PP- 220-222.

See VoL l pp. 33 i.
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principle of classification, enumerate the poetic figures

en masse56
,
BhSmaha begins (ii 4) by naming and

defining a group of five such figures, and then goes

on to enumerate other such limited groups of

figures, taking 24 remaining figures in n final group.

The first group of figures thus mentioned comprises

anuprtaa, yamaka. ripahi, dlpaka, and upmnO,
recog iised, as BhAtnaha says, by others {anyair

Itdahrtih) and accepted by himself. These five

correspond in reality to the four ancient pootio

figures known to ami defined by Bhamta, via.

yamaka, rUpaka, dipaka, and uytama
; for anupr&ta,

tho additional figure mentioned by Bh&maha, can

bo token ns falling in tho tamo class as yamaka5

1

,

tho ono boin • variid'-kyilsa and tho other pad4l>hy&sa.

while both are what Bharita would call tabddhhyUsa.

56 By the time of Darvjin. for instance, a largtf number

of i»itic figure* appear* to have been rpcognised, and he doe*

not find any necessity of 'reporti >g‘ them or mentioning

the n successively in group* as Bhimahadoes; but he arranges

them in his own way, taking the arlUJarjUiras first and

the next, in two separate chapter*. Udbhafa,

a follower of Hhiiftiaha, deals with the first three groups of

Bh *imaha in the first three chapters of his own work (omitt-

ing, however, Bh.imaha's phrases like anyair udihr&U, npttraU,

abhikitlU tvicil etc. with reference to these groups), the other

three chapters taking up the rem lining twenty-four figures

of the last group. Although he follows generally the

sequence as well the definitions of BhSmaha, he does not

recite the n in the manner of groups after Bhimaha.

5 7 The distinction between yamaka and anuprlsa may
be explained thus : in the amuprisa there is a repetition of

one or more consonants, sometimes but not noccssarily along

with the accompanying vowels; in yamaka, the consonants
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AbhiimvHj'upta very significantly takes 58 anuprasa

as implied in the yamain l»y Bharata
;
and the very

fact that the anuprata in Bhfimaha in thus dearly

differentiated from yamaka may indicate further

refinement in the analysis of these figures and

hotokcn a somewhat later stage.

In course of time, six other figures appear to

have l>66n analysed and added, and Bh&raaha men-

tions them next in a group in ii 6G. They are akpepa,

nrthdntnrany&sa, cyatirekn, viUxAvana, tam&sokli

and atii'iyokli. Of these there is no trace in Bharata.

This constitutes probably the second stage of develop-

ment, in which cm *U» be included a seventh

figure viirttu, which is referred to by Paulin in i 85 ,

but which is not accepted by Bhfcinsha (ii 87)
8 *.

a* well as the vowel* are necessarily repeated, ami repeated

strictly in the same order or sequence. In yamaka, the

same group of vocables is repeated but it need not be the

same in meaning ami may even be quite meaningless In

itself . but in the repetition of the anuprlta one should

consider the meaning. Nuitaa kkam upetya n,r,ntaih priya-

hlm1-h'iUrU'i*\riUik would b: an example of one variety

of yamaka : while a Iri- InaTt-kmCirt kmkarini karin>\ritayo

yapayanti would be an example of anuprisa.

58 ten iunprjsa-lilyri Ur anena Pwyamakema) tvbpa -

sarpgrakit.

59 Here Ithimaha speak* of three other poetic figure*

belt,. tTlknmn and fa. which he rejects as not involving

vakrokti. These, however, appear not in direct connexion

with thi< enumeration of poetic figure* but in the immediate

context of vakrokti alluded to in the previous verse. These

figures, however, are illustrated by Bhatti. and were probably

recognised before Bhimaha’s time
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The third stage indicated by Bh&niaha s treatment

does not appear to have been very productive, for

in it we have the addition of only two more figures

yathdsamkhya and taprekta (ii 88), and possibly of a

third sonhhacokti. In this connexion it is note-

worthy that by D.uylin's timo toaltkMvokti (aUo called

jali, recognised by B:ii\d>hatt«) is established as

the primary or first figure (iidyft a/arjiifii), while

in Bhilmahn it occupies a rather dubious position :

for the latter, in pursuance probably of his peculiar

theory of vakrokti, does not appear to favour thin

figure very much. With regard to \itpreknht0
,
which

is indeed an important addition to the Pootics of

this period, BhAmaha reports (ii 88) that ModluV

vin called it gaMyA t'i* '

.

Is it po—ihle that

do The *tpnk*I and a* |*oelic figures arc expressly

mentioned by Subandliu, cd. Srtrangam p. 146
;
while ufxtma

and .t\faU are recognised by Binabham (irUrnd. to Kafam

Both Subandhu and IU»>* speak of composition

enlivened by i/cjn
;
but it i* not perfectly clear whether they

mean by it a <»* Bharata) or the specific

poetic figure of that name. Bhamaha not only apeak* of

«/<*,! but mention* three kind* or ca*c* of its occurrence.

Subandhu’* boast of having u*ed de*Mt tnttntr (as hi*

commentator* interpret it) in every word of his composi-

tion is not an idle one
;
and from hi* use of it, one can in-

deed incline to the view that Subaodhu's «*** is no other

than our modern poetic figure of the same name, especially as

Bharata’s definition of *le*t a* a g*na is hardly applicable

to Subandhu* case.

1 The text reads (Bhimaha ii 88)

:

yatkisamkhynui atkUpnk&m aJamkira-Jw* vidnh >

samthyunam iti Hudkavinv/frek*U>kikifS kvaeit //
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Bhamaha’s predecessor Medhavin was the first to

analyse and name this figure ? DaijtJin, in a well

known passage, considers in detail the’ question

whether the word ioa is indicative of ulpretya, a

question which was apparently disputed by other

rhetoricians between Bhilinaha and Da^d'ui
;

but in

Vilmana we find this is already an established fact.

Prom BhAinaha ii 40
,
again, we learn that Medhilvin

sot up seven upamA do*tu, and this statement appears

to have been accepted by Nami-sAdhu (on Rudrata

xi 24 ). Unfortunately we do uot possess any other

information about Medh&vin (or Me llii\virudra)Aa
;

It is curious to note in this connexion that Dan^in (ii 273)

gives jaifU-Aruii (and kr*nm) as alternative name*, not of

utfirik/fi, but of yalkisaiiiikyi. which seems to be mpre

plausible. It it possible that the text is corrupt here f Kane

{UAL p.xiii) suggests the emendation : taijikhyamam iti

mtikivl notf>rtk+\6kikiti kp*d/, which he translates as

"Mcdhivin (calLs ya/kSuijUkya) by the name of tmfikJfrina,

and in some plates (in works on Alapkira) *lfirtk»i has

not been spoken of as an tiUifJtirtiV But the difficulty in

accepting this emendation lie* in the fact that Dakin’s

elaborate treatmc >t of would indicate that this

figure must have assumed enough imporuritce, even in

Ith.imaha’s time, to have been entirely overlooked in works

on AlamkAra. Vamana calls yatk'nanxkkya by the name of

kratna.

62 Sec VoL I pp. 49-50 Nami-sadhu’s quotation from

Medhlvin (on xi 24) merely refers to BhJmaha ii 402 which

hardly adds anything to our knowledge. RIjaiekhara and

Vallabhadeva (on Sim xi 6) cite Medhavin as a poet, the

former coupling his name with that of KumSradisa, and the

latter actually citing a verse from Medhavirudra (see ZDMG
Ixxiii, 1919, p. 190, fn 1).
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and to N&tni-a&dhu and R&jasekhara, who alao cite

him, he was possibly nothing mere than a name.

From Bhftraahag references, however, it is not un-

reasonable to presume that Medhavin was the first

writer on Poetics who, at an early period, gave an

exposition of two very important poetic figures like

•t/ximd and utpreLfO, the Utter of which he might

have himself invented •*.

After dealing with these groups of figuros,

Bh&inaha takes up (iii 1-4) in the nex t chapter all

the remaining pootic figures, recognised in his time,

nil in a body, without any further break. These

constitute a loug list of twont y-four figures. This may

be taken as the fourth utago which brings us down

to BliAiualm’s own time, and which must have ended

with the elaboration of a large uurnber of figuros,

although the uurnber is uot as largo as we find it in

Daodin's time •*. This stage is h!so represented

63 The problem* regarding upam^-Jo-ai and utfink^

itpi
tear (.1 have engaged, to a great extent, the attention of

early writers. Sec Vol. I p. 61. fn 3, «>n On
utprtk**, see Dancjin ii 226-234. Vimana IV. 3. 9 v(tti, Udbhafa

cd. fclang, pp. 43-46.

64 The differentiation and multiplicatioii of poetic figures

with the growth of speculation is a familiar fact in Alanikara

literature
i
and it is not surprising that as the study advanc-

ed, the process of refining went on until a time came when

the number became too unwieldy and the distinctions too

fastidious
j
and then they had to be systematised in the

light of some central principle Such attempts were made

from time to time, the earliest of which, as wc shall sec,

was perhaps that of Vamana.
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by a canto in the BlfUti-kioya which illustrates

in all thirty-eight independent poetic figures,

although (as we have already discussed aJ
) Bhafti

appears to have made use of a text possibly un-

known to Bh&maha, if not materially differing from

tho latter’s source*. There can be no doubt, how-

ever, that by this time the standpoint of the Alarakira-

s&stn was clearly defined and firmly established.

With BhAmaha begins a new epoch in which the

uncertain groping* of tho earlier periods vanish with

the setting up of a more or loss authoritativo

standard.

65 See Vol I pp. S*'S7*



II. BllAMAUA. UDBHATA AND KUDUATA

( The Aiamkara System )

( i )

In Blulmaha’s Kticyiilanikarti, the different topics

of Poetics are formulated not incidentally, ns in

Bhnrata, but in such well-defined outline ns would

indicate that tho Alainkiira-sAstr.i had already nttuined

the rank of an independent discipline. Wo have seen

that Bharata considered certain important elements

of poetry as devices for cinbollishing dramatic speech

and aa suhsorvient to tho principal purpose of produc-

ing tho dramatic row*. In BhAmaha, on the otlior

hand, tho poetical oml>e!lishmcnts form tho principal

object of study
;
and, while Dramaturgy and msa

are entirely ignorod, we find for tho first time u

definite scheme of Poetics more or lose systematically

elaborated and authoritatively established. Blmratii’s

treatment would show that even before his time,

sonic of the older poetic figures, most of tho gntfu

and rfofcaa, had been recognised and clearly defined,

even if no particular theory of ofayiXtfr'f hud been

in existence. But Bhamaha throws into prominence:

these poetic embellishments and tho consideration of

gutfai and donas in their connexion, in conformity

perhaps to a tradition from which the whole discip-

line appears to have received significant designation

of Aiamkara sAstro. Wo havo attempted to explain

in tho preceding chapter that the comparative
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antiquity of this tradition or of this school of opinion

cannot bo denied
;
and tho presumption is not unlikely

that a system of alavikara or an £JamlcAra school 1

(if the term is allowod from tho emphasis it puts

on the consideration of alaniLara or the poetic figure

as the principal element of poetry) existed aide by
side with the Rasa school or tho dramaturgic rasa-

system, and influenced it, as it was to a limited extent

influenced by it, although this doofrine or system

of Poetics is represented to us by a comparatively

lato writer like Bhimaha, who was by no means its

original founder.

Tho general doctrine of Ihis a/a^itam-system is

almost coextensive with what appears to have lieon

tho original standpoint of tho Alamk&rn sftstra itself

as an objoetivo, empirical, and more or less mechanic-

al discipline ; for, despite the previous or syuchrou-
ous existence of a system which elaborated tho

idoa of rasa in tho service of tho drams, there is

nothing to contradict the hypothesis, which we havo
already indicated • and which is confirmed by tho

I The word 'school' must be understood with the caution

indicated in Vol I pp. 338-40, and in the note to my article

on the Theory 0f Rasa p. 239. Referring to Bhamaha, Udbhaja
and others, Ruyyaka says : ltd evam mUtfJ&ra rva kivye

pradhanam itipriycsn'xm malam fp. 7).

3 VoL I p. ia Sanskrit Poetry, more than ever in this

•classical' period of its history, appeared as the careful work
of a trained and experienced specialist. The tradition of

of such poetry points naturally to the working of the rules

and means of the art into a system. This, combined with

a natural and characteristic love of adornment, which demand
ed an ornamental fitting out of thought and word, probably
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very early existence of the alniflkar&<*yHtcm itself,

that Sanskrit Poetics started apparently from some
theory of embellishment (alanikira) which took into

consideration the whole domain of poetic figures and
confined its energies to tho elaboration of more or

low mechanical formulas with reference to the

technique of expression. Just as there may be a theory

supplied the original motive force which brought the study

of Potties into existence. The word *'Alamkftra”(lit. embellish-

ment), applied to the discipline itself, as well as to the poetic

figure, which forms the main topic of discussion in the earliest

extant works from Bhimaha to Kudra(a, would indicate

that Sanskrit Poetics had probably grown out of a theory

and practice of embellishment., which included and threw

into prominence the whole domain of verbal and ideal

figures of speech, those decorative devices by which poetic

expression may be rendered attractive. It seems that origin-

ally Ars Poetic* in India, as Jacobi suggests, did not go
further than being a series of advice to the poet in his

profession, and consisted more or less in formulating pres-

criptions for the practical working out of poetry. It pointed

out the faults to be avoided and the excellences to be
attained, and described the poetical embellishments which

should enhance the beauty of expression, insomuch as the

whole study came to receive the designation of Alaipkftra-

iistra, or the Science of Poetical Kmhellishment. This

theme of the "education'' of the poet became in later literature

a separate study when the theoretical aspects of tl»c problems

involved began to occupy an imjiortant place in the dis-

cipline, and we find a group of writers devoting themselves

entirely to the subject of which, having the practi-

cal and somewhat mechanical training of the poet in his

art for its object, really represents the original standpoint

of Poetics. Poetics was probably raided to the rank of an

independent discipline almost about the time when
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of painting consisting of a collection of information

regardin' the techniques of tempera, of oil-painting,

of water-colour, of pastel, on the proportion of the

human body and on the laws of perspective, the

the art of poetry was supposed to comprise a oolleo-

tion of precepts relating to the forms of expression,

its structural beauty, its damaging faults and its

rhetorical ornaments, without going further into the

speculative aspect* of the problems involved. The
whole aesthetic judgment was directed to these moans

of extemaUmtion, and aesthetic pleasure was regard-

ed objectively from the standpoint of extraneous

facts which contributed to it. It cannot indeed be

dogmatically statoJ that the necessity and inevitabil-

ity of postulating an ultimate principle did not

trouble these oldor writers
; but the study must havo

begun with a method which resulted in tho establish-

ment of a series of more or loss rigid definitions

and categories elaborated to a degree of fine-

uoss. The question as to what constitutes poetry or

poetic charm, the aesthetic fact, doe* not arise until

Vftmina and the Dhvanik&ra come into the field
;

for oarlier authors like BhSraaha (i 23) and Da^tjin

(i 10) propose to confine themselves chiefly to

what they call the kacya-torira* or tho ‘body of

Sanskrit 'Classical' poetry wi« already overstepping itself

in its development.

3 Tlie metaphorical expression k2 vya*ar\ra with its

implied ktoyXlmm plays an important part in Sanskrit

Poetics throughout its history. Its origin has been traced

to the allegory of the Veda-purusa in R'vtda VI. 58. 3

(Calvin sing*), and Rijafekhara indulges in an analogous
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poetry’ as distinguishe<l from its atmm, its ‘soul’

or animating principle. The adv&uUges of verbal

arrangement with due regard to the expression of

poetic conception of the Kivya puru?a (Spirit of Poetry)

and his bride Sahitya-vidya. According to RajaSekharaN

somewhat fanciful description, the body of this Kivya-puru-a

is composed of word and sense (Wii and arlha), the face

made of Sanskrit, the arms of Prikrit, the hips and loins

of Apabhrarpia, the feet of Paiilca. and He breast of mixed

languages. This is evidently fro.n the linguistic point of

view. He further adds that famous sayings {nktifattain)

constitute his words, moods and sentiments (fWrt) make up

Ids soul, metres form the hair of his body, his conversation

consists of qua*lions and answers and riddle*, and he is

adorned by poetic figures like alliteration and simile, The

later writers attempt to arrive at greater precision, first

indicated by Vimana. who makes ‘diction' (rl/i) to be the

soul of poetry. That the external art oT poetry can be

systematised formed one of the fundamental postulates of

Sanskrit Poetic*
>

but at the tame time the necessity of

some decp;r principle to explain the manifold character of

its content could not be ignored Hence the attempt to

find the ‘soul* nr the animating principle in the bod/ or

external frame-work of poetry, lihatnaha perhaps vaguely

realised this when he proposed to take vakrokti as the

underlying principle of artistic expression
;

but Dandin

goes a step further and designates the ffmiuu as the ‘life-

breath' (/rJpZfc) of the dict^n or rlti, which he sets up as

the most important part of poetry. Vimana is the first

known writer to comprehend and state distinctly what this

'soul' is. and the Dhvanikira takes the last step in eoinplet

ing this figurative idea by defining systematically the mutua

relation of the ‘bod/ and the ‘soul' of poetry. The Dhavni-

kira implies in ii 7 that vyanjy* artha is this Stman, the

gujyu being compared to natural qualities like courage, and
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an agreeable sense and of clerer clothing of the sense

with poetical or rhetorical ornaments absorb the

attention of these writers ; and whatever may be

the theoretic basis of |x>etic charm, it is enough if

it is realised by tho objective beauty of ingenious

expression.

The two important factors, which go to make up

tho k&cy i-torira, i. e.. the ‘body’ or external frame-

work of jioetry, aro supposed to be tabda (word) and

the alatfAlrat likened to external ornament* like bracelet*

which adorn the body. This view i* apparently accepted by
Mamma|a (viii i) and taken a* authoritative by all *ub*equent

writer*, while Nami-Odhu (on Rudrata xii a) gives a similar

but not accurate explanation of Rudrata'* opinion on the

subject. The final extension of this metaphorical conception

is thus set forth by Vi«vanltha : kIvyaita habJAr/ham iarlrain,

rastU/u oUitil, gmnih s.iunJ*rr\<iivat. dfjtk ki\uitvAdivat,

r'Uayo'vay*v*-*ufulA3

m

aviiffaoaf, a/ainhirah kataLa-kuiyla-

bldivtii, thus comprehending all the elements of poetry,

discussed by previous writer*, into this elaborate metaphor.

Whatever may l>c the value of this metaphor as an index

to the conception of poetry gradually evolved by Indian

theorists, one point i* clear, via., that they all take, from

llhamaha to Jagannitha, the isUm and artha as constituting

what they call the ’body* of poetry
,
and with this idea the

theories stirt, ultimitely ending in a s arch for it* ‘soul*.

From another point of view, the iabda and artha form the

central pivot round which all theories move (for they are

all theories starting with . ifrtitio*) with particular reference

to the question of the function far exertion* operative in

poetry. And as the study of Poetic* itself, on the admission

of ->omc of its greatest exponents, drew its original inspira-

tion from grammatico-philosophical speculations on speech,

it is not surprising that enormous emphasis should be put

on these two elements.
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artka (sense)
4

,
and the alanJcanu or |>oetic figures

which adorn these are taken a> forming the essential

sign of a kAetja. In other words, poetry consists of a

verbal composition in which a definite sense must

prevail, and which must be made charming by means

of certain turns of expression to which the name of

pootic figuro is given. This general standpoint is

implied by Bhftmaha at tho very outset in connexion

with his general discussion of the two kinds of

figures based respectively on word and sense :

rhpakddim afanJuirnifl bihyam acabvUe pare
j

x>H>ain Ivtim c<i vyutpattii/i iJcdni TAichantyalatpJiftirn/

tad el>ul Ahuk vnitnb>lyai,\ ndiiJia-oyul/yiUir id/fi
/

tabddbh idheydlainkAra-bUdAd ix(<w/i dvayatp tn neth
//.

This passage, also quoted with approval in the

4 Sec above footnote J S*b,torlk<m sahitan kSvyam,

IlhJmaha i 16, from which, a-* Kuntala indicates, the name
s'Juiya wan probably given t » p »;try. The earliest use

probably of this term siiifya in Poetic* «<curs in Mukula

(pp. 21 ami 23) aitJ in hi* pupil PiatOlAienduraja, while

Kijasckhara expre*«ly uses the term siAilya-t'idri. The
orthodox etymology of the term, which derives it from the

above definition of poetry, a* the union of word and sense,

is thus put by Rijaickhara «ib idrihayor yaikmvat safui-

bhavtna vutyi sikilya-vi.lri, an interpretation with which

Kuntala agrees. This tikitya or alliance of word and sense is

admitted as a fundamental postulate from a very early time,

and with proper modifications, by all schools and authors

Cf Damjin i to, Vimana L l. I (vftti), Rudrafa ii i. Ananda-

vardahna admits as unquestioned Mbddrthaa rival kivyam,
upon which Abhinava comments tioat-grakanena kasy&pyatra

*< i vipratipallir iti danayati. The view is alluded to by
Magha in H 86l>, and apparently by Kalidasa in the first

verse of Ragku .
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Vakrokti-jioita (on i 8) aud tho Kdcya-prakui i vi,

is difficult to translate, but the moaning is clear and

may be freely rendered thus : “Others regard meta-

phor and tho like to be external ornaments. They,

postulate that grammatical correctness adorns speech,

and call it excellence of language, (implying that)

there is no such corresponding correctness of sens<^?

We, however, accept two kinds of ornaments, referr-

ing either t«» word or aenso". 0<u><|in, who does

not strictly belong to this school but who substanti-

ally agrees on this point with BhAm&ha, is moro

explicit in his statement and lays down (i 10) that

tho ‘body’ of poetry consists of a scrios of words

regulated by an agreeable senso.

Although Bh&maha is tho oldest representative

of this system whoso work has survived, he was, as

wc havo stated more than once, by no means its

origiuutor. Tho system, as wo find it set forth iu

his work, is certainly not primitive, but indicates tho

firm existence of a dovolope 1 Coaching on tho subject.

Rljasokhara, we have seen*, gives us a long list of

mythical names with which he identifies the original

treatment of tho various topios relatiug principally

to tho poetic figures. Hj assigns tho elaboration

of the poetic figures •tnuprtU't, yam'ika and citra,

iabda-Ucia, va-d'iva, npuni, utis-tyi, artha-He^a,

and uhha>j(V.aijik*ra respectively to Pracot&yana.

Citritogada, Sosa. Pulastya, Aupakftyana, PiriWara,

Utathya and Kubera. While the antiquity of the

distinction between taljddfatpkircu and arth4larp-

karas generally (in spite of the above passage of

5 VoL I p. I.
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Kh&iuaha's) and of tabda-He^a and nrthailefa in

particular may bo seriously doubted, some of these

poetic figures may be allowed to have been very

early recognised, as BharaU mentions some of them
and Bhftmaha acknowledges nearly all (excepting

Cum which wo find in Dai}i)in and oasUioa which

wo find in Rudrafa). Mcdh-lvin, cited by Bhamaha,

probably belonged to this school, and his is the only

authentic uaine of an early exponent of this system.

With Bh&iuuha** work however, wu emerge from

the region of conjecture and doubt, and urrivo at the

first classic statement of a definite doctrine of Poetics.

We must not yet look to his work, nor to that of

his foltowor Udbhata, for a thoroughly critical system.

Wu can dedueo certain broad conceptions, but the

practical object, underlying tho speculation of thin

school in general, and its mom or less normative

character did not allow sufficient soope for purely

thooratio treatment ; nor can wo oxpcct such treat-

ment at this early stage. BhAinaha, therefore, uo-

where attempts a formal definition of |>oetry, uur does

he stato clearly tho thoory of vakrokti and alai/iiara

which, as wo shall see, was first systematically

enunciated by his follower, the Vakroktijtvita-kara.

The first chapter of Bhamaha* work givos us some

preliminary remarks about the general character-

istics of poetry and its subdivisions, but a largo part

of it is takeu up with the enumeration of the general

faults which obstruct the proper expression of an

idea.

Bhamaha states at the outset tho purposes of

pootry (kaoy>t-iti’ujfi/jaiui

)

and the «|ualifications ol

7
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it jloot (kdvya-hetv), incidentally mentioning the

‘sources' of jioetry {kavya-yonayak). Regarding the

first topic of the aim and purpose of poetry, it is

nut necessary U« discuss the different views in detail, as

they generally enumerate extraneous objects and throw

little light on the general theory of poetry. In the

older writers there is a more or less uncritical mention

of lame (kirtti) for the poet aud delight (prUt)8 for the

reader us the chief objucLs of poetry
;
and herewith

tihftniaha (i 2), Duplin (i 105), Vftmaua (i. 1. 5),

Kudrata (i 21,22) aud Khoja (i 2), though belonging to

different schools of opinion, suOiu to lie content. But it

liecume customary to mid T
, from the poet’s stand-

point, ‘wealth’, ‘social suonW and ‘escape from ilia’.

From the reader's' point of view, poetry brought

‘solace’, ‘instruction in knowledge’ aud ‘profioieuoy

in the arts and ways of the world'
;

and these

wero sometimes summarily comprehended by the

term tricarga, vix., profit, pleasure and virtue, to

which later on the enturoarga, anticipated by

Bh&muhit (i 2), adds mok<r> « or liberation of the soul.

This is probably an attempt to bring poetry on u

level with other arts or sciences which profess similar

ends, aud is iu harmony with the deep-rooted idea

of the functions of a It is, however, pointed

out by later theorist* like Mammal* and his follow-

ers", who iu their turn develop Abhinavagupta’s

6 Bharata had already laid down this pleasu re-giving

function of the dramatic art as kfvlanakatn (i II), vinoda-

karinnm (i 8*3).

7 c g. Mammal* i 2, I lemacandra p. 2 dc.

8 AMiinava u>cs the terms frabhu-s*mmiU.j*yi-MHUnil,i

and uiUru-suMHUta, which arc accepted by Mammal* fed.
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idea (•locaua p. 12). tli.it the bipj/'i, m distinguished

from the scriptures an* I the sciences, is kdntd-sammU-i,

i. e., like the teaching of a loving mistress, implying

thereby that the pedagogic powers of poetry resolve

themselves into a peculiar power of suggesting a

condition of artistic enjoyment. The famous opening

verso of the K&uja-pntiaia makes this clear when

it describes poetic speech as comprehending n crea-

tion, ungoverned by nature's laws and consisting

of puro joy. The Mlifiwyi and the other mate-

rial objects of poetry arc mentioned in almost un-

broken tradition
;
but with the elalwratiou of a

full -Hedged scheme of Poetics iu connexion with

the suggestion of rw*. tho purpose of poetry was

brought into a level with tlic ultimate theory about

it** nature : ami poetry was supposed to create a

peculiar mood of aesthetic pleasure, oonveyed

generally by tlm philosophi- term flifci nda ®. .lagan-

n. S. S. 1917, p. 9>. I-*ter writes distinguish (c. g. Ekivati

pp. 13-151 between tlic Vedas which are prabhu-sainmila
,

the Itihiisa etc. which arc mitrt-Mmmit*, and tlic Kavya

which is kSn/S-sammi/ir

9 Abhinavagupta’f comment on Bhimaha i 2 on this

point Is intcrcsti'ig i p. 12, partially copied by

Hcmacandra in his commentary, p. 3) :
ratkhktam—iiharmd-

rtha-kimm-titak***u vditak*tnf*>* kalisu cm / karvti klrt/hp

firi/nn at ssJAu-kivya-Htfevaftam ' iti, lathdpi firlfir eva

pradkamtm. Ahfillhi finM’i-uru niubhyo vaOidibhyo milra-

sammittbhyii’ ,-'‘tikiPulibkyo vru/palli-ktlubkyak ,
ko'sya

khvya-r~if>,tiya vyul/ uti-hitor jiy milatva-lak-a >u>

>l‘ firiJ/ihHjCHnuaiuLt robklah. Catnroarga-vyutpatUr api

idnawlah piryamik.iiu innkkyain pkatam. The essence of

rasa, which came to be considered as the most important

thing in poetry, is said to consist of this /rVi or ;
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nittha completes the idea by defining it as a ‘dia-

interested' or ‘dissociate I' (
ftlamkika)

pleasure, which

depends upon a taste formed by repeated representa-

tion of beautiful objects, and which can be enjoy-

ed by a man initiated into the poetic mysteries.

With regard to the other two questions, vis.,

the equipment of a poet aud the sources of poetry.

Hh&maha appear* to lw* cognisant of their importance.

His remarks on these point* are, however, brief,

hr compared with thn*o of Vftinana, who deals

with the subject elaborately for the first time. It

may be pointed out in this connexion that Sanskrit

Poetics, consistently with the original idea of its

having been a more or les* mochanical discipline,

gives a long list of the essential qualifications

which a poet should possess and laya down elaborate

rules for his ‘education'. With the advance of

the theoretical aspects of the science, thin theme

was, no doubt, made the object of a separate

study by a group of writers who make it their

business to instruct the poot in his profession
;

but all early writors on general Poetics, more or

leas, touch upon the point. We shall have occa-

sion to deal with this school of kari-itJcpH
;

but

it will be convenient to indicate here briefly tho

earlier speculations on the subject. While not

denying the supreme necessity «»f genius or poetic

gift (tatkavitva, Bbnmaha i 4) which consist* in

pralihha (poetic conception), all w riters, early or

naturally atan,Vt or pr~>ti became in later Poetics the chief

object of poetry- Mammal calls it sakala-prayojana-mnut'

-

bhTLtam.
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Into. agree in cinplutsising the neowity of study

and experience. Both Bhamaha (i •») nnrl D.tpdin

(i 103-4) acknowledge pratibha which is said to l>e

natural (nauaryiki) or inborn (sahnja)
;
and Vamana

puta it into a formula that in /»ratihhi lies the

seed ol‘ poetry, and defines it (I.3.1C VfU*) as an

antenatal capacity of the mind 10 without which

no poetry is possible, and if possible, it is only

ridiculous, a dictum which is Almost literally copied

hy MmnmatA who, however, uses the moro general

term ittkti 1

1

. AhhinnvagupU ('Locana p. 29) de-

fines it as intelligence (prajiia), capable of fresh

invention (a/*6rea-ro*<«-n»rmlna-£sa»»w), its distin-

guishing characteristic being the capacity of creat-

ing poetry pneeesaed of passion, clarity and beauty

(iatya viiefo rasderta Iyi-viioidarya- kicya-

nivmdiin-kvun'itwn)
; and ho quotes tho authority

of Bharata (vii 2) who designates it as the ‘inter-

nal disposition’ of the poet (nnlaryatc* bhiiva).

This agrees with the definition of /ir>ttihhfi as prujUii

n'iva-nnv6Vekha talnu, given in a verse cited anony-

mously hy Hcmacandra, but attributed hy K^eineudm

(
AncUya-vicUft >vl i'. 3.») to Abhinava’s guru,

Bhatta Tauta
;

mid it i» recognised ns canonical

hy later writers, to whom Ahhinava and Mainnia(a

wero the final law-givers, hut who sometimes a- hi

10 mttirtt-gmla-iai*skira-vi^f*.th ka’fil. Danilin des-

cribe* it as ^rjM-i'isami-guwmHbamt&i

11 used by Kudrata (i 14 - 15 ), who distinctly gives two

alternative term* iatfi and fira/ibki. and by Abhinavagupla

CLocana p. 137 ) who says
:
hnktih fralibhanam

.
varnwritya

vastH-vi^a-nnianblUkh^ilitvam.
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that it. is lokottorn and capable of producing an in-

definable charm variously termed vaicitrya
,
v icchitli,

C&ruiva, saundarya, hrdyatva or mmaHtyatvA.

While these theorists believed in pratibhi, they

also believed in "making a poet into a poet",

and maintained tho importance of what DagcTm

calls iruta and alhiyoya, but what later writer*

call vyutpalti (culture) and abhy&ia (practice).

Rudrata, therefore, thinks that pratihha is not

only t'Uiaja or inborn, but al*o utpadyA or capable

of attainment by vyutpaUi or culture. The poet

is thus required to bo nn export in a loug list

of science* or arts. Tho earliest of such lists is

given by Rh&maha in i 9, where mention is made

of tho following studios as **ourcW of poetry * a
,

via., grammar, prosody, lexicography, stories based

on itihAta, ways of tho world, logic and tho line arts.

This substantially agrees with RudMa’s list (i 18),

but Vilmana deals with tho topic in greater detail

in r. 3.21*20. and requires the poet t*» l»e conversant

with grammar, lexicon, metrics arts, moral*, erotios

politics, and, above nil. tho ways and means of the

world. It it is also sometimes implied that the

poet mast have studied the theory of poetry and

made himself proficient in poetical exercise (ahhyata).

Ho must be clever at weaving motaphors and other

poetic figures, at the trick of producing a double

meaning, at manipulating complicated schemes of

12 Read tapyayoMajah (instead of kivyayairvaiX in the

printed text), as indicated by Vimana L J.I (kavyAiigini) and

RijaAekhara viii (kivya-yonay.th). Cf Jacobi in op. cit. p.

224.
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alliteration au«l rhyming, at following up quick com-

position, at making complete strophes out of broken

lines and sentences, and similar ingenious practices.

When a new work is published, it is submitted to

and approved by Assemblies of exjierU, as wc are

told by Maiikhuko, RAjosekhnra au«l others. It

was obviously expected to answer all the demands

of theory, although it was by no means an easy

tost ; for style, says an Indian stylist, is like a

woiuau’s virtue which nuiuot l»ear tho least reproach.

The public likewise |*>ssc*sod or were exacted to

|
Mwse.ss a certain amount of Unsure tics! knowledge ;

for the rtuili-t or *. the luau of taatc, tho

trim apprcciators of |>oetry. must bo. according to

tlm conception ol the Sanskrit theorists. not only

well rood ami wise, and initiated into tho intricacies

of theoretic requirements, but also possessed of the

line instincts of aesthetic enjoyment**. Tho poet

naturally likod to product) an impression that he hud

observed nil the rules, traditions and expectations

of such an audience ; for the ultimate test of poetry

is laid down as consisting in tho appreciation of tho

*<thivl<iya Thus the poet is requirod to be true to

his natural gifts and yet conform to the rigid demands

of theory. The art of poetry in this way came to

llourish in a learned atmosphere, and the theory of

Poetics, as we shall see, naturally assumed a

scholastic and dialectic character in common with Uie

13 On the subject of the “education*' of the poet, see

F. W. Thomas. The Miking 0/ the Sanskrit Poet in

Hhnndaik,ir Comaamor.ition Volume p. 375 f. On the sahulaya

see VoL l pp. 1 1 1-12, and references given therein.
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whole scientific literature of ancient India. It is

true that a certain amount of inevitable difference

is always to be fouud between theory and practice ;

and, as on the one hand, we have gifted poets

aspiring to untrammelled utterance, so on the other,

thore is a tendency to degeuerate towards a slavish

adherence to rules, which naturally resulted in a

strong overloading of a composition l»y complicated

or artificial expressions.

With these general remarks wo may now turn

to a brief consideration of other topics in the

work of Bh&maha. Bhamalia rests content by

takiug the kiIvya to consist of tabda and arlha

(tabddrtkau »akila<i lAvyum). giving equal promi-

nence to word and souse in poetry. But ho

implies by his treatment that the k&vyn should also bo

faultless (nirdopt) and embellished by poetic figuros

($dlatfik&ra). Then follows the classification oi

poetry (i) according to form, into verse and prose

(ii) accordiug to the language employed, into Sans-

krit, Prakrit and Apabhrainsa (iii) according to tho

subject-mattor, into fourfold division, so far as it

deals respectively with incidents human or divino,

incidents invented by the poet’s imagination, or

iucidents based on the several arts or sciences,

(iv) accordiug to the conventional way of grouping

compositions into fivefold recognise! division, vis.

sarya-ltanih* {mah&kavya). MineyArtha (drama),

akky&yikd, hath* and aniltaddha-kiotfa (i. e. detach-

ed poems like gtUkta or individual ilokas). Bh&raaha’a

definition of a mahakacya is more or less conven-

tional, aud practically agrees with thst to be found
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in Dai>4in (i 14 f ) and in the Agni-pur&na (336,
24-32). With regard to abhiney&rtha, he oraita

ita treatment because others have treated of it

already. Bhimaha lays down a somewhat hard-

and-fast liue of demarcation between the hath 3

and the itfiySyika, a view which is not accepted

by Daodin and which V&inana does not enter into

as being too fine **. With regard to the formal

classification of verse and prose, it may be remark-

ed that poetry, according to the view of Sanskrit

theorists, has a twofold aspect according as

it consists of verse (jxidya) or prose (gadyn),

although some authors speak of a mixed kind (mikra),

o. g., tho drama in whioh both proso and verso occur.

14 Vol. 1 pp. 6o and 67. Wc have tried to show elsewhere

(The Katki and tkt Xkkyiyiki in Classical Sanskrit in BSOS,
vol. iii) that two or three well-defined stages are distin-

guishable in the development of these two species of the

kivya in Classical Sanskrit, the earliest being represented

by the characteristics given by Bhimaha and the latest by
those given by RudraVa

j
and that while Bhimaha cannot

be taken as having accepted Bina's two masterpieces as

his prototype, Rudrafa has only generalised their import-

ant features into universal definitions of the katki and the

ikhyiyiki. Lacotc in his Ettai tnr Gnnidkya tt la Bfhatkathi
suggests (p.282) that Dantjin must have found that Gun4«jhya

did not observe the traditional distinction between the kat/U
and the akkyiyiki (e. g. in the original Brkatkatha, on LacAte’s

showing p. 220, there was a narration by Naravahanadatta of

his own victories, which is contrary to the rule laid down by
Bhamaha), and was therefore led to reject it altogether.

Bhamaha. no doubt, refers to a katki in Apabhram&i in

i 28 but it is not known whether he was aware of the exist-

ence of the Brkatkatki.

8
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The doctriue that prose is the opposite, not of

poetry, but of verse, which began to be realised rather

late iu European critical theories, was very early

admitted without question by Sanskrit authors

with whom metre docs not play the same part as

it does in European i>octry ; for in India from

the earliest time, it was usual to put down even the

driest teachings in a metrical forih ,5
.

Bhiimaha, however, appears (i 31 - 35) to be in-

different to the literary value of rUi (roughly, 'diction'),

to which L)dQ(|in and his followers of the Rlti sohool

attach so much importance. He thinks that tho dis-

tinction made by the rUi-theorists betwoen vaidarbKa

and jaiufa is meaningle** ; and though he does not

use the terms rnUrga (DaQcJin) or rUi (Vftmana), his

statement would imply that ho is speaking of

ivtidarbka and <jau4a-kavy*s respectively, in which some

had apparently seen differences of manner and treat-

ment. As a necessary corollary apparently to this

view, he does uot think it worth while to devote much

attention to the gunag, which the riJi-thooriiits take

a* forming tho constituent excellences of riti, and

15 One need not emphasise the point that the Sanskrit

theorists define poetry v» a-, to include any literary work

of the imagination in it« scope, and absolutely refuse to

make of rhyming or versing an essential. This tradition

is so well established that the question is nowhere discussed

and never doubted. Thus the theorists . incl ude under the

head of |>octry romance* like Kidambar

\

or Haryxcartta

which arc written for the most part in prose. Vimana

even quotes a dictum which says that prose is the touchstone

of the poets {gaJyaai tavuiiijk miiayim vadmli, cited in vrtti

on 1. 3. 21).
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summarily ineutions in another context (ii 1-3) only

three gunas, viz., madhurya, ojas and jmudda,
apparently rejecting Bharata’a ten orthodox

excellences. He does not, however, connect them
with the rlti, and thinks that they are distinguished

according to the presence or absence, in varying

degrees, of compound words.

Bh&maha then proceeds to de6ne and discuas,

.with illustrations, the poetic figures or alarjdciiraji,

to whioh he devotes two long chapters (ii 4-95, iii

1-56), consisting of nearly one hundred and fifty

verses. Then come (ch. iv) tho do*ai or demerits

of composition (some of which are already dealt

with in i 37-56), and the whole subjeot is wound up
with two chapters (v-vi) on tho logical * * and grammati-
cal* 7corroctnees of poetry respectively. Now leaving

aside these two requirement* and tho daftu, all of
which are in a sense nogativo requirements, the only

thing of the highest importance in poetry, in Bh&maha’s
view, is apparently tho.alarjikara or the poetio figuro,

which takes up tho bulk of his treatment. Bhainaha
attoinpts to classify poetic expression into fixed

rhetorical categories, and trom this point of view his

work possesses the general appoarance of a technical

manual, comprising a collection of definitions with

illustrations and empirical canons for the bonofit

of the artist desirous of externalising his ideas. But

16 in which arc discussed such nyiya-vai'u^ika topics

as the firamina. fira/tt .
tutu, d’filmta etc.

17 giving practical hints foe attaining grammatical

correctness (sautabJjra) and corresponding to the last

adhikarana of Vamana's work.
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in the course of his enquiry, it probably struck him that

a philosophical or scientific classification of expressions

is not possible
; for, although every single expressive

fact may be grouped together generically, the
continuous variation of the individual content results in

an irreducible variety of oxpressive facts. He attempts,

therefore, to arrive at a synthesis by holding that

thero may be modes or grades of expression, of which
the best inodo is that which involves vakrokli*•, by
which a certain peculiarity or charm of expression

is posited as the casentinl principle of all alaijik&ras' •

.

Tho etymological meaning of the term eakrokti
is 'crooked speech’

;
and this moaning appears in

the verbal poetic figure defined by Rudrata (ii 13*1
7)

and, after him. by all later theorists, who connote

18 It is true that in one place Hhlinaha speaks of the figure

hkivika as the characteristic excellence of a composition

an a whole, a view which coincides with that of Daivjin, as well

as of Bhafti who illustrates this figure in one whole cantf

(canto xii> It is define.! as the representation of object*,

whether past or future, as if they were present, the condition

of the representation being that the story or theme must
have picturesque, strange and exalted meaning (r&MWJ/Al
<lbkut'\rthatvam kathiyih) and must be capable of being

enacted well (tvahki*\t<u2). and that the words used must
be agreeable {fieUAmukmUtl). But Bhlmaha does not appeal
to lay any special emphasis on bkivikatvu in Poetry, but

deals with it as he does with any other poetic figure. No
doubt, he speaks of bkivika as sprabiinlha-guna, but Bhftmaha

does not seem to have made any theoretical distinction

between the guna and the n'ankin as such, and the word
gun* here should not be taken in any technical sense.

*9 On this subject, see my introd. to Kuntala’s Vakrokti-

pp. x-xix.
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by this figure a kind of pretended speech baaed on

paronomasia (ifefo) or peculiarities of intonation

(kaku). In Vimana, on the other hand, vakrokli

appears not as verbal figure (tabddiai/ikdra) but as a

figuro based on the sense (arlhdlaqikara)
;
and it

ia defined as a metaphorical mode of speech based on

the “transference of sense” (lakcanA). Bh&mahn,

while admitting it, apparently in common with Dublin

(ii 363), as a collective designation of all altitjik&ras* 0
,

uaofl tho term to imply a selection of words and turn-

ing of ideas peculiar to |>oetry and abhorrent

of matter-of-fact speech. Kuntala, who developea

this idea ami builds a unique theory of aJaipkBra on

its basis, makes this meaning clear when ho indicates

by such oakratl1 the peculiar charm (vicchitti

)

or

strikingneas (cat cUrya) which can ho imparted to

ordinary expression by the conception of the poet

(kavi-pratibhA). When words nre used in tho ordinary

manner of common parlance, as people without a

poetic turn of mind uae them, there ia no special

charm, no stri^kingnes*
;
and consequently it is not

poetical in the sense in which Bh&maha and his follow-

er understand it. Such svabhavokti or ‘natural’ mode

of apcech, to which Daqdin is so partial but which

he also distinguishes from vakrokli, ia not acceptable

to Bh&maha and Kuntala, who refuse to acknowledge

soabhQvokli as a poetic figure at all : for theso

20 Sec reference cited in op. (ii. fn 17 at pp. xv-xviii. Also

see Jacobi in ZDMG Ixiv 130 f, and in Sb. dtr prtuts.

Akad. xxiv, 1922, pp. 224 t Kuntala also uses the term

vakrokli as almost coextensive with the term alamkkra (p.

xxiii), and regards the so-called poetic filgures as aspects

of vakrokli.
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theorists apparently imply a distinction between tho

‘‘artistic’’, or ornamental, or extraordinary, on the one

hand, and the ‘‘naturalistic’’, or unadorned, or ordinary

expression, on the other* 1
.

31 To Bhamaha and Kuntala, svabkivokti, which con-

sists in a description of the natural disposition (svabklva)

of an object, is obviously wanting in the requisite striking-

ness to be poetical ; for they take it to be merely plain

or unadorned description and imply that a poet should

express things or ideas differently from the banality or

prosiness of the iistras or of common life. But Dandin

and later theorists, on the contrary, reckon ftfi or svabkivokti

among the poetic figures. On this point we quote what

we said elsewhere (Introd. to vita

,

p. xiv, fn 171.

"Though formally the expression of the svabkivokti may
not differ from a statement or description in common life

there is still a substantial difference. For, the poet see*

or conceives the very same thing not in the same way

as common people. In the case of the latter, all things

stand in some relation to his personal interests, which should

be understood to connote also scientific interest in them

as objects of knowledge. But. for the poet, the object has

no connexion with his or anybody's interests, not even as

an object of knowledge
;
he has a vision of the thing in

itself in its true nature. This is what is partially under-

stood by lokatikrinta-go<arati, and Jaganniitha makes it

clear (cd. Bombay, 1915, p. 41 while explaining the term

lokdttaratva as an element of poetic charm. Literally

lokbttara means super-mundane, but in the sense indicated

above it may be translated roughly as ‘disinterested’ or

‘dissociated’. Now, Dan<jin, adopting the traditional term

atamkira and applying it to the svabkivokti, could not

very well accept Bhamaha’s statement that vakra/a is the

characteristic of all poetic figures, because vakrokti exclude*

the svabkivokti (Danrjin ii 362) ,
but he tries to reconcile
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Bh&oiaha, therefore, lays down, in his classifica-

tion of tho different kinds of k&vya, that the subdivi-

sions of poetry mentioned by him are admissible to

that designation in so far as they possess vakrokti

(i 30) ; and this is made more explicit by declaring

later on that whatever value might be attached to

the function of riti in poetry, the vakrokti is desirable

as an embellishment of poetio speech (i 36), which

he characterises elsewhere as vakrA (vi 23). There-

fore he calls upon the poet to be diligent in accomplish-

ing this, ns the vakrokti manifests tho sense of
poetry and as uo eiubllishmont of poetry is possible

without vakrokli (ii 85). It is not surprising, there-

fore, that lie rejects figures like Ulu. fftlyma and

l«4a on the ground that they do not involvo vakrokti.

It is curious, howovor. that BhAmaha nowhere
explicitly defines or explaius the word vakrokti.

Perhaps hore we have the work of early theorisers

who have not yet learnt to theoriae systematically,

but who arc carried away more or less by their

practical object of establishing definite norms and

his own view with Bhimaha's opinion by extending the

latter’s remarks regarding the ati'nayokti (ii 8i) over all

poetic figures, thus including the svabkivokti. The Indian

theorists have almost neglected an important part of their

task, viz., to find a definition of the nature of the subject

of a poem as the product of the poet’s mind
*
this problem

is the main issue of Western Aesthetics. Only svabhavokti

and bkivika can be adduced as a proof that the Indian

theorists were conscious of the problem, but did not attack

it in its entirety, treating it only in some of its aspects".

See also, on this point, Jacobi in Sb. dir prints. Akad
cited above, pp. 224 L
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prescribing general formulas as a means of attaining

literary expression. Or, perhaps the idea of vakrokti

was traditional or already too well known in his

time to require detailed treatment At any rate,

after enumerating anil defining the poetic figures up
to and including atiiayokti, he says generally aat><S

sarvaiva ixikroLtih (ii 85), with a hint (as it appears

from the context) of identifying the vakrokti in

substance with the idea involved in atiiayokti.

Kuntala appeals to agree with Bhamahn that some

kind of cihiai/'i^involved in vakrokti, and thinks that

the atiiaya is a necessary element in what he calls

vicitra-mdnja, where oakrokti-vaicitrya prevails (i 27).

Daudin probably arrives at the same conclusion in

u different way when he speaks of all poetic figuros

as depending on atiiayokti. a view which is explained

thus by one of his commentators : alayikirAntarttnim

api efa { — attiayoktyalamkarnk) upakiri bhavati,

alUaya-jananatvarjs emu bhitanataya na ayid

UyahkiprAyat). Anandavardhana’s remarks in this

connexion are illuminating. He says that it is

possible to include atiiaya in all poetic figures,

as has been successfully done by great poets, for the

purpose of increasing the beauty of poetic composi-

tions ;
and citing Bh&tuaha’s idoa of atiiayokti and

vakrokti he remarks (pp. 208)“ : "There is an

excellence of charm in that poetic figure in which

the atiiayokti is established by the imagination of

22 tatr&ti'rayoktir yam alairJiiram aiAitiftkata kavi-

pratibMi-vaiil tasya carmtviituaya-yagah, anyasya tvaiaipJegra-

tnatralaioeti.
tv«rvi/ainiira-iar\raivttaraTUt-yogyatvtn&bhtdi>-

pacarat saiva sarvolmpkira-rapityayam tvartha'vagantavyak.
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the poet ; other figures are merely so called. Since
it is able to enter into the body or composition of

all poetio figures, it is, by assuming it to be identical

with them, called tboir essence”. The atifoyokti
therefore, is taken, in the worJa of Abhinavagupta's

explanation, as tho common token or generic property

of all poetic figures (tarodUthikinwlntilnya-rri/wm),

or, as Mammata puts it, as their life-breath or essence

(pranaloeudcatiithate. p. 743). One can realise from

this the dose connexion between this important

figure and Bhamaha's uotion of vakrokti.

Bh&inaha defines atiiayokti as nimUtalo vuco

yat In lobUilrd^a-yocaranx (ii 81 ), which Daj>din

paraphrases as vivcU*a yd vi4e*uya lobi-.lmdfi-

oartini (ii 214). It would seem, therefore, that the

alUaya iu the vakmtA of poetio figures consists

essentially in this lokdtikriiU<i-<jocaral&, and Abhi-
uavn nukes this clear whon he explains in this

oonnexion
( Locana p. 208 ): kaJAasya hi vakntid

abhidhtyatya ca txikraUt lokoUlrnena rfijtendva-

gthdnim. From this it is reasonable to conclude
that by vritrcild Bhimaha implies a kind of heighten-

ed or extraordinary turn givon to expression (what
KuntaU would call bhatuji or vicchiUi), which oons-

titutos the charm or strikingnoss of poetic express-

ion, as distinguished from common speoch whero
facts are simply stated. We shall see that Kuntala
elaborates this idea by the peculiar theory of
vaicitrya or vicchiUi (which is taken as almost

equivalent to the term vakratd) of word and
sense as forming the basis of all poetio decora-

tion (the so-called jwetic figures being mere aspects

9
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of it), whereby the poet lift* ordinary speech to

the lovel of extraordinary poetic utterauce.

As a necessary corollary from the prominence
given to vakrokti or alanJuira in poetry by this

system, it follows that ideas of rasa should be
includod in the scope of particular poetic figures.

Wo shall see that Bhamaha actually assigns this

function to the particular figure rasavat, and, it

wo are to accept UdbhaU’s position as indicative

of that of Bh&raaha, also to tho figures preyas
and firjasoin. By putting a technical interpreta-

tion on the word vibh&ryate in Bh&maha ii 85.

Abhinavagupta attempt* to make out that tho rasa
as well as ataiflk&ra originates in vakrokti

; but
this is probably an instance of the not-unusual but
ruthor far-tetched ingenuity of tho cominoutator.
Regarding vya*jydrlha or dhviui, tho “suggested
sense", which plays such an important part iu lator

theories, Bhdmaha nowhere expressly alludes to

this idea • but wo can nover dogmatically affirm

that somo kind of suggested sense was uot known
to him. Ho defines figures liko paryayokta, vyilja

•

stuli, aprastuta-praiaifisA and sam&sokti, in all of which
thero is an indication of an implied souse. Tho
ftaryayokta, for instauee. is defined as paryiyoklay i

yad (myena prataretdbkidtayatc (iii 8), and Udbhafc.

expands this with vdcya-cdcaka-vrUi'jhytim tunyend-
vagam&lmana, in which there is a clear indica-

tion of an aoagamyam&vt artha a *. This is also

apparent from the criticism of Anandavardhana, who

23 Cf Kuyyaka’s remarks on this figure. See also

Bhamalia’s definition of tamisokei, ii 79.
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does uot agree, however, that in BhAmaha's paryO-

yokta there is a predominance of the suggested

sense, inasmuch as the expressed sense is uot

intended there to be merely subservient (pp. 39-40).

In another plaoe (p. 108), Anandavardhana further

remarks thnt Udbhata has shown in detail that

expressed poetic figures like rhpaka can sometimes

be n suggested olement, a case of what is explained

by J/i earn-theorists as aland&ra-tlhvani. Thus,

in tho opinion of the great exponent of the dhoani-

thoory himself, BhAmaha as well as Udbhata (cf

*Locan

a

p. 10) is not an ahh&va-vhdin or one

who denies the existence of dhoani (as Mallin&tha,

p. 24 ,
wrongly considers him to be), but an anlar-

Uhtoa-vUdin who includes tho idea of dhoani in

other eloinents of i»octry. Discussing this point,

PratlhArendurtja appears to agroo with Ananda-

vir lhann; for, in his opinion, the dhvani, which

is considered by some school to be the ‘soul’ of

poetry, is not separately dealt with by these early

writers because they include it iu poetic figures

(p. 79). In tho same way, Jagaunitha (pp. 414-15)

remarks that although Udbhata and others, who

were earlior than the author of tho <J/i t>a a i- system,

never uso the term dhvani, it is yet unreason-

able to hold on that ground that the concept of

dhoani was unknown to them, because they indi-

cate some of its aspects in their definitions of

figures like paryiyokla, sanvuohli, vyaja-stxUi and

apraaluta-ptruaiiisa. To the same effect is the

general statement of Ruyyaka (p. 3), who says

that Bh&maha, Udbhata and other ancient writers
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would comprehend the suggested sense in the alaijikdra

hs an adornment of the expressed sense ; in other

words, they do not take it independently but as

an accessory to the expressed sense, in the stine

way as they take rasa as an accessory element.

Following perhaps the tradition of Bh&maha's

paryayokta, the younger V&gbhat* defines (pp. 36-37)

the figure as dkcanitaUtidkanam, and refers the

curious reader to the treatise of Anandavardhana

for a detailed treatment of dkvanildkti
;
while Horaa-

enndra defines (p. 263) it more briefly as vyanyya-

sydktih. In all this, one can peroeive an attempt

to rend the idea of dhvani into older authors like

Bhftmaha and Udbhata and thus to find nn orthodox

authority for it from an early tiino ; but it is not

unlikoly that the general notion of a suggested

sense, like the genoral notion of rasa, was not

unknown to these ancient authors, although it was

only naively understood and neTor indopendontly

treated, being uncritically included as nn element

of somo poetic figures.

( 2)

The only writer of later times who develops

Bh&maha's notion of vakrokd is Kuntaln, the author

of the Pab'okti-jiviia
; but for this exposition, it

disappears from the writings of this school. Udbhata,

one of the earliest avowed followers of Bh&inaha,

nowhere mentions it, although it is quite possible

that we would have got a much more comprehen-

sive idea of UdbhAta’s standpoint from his lost
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H/Mimiha-vivaram or Kacydlcirakar'i-vivrh 84 than

from his existing brief compendium of poetic figures.

His AlatiikCtra-s'iingr'ih'i. as its namo implies, con-

sists merely of a collection of verses defining forty-

one figures (including three varieties of annprfoa), and

wo are left absolutely in the dark regarding his

views on general problems.

In his treatment of these poetic figures, Udbhata

follows Bhftmnha very closely, enumerating the

figures in the same order and even borrowing literally

the definitions of a large number of them. In the

case of a few particular poetic figures, however,

Udbhata enters into distinctions which were probably

unknown to Bhftmaha. Thus, ht speaks of four

forms of the atitayokti, which Bh%mnha does not

mention, but which agrees substantially with the four

out of tho five varieties of that figure recognised by

lator writers. Bhftmaha spoke (ii 6-8) of only two kinds

of nnaprOM, vis., grbmyAnuproMi and 10( 1yAnnprlUa,

which classification, PratlhArendurtja thinks, is based

on a tacit admission of the two vrilit, viz., gramya

24 Sec Vol. I p. 45 - The six chapters of Udbhata’* exist-

ing work deal exclusively with the poetic figures in the following

order and divisions : I. /*ma ruktavaddb/iaia, (hektiHufrisa,

vrttyanupraia (with the three vrttii) lahlnmfris*, rVpaka, ttfak<

1

(3 kinds), Hfanii, prativaitupami. II. *kvp<r, arthdnlaranyasa,

vyatinka, PtMivani, lamisokti, ati^yokti (4 kinds). \U.yathi-

sainiAya, utprtk<i, nabhivekti. IV. preyanal, rasavat,

Vrjasvin, parylyoktn
.

sam'ikita, uUtta (2 kinds), Me*a- V.

apahnuti, vii^ak/i, viradka, tulyayogili. aprasluto-pravvnsl
.

vyljastuti,
vidsfhu*, samkara (4 kinds). upameybpamS.sahokti,

parivrtti. VI. sasamdeka, ananvaya, sanirrnti, bkSvika,

kivyalmga (kelu

)

and kivyadrnUtUa (dr*tanls\
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and upan&ffarikd. UdbhatA, on tho other hand,

distinguishes throe varieties of anupr&sa, called

chskdnuprisa, l&t&nuprasa anil vrUyanuprasa. tho

last of which appears to be classified again on tho

basis of the three crtlu, viz., yrdmyd (or komalU),

party# and upaniyarila. These Vfitis, which consist

primarily of suitable sound-adjustment with a viow

to alliteration, appear to have been first recognised,

as Abhinavagupta points out, by Udbhata, and from

him known to Anandavardhana (pp. 5-6). Wc shall

see presently that Rudrata mentions five »rUis

(ii 19 0: but w« fin<l Udbhata’s views accepted by
later theorists like Mammafa and Ruyynka who,

however, consider the whole question from the point

of view of rasa**. Again, the grammatical basis of

the divisions of ujtama (of which there is only a hint

in Bh&maha ii 31-33) first appears in Udbhata (i 85-40)

in a form which osUhlishos itself in lator theory.

It is true that Udbhata does not in the presont

treatise devote, as Bhilmaha does, a special chapter

to tho question of grammatical correctness, nor

does ho allude to tho theories regarding functions of

words already hinted at by Bhftinnha (vi 6 f), yot

in doforoncc to the grammatical analysis of speech,

he discusses at some length the various subdivisions

of upama, duo to suffixes like raf, kyac, kyah, kvip,

kalpap and the like, indicative of resemblance ;
and

this analysis bccamo almost standardised in later

literature. Regarding definitions of individual figures,

minor differences, as well as further elaboration, aro

25 These vrttu refer primarily to anuprisa (alliteration,

or sound-arrangement of letters), and has nothing to do with
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noticeable. Thus Udbhata’a tulyayogitd corresponds

to that of Mauunata. but Bhiinaha's figure of the

samo name is perhaps equivalent to Maminata’s
dipaka. The figures drifdnta and kdvyalinga (also

called kdiya-dr^dnUi and kacya-heta respectively)

aro omitted by Bhnmaha, but defined and illustrated

by Udbhata for the first time. But Udbhat* is the

only older writer who entirely omits the treatment

of yamaka. Agaiu, BhAmaha recognises Hen involved

in aahokti, u/mimA and hetu, ami Danilin speaks of

tleifa as coining iu and increasing the charm of all

figure*. But the well-known controversy regarding
the division of Hen into kil>daHe*a and arthn -

Hen, together with the questiou of its relations to

othor poetic figures in which it may appoar, scorns

to have startod, us Huyyaka notes, from Udbliata’s

time
;

for Udbhuta declares that iu cases of combina-
tion, the ale

n

is strouger than tho other figures

to the extent even of dispolliug their apprehension.
Wo shall also sec that Udbhata is certainly more
advanced iu recognising rusa and dofiuing its placo in

tho pootic figures, if not iu poetry us a whole
; and

he ovou goes so far as using tho technical terms
bh&va and anxtbhava, which can not bo traced in

BhAmaha. The aarjisrifi of two or moro independent

poetic figures is found iudeed in BhAmaha and Bhatti
(as alsc in Da&4in and Vamana), but Udbhata does
not refer to the two cases of such nTjisrefi mentioned
by Daijdin (ii 300) and distinguishes it definitely from

the four dramatic vritis mentioned liy Hlurata (vi 25 xx
HO-
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sayikara (pp. G3 and 72 ). of which he mentions four

cases**

All this, however, means an advance, and not a

deviation
;

it indicates an aspect of the growth of

scholastic activity, which delighted in indulging in

line distinctions and minute classifications, and uot

a departure from the original standpoint To later

writers, however, it is not Bh&raaha but Udbhata
who is the authoritative exponent of this system
and whose views are entitled to great respect from
all schools of opiuion. Bhatnaha indeed commands
voucration due to his antiquity

;
but hu was, in course

of time, eclipsed by his coinmeutator, and later theorists

turn to Udbhata’s work as embodying the staudard

opinions on the subject. We havo the testimony

ot Anandavardhana. Abhinavagupta and Ruyyaka
that soino of tho later speculations and controversies

(o. g., those regarding M/**m5-di visions, or Hc*a)

started from Udbhata's time
; and Udbhata (as also

Daodin and Rudrata) probably showed tho way to

minute analysis and differentiation of poetic figures,

which play such an important part in later theories.

We can understand what inHueuce UdbhaU's teach-

ings exerted in this respect when we bear in mind

that they guided very considerably the enquiries

oftwo important later law-givers in Pootics, Mammata

zG Vumana gives the swrurnU 4 limited scope, recognis-

ing only two varieties, upami-rTifiaka and utpttkpd.vayava,

in opposition t*> Dannie ii 358-60. Dandin does not mention

satpkara. Possibly Daijdiq’s ang**gibhava-<vnttkina variety

of sai>ur*i'i comes, as l’ratlharcndu indicates, under Udbhata’s

anugriAydimgfukaia variety of satnkara.
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and Ruyyaka, who fixed for the last time the defini-

tions of most figures, analysed and arranged them
on some general principle, and systematised their

underlying doctrine. Although Kuntala elahoratod

one part of BhAmaha'a teaching which he took as

the basis of his own peculiar system of vakrokti, it

was Udbhata who properly carried on Bh&raaha’s

tradition uud gave a systematic exposition of his work.

Along with his great contemporary V&maoa, Udbhata

may be taken without exaggeration to have boon

the founder of the Kashmirian school of Poetics

which produced its finest fruit in Anandavardhana
;

for Udbhata in Kashmir established the ufoip&lAS-

doctrine in Poetio* at a time when Vftmana was

skilfully constructin' a theory of riti on the basis

apparently of Dahlia's teachings, and both of them

prepared the way for Anandavardlinna.

PratlhilrondurAja's interpretation of Udbhata is

not always reliable as an indication of Udbhata's

standpoint, for the commentator flourished a little

over u century later than the text- writer Hnd fre-

quently reads his owo notions into the text. For

iostaQce, Udbhata can be taken, as wc have soon,

to have boon cognisant of a suggested sense, though

he uevor speaks of dKva>

v

or deals with it direct-

ly
;

but PratlhAronJuraja refers to it iu 'clearest

torms and attempts by forced interpretation to

make out that U ibhata deliberately included it in

the treatment of poetic figures. There is no doubt,

again, that PratlhJrenduraja was a great deal in-

fluenced by the views of the Riti school of Vamana.

Discussing the mutual relation of .jh*o and <i><i»nknrn

10
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(pp. 75 f), Pratlh&renduraja not only cites V&maua
but closely follows his exposition. To Bh&maha,

the distinction between gana and alaijikdra was

hardly of any theoretic importance, and Udbhata
appears to have been of the same opinion

;
for

Ruyyaka distinctly statue uibkafddilkis tu gutfd-

hnnkArUga^i prtfaktl *1nvjxm ewi nhciUiM (p.7),

and Homacamlra adds in the same way
•jaiarikd-praoikega gu^ai/ikdra-bkeda Hi bkdmaka-

tnuara** ,>kaf(6/i l>U>i/obkyadlidt (p. 17). Vftmana

on the othjr luuJ. p itting grouter stress on riti

elaborately distinguishes between the guna* and the

ala>?ikara» ; and Pratlh&rendur&j » apparently roads

V&mina’s views into Udbhata- Udbhata oiuits all

mention of riti which Bh&maha had only roforred

to in passing, but Udbhata spetks of the three

vrttis, which are uounected in particular with the

figure anuprdta but which correspond roughly to

the threo VUis of V&maua, and like the latter, again,

to the three gunat recognised by Anaudavardhanu
and his followers •*. But cron then it can not
be said that Udbhata’s Vfiti* cover the same ground
or possess tho same functional value as the three

ritis of V&maua or the three yiufai of Anauda-
vardhana. Udbhata, according to AbhinavagupU,

regards (p. 134) the gmias, again, as the properties

of sanigkafand, but this saipgkfifand canuot be

takeu as equivalent to V&maua’s riti
** In the

37 r\Ur hi gutuifvroa paryavasiyiti, Locana p. 231.

23 Anandavardhana speaks of tatpgks^aat as threefold,

viz., 'i-samisi. ttirgkm rmmlti and •nadkyama-iamasi,

according as tlwrc is the |>rc»eiici or absence, in varying
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same way, PratlhArendurftja speaka of rasa aathe

'soul* of poetry (p. 77
),

although there is nothing

to warrant the supposition that Udbhata, fully

aware as he appears to be of the importance of

this element, would regard it as anything but u

subservient factor in some special poetic figures

(
8)

Although influenced considerably by the rasa-

doctrine, Rudrata belongs properly to the Alaipkftm

school. He recognises the rain and devotes two

degrees, of compound words. Each of these is suited, though

not invariably, to a particular rjsa. But he thinks that

the gajuu are not of the nature of ta+gkatani. nor are they

dependent upon samghatami. but that the appropriateness

of the piipjksUmJ is determined by the rasa and by the

speaker and the subject (pp. 1 33-5). See Jacobi in ZDMG.
Ivi 1902, p. 779. fn 6.

29 This point will be discussed in ch. iv below. Rija-

fckhara attributes some other doctrines to Udbhata and his

school {audbkatik), which cannot be traced in Udbhaja's

existing work : (1) that a sentence has a threefold denotation

(vikyasya tridhMhidkivyipiraU iti amMatSh) (a) that artha

is of two kinds, viz., vuarita-tuUhs and avi(inta-raman\ya,

the first found in the Ustras and the second in kivyas.

The Vyaktivivtka-vylkhylna attributes a similarly untraceable

siddklnta at p. 4- Such citatio is or association of earlier

authoritative names with a particular view may be merely

pHj>\rtha, which is not an unusual procedure with later commen-

tators, as Sukthankar in ZDMG lxvi, 1912 discusses.

Pratlhilrcnduraja, for instance, attributes a strange opinion to

Bharata that grammatical works' and the liko do not deserve

the name of poetry because they are not acceptable as such

in the absence of the necessary gwyat.
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inirly long chapters to it, but, as we shall see later

on, tbe function he assigns to rasa is more or

loss extraneous. On the other hand, a hut he appears

to consider as important in poetry is the alanxkara

or poetic figure, to which he devotes ten chapters

which form indeed the bulk of his work. His work

itself is named KdoydlaifdiOra apparently after tho

works of Bhamaha and Udbhata. and is so design-

ated, ns his commentator Nami-s&dhil admits (on

i 2), from the undoubted emphasis laid ou kavydlat/i-

koras or poetic figures as elements of poetry.

Rudrata, like other writers of this school, does

not Mem to attach much importance to tho rili or it*

constituent guiias. Ho speaks, no doubt, of four rltis

(and not two, after Dublin, or throe, after V&raann)

viz., pdficAli, lAflyO. yvit/lya and vaidarbhl-, but in

his exposition he is not influenced by the viewa

of the Rlti school The classification of 'diotion',

he thinks, depends on the presence in varying

degroo* of short (/o^Aa), middling (madhya) and

long (ayata) compound words, or on their entire

absence as in the case of the vaidarbhl which is,

apparently for this reasou, considered to be the

best type. Bhftmaha, we have seen, adopts a similar

principle of classification, not with regard to the rlti

but to the three gmna* admitted by himself. The

notion of rlti, therefore, belongs, in Rudrafa’s opinion,

altogether to the province of tabda, governed by

fixed rules of verbal arrangement, or rather, of using

compounds, and is therefore called the tamdsaoaU

tfiti of inhla. Rudrata does not speak of dhvani,

nor does he appear to have been cognisant of its
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function ; but he implies a suggested sense (as also

Bh&inftlin and UdbhnU do) ancillary to the expressed

sense in a limited number of poetic figures, e. g., in

figures like paryaya or pary&yokta and in the figure

bhdva vii .18-41 s0
.

Rudr&t't's detailed treatment of tho poetic figures

or alatpk&ras however, is the distinguishing feature

of his work and indeed justifies its title. It is not

only elaborate and exhaustive, but also presents

considerable difference of method and treatment,

which distinguishes him from other earlier writers

of this school, and which inay lend plausibility to

to the supposition that ho is not only later in time

but is also probably following a tradition other than

that yf Bhamaha and his followers. To Udbhata’s

30 The two illustration* thit Rudraja gives under the figure

are quoted in the /Civya-prak2i.t, and in the 'l.otana p. 45.

Abhinava distinctly refer* toRttdrafa's Al2t»l/«ifi*2rtf as a case

in which the vyakgfa sense is subordinate. Abhinava thinks

that Udbhafci would take MivUtfUira a* preyat (p. 71-7*)

It is remarkable that Ruyyaka, in hi* review of Rudra(a's

opinion on thi* point. Mates that Rndtata admits the three

Kind* of suggestion motioned by the dhvani- theorists.

He say* that Rudrafa implie* vattu-Hhoami in the figure

Mart, alaaxkira dkvami in rlpata etc, rasa-dhxuuu in ratava/,

and preyas. But it may be pointed out that excepting what is

stated with regard to vaslm- Unmni being traceable in Rudra^a's

Mava, the remark docs not apply. Rudra^a does not

mention, define or otherwise deal with the figures rasavat.fireyas

etc, nor does he «peak of pranyamini utprek*2 referred to

by Ruyyaka in this connexion (although he gives an example

of implied utprek^l in ix 13k See on this point Jacobi In

ZDMG I xii. 1908, p. 295 fn 5.
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limited uumbor of poetic figures Rudrat* adds nearly

thirty more independent figures •*, besides enumerat-

ing several sub-varieties of most of the important

ones, and devoting an entire chapter to eitra (already

discussed by Da^din). Udbhata (not to speak of

BhAinaha and Bharata) nowhere treats dearly of the

distinction between ideal and verbal figures (i. e.

figures relating to word and sense respectively),

although such a distinction is implied by his treatment

of four ba)fldlan\k inu first, followed by an exposition

of the arth&latjik&ra*. Danilin also implies a airailur

distinction by a similar separate treatment without

expressly stating it. R«dr.tU. on the other hand,

classifies tho figure*. liku Vftmau*, clearly into two
groups according as relative proininonce is gjveu to

tabda and arlka. He also gives us for tho first time

a basis or principle of nrranging the individual figures

31 The number in Udlihafa is 41. in Kudraia 68 (exclud-

ing sub-varieties). The sixteen chapters in Rudrafa deal

with the following subjects : (I ) the purpose and object of

poetry, the qualifications of a poet etc. ill) the four rift's

ifitMtX linyi.gjuilyi and catiarbk\), the six bhifit (PrAkrit,

Sanskrit, Migadha, FiAica, Surasenl. Apabhramaa), and the

five ataifl*aras of mtlda. (Ill) yaimaka. (IV) iiftfa. (V. eitra)

(VI) iab.Li-tla*as, including ,l*as of fia.Lt and vbkya. (VII)

four bases of arthMatfikbra (vistava, attfamya, atikaya and

h!t*a), and the figures based on vistava. (VIII) figures

based on amfiamya. (IX) figures based on atikaya. (X) figures

based on *lc*a (XI) <lo**s of artka. including uyama-do’as.

(XII) ten rasas, and treatment of kriiglra. (XIII) sambhoga-

brhg&ra etc. (XIV) vipralambka-^’iifl ra, and the uflyrts.

(XV) characteristics of other rasas. (XVI) kinds of poetic

compositions and their characteristics.
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in groups iu respect of their general nature or charac-

teristics. The *tlddlaink&ra< are arranged under
five broad heads, viz., vakrokti (equivocation), alean

(paronomasia), citra (tricks ’ of pictorial effects, liko

conuudrum etc.), atiuprasa (alliteration) and yamaka
(repetition of sounds or rhyming) ; while the artliA-

I'Xt/ikaraa are classified on a principle of his own. viz.,

under dihIuvi (reality), nttpomya (comparison),

‘Utiayi (olovatsdusss) and He*a (coalescence)**. The
figures mentioned under aiihdlayikiras are

: (1)

vastava. Sahoklt, ramuccoya, j&li, i/ot/taant/dhya.

bh&va, paryaya, eitamu. anumina, dljxtka, parikara,

parivfUi, jwwa.^Uya, Keiu, kdrauamdUk, vyatireka,

unyonya, uttam. tiro, sidxnia, >e«i. awuara, milila

and ekava/l (23 figures), (2) aCPanya.
. Upamd, ut

preki&, riipaka, OftahnuU, xauiiiyt, aamatokU, mala,
ttUara, anyokli, praliyi, artJtdnUarauyOsa, ubkaya-

ny&ga. bkraulimal, dk#pa, pratynnika. dflftoUa,

pkrva, 8'ihokti, samiccay*. mimya and amarm/a (21

figures). (3) atibaya. Pktca, viieia, utprekyii, vihha-

vanA, tadguya, >ulhi*d vikrodha ciyanui, atanjuli,

jrihi/a, vyayhata and hell (12 figures). (4) bl**a.

Two kinds—twldlui and *aqiklrya, tho former sub-

divided iiito«ci«r*a, tirodha, tvlh>kn, vakra, vyuja, ukti,

-uayMnca, atayaea, tallva
, nml virodhdbhAaa, and

the latter comprising two varieties (10 + 2= 12 figuros).

32 V.imana had already taken a/tfamya as the basis

o( his classification, lor he would regard all figure* as ufiawi-

firafiufl.ti, implying that all figurative expression forms nothing

more than aspect* of metaphorical expression. Rudrata,

however, thinks that all figures do not imply comparison
,

and in thi* lie K in agreement with all writer* cxcrpliug

Vainana who is unique in his extreme view.
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Dn><iin. who himself enumerates a very large

number of poetic figures, very sagely remarks that

if for some slight difference, a different figure is to

be defined, there would be hardly any end to their

infinite multiplication. This remark partly applies

to Rudrata whose general scheme, as well as parti-

cular definitions, is open to such an obvious objection.

One of tho curious results of rigorously following

this classification is that the same figure reappoars

as an alai/ik&r i under different groups. Thus
sahokti and samuccaya have two aspects, basod

respectively on odslaoa and aupamya, while tho

figure utprek*& appears similarly under au{ximya

and aliiaya respectively. Some of Rudrat-n’s figures

Imve been abandoned by later writers, while aomo
have changed their n ones or havo been modified**,

later speculation inclining rather towards tho more

orthodox expositions of UdbhaU, or even of Dapdin
;

yot the genoral merit of Rudratn's analysis and

definitions, testified to by tho more or less implicit

acceptance by later theorists like Maramata* 4
, cannot

33 e. g., Rudrata a

s bhava, mala, timya and pihita arc

not defined by later writers (excepting Vagbhata in his

KuvyXnuiisaua), while his helm is not admitted by Mammata.

Rudrata’* avasara and pTiraa (mentioned by the younger

Vigbhafra) appear to be the Mine as the second variety ol

Mammata'* (and Udbhata's) uJitta and the fourth variety of

Mammata‘s atisayokli respectively.

34 Mammata’s indebtedness to Rudrata is discussed

by Sukthankar in ZD\fG, Ixvi. 191a, p. 478, as well as in

many places in Nobel’s Beilrat'e already cited. Ruyyaka,

on the other hand, while drawing largely on Mammata
himself, is more indebted to Udbhafa.
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be denied. They not only indicate a considerable

advance in scholastic activity on Bh&raaha and

Udbhafa, but also remarkable independence, and conse-

quent divergence, of treatment in several notable cases.

Taking the verbal figures, Rudrata’s vakrokti,

based on paronomasia (iU*i) and intonation (kHku),

has nothing in common with thnt of his predecessors.

The intonational vakrokti is indeed not accepted by

some of his successors (e. g. RAjasekhnra p. 31 and
Hemacandra p. 234), inasmuch as it is supposed to

depend on mere peculiarities of reading {p&(ha-

dharmatvdt) : but on the whole, lludrata's definition

of tho figure replaced that of V&inaoa’s metaphorical

vakrokti, survived Kuntaln's broader interpretation

of vakrokti, and firmly established itself as the only

recognised figure in later literature from Mammats
downwards. Again, Rudrata'?* classification of

anwpriUa is somewhat different from that of Udbhata,

the former basing it on the five vrttu of letters

(tw*a), viz., madhurU, parut*, pntwfha, lulitfi and

bhadra, and the latter admitting only threo vfUit

(parwfA, npaabjarika and yramya or konvM) only in

connexion with one of his three kinds of anupr&sa,

viz., vrttyanuprOsa. Tho later writers follow Udbhata
on this point. Udbhata, again, omits the treatment

of yamaka, in spite of the examples of Bharatn and

BhRinaha before Httn, and in spite of the fact that

Daijdin had already given one of the fullest treat-

ments of that figure in the whole realm of Alamkara

literature. Rudrata perhaps ranks next to Da^din
m tho fulness of his treatment, though there is con-

siderable divergence in the details of classification in

11
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the treatment* of these two writers. In the same
way, there is no reference to citra in Bharat*,

Bhiiinaha or Udbhata, although Magha says(xix 41)

that it was in his time a figure indispensable in a

mahakivya. Danilin dilates upon some of its varieties,

but Rudrata gives a much fuller exposition, and it is

notoworthy that although Mammala does not attach

much valuo to such verbal ingenuity, yot in his dis-

cussion of this figure he quotes almost all the illustra-

tions from Rudrata. In connexion with the fault*

concerning verbal figures, Rudrata points out several

cases (vi 29-33) where punarmkta or tautology is not

a fault : Udbhata, as Nami-aftdhu also notes, includos

all those cases in the figure pu*anikUivaddbhtisa or

•semblance of tautology'. Udbhata, again, spooks of

apparently as an artkdlaipk&ra, and divides it

into iabda-4l*i

a

and artha-ileta, which correspond

respectively to <ibhan>ja- and s<ibhahg<i-tleiia of Inter

writers. Rudrata, on the othor hand, spooks of

as a iabd&laifik&rw which he carefully distinguishes

(ii 13) from the url/ia’/aru/rim of the same name, which
ho deals with sedately in ch. x and which forms the

basis of twelve independent figures. The verbal figure

on the contrary, is elaborately classified accord-

ing as it relates to earn*, U*ga, prakfti, pratyaya,

oibkakti and *%cami (iv 12), Rudrata thus avoiding

the controversy carried on by later theorists as

to whether the ilcta is a figure of tobda or of artha.

Regarding arthdlaiflkArtts, Rudrata mentions only

four ujiamA-doias (xi 24), in contradistinction to seven

of Bh&maha and Medhaviu and six of V&raaua3 ’

35 See Vol. I p. 6i, fn 3.
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viz., vaiaamya, asatjibhnca, aprasitLlhi and samanyi-

tahdft-bheda, the last defect including all cases of

change of a word signifying common property (as

construed with the uj>armya and the ujvimana), due

to the difference of linga, vaoana, kola, karaka and

vibhakti. We have already noted that Udbhata

enters rather minutely into the grammatical sub-

divisions of H/ximo, but this finds no place in Rudrata's

treatment, which includes them in a lump in

pama and pratyaydpfimA. Again, Bhiinaha positive-

ly rejects hetu as a poetic figure, although Dajjdin

spunks of it as vAc-im uUama-bhutaitam, including it

under k&vyalifiga (
k&raka-hetu

)

and anumana (jn&ixxhi-

hetu). Udbhata recognises only k&cyalifiga, calling

it also kAvya-heln and distinguishing it from dnfAnta

which he calls kAvyt-dnf^nta. It is Rudraf a (vii 82)

who first defines and fixes iu characteristics as finally

accepted in Pootics. It is needless to cite any moro

instances
;
but what is said above will be enough to

indioate, in the first place, that there is a considerable

divergence of view between Rudrafa and his prede-

cessors with regard to the naturo and scope of individ-

ual figures and their classification ; and what is moro

important to note, it is easy to demonstrate that most

of these differences are fundamental. We can reason-

ably assume, therefore, that Rudrata, possessed as

he is of great inventive powers, either follows a system

of classification and definition peculiar to himself, or

follows a tradition of opinion different in some rospects

from that of Bhftmaha and his followers, although

in general theory he beloogs to a common school.

Although Rudrata’s work is remarkable indeed
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for its careful analysis, systematic classification ami

apposite illustration of a large number of poetic

figures, some of which have become more or less

standardised, his direct contribution to the theory

of Poetics cannot be valued so highly.' Indeed, the

practical nature and scope of his work, like that of

Udbhata’s, leave hardly any room for a discussion of

of general principles or of the speculative aspects

of the (|Ufcstion>t involved. Rhetoric rather than

Pootics appears to be his principal theme, as it is of

most writers of this system who concern themselves

entirely with the elaboration of rhetorical categories

in which they suppose the whole charm of poetry

lies. Partly |>erhnpft to his novelty of treatment

nnd
|
nrtly to his omission of the discussion of ultimate

principles is due the fact that Rudrata haa hardly

any direct follower iu later literature, unless one

citoa RudrabhaRa, who, however, utilises only his

twn chapters. Rudrafa's name is not associated

with tho establishment of any particular system,

although ho shows great fertility and acuteness in his

treatinont of individual figures, which, in some cases,

have been implicitly accepted by lator writers on tho

subject. Rudrata is tho last great oxponont of the

Alaqik&ra school, strictly so called ; for after him

tho school began to decline and mergo ultimately,

like tho two other sister schools relating to rasa and

riff, into the finally dominant Dhvani school.

<<)

The decline of the ala nxkara-system was probably
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synchronous with anil was indeed hastened by the rise

of the rival vili-doctrine. The first step towards this

is indicated by the general trend of Daijdin’s work.

Daijdin who stands, as it were, midway between the

Alamk&ra and the Rlti schools, admits, no doubt,

the great importance of poetic figures (aiattik&ras) in

a schome of Poetics (ii l) ; but he takes them, along

with tho guntu, as constituting the essence of

what he calls the uusrga (or tho rlti). As tho

characteristic of ‘embellishing’ poetic speech is

possessed by both alaniUkras and ffuiuu, both are,

in his opinion, aiamtdras in a wider senee, the yunas

being special embellishments of the pnidarbha mirga,

while tho o/aipMra* are common to both tho

vaidarbha and tho gawfa m&rgax. V&mana, who

systematically established the riti*theory, goes

further and lays down that the ynit'i* are esaential

(wdya) excollonccs, while tho nlniftkAra.» are not

easontial (anitga) but servo only to increase tho

beauty of a poem already brought out by tho

former.

With the advent of the dAmm'-theory, there was

an elaboration of tho concopt of rasa as the principal

suggested element not only in the drama but also

in poetry
;
and both the guita and the alaijxkara

naturally came to be subservient to it But the yuiuis

were supposed to reside in intimate relation to the

rasa, without which they could not exist and exist-

ing with which they only served to heighten

its beauty. The alaijikOra, on the other hand, was

supposed to be extraneous and artificial sources of

beauty, just as ornaments are to the body. Wo shall
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have occasion to deal with these questions in greater

detail in connexion with the views of the rMi- and the

dAvani-theorists ; it would be enough to indicate

here that the later theorists, in their search for a

fundamental principle, could no longer regard the

discipline as coextensive with an external theory

of embellishment; and necessarily the alatflk&ra,

as well as the gum, which appertain more or leas to

the objective beauty of representation, came to occupy

a subordinate position as an elomont of poetry. It

was held that tho term ftltitflk&ra should explain

the question as to what is to be ‘embellished', and

as such must confine itself, as tho early formulators

o£ tho a{ai7i£am«system modestly yet wisely held,

to tho ‘body’ or frnrao-work of poetry
;

it must not

attempt to explain its ‘soul' or essence.

Tho aV<W7iAdra-systcin, however, left its undoubted

impress on later theories. The rMi'-syatems of Dapdin

and Vfttnana amply recognise its influence by devoting

conaidornblo attention to the detailed discussion of

various poetic figures
;
and although no writer after

Anandavardhana seriously contended that tho poetic

figure is the only element worth considering in poetry,

yet all of them acknowledged its importanoo and

assigned to it a place in their system. In spite of

the emphasis which they put on dhvani and rasa,

the new school, beginning from Mamraata, devoted

a large section of its works to tho elaboration of

various poetic figures, and the a/omAdro-chapter

may justly claim to have been a thorougly worked

out theme. Here was given to Indian scholars

rich material for subtle distinctions and endless claasi-
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fications
;
and with a hair-splitting care, befitting

scholastic minds, all kinds of metaphors, similes,

alliterations and other figures were minutely analysed

and defined. Indeed, tho multiplication of limitless

varieties of poetic figures, based on minute differences,

as well as the making of a large number of sub-

varieties of each figure, went on through the whole

course of the history of the discipline
;
and down

to tho latest times, we find traces of new and evor

new poetic figures.

Tho extent to which this specialisation is carried

will be uudorstood by taking a typical oxamplo.

The beauty of a lady's faoo is described : this can

be done in sovcral ways, resulting in a number of

poetic figures, by taking tho familiar comparison

of tho Sanskrit poet as tho starting point. "Your
face is like the moon"—ujxima : "the moon is like

your face
”—pratijxt ; "your moon -face"—

;

"is this your face, or is this the moon"—sai/vkfui
;

"this is the moon, and not your face"

—

u/xihnuU
;

“tho moon is like your face, aud your face is like

the moon”

—

uptimey6jHima ; "your face is only

like your face”—ona*cv»ya ; "having seen the moon
I remembered your face”—swirana : "thinking it

to be tho moon, the cakora (a bird which iB said

to feed on moon-beams) flies towards your lace”

—

hhrantimnl
;

"this is the moou, this the lotus, thus

tho cakora and the bee Hy towards to your face”

—

ulUkha
;
"this is verily the moon”—ulprek^a ; "this

is a second moon"—aliiayokti
;

"the moon and the

lotus are vanquished by your face
”—tnlyayoyita

;

"your face aud the moon rejoice in tho night"

—

dijxtka

;
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‘your faee always shines but the moon shiues in

the night"

—

oyalireka
; “in the heavens the moon,

on earth your face"

—

drft&nta
;
“the moon reigns

in heaven, your face reigns on earth”

—

pratioastli-

pama
;
“your face bears the beauty of the moon”

—

nidartana
;
“the moon is pale before your face"

—

aprcututa-prakar/isd
;
“by your moon-faoo the warmth

of passion is cooled"—/wrtoama ; “your face beauti-

fully spotted with black eyes and adorned with the

light of smile"

—

mmfaokti. Somo of these turns of

expression lose their force or point in the translation,

but this will roughly indicate the varieties of figures

arrivod at by nice distinctions, although these consti-

tute only a few, of which comparison forms the beam.

Thoy are sharply separated from one another
;
and

although some of tho distinctions may ap|>ear to us to

be somewhat trivial or formal, we cannot rofuso to

recognise the amount of ingenuity shown in tho inuttor.

Even taking only ono figure uparru1, they subdivide

it into a number of inferior varieties, most of which,

however, are based on peculiarities of grammatical

construction, but which Appayya Dlksita, ono of

the latest writers on the subject, refuses to admit on

this very ground in his treatise on poetic figures 3 *.

But the different theorists are not agreed in their

expositiqn of the exact nature and scope of individual

poetic figures. This difference is partly due to the

inevitable change of view-points consequent upon the

36 evam ay<n\\pnrnalupta-vibklgo vikyasamisa-pratyaya-

vi*e*<i-goarratari ^bda-^ttra-vyutpcilti-kauMla-pradariann

mitra-prayojano HitiVfila’Hkira-histrt vyutpidyalim arhati,

Citra-M'mi>uid p. 27-
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progress of the study itself and gradual growth

of ideas, and partly to the favourite re6oing process

which loved to indulge itself in niceties of distinction.

The development of the conceptions of the different

poetic figures in the writers of different schools

affords an interesting held of study in itself, anti

iimnnt l*j comprehended in our limited scope 37
;

hut one or two instances will make the process clear.

The figure tU-e/xi, which (generally speaking) consists

of an apparent denial of something which is intended

to Ihi said for the purpose of convoying a special

meaning, is variously analysed by different writers.

VAiuhiia defines it as the repudiation of the

standard of comparison. ui>amiiHAk^epai cdkie/xi^ (iv.

H. 27 ). Ono interpretation of this, as givon in

Vjlinana’s own ttfUi, is pratifedha

luly<ikanj,irlh i*>jn nnirarlbikyn-

vivaij&ydm ; that is to say. the standard of corapnri*

son is rejected for the pur|x>*u of indicating that it

is usoless in the presonce of the object described.

37 No complete attempt ha* yet been made to study

the development of the different conception* of individual

poetic figure* from the earliest time to that of Jagsnnfttha.

Much material, however, will be found in Trived!'* and Kane’s

notes to their learned edition' ol likiratt and SiAifyo-t/arfiatui

respectively. J.
Nobel, in recent years, lias published a

series of article' on 'Otne of the iilmntSras studied in their

development. His Btitrargc :ur aelteren Gtakukte >lct

Alaiitfira-Aas/ra deals with the figures Jifaka, tuly,x-yogit'i
,

vibhlvani, viiffokti, <\priulula-yra'n-rul, samistkii, miiariama,

and artk\*tari*rsPH while his articles in ZDHG Ixvi,

1912
, pp. 283 93 and Ixtrii. I913. pp. t-?6 treat of vyajastuti,

and lahokti and vimttk/i reflectively

12
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This would be equivalent to the figure pratijxi of

later writers. But Vftmann adds another explanation

which indicates that the figure can also occur when

the standard of comparison is only hinted at (n/tamA-

ntuydktfpmtak prati/mUir ityapt siUrdrthah). This

would be equivalent to the samasokti of some writers.

Daudin'a definition of ak#pa. on the other hand, is

very wide
;

for. according to him, the denial (prtUi *

Sffdha) need not be of what has been said (rdta

)

or

of what is about to bo said (vaksy<tm&*a), but it

may be of anything whatever. Bh&niaha, Udbhat*
and Mumraata limit the denial in so far as it concerns

the nkla or the v*»kjyamana. They aro followed by

Kuyvaka. VidyiVlham an.l VisvauAthn, but a second

kind ia added, viz., the apparent permission of what

is not wished for. JagaunAtha refers (p. 4210 to both

the viows of VAiuana and Udbhat*. but adds that,

according to a third view, which he takes to bo the

view of the DhvanikAra. all suggestive negation

or denial is the provinoe of This is

supported hy the fact that tho viieta or special

moaning to l»o convoyed by tl^e apparent denial is

never ox pressed but always left to be understood.

It would, therefore, be da—d by the DhvanikAra

under “poetry of subordinate suggestion" (guHibhula-

oyakgya), for the expressed sense itself is charming

bene and the suggested sense is subordinated to it.

It is probably in reference to such views that the

Agni-puraua lays down : ta akuepo dhvanify ty&c ca

dhmninU vyajyaU ytltih. The case of ak^ejto, will

exemplify, U* some extent, the way in which each

poetic figuru is uol only minutely aualysed, but
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ulaborately classified into subvarieties by taking into

account the different cases of j^ts occurrence Thus

upama (simile) is classified into six complete and

twenty-seven incomplete forms
;
the figure utpreksa

into thirty-two varieties, the vyatirebi into forty-eight,

the ciroilKa into ten. The number of self-standing

figures, togethor with their innumerable adjunct

of subvarieties, goes on increasing as the study

progresses, until il reaches to a number exceeding

one hundred
;
and it is not surprising that in the

lator stagos of its history, wholo volumes like

Ruyyaka's Alaitxk&ra-sarvasva, Jayadeva's Candrii -

/ob» or Appayya’s KuvalayAnarwLi are dodioated

exclusively to the special purpose of analysing, defin-

ing and illustrating the various |>oetic figures.

Tho simple basis of classifying tho poetic figures,

according as they appertain to the word or the idea,

into ialxldlawk&ra and arthdlandAra (verbal and

ideal figure) obtained throughout from Rudrata's

time, but some writers a Id figures which are both

of the word and tho idoa (kaJAdrlhAlaipkAra). The
Agnipurana appears to be the earliest known work to

mention this third division, and the position is

taken up by Bhoja in his SaraswUibinlhdbbirana.

A long controversy, however, ha* centred round the

propriety of such a classification ; and it has been

held that although, generally speaking, all figures

are both of fri/tda and artha, the raison d'etre of

such divisions is the relative prominence givon

respectively to iabda, artha or both, on the dictum

yo'larrjcaro yad-airitah ta tafl-aiamkarab But this

relation of Hirnya and airayin (i. e. inter-dependence)
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is not accepted by all, and Mammal* maintains that

anvaytt (connexion) and oyatireka (disconnexion or

contrast) must form the teat, which consists in

considering whether the particular figure does or

does not bear a change of -ynonymous words

(
pariartti-nahctfoa). If the figure disappears with

the change of the word by its synonym, it is n

vorbd figure or talxldlaink&ra
;

if not, it is an

ideal figure or artknl'tmkAra The nuinbor of in*

dependent ialiddlamktiras has never been large, the

largest being probably the twonty-four mentioned

by Dhojn The uncieut writers pay, as a rule,

greator attention to this class, which apparently

afTor led ample scojh* to decadent classical poets for

mere verbal jugglery
;
but in >rc reoent writers like

.\nandavardhana or Mainmat* do not deal with it

with so muoh caro, on the ground that though such

word play brings about variety or micitrya of

expression to somo extent, it doos not help, but only

retards, tho comprehension of tho m*a in a composi-

tion by entirely engrossing the reader's mind. The
artlmlaiflkAras, on tho other hand, havo always

enga ;ed more care and attention, and the favourite

refining process has been systematically and untiringly

pursued in this sphere. Their number, howover, has

always been subject to fluctuations
;
but it can be

generally stated that while in the older writers the

number is limited, in comparatively recent authors

the multiplication is more marked. On the oin

hand. Bharata speaks only of four arthdlamk&ras
;

Bhftmaha, Udbhata and Vamana deal with about

thirty to forty different figures ; the number
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reaching its maximum |*erhape in Rudrata’s sixty-

eight. In Bhnja, Maniinnta and Ruyyaka there

is h reaction towards restriction and decrease
;
but

in the latest stage of our history, the Canrtrdloka

gives about one hundred, while the Kutulaydnanda
'“Ids a score more. Daiulin, himself a great sinner in

this respect, very early protected against such

endless differentiation, ami Anandavardhaim agrees

with him
;
but it appear- to have afforded endless

sco|>u to the schoharic ingenuity of later theorists,

who, after the time of Anandavardhaim, having

hardly had anything to systematise in respoet of

the essentials of theory, occupied themaelves in

elaborating the details.

As to tho classification of the ideal figures (artAd-

laijikdrru) according to their essential characteristics,

D«oc|in divides all figures into tvabhAvokli ami

vakrokti, Vdmana makes an early attempt to take

au/K$mya as the central principle, while Rudrs(>i

groups them systematically under cAttava, nupamya,
al>taya and MarnmaU hss no definite prin-

ciple of classification. Ruyyaka suggests one based
on (i) (comparison) (ii) virodkn (inoongruity)

(iii) irnkhald (linked succession) (iv) ny&ya (logical

reason) (v) yidhdrtka-yratui (understanding of a

secret sense) (vi) combination of figures (/rir/isrtfi or

sarjxkani) Vidyildhara and VisvnnAtha sulistantially

follow this classification, only splitting up nydya
into larb i- nydya. vdkyu-HtrSya and loka-nyaya

;
but.

VidyftnAtha substitutes the word sddharmya for

aupamya (or sddftya), and speaks of adhyawu&ya

38 iii 9. See above p. 7^
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(complete identification) and
.

viieaatia-voicUrya

(strikingnoss of adjectives or attributes) as two other

bases of classification. Perhaps none of these

classifications would be regarded as strictly scientific,

for they mix broad heads indicating psychological

factors (like similarity, contrast or contiguity) with

mere formal bases of classification as gOrfhArlha-
pratlti or npaknava.

A development is also noticeable in the general

conception of a kacyd/uvdara or poetic figure. It

is true that a "poetic'’ figure corresponds to a certain

extent to "speech -figure", or to what is known ns a

figure of speech in a formal scheme : but later theo-

rists ox plain that aoinething more belongs to a poetic

figure ns such. The spocial charm, known as vaitilrya

or vicckitti, peculiar to each composition, which
rests ultimately on the conception or skill of the

poet (Icavi pratibkA or kavikautala) makos up the

kAvydlaiflkdra as such, and gives it its distinguishing

characteristic. This view would be ontirely omitted

in a treatise on rhetoric merely ; and with this point

of view it is misleading to describe the theory of

nlmnkdnt as a theory of rhetorical categories only.

Originally it might have been, more or less, n theory

of externals, but the problem was complicated by
the appesrance of this new factor of thought, first

introduce.! by Kuntala and then elaborated in the

sphere of individual figures by Ruyyaka, Jayaratha

and others, the development of which will be traced

hereafter in its proper place.



111. DANDIN AND VAMANA

l The Riti System )

( i )

Dutpliii come* chronologically after BhAmaha,
and VAinana, who cornea alter I)*odin, was contempor-

aneous with Bh&inaha’* commentator UdbhaU
;
but

thu ctfi-system. which Daodm and VAmelia represent

in 1'oetics, «h probably older in tradition than

BhAmaha himself, who half-contemptuously rejects

the distinction between raulariha and gauiln kAvya.

It can be traced back to the timoof BAonbhatt* (first-

half of the 7th century) who tells us that the Gaujaa
were alroady notorious for ak*ar<i-d<tmlarn, to which

fact Daodin also alludes in his depreciation of the

gawln manjn. It would l*e seen that although thu

terms marya or riti in the technical sense might not

have lieen very ancient, both Dublin and VAinnna

theinsulvcs indicate that sotno such system as they

advocate was traditionally existent : and thoy

appear to refer to and sometimes actually quote

from unknown expositors of the past 1
. It is probable

that the Riti school, if we use this term to separate

those writers who put an emphasis on riti an

the most important element of poetry, had sn

independent origin and history, and oxisted for a

long time side by side with the sister schools, which

l c. n. under V.imana L x n, 12-13 5 3 - ' 5 . > ni. 1.

). as ; iv. 1. 7 etc.
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threw into promineuce the element* of rata, aia\n-

kara or dhvaHi respectively.

We have already stated tliat Danilin is influenced,

to some extern, by the teachings of the Alamkira

school, and as such stand* midway in his view between

the <i(ai?iidra-sy*tein of Khninaltn and the rWi-systoin

of VSmana. At the same time, there can be uo

doubt that in theory he allies himself distinctly with

the views of V&uiuiia. In V&rnaua, however, we

find the system in iu completely self-conscious form
;

and hero we have nothing of that vagueness or

iudefiniteuess which characterises the rival aUtijxkiira-

syBtcni of UdhhuU- With a clear-cut rchemo and a

dofinito central principle. V&mana proceeds to set forth

his system in tho brief but suocint siUra-form
;
and

whatever may bo the value of his speculations, there

can be no doubt that VSauana wa» the first writer

to onunciato a definite theory which, before tho

Dhvaiiik&ra. mUst have had great influence on the

study of Pootics.

With regard to the common plaoes of poetic

speculation, Dapdin’s standpoint docs not differ much
from that of Blulmah* ; and both start with tho same

notion of embellishing sound and sense, which, in their

opinion, should coustitutu the ‘laxly’ of poetry. The

classification of jxxjtry into 8|>ecies of composition

like the sar.ja-bandkn (mahakucya) etc., is almost

identical *. the only remarkable divergence oocurring.

2 Under ver-e, Dandin mentions bandk-i
(
m mahl

kavya), tnuklaka (single verse), kuluka (five verses), kana (un-

connected verse* o( different authors), and tamghita (un-

connected verse- of the >amc author) under prose, he -peak-
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a-s already noted, in the case of kalha and akhyayikH,

which rigid distinction is not admitted by Dai)<Jm8 <

Poetry is classified, according to its form, into prose,

verao and mixed (m tira), while language furnishes

another funiamenlum divisionis yielding four distinct

groups, viz., sauakrla, piakpUi, apabhraqiia* and

mibra, the last kind in both these divisions not being

mentioned by Bh&inaha. The effect of combining

these two principles of classification gives us four

species of composition, viz., sarg&Uindha (uiaJiik&ofa)

kalha, ikkyiyiki and Mif^lL Vimana gives two divisions

of both prose and verse, viz., mbaddha and ambaddha

(connected and unconnected). He thinks that verse

is of various kinds, but divides prose into three varieties.

vrlta^gandhi (savouring of verse), rHriui (having no long

compounds and possessing sweet vocables), and Hlkalikl-friy

which is the opposite of eHr^a (l. 3. 21-26).

3 See above p. 5 7. The varieties of kalha mentioned by

Hemacandra are ikhyimo, midarhama, fravaklika, mataJ/ikS,

uia-nikulya, fahkatka. kkawfakalhi, lakalakatka and upa-

kalha (pp. 338 f). The last three arc also admitted by Ananda-

vardhana (p. 14 1) and defined by Abhinava. The Agni

Purina 337, 20 defines kathiniki.

4 It is not known what Bhimaha signifies by the term

.1pabhra'iiM, but Daniil gives to i! a definite connotation

as the language of the Abhlras and others in the kivya, as

distinguished from the tistr.i where it is the name applied

to all languages other than Sanskrit. Nami-sAdhu senten-

tiously says :
prak-tam era apabkramiah. Hemacandra

adds to Apabhramia another kind called gramyiipabhramia.

Cf Bharata xvii 49, which makes it clear that the Apabbrainla

was a tili-bhi*a and not a d*ra-bhi-+. The Abhlras were

ancient settlers in the land and arc mentioned by Pataftjali

(i 252). Sec 7. 1 , 1918. p- 26.
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in Sauskrit, skandkata in Prakrit, otura in Apa-
bhruipsa, and naUiku in mixed languages, although it

is not thought necessary to deai with them all in

detail. The old division into iracya and prettya

k&cya*, according us a composition appeals to the

eye or the ear. is also referred to in I ilit
;

but

regarding prebfya kavya, by which dramatic

composition is generally meant, Dandin summarily
refers to sjieeinlised treatises on the subject.

These speculations, of course, constitute the
common stock-in trade of Poetics, and find themselves

repeated in a more or leas similar form in most writers

irrespective of the school or tradition to which they

belong. Thus Y'Ainan* also gives u* preliminary

chapters on the divisions of poetry (kAeyav<6em).

on the auxiliary aids or sources of poetry (Ldcydnya),

on the persons entitled to study the science (adkikAri-

Although l*longiug ton different school,

Kudmfu in the same way devotos two chapters (i and
.x\i) to these general topics of Poetics.

Put in respect of the attention which Dau<)m
|wys to the clsbomtion of jmetic figures, his sympathy
obviously allies him with the standpoint of the

A lainkAm school. He shares the views of this school

in his general opinion that a good kacya should be
cmliellislied by those decorative devices which go by
llio name of alamkAra. At the same time, it is inijior.

taut to note that while Daydin believes, with all e«rly

writers, in the theory of embellishment, he differs

in his view as to the means by which this embellish-

5 ThU division occurs again in Hcmacandra. who divides

prtA-ya kivya intv/ilAja and g.ju.



meut should be realised
;

for he apparently iiolds that

it is not the poetic figures only but the several literary

excellences, the <ju»tu (which are also designated

alatiikaras by him), that constitute the essence of

the pootic manners (mdrpas) or poetic diction, in the

realisation of which alone the secret of poetry lies.

Indood. the marked emphasis laid on the nunyn,

which is almost equivalent to VAinana'a I'ili*, and on

its constituent excellences, known as to which
the Aluipk&ra school is apparently indifferent, is a

distinct feature of Daodm’a work, and places Doi><|iu

in his fundamental theoretic attitude in the Klti

school. Although he does not go so fur as V&mana in

setting up the rui as the essence of poetry, thoro

can bo no doubt that he attaches special importance

to its literary value. It is true that Da»din never

uaes the term rtli throughout his work, but his

employment of the term mnrga (i 9. 40, 42, G7. 75,

101) or rarhuaii (i 42, 92), implying ‘mode’, 'manner’,

or atylo in the objective sense, may lie taken ns

almost synonymous. His general definition of poetry,

or rather its 'laxly* or frame-work, as ialdrtlm vyavac-

cfnuuii p 10)—a scries of words characterised

by an agreeable sense or idea—naturally lends him to

consider, first of nil, tho question of appropriate express-

ion of appropriate ideas, or in other words, to discuss

the suitable arrangement of sound and sense for the

purpose of producing poetic effect, which is technically

denoted by the term marga or rll>. Speech, he says,

is diversified in its mode of expression (vicitrn-

tn&rga. i 9), and he is awnre of the fine distinctions

6 Varnana also uses the term miff* in Ul. I. 12.
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which mark oft* ono inode from another (i 40) and

result in a multifarious variety of modes. All these

ho broadly divides into two clearly distinguishable

types, called tho vaidarbha and the yaw/a, to the

critical study of which his whole work is avowedly

devoted. Th :s classification is probably not Dakin's
own but derived from some recognised tradition (i 40),

although Bharnia, who mentions the k&vi/a guntm,

does not refer to m&rga or rlti, and Bh&maha’s

analysis of the two types 1 (as well as of the yuiuu)

is somewhat different. Of the two types, Dublin

gives preference to the tai'larbha m&rga, which,

in his opinion, result-* from a harmonious unification

of tho ten gmim or excellences of composition,

tho yumhi being the exactly opposite type.

Tho ten ynif<u, which are spoken of ns the jtrto,iuk

or life-breath of the vaidarliba ui&ryi nnd which

aro non-existont in the yawla, are therc-foio essential

7 HhUmaha iloes rot use the terms wirgn or rT/r but

distinguishes between the voitiarbha and the kSv)',t ns

two types of pcetry obtaining in two different places. Hina hat

already told us that people of diflerent places liked different

poetic devices (Hftr^n tanla I A/. 7), with which statement

Dancin'* remarks regarding the partiality of the Gautjas to

certain tricks and excellences agree As V'Amana distinctly

says, the ritis, which took their names from localities, were

probably analy-cd empirically from the style* which prevailed

in these localities. With regard to gmrtas. Bhamaha mentions

them independently of the r\tt. They are midJmrya and

pratSda marked by the absence of compounds, and ojtu by their

presence. They would thus correspond to the rifts of Rudrata.

Bharat a mentions ten gunas only as essential to a good

kavya, and not in relation to rifi.
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in a good composition. They .ire thus enumerated

l»y Dagdin :

(i) Heia, the quality of being well Unit, the

opposite being iitli/a or looseness,

(ii) prasaJa, or (acidity, the opposite Wing
ri/utpaimn or far-fetchedness,

(Hi) wnaUl, or evenness (in the grouping of

word-sounds). the opposite (>eing caiaamya or

unevonness,

(iv) mail/mryu, or elegance, consisting of allitera-

tion of similar sounds (iriiiyaniiprton •) and Absence

of vulgarity (agrfimyaioa) 9
,

respectively termed

tty-rasa and rasfo-raja. The nmuo of the opposite

of tnAdfi'iryti is not given, but the op]>osite of irnlya-

nuprfaa is var^dafUi (i 35) and that of agr&myatva is

grOmyatvn, the latter rejected in both tho margat.
(v) mkuinilr>ti&, or absence of handiness due to

the use of soft vocable*, the opposite being termed
dipl'i,

(vi) artha-rynkti, or explicitness of sense (common
to both the m*rg*i*, ;he opposite neyatrn being

rejecte<l in Ixith).

(vii) wUlrfUm, or elevation consisting of tho

8 The 'orutyanuprUa is the nime given to the grouping
of similar sounds which exist between letters belonging

to the same Uhina, such as kanlha, Him, mnrdhan, dan/a etc.

It is thus distinguished from varndm*pr?>sa. The subdivisions

of anufrisn are infinite : but Bhoja (ch. ii) gives an elaborate

scheme of clarification containing six main varieties, viz.

v> tti, varna, fada, mima dvirui/i, and tita.

9 For the meaning of the terms zrimyatva and rasa

occurring in this definition, «ee below ch. IV.
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expression of some high merit (common to I Kith the

ihe murgas),

(viii) ojat, or force due to the presence of com-
pounds (common to both the maiyas, but the

Vaidsrbha attempts a simpler kind of prose, while

the Gauda attempts a peculiar style both in prose

and in verse, long compounds prevailing in the latter

cnse),

(ix) k&nti, or agrecableness due to conformity

to general usage : in other words, abaenoo of the

unnatural, the exaggerate*! or the grotesque, the

opposite being aiyukti,

(x) tamOdhi, or transference of the qualities or

actions of one thing to another, i. e. metaphorical

expression generally (common to both the m&rfftu).

It will be noticed that the above enumeration

of the literary excellences of diction, which differs

greatly from that of Bharata' 0
, is neither exhaustive

nor strictly logical. The artha vyalti, for instance,

may well be included in the jtraOda. The definition

of udthxUca is rather vague, so also is that of

in both of which Dnndin apparently admits subjective

valuations not clearly indicated. Again, the mOdknrya,
though dofined primarily as a particular mode of

word-arrangement, is regarded more or low ns a

subtle excellence which defies analysis". A similar

indefinable psychological factor is apparently admitt-

10 See above pp. 15!.

1 1 Datum's treatment implies that he considers it both an

a iabda-guna (illustrated in i 53) and as an artha-guy«
(illustrated in i 64). although this distinction is not mentioned
by him (but cf the word vibhakta in i 68).
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ud in the sttmddhi, the definition of which makes it

difficult to distinguish from it poetic figures like

rhpaka or metaphor, where there is also poetic supor-

impositiou of an object or its <| imlities on another. It is

quite possible that from Danilin's jioint of view, the

difference between the and the rZptika-

alamkArn may consist in tho fact in the yuna there

is a transference only of tho ijualities or actions of

ono thin*' to another, whilo in the alaifiktlnt either

ono dlturmin itself is substituted for another, or tho

new tlA'trma entirely supplants tho existing illuirmu.

But this process of poetic transference is essentially

a mode of figurative expression resting finally on
lakfaiul, and Vlmaua would regard Da pdin’s definition

of tho tainadkiym/a as constituting tho figure

vakrokti, which, in his opinion, consists in a similar

'transference based oa resemhlanoe.

It must also ho pointed out that some of DsqiJm'm

i/ut/as refer to (word), smno to’ a,-Uta (senso),

while others to both these elements. Tho mOdhuryu
and tukumOmtA are primarily iabda-giufat, de|»eiiding

on tho uso of specific vocables, while between them-
selves, tho mAdhnryu requires sound-alliteration, and
aukumarat'l tho prevailing use of tender vocables.

But tho use of words or syllables suggesting a vulgar
sense must be avoided in mtoUmrya, n fact which
precludes us from taking it strictly as a iakda-yunu.
Dapdin does not make a hard-and-fast distinction

between Ktkda-guu'u and artha-yumu, at his successor
Vftmana does; but taking his definitions as they
stund, it would appear that he probably regards

wjnie of them («. g., tie*u, «om«<a, suknmuruta or
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ojas, all of which refer to sound-effects) as constituting

what later theorists would call kdxla-gwias, and

others (e. g., prasida, artha-vgaiui. uddratoa, kanli

or samivlhi) as constituting artha-gtix'is
;
while guiias

like m&lhurya he would in the same way classify

us belonging both to iabda and artia. Dublin

himself was perhaps conscious of the defective

nature of his classification, and consequently added

(i 101-102) that in tho midst of a general agree-

ment regarding the usage of gunas, there always

exist differences between writers and writers as

regards tho omotional value of their composition

or their artistic presentation.

After dealing with the gunas in relation to the

two opposite types of marga, Detain begins (ch. ii)

tho 1 routuient. of those poetic embellishments which

are specifically called alatjik&ixu or poetic figures.

It must be distinctly understood that the word

alaijiUra is used by Dapijin in the general sense of

that which causes beauty in poetry, kdvya- iohluikurdn

dkarm&n alaipkdrtkn pracakfaU, ii 1. It appears to in-

clude in its wide scope both gunas, and alagikHrat pro-

|*erly so called. Referring to his own discussion of the

ijmias in the previouschapter. in relation to the catchtr-

l>ha tndrga of which they constitute the essence,

I)ai}diu bpeaks of them in ii 3 as alarpkaras. and goes

on to mention the figures os t&dhAramim ahit/ihiru-

jtitan. In other words, poetic figures are alatjikarus

common to both the maryas (sadhdrana), while

gums are ulauikaras belonging exclusively to the

vaidarbha. He- says, therefore, at tho outset of his

treatment of the |>oetic figures (ii 3) :
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kaicin roarga-v\bhagArth’im uktah prog

apyalavikriyah
/

sadharanam alanikara-jatam adya pradarSyatej/

"For the purpose of classifying the mdrgas, some

alamkarru have been already spoken of (by ino in

the previous chapter) ; now are shewn those alaip-

haras which are common (to both tho tmlrgus)”.

Turugiiv&caspati rightly comments on this verso ,fl
:

"The ilem and the like are already spoken of as

the ten guiias. If it is objected, therefore, that they

cannot also Ih> called aJatflJcdrat, the reply is that the

characteristic of an alainkaru consists in its capacity

of embellishing, and that on account of this charac-

teristic they ((juqxs

)

are also aJatpk&txu. Tho learned

teachers have already said that the guifas are indeed

alai/tlAras. Hence the alai/ikArat, liko tho Ueya, which

arc essentially gunas, were mentioned before to indicate

tho difference between the (two) mdrgas
;

but

now are enumerated those ofaficftms which are

common to the twj margas." D.tpdin, it may
be |*ointod out, uses the word atatfikriyd in same

general sense in iii 137 (or ir 14 in Madras ed.). From
what is said above it follows that Dnpdin does not

make a fundamental theoretic distinction between the

ffiufa nnil the alaiflk&ru as such (as later writers from

VAmana downwards do), hut apjmrently regards them

12 /*3rv>vn -Ityhlayo ~una ilyuktam Kalkanx U-

lamiZra ucyantt iti (ft, i#bhikaraWam hi alanJcara-Ink’atyim,

tallak*a nayogUl [Sfyalamkirik guni aUmxkira tva

itydciryik tatah ile*/idaya}‘ gundtmakdlamkarah. pUrvarn

MZrga.prabhtdti-pradar-vnZYn uktik. idimlm tu marga-dvaya-

saMaranJ alamkarh ucyantt.

14
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both essentially as alaud&ru, taking the word in

its wider sense of that which embellishes ; the yuiias

being of primary importance as essentials of a

good style, and the alan\k&ras (i e. poetic figures)

of subsidiary value as constituents of styles, both

good and bad. It is noteworthy that Dagdin never

makes a confusion in the use of the two terms, but

invariably applies the former term to denote (except

in one case in ii 364) the literary exoellenoes of diction

(i 42, 76, 81, 100), aud the latter to designate the

poetic figures to which the name is traditionally

restricted (ii 7, 116, 214, 220, 268, 300, 340,

350
;

iii 141, alat/dOral* in u 237, 287, 367). In

this way he practically foreshadows, if he does

not theoretically develop, the rigid differentia'

tion of tho jun<i and the alai/iUkra of the Kiti

school.

Tho subsidiary aiatjikOras. consisting of poetic

figure**, are dealt with by Dapdin in two chapters

(ii and iii), devoted respectively to tho treatment

of the verbal (talxla-) and ideal figures (artha-aUti/i-

karat). He does not expressly state this distinction,

which is implied in his treatment, but he gives his

general opiuion that verbal tricks like those of ymnaixt

are not especially attractive (
naikanla-madhuram ).

Ho deals with them, however, in greater dotail than

his predecessor BhAmaha. The prahelika (conundrum),

for instance, which is merely alluded to in one verso

by Blnkmaha, is elaborately discussed and illustrated

by Dagdin (iii 96-124) who mentions sixteen different

kinds of this figure. He also gives a detailed treat-

ment of yamaka, aud defiues with illustrations such
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<lifHcu)t tricks as <jomutrika
. ardha-l/hrnma and

sarvatobhadrti* 3

To tho arthdlanikarai, however, Dmjdin naturally

pays greater attention. He mentions l»y name (ii 4-7)

only thirty-five poetic figures 14
;
but the special

feature of his treatment, as contrasted with those of

Bh&inaha ami V&mnna, consists in his attempt to

make a large number of subordinate varieties, tho

most remarkablo instance lreing that of upartui, which

has thirty-two subdivisions, of which eight at lonst

havo tho valuo of independent figures to later writers.

13 Some praktlikis are already mentioned by Rina.

Bh.lmaha in a somewhat obscure verse states that a prakeliki

is a serious composition possessing varied constituent mean-

ings as well as the tricks of yamaka, and is so called in

RAmaAarman's AiynMIara. Rudrafa, like Dandin, deals

with the prakeliki as well as the cit r. t han,Out1 in some detail.

Some of the tilra-banMat are mentioned by Hina and

Mflgha. Under the general designation of r//m-poctry,

they are discredited by Anandavardhana. and their impor-

tance diminished in later Poetics. They became the subject

of specialised treatises like the Vula^,lka-inMkkamdtylan,i

of Dharmadtisa Siiri (vol I pp. 297-98).

14 The figures dealt with in their order of treatment are :

tvabhlvakti, up*mi, rnpaha, >t\paka, ivtti, ik*epa, arth>\ -

ntaranyiut, vyalireka, oihklvami, tamitokli, ati'+ayokti, ut-

Prtk*l, k/U. s*k*ma, Um [or lava I, ya/ki-saitikhra (or ia>(i~

khyina or krama), prtyai, r,uavat, Urjatvin, paryiyokta

samakita, udiUa, apakmmti, iU*a. vimfakli, tulyayafita . virodka ,

aprastuta-prafmnxsi, vyijastuti, nidar*ani, sahokti, parivrtli,

Wit, saiftk'irna and bhivtka. The verses ii 4-7, which give

a prefatory list of figures, are suspected to be an interpolation,

but the list substantially agrees with the poetic figures dealt

with in ch. ii.
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Dajjdin also anticipates Udbhata in pointing out

the importance of ties* as the cause of special charm

in other figures (ii 362), and agrees with BhSmaha

in holding that the atit*yokli U essential in all poetic

figures (ii 220). The term vakrokti is used only once

and is reserved by him as a collective name of all poetic

figures (with the exception of the svabhdvokti). Accord-

ing to Dandin’s scheme (as indicated in ii 362), the

whole realm of poetic figures can be divided into two

distinct parts, consisting of sval>kavokti, on the one

hand, and vakrokti, on the other. By the former,

which ho characterises as the first or primary figuro

(Ady& alamkrtih), he implios a plain and direct des-

cription of things belonging to a genus (t'dii), or of

an action (kriyd), ofa quality (guoa), or of an individual

(dravya) li
. In this ‘natural’ description, thore in

apparently no scope for any artificial or ingonious

mode of expression, and it should, therefore, be dis-

tinguished from all other poetic devices, figurative

or otherwise, collectively designated as the vakrokli 1 ®.

Among other figures, defined by Daodin for tho first

time, may bo mentioned the avrUi, let* ( — xyajokti or

vydja-stuti), suksm* and hetu (the last included by

Udbhata in his kavyalinga). Redoes not define anan-

raya and s*samdek*, calling them asddhararrfpama

and satjit*yd/>*md respectively, and includes upamd-

rUpaka and utpreksdvoyaca under ru/xik* and utpreha

1 5 These terms are to be taken in the sense they have

in grammar (and not as they have in philosophy).

16 This interpretation is supported by Dandin’s commen-

tators (sec Madras ed. pp. 201 -2 ). NVe have already dealt

with the question in our Introd. to Vakrokti-j\vita pp. xv f.

See r.bnve m fsA.
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respectively. With Bh&maha, he alludes to vSrtta(\ 85),

which is illustrated hy Bhatti. but which disappears

from later Poetics. being included perhaps in the

scope of tvabhiooi'ti. The prativast'ipamU is not an

independent figure in Daijdin but a variety of upami,
while the tamdAita of Daodiu is different from the

same figure of Udbhat* and V&innna. These few

instances would indicate that, compared with the

work of his predecessor. Band in's work attempts to

present many new ideas. Possessing great inventive

powers and a gift of lucid exposition, as well ns n

notable degree of scholastic acumen, he endeavoured

not only to refute and correct in many plnccs the

earlier views, but sometimes gave a new shape to them.

It will be convenient to examine here briefly

the doctrine of dofa. which forms a counterpart

of the doctrine of yuan enunciated hy tho Hrti

school. Daodiu mentions, after Hhnrata, ten flaws or

doifttt of literary composition (ch. iii I 25 f, or oh. iv

Madras ed.), hut he defines them differently in most

oases. They are in name and substance identical

with BhAmaha's first list of do*a* noted above 1

7

,

with the only exception of the eleventh fault

of defective logic, which is recognised hy Bh&inahn

hut vigorously rejected by Daodin as a fault difficult

to judge and unprofitable to discuss. But even

with reference to this fault, Daodin agrees with

Bh&maha in the enumeration of its six subdivisions.

With regard to Blulmaha's second list of faults, which

concern the inner essence of poetry, they would

1 7 See above pp. u-12. See al«o Jacobi in Sb. Jrr f>reuss,

Aknd. xxiv, 1922. pp. 222-3.
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correspond in general to the doaas (or rather the

opposites of guitaa) which Dapdin mentions as being

absent in the taidarhha marga and as characterising

the opposite gaiufa marga. We have noted that

some of these are expressly named by Daodm. They

aro (i) the opposite ol 4/c#a, called tilhila (ii) the

opposite of pras&da, called oyutpanna (iii) the opposito

of samcUi, called vaieamya (iv) the opposite of *uku-

mJkraUk, called dipUt (v) the opposite of k&nti, calle<l

alyukti (vi) the opposite of arfAa-eyafri. called neyatva

(vii) the opposite of m&dkurya (unnamed). These form

seven faults as against ten of Bhftinaha, but

Daodin speaks of the excellences utl&ratoa, samAdkx

(and probably ojm*) as having no opposites (or

corresponding fault*), inasmuch ns they are common

to both tho marga*.

But Dapijin does not enter into the question first

raised by Bhan*ta as to whether the dogas in Poetics

aro positive entities or mere negations of gugaa.

Bharat* holds that gtmfu signify nothing more than

tho negative condition of doaAlhava, ho that dogas

are, in his opinion, positive entities, from which tho

gagas are known by implication. It is clear from

Dapdiii'o treatment, however, that he mentions in ch.

iv the external faults apparently as |x>sitive ontities,

after the manner of Bhftinaha ; while the essential

faults are taken as negations of some of the gunaa of

the vaidarbka marga and consequently as positive

characteristics of the gawla marga. He attempts

to avoid the controversy by making use of the distinct-

ion of the two opposite types of diction, making

the so-called guga* the characteristics of the vaidarbha
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type aud some of the so called dof'is the characteristics

of the gaufla type. Vamana, on the other hand,

in conformity to his clear-cut theory of rifi, goes

directly against the opinion of Bharata and expressly

makes the guaas positive ontities, defining tho dofa*
as opposites of guiias and as known from the latter hy
implication (ynua vit*irydtmanolo*iJt , arthaUu tad-

'ivagatikih) But he adds that the dot'u should he dealt

with separately for the sake o( clear understanding.

Ho therefore divides the tlotfiu into four classes

(i) defects of words (/xid-t Jo*as) (ii) detects ol the

meaning of the wor.ls (parldrthado*a>) (iii) defeots

of sentences (ri%«-do«o*) (iv) defects ol tho meaning
of sentences (tv*kydrtku-do^as

)

1 •

18 Kudruta, apparently accepting both gu^as and do*as

as independent entities, enumerates and classifies days on a

different principle. Taking i*bda anil artka as the two
elements of poetry, lie mentions in two *cries It) uabdadayis
or defects of words (a) mrtkmdeyu or defects of sense. The
first scries includes nine faults, viz. (i) gndi-do-at like

atamar/Aa, apratUa, msanut*,. vrfitri/a katpami, grimy,, and
dth'« (0 kinds) (ii) viky^Uys. such as saifdtlry,, garbkila,
ai»d gala rtAa (J kinds). The second scries comprehends
(besides four upatHi-<to*as) nine faults again, viz-j apahrtu,

apratUa, nirigama, AidAoral. asatnbaddha. grimya, virasa,

ladval and atimitra . After the advent of the i/A.vunr-theorists.

the do*a (like the gnyyi) cainc to be related to the rasa, the

poetic mood in a composition, and began to be defined as

that which depreciates or hinders the awakening of rasa.

The doctrine of d*sm was taken along with the doctrine of

p*»w, of which it formed the counterpart, and wa> considered

from the standpoint of rasa alone. They were no longer

absolute entities, but attribute> or absence of attribute-,

relative to the development of rasa, and must therefore be
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( 2 )

Viiinana’a work 1 ®. in comparison with Dakin's,
shows further progress and elaboration of the ideas

discussed above. Indeed, what is vague and un-

systematic in Dagdin apjKtara fully developed and

and carefully set forth in V&inana, who may thus

be fittingly regarded as the l*»t representative of

the ri/i-syaten. To Vftmana belongs the credit of

governed by the theory of asuitya or propriety which these

theorist
> put forward in their treatment of mm. The dx-as

came to be defined generally as raiagak ir-aku (ViAvan&tha)
:

but specific rasa do*as al«o caine to be defined and discussed.

The question whether the de-a is milya or amity,
i (already

raised by Bhamaha and Kudra)a) is solved by supposing that

u d*. i may somct»me> become a gun, i if it helps (and not

hinders) the development of the rasa. Mamma)* and mo*t

later theorists accept the distinction of d**as relating to fada,

vikya and artka
;
but they speak also of raia do*as and

a/aitikara-Jatai The later opinion regarding the respective

character of g*\\a and do*a appear to be that each of them
conveys a positive meaning, in spite of the fact that some
tla»as abroach the condition of gafMkSoas and some gupas
approach the condition «.f do*\kkivas. Even Dapjin in

ch. iv separately mentions ten da*as which he docs not regard

as constituting the oj>|»»ite of any of his gu\uu.

•9 Instead of having adkyiyas first and .tdJiikaranas

thereunder, Vftmana reverses the order of older snira-writers

ai»d divides his work into five adkikaraiuts. each of which

consists of two mlkyiyas (excepting the first and the fourth

which contain three each), the whole work thus having five

adhikaraMs and twelve adkyiyas. The arrangement of

these adkrkaranas is as follows. I. iartra : dealing with the

object of iroetry, persons qualified to receive instructions in
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being the first writer on Poetics, who, before the

Dhvanikara and Anandavardhana, gave us a well

thought-out and carefully outlined scheme of Poetics,

no longer naivo or tentative, which, in spite of its theore-

tic defects, is in some respects unique and valuable.

The enquiry as to what is the ‘soul’ or essence

of poetry is for the first time definitely posed and

systematically worked out by Vftinnnn
;

his prede-

cessors. to whom the 'body' of poetry is more impor-

tant. never having troubled themselves with this

question. Vftmana lays down in clear terms :

rltir iitma kdvyatya, ’the riti is the foul of poetry’

(l. 2 . fi)
; nnd w orking out this figurative description

he points out (rftti on i 1.1) that the word
(
kiUdn

)

and its sense (artha) couatituto the ‘body’, of which

tho aoul is the riti. He defines the rlli as vUi^fa-

l»ula racanA or particular arrangement of words.

This particularity (ratii*(ya) of arrnngcmont, again

rosts upon certain definite combination of tho different

ffuiian or fixed oxccllcncc* of coni|>oaitioii. For inatnnoc,

of tho three kinds of rUi proposed by Vilmana, the

vaidarthi unites all the ten fftufas, the ijaurfi abounds

in ojas and kAnti, the /Vracaft is endowed with

mddhurya and sauhim&rya. This is how Vftmanu

the .subject, the riti and its wMivitioiw, the vubsidiary aids

and divisions of poetry. II. dt»a dariama : treating of the

defects or flaws of composition. III. fiiM viveetma : consider-

ing the or excellences oS composition. IV. itaifikirika :

devoted to the definition and illustration of poetic figures.

V.prtygik* : voting forth the poetic convention* and pro-

priety of poetic usages, and tabda iuddhi (corresponding

to the last chapter of Dhiraaha’'. work), explaining gramma-

tical solecism.

15
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would distinguish the different rUis from one another.

On these three ritis poetry takes its stand, just as

(tainting has its substratum in the liues drawn on
the canvas (vrlti on I. 2. 13). The oaidarbhl is of
course recommended as containing all the excellences

;

and as the genius of each diction is peculiar to itself.

Vainanu reject* the view that the other two inferior

dictions ought to he practised as steps loading up
to the vtiidarbhi

; for he argues that the proper

diction cannot I* attained hy one who begins with

the improper. If the weaver practises weaving with

jute, he does not attain proficiency in the weaving
ol ailk. It will be seen from thia analysis of the

three kinds of diction that the eoUlarbhl is the

complete or idoal one which unifies all the poetic ex-

cellences, whereas the other two encourage extremes.
Tho one lays stress on the grand, the glorious or tho
imposing, the other on softness and sweetness, where-
by the former loses itself often in bombast, tho latter

in prolixity. It will be noticed also that the names
of the different rifts aro derived from those of parti-

cular countries, and V&mana expressly says in thia

connexion (i. 2. 10) that the names aro due to the
fact of particular excellence of diction being prevalent

in the writings of particular countries. This makes
it probable that the theory of diction, peculiar to

this school, originally arose from the empirical analy-

sis of tho prevailing peculiarities of poetic expression

in different places, and furnishes another proof of the

general a posteriori character of the science itself 90 .

30 In the absence of proper data, it is impossible to

: determine when the distinction between the Eastern and
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It should be observed that the term rlti is hardly

equivalent to the English word 'style', by which it is

often rendered but in which there is always a distinct

subjective valuation. Although artlta (i. e. sense or

idea) is admitted as an element by Sanskrit writers,

the rlti consists essentially in the objective tteauty

of representation (of the intended idea), arising from

n proper unification of certain clearly defined excellen-

ces, or from an adjustment of sound and sense. It is,

no doubt, recognised that appropriate ideas should

find appropriate expre»ion
;

or in othor words, the

outward expression should l»e suitable to the

inward sense. Bharata goes further and formulates

that in the drama the expression should also bo in

keeping with the temperament and character of the

speaker to whom it is attributed. But at the aainu

timo, the rlti is not. like the style, the expression

Souther a Myles—Gamja and Vaidarbha—was first recognised.

We have already noted that BAna ‘peaks of people

of different localities affecting different trick* of style, some

putting st re" on sound, some on sense, while others indulging

in a play of fancy. In Damn's time the distinction must

have been fully established. Jacobi (.l/iAJrii/ri. pp. xvf)

suggest* that the simpler Vaklarbha style was a reaction

against the older and more ornate Gauijastylc (which Darnjin

disfavours), and that it came into existence probably in

the 3rd century A. D.. being known to us from Hila’s Sapta-

’iata.ka (467 A. D). It s possible to argue, on the contrary,

that the Gauda-stvle itself is a sign of further development

or decadence, exhibiting a tendency to a m»re elaborate

style (a* opposed to an earlier and plainer Vimlarbha-style),

which wc find, as a matter of practice, asserting itself more

and more in later decadent Sanskrit kSvpa. Cf Keith,

Classical Sanskrit Littrature p. 5a
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of poetic individuality, as it is generally understood

by Western criticism, but it is merely the outward

presentation of ita beauty called forth by a harmoni-
ous combination of more or less fixed literary 'excell-

ences’. Of course, the excellences aro supposed to

be discernible in the sense or import, as much as

in the verbal arrangement, but this subjective content

is not equivalent to the indefinable element of indi-

viduality which constitutes the charm of a good style.

If we accept the nomenclature of a modem analyst of

style'11
,
we may say that the Sanskrit author* admit

what he would call the ‘mind'-in-style, ns a subject

of technical formulation, but not the 'sour-in-style,

which is elusive and which they leave to individual

writers to evolve in their own way.

Vilmai.a, theroforo, tenches thnt the <junan are

essential in pmjtry, as they go to mnko up the rift,

which is the 'soul' of poetry. Tho objection of the

author of tho HkOvaJi (p. 51) that to conceive tho

gunas, on the one hand, an tho principal cloinont and

therefore its something fit to be adorned (u/>a*Itfrya)

and to cull them, on the other hand, properties that

adorn |v>ctry (upi^kAraka) involvo contradiction in

t THIS, raises only a scholastic quibble which does not

bear serious examination. Tho gunas are, no doubt,

spoken of ns iid'dtirthugor 'IlmrmiiA, but this, as

tho commentator (s>iuts out, i» a loose or popular

use of the term
;

for, strictly speaking, they aro

concerned directly with riti («/*«'«" oxstulo riti-nistka

api, npacOrdc cha'fdadh'irmu kyukuim p. 69, ed.

Benares), which is dcscril>ed as gundtm&. To the

2 i Water Pater’s essay on Style in his Appreciations.
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objection that these entities have no absolute exist-

ence. Vumana replies that their existence is vouched

by their cognition as such by men of taste {satp-

vedaiialvat 111. 1. '26, on which comm. s'dtrdaya-sani-

vedantuya vigoycUvat), and that these excellences

are not found in all cases of recitation but depend

upon the presence or absence of certain well-defined

characteristics (ill. 2. 28 and crUi).

I.iko Daydin. V<\m tiia enuinerates the gnuas ns

ten. which appears to have boon the standard number

from Bharatn's time, but he really doubles the number
by clearly differentiating between tho tabda-ffugcu

and the ttrth‘t-g\uftu, and regarding each gutia ns

belonging respectively to Sal/da and artha. In other

words, each *711/1#* i- looked at from two different points

of view, and the distinction thus proposed between

verbal and ideal excellences oolites in. as technically

put, according aa the won! or the idea is the denoter

{yu&ikt1) or tho denoted (efleya). This sharp distinct-

ion, no doubt, clears away some of tho vagueness

surrounding Pharata's and Dnodin's definitions of

individual guna*
;
and V&mana. though widely differ-

ing from hi« predecessors in the peculiar connotation

he attaches to some of them, is careful in distinguish-

ing the alii* d ffwKU from one another. In most

essentials, Vanupia undoubtedly continues and expands

Dugdin’s somewhat unsystematic scheme, but his

definitions bear in some cases an altogether different

complexion, and justify us in presuming that Vfcmana

develops bis iduns from elsewhere, as he himself ofton

supports his analysis by verses quoted from unknown

sources (e. g., under ill. 1 . 9 , 25 ;
2. 15 etc.).
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His scheme of the gnttas may

Sabda-guga

i. ojat, or compact-

ness of word-structure

(.7tulha-Oandhatoa ,
where

baudha —pada-rticami,
ill. 1. 4)

ii. prasUda, or laxity

of structure (toithilga)

iii. Hew, or coales-

cence of words resulting

in smoothness (masftiaJtvi.

ytumin salt bcJmnyapt

/nul&nyekavad Ith&tanle)

iv. tomato, or homo-

geneity of manner, i. e.,

of construction (mnrgd

bhedah, gena mArtjeadpa

leramtu tasydtyagak)

v. samtidhi, or symm-

etry due to orderly ascent

and descent, i. e., when

the heightening effect

is toned down by soften-

ing effect, and vice versa

(
firohdviroha-kr:ma

)

vi. madhurya, or dis-

tinctness of words (prih'tk
-

padatva)

vii. mttkumarya, or

be tabulated thus :

Artha-guija

i. oj<u, or maturity

of conception (arlhatyo

/trawlhik)

ii. praeada, clear-

ness of meaning (artha
-

I'aimalya

)

iii. ilept, <>r coales-

cence or commingling ol

many ideas [gha/uuQ)

iv. Mtwalii, or non-

relinquishment of proper

sequence of ideas (prakra

mdbheda)

v samadhi, or grasp-

ing of the original mean-

ing arising from concen-

tration of the mind (nrtha-

•Intih, fimadhi-k&rana-

teaO

vi. m&dhurya, or

strikingness of utterance

(
ukti-paicitrya

)

vii. saukumarya, or
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freedom from harshnesss freedom from disagreeable

{ajarathalva) or inauspicious idoas

(apirusya)

viii. ud&rata. or live- viii. wlarata, or deli-

liness in which the words cacy i. 0. absence of

seem as if they are danc- vulgarity
(ayr&myalvd

)

ing (ycumin soli nglyaa-

tiva pcvlAnx)

ijc. artka-vyalti, or ex- ix. artka-vyalti, or

plicitness of words where* explicitness ofidoas which
by the meaning is easily makes the nature of things

apprehended (ika/iiy clear
(
vaitu-avakh&va-

nrtha-pratipaUi Utulta) spku(atva)

x kanti. or trilli- x. kind, or promin-
unce, i.o. richnose of words once of the rasas (dlpta-

(aujfvalya) rasalva)

It will Ihj seen from this brief enumeration that

V&mana'a guna* differ considerably from thoso of

Bharata or Dublin. Vimana’a qjas, for instance,

would correspond to Dapdin'a He* r. whilo Dapdin’a
mAdhnrya is split up into prthak-jxulalva and
agrUmyatvt. Vilmana brings in the i<lea of rasa
iu the artha-ytufa kantt (cf BharaU’s kAnti), thoreby
admitting it in one of the essentials of poetry, whilo
Dapdin acknowledges it in some of the non-essential

poetic figures. Vfimana’s artlui-gmia arthavyak'.i
would lie regarded by Dapdin as an instance of
•vabk&vokti-atandArm. But it must be observed that
V&mana'a scheme, while being more systematic and
thus marking an advance on the speculation of
Dapdin’a is hardly satisfactory as a whole. The some-
what pedantic classification of gunas, into external
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unci internal, verbal and ideal, is in itself open to

objections and has been controverted by later theo-

rists 4 *. The distinctions are sometimes unconvinc-

ing, and it is natural to suspect that they are made
for the sake of symmetry of having two Beta each

of ten excellences. Taking the individual tjuttat, it

appears that Vfwnana himself was perhaps conscious

of the defective nature ol some of his definitions,

although he must have elaborated the ten gwfai accord-

ing to some fixed convention. For instance, his

ialda-yuua praMa is merely a negation of hit* qjas ;

Vftmana himself admits this and adds the qualifica-

tion that the /rtuikla in an excellence when appear-

ing along with ojiu and not by itself, for when it

appears by itself it is clearly n defect. If it is object-

ed that there cannot l»e a Aanbinntion of two auch

contradictory 'jumu, V&mana replies that such a

combination ia a fact ol common experience. V&mnna's

tlcpi is rejected by Maminata as mi independent

excellence, inasmuch as it is only a particular form

of nja In the same way, the mukumtirya is not

admitted by later theorists on the ground that it is

merely the negation ot the defect ol harshness, just

as Vfkiiinha'* at!ar>UU is h negation of vulgarity

(grutAyatva ). His samail/t i ns an artha-ffxma is

different from Daodin's tammdhi, but it is hardly

an 'excellence . It is supposed to consist in compre-

hending the original meaning, but this happens in

the case of all compositions, for there can hardly be

any poetry, worth the name, of which the meaning

22 c. Maminata viii. Hcmacandra pp. 195-2CO, Minikya-

candra pp. 191!, Jagannatha pp. 6? f etc.
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is not comprehended. These and other objections

are brought forward by Mamma** and his followers,

who protest against this needless multiplication and

differentiation of tho tjuaas, and who sum up the
literary ‘qualities’, which they admit as an embellish-

ment of the principal sentiment (rasa) of the composi-

tion, under three broad categories, differentiated

on entirely psychological grounds, viz., ojaa

(energy), pruMt (lucidity) and nvulhurya (sweet-

ness).

It is also noteworthy that the cl/i-system assigns

to some of tho yutfat functions which other

systems assign to alwpkBra* or poetic figures.

Vrtnmna’s nrthn.guH* kauti corre*|>oiid* to figures

like rcuavat of tho 'i/anU/ira-system* '. whilo Daodin’s

tam&lhi in some case* will Imj equivalent to tho

rS/vita and analogous metaphorical figuros. Vftiuana’s

ortha-gnpi arl/iacyukti is nothing more than the

svrtihavokti of DnQdin.and Danilin's k&tUi only defines

the limit, aa Memacandra put* it. to the figure

yokii yam aliiayokter yanlrawi, na punar yundn-

taram). On the lmsis of BhAnuilin's vnkrokti, tho

later writers of the Alaipk&ra school, we sludl sec,

postulate nkti vaicitrya ns the fu idamcnUl principle

of all figurative expression, but this is comprehended

merely as one of the excellences by Vftinnna's defini-

tion of the artha-guna miulhuryn.

It will be clear from the al>ovc, a.-* well as from

Hemacandra's (pp. 195-200) and M&oikyacundra's

(pp. 19 If) elaborate review of the ^u./a-doctrine. that

23 For this reason Vimana doc-* not define the rasavat

s » figure.

16
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the writers of the Rlti school, especially the followers

of DaijiJin and VAniann, differ widely in their attempts

at defining and classifying the gunas, and that such

attempts are open to criticism. Some of Bharata’g

definitions, on the other hand, do not always agree

with those either of Da^iii or V&maiia. For

instance, Bharata's oj<nr, which consists in the use of

high-souudiug coiii|jound words of varied striking-

moss, may corresjiond to Dandin's oj <u , hut Hema-
candra status that the essence of this guiut consists

in imparting loftiness to an object which is low or

treated with contempt. Again, Bharata's fir'uOda,

corresponding Ui Dario's samtdhi, is a metaphori-

cal inode of expression, which Vamana would indudu

in his peculiar definition of tho oakrokli-tigure, and
which comes generally under lah/ana or tt/mcfiiu

of later theorists. Bharata's udara differs consider-

ably from Viliusiin s ud&nUA which dooa not coinpro

hend, as Bharata's ttdara docs, the rasas and bhAous

in its scope
;
but it corro8|H>mls |wrtialiy u> VAiiihiiu’s

nrl/ta-yui/'i kauh. At the same time, it would soeui

tliut, in spito of such minor discrepancies, Bharata's

scheme of tho ymyu as a whole is developed to its

furthest |*ossibi!ities by VAinaua. That thore ure

inevitable difference* in the defiuitiou of particular

gmuu in the earlier writers on the subject, and that

tho whole doctrine, despite the Giro of its exponent*,

is still unsatisfactory, ouly indicate tho fruitlessncss

of tho efforts of early theorists in comprehending

all the literary excellences of a composition within

the hard-and-fast limit* of a few categories, on tin

interpretation ot which they sjamd »o much ingenuity
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but on which they ctuuot in the unture of chilli's

nrrive at any absolute agreement.

Hcmocandra and M&oikyacaudra in their review

of this doctrine cite the opinion of an authority**,

called Mangels who, we are told agrees with Bhnratn

in his definition of ojru and maintains with VOniaiin

that Daiulin is not right in emphasising it in the

gnwfl rUi, inasmuch ns it i« common to all rilis. The
only other reference to this writer is made by Rilja

seklmra, who cites some opinions of this writer agree-

ing substantially with those of V&inana. and quotes

nt p. 14 a dictum from Mahgnln which occurs in a

slightly different form in V&inana i. 2. 1. From those

citations by Ri\jn4ekhnm it appoars that Mahgalu,

if lie is not earlier in date than Vamann, l>clong*

most probably to the aamo school of opinion. There

can hardly be any doubt that the system existed

even Iteforo V&mana gave a definite form to it
;
and

Vftmaim's systematic formulation certainly obtained

for it a large nuinlier of adherents and followers, so

that important later authors like Kiijnsekhara, Hema-

candra and Jay .rallm cite with respect the opinions

of the Viliiinnlyns, just in the same way as they cits*

the Audbhatan. the followers id Vnmana's contem-

porary sml rival ITdbhata.

After the gumt*, Vninann deals with the poetic

figures or nlamk&rn* as element- nf subsidiary impor-

tance. At the outset Vftraana states, no doubt, that

poetry is acceptable from emliellishmeot (aforfikara ) ;

but he is careful to explain embellishment, not in

24 Viimana himself quotes some verses giving us ancient

definitions of the various *aMa-gunas (under III. 1 25).
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the narrow sense of poetic figures, but in the broad and

primary sense of beauty or charm (fcfleyatfi grahyam

alamkdrat, sautvlaryam alainkarnk). He also points

out that it ia only in the secondary instrumental

ease that the term ala^kira or erabollishmcnt ia

applied to simile and other poetic figures (alaip?

krtir ahniikarak, knra*aiyut/rtftya punor alarpk&ra

H<0>do ya*n upimndiin variate). In this view, Vtkmann

apparently develops logically Danina teaching
;

but V&inana does not make the presence of

poetic figures a necessary condition. What mnkos

poetry acceptable, in his opinion, is tho presonco of

charm or lienuty, which he does not define and which

ia in some rcapocU undertnablo. Tho rlli and its

constituent yn»>v* come in as a tine gun non in the

production of this Imnuty, but tho jxietic figures only

contribute to it* heightening. This distinction

between the yap i and the aJatiikdrn as to their

respective position in a formal scheme of I'ootic*.

which is vaguely hinted at by Dagdin, is fully

dovolopod by VAinana (UL 1. 1-3). The yutfat, being

essential to the rlti, are defined as those charac-

teristics which create the charm of poetry (kHvya-

Aohhiiyah kartOro dhannah)—a function which is

assigned to l»oth yuita* ami alauikaras by Dapdin—but

it’at/ikara .< are such ornaments as serve to enhance the

charm already so produced (l<td-a't4'tya-hetavah).

The yunas are said to bo ntfya (perraaneut), imply-

ing that the ainifikaras are aiiilya (jmnar aJaijik&ru

anilya ili gamyale eoa, Kamadhemn com. p. 71), for

there can be charm of poetry without the aiarrikaras

but no charm without the ynnas (lair vina kavya-
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iot>hdnupa/>aUeh). In other words, the guito stands to

poetry in the jamaraya-relation (see K&madhenu on

ill. 1. 4 ), while the alanJcara in samyoya-relation,

yoga being explained as mere conjunction and

sttmaodya implying inseparable connexion or inherence

(nitya-samhaudha)**. To put it in the usual figura-

tive language, the yuM is related to the ‘soul’ of

poetry (vix., rlti), whilo the n/at/iiara rests merely

on the 'body' (viz., tahda and artha). The alaipklirtt,

without the yuna, cannot of itself produce the beauty

ol a poem, but the latter can do so without the

former. But Vinans justifies at the same time tho

existence of the alaydc&ru a* an element of poetry, and

supports a phase of poetry, which is indeed admitted by
Anandavardhann but not properly understood by him,

and which is elaborated only by his follower

Ruyyakn who, however, takes hi* inspiration on this

point from the VakroktijlriU-k&nu

Vftmana’a treatment of the jwetic figures is in

some respects peculiar to himself in ita general outline,

as well as in the specific definition of individual figuros

Vamana is the only old writer who deals with the

smallest number of poetic figures 1 *. Ho recognises

25 This is criticised by Mammata viii p. 470 : for he main-

tains that prnat like ojas and alamkSras like unuprSia and

upami reside in the relation of inherence (tamavSya-stkiti/.

26 They are in their order of treatment : yarnaka, artuprasa

upamS.prathnstupamS, samisokt,
, aprartuta-prakamsS, riipata,

iletja, vakroktt, utpnk*S, atisayokti, tamdtka . virodka, vibki-

vani, ananvaya. upamryvpamS
. panvrtti. kratna, d\paka

nidariana, artlx'mtaranySut, vyatireka. vi-ryckti, vya/astuti,

vyijokti, tmlyayogiti
,
ikvpa. sakokti, tamaktta, and saijii'hh

(including upantS-rvpaka and utprtkyivayava) :—30 figures.
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only two kinds of iabddlanik&ra, viz., yttmaka (rhym-

ing) and anupr&sa (alliteration). With regard to the

ui-thdlarnJ&ras, he lays down in general terras that

the upama or comparison lies at the root of all poetic

figure*, which aro defined in relation to it and to

which ia given the collective names of uparnH-

/n-apaiea* 1
. The importance of u/ema, involved in

other figures, ia recognised from BhAmaha’s time

;

and consequently this figure, which is the source of

all the figure* grouped together hy later writers

as kAdptya-mila or aH/>amyayarliha alamkirat, ia

always given a place of honour at the loginning of

moat troatiae* on Sanskrit Poetics* • ;
but VAmami

goes to the extreme of defining aV figures with refer-

ence to the idea of comparison, or in terms of the rela-

tion of tho n/HimAna and tho Ufximeya. On nocount

of this fundamental postulate, his definitions of tome

of tho figure* differ widely from those given l»y other

writers ; and he has also to exclude such figuroa na

jxtry&yokla, preya*. rasaval, krjtuvin, udAlta, bh&cika

and sUkrma which he does not define. He gives a

peculiar definition of the figure cakrakti as a inode

of metaphorical expression. Ilia ziteyokti would

corres|K»nd to the rujtaka of JagnnnAtha, and Ida

akse/xt to the prailjjft or vimbfokti of some later

writers. Vamana defines apahnuti as tho ooncenl-

37 The commentator explains
:
pr.ilivasCu-pramukhiHiim

a/aqikaraTuim upamigarbkatvid upama prapafUa iti vya-

paiehah krtah (on IV. 3. I).

28 upamaivdutka-prakira-viuatr}t'yUamHra-in/abhTUrli

pralhamam nirdvfta. Ruyyaka p. 26, tid iya viuMiUi-vike*a\

rT.paka itpakAdyantk&lamkira-Hjatayvpamayah pratkamam

nirtipanam, Mallinitha p. 195.
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nit) ut of oue thing by a similar thing with a view to

impose the character of the later on the former
;

in

other words, the npamey

a

is denied its nature and

the npamihut is established in its place. Dagdiii

states that the denial of something and the represent-

ing of some other thing in its place constitute tho

tiguro which need not bo based on auj>umya . and
following him, some later writers (e. g. Vitfvau&tha)

speuk of u second variety of ajHthutUi in which thero

is no fftitnyuhtAna UH/Himya or implied comparison' *.

( 3 )

This brief summary of the views ol tho leading

authors of this school will show that tho teachings

mark a great advance on the al-ir/dir a-doctrine in

many respects. Thero are many |H»ints which are com-
mon to both these systems

;
but, by clearly defining

and working out tho doctrine of rUi as that distinct

characteristic of |H»etry which sharply separates it

from dry philosophical or technical writings, tho

Rlti school seems to have first suggested aud started

the enquiry (only hinted at by Bh&mahm’s Uieory

of vakrokli) as to what constitute the essential churm
of poetry, and anticipated tlie theory of vicchitti

(or iJuiviicUryi) elaborated later by Kuutala and
other adherent* of the alai/Jcara -doctrine. Tho
Dhvanikara pays an indirect compliment (iii b‘2 )

to tho Rlti school for having first perceived, however

dimly, the true nature of poetry, although he does

not agree with its |>eculiar theory of rl(i. The Rlti

29 Cf U'Uyota. cd. Candorkar, p. 3<>
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school also goes a stop further than the AlumkSru

school in including the rasa among the necessary

characteristics. It is possible that Vamana's partia-

lity for the drama, which he considers to he the host

form of comjiosition and from which ho supposes

other forms of poetry to proceed (I. 3. 30-32), led

him to realise the imjiortance of rata, already

worked out ns fundamental in the drama by the

dramaturgic Rasa school, and to incorporate it in

ono of the essential properties of poetry (ill. 2. 1 4

and vrtti). But, at the same time, it was perhaps

his idcA to make his definition of poetry comprehen-

sive enough to cover a larger field and include those

instances, e. g., which develop no rata. The kAvya-

ioUia, a term which ho probably Ixirrows from Dagd'm

(ii i), or sanwbtrya which Conveys tho same general

idea ns tho word ‘beauty’, is regarded as the ultimate

tost of all poetry ;
and this lioauty, in hi* opinion,

agreeing with tho common-sense viow of the matter,

is realised by carefully worked-out diction, which

avoids tho damaging flaws by adopting primarily the

so-called literary excellences, as well as the poetic

figures for the secondary purpose of heightening tho

effect thus produced.

But the rUi-system, in spite of V&mana’s woll-

rcasoned formulation and tho advocacy of his followers,

never appears to have wielded very great influence,

and its existence was comparatively short-lived 30 .

30 A commentator on Vimana, named Sahadcva. tells

11* that Vamana’s work wen* out of vogue, and its tradition was

restored hy Bhatta Mukula ( 1 )
who obtained a copy of the

work. See notes to the Kivya-t*\min\si, cd. Gaekwad Oriental

Series, p. 5.
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There is no doubt that like the rasa- and the alarji *

Jcara-systoma, it left its impress on later theories, bat

it never found a serious champion after Vfimana

among latter-day writers, and its theories nover found

unqualified acceptance. Its general doctrine of rtt*

began to be discredited and severely criticised from

Anaudavardhana's time as too crude an explanation

of the nature of poetry ;
and Mumraata, the foremost

authority of the latest school, ingeniously combats

and sets aside the leading views of Vftmana.

It may, however, be noted that some of tho broad

principles enunciated by the Rlti school have been

tacitly recognised by later theorists. The importance

of »*Ui or diction, us such, became established as a

stock-idea in Poetics : but it was accepted with grave

modifications. It was accepted by the Dhvani school

in so far as it contributed to tho development of tho

ras't-dhvani, and its chief characteristic was supposed

to consist in an arrangement or disposition of words or

letters for that purpose* 1
. This modification naturally

diminished the value of all discussion and elaborate

classification of the ritis into different types, und tho

function of the three Util of VAmana was made

practically equivalent to tho three fntpas admitted

by the authors of the Dhvany&loka ; but they do

not yet appear to have lost all interest with later

theorists. Even those writers, who do not subscribe

to the doctrine either of the Rlti school or of tho

Dhvani school, pay considerable attention to this

question. Thus Rudrafa adds la(i to the enumeration

31 varna tam^hatani dMarmatva .
Anandavardhana p. 5 ;

see also ii 8-11.

17
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of the three rttis of V&maoa, although by rK» Rudrata

means a definite usage of compound words. The Ayiii-

pitraua accepts this fourfold classification, but the

distinction is supposed to lie not only in the length

or shortness of the sentences but also in the qualities

of ‘softness’ or ‘smoothness’, ns well ns in the prominence

of metaphorical expression (itpacara). Bhoja, who

carries the elaboration still further, adds two. more

typos of rlti to the Agni purfoias four, via, indyadhi

and Aeantika, the former being an intermediate style

between midarbkl and /aiicaJi, and the latter form-

ing only a khautfa-i'iti, i. e. a defective or incomplete

typo. KAjaaekharn in his K6vya-mlmai/u6 gives tis

the simiu three rUit ns V&mana does, but in his

Karphra-maiyarl he appears to apeak of three rUu,

resjwctivoly named vacdurml (from Vatsagulma),

mOtthl (miigwlhi) and (p&icOll) The older

V&gbhaU mentions only two rtlu, via., p&ne&li and

the one having some compound words and

the other having none ; but the younger Vftgbhata

accepts the three rttfe of V&innna and clnssifios thorn

on the basis of the three excellences, madhurya, oj<in

and prtuada. which were the only three yuuaa recog-

nised since Mummutns time. The Dhvnnik&ra does

not discus* this question, but Anandavardhnun apjavirs

to assign equal functional value to the three Vfitu

of Udbhata and the three rUis of VtUuaua, a view

which Mammata enunciates thus : «Ui tisro Vfllayu

vOmatiddindm mate raidarbkigaruti-jHincalydkhya

rUayo matah* *.

32 Hut a distinction has always been theoretically main-

tained between the vrlii and the rUi. The Vfttis, originally
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Abhinavagupta, however, thinka (p. 6, I. 12) that

the three ritit of Vfirnana, which, in his opinion,

characterise an elevated, soft and middling theme

respectively through a peculiar combination of tho

l/wftu, have, together with Uclbhafa's vrtti*. no

separate existence from gu^is and nlanikar<i*. Atten-

tion, therefore, was naturally directed to the guna*

ami alaifikaras more than to the ri/l itself, of which

they formed, in V&inana's opinion, the constituent

elements
;
and the rtti, if recognised at all, was

Mylex of dramatic composition (Rharata iii 25), have been

included by Udbhafa (i 4 0 under anufrisa or alliteration,

as they arc formed by a special arrangement of letters for

conveying different ideas, suitable ( Abhinavagupta adds.

'Loovm pp. S-6) to different rasas. Ruyyaka therefore say* :

vritit U r<ua-vi*ito vyipirah. tmdwA pumar varna-raainttui

Vfttih, pp. JO-i l. The r\li. on the other hand, ix mostly a

matter of objective adjuxtment of the different 'excellences*

of a composition, although admitting arlha ax an element of

conxidcration
;
while the vrtti concemx itself with the psycho-

logical effect produced by the arrangement, ax well ax by

the sense of which that arrangement ix a vehicle. One and

the same r‘ti may conceivably produce different vrttis. ami

the same vrtti may be produced in different rltis, although

a fondness for symmetry led the tlieorists to assign a distinct

trtti to each f\ti. Anandavardhana expressly distinguishes

between the dramatic v/tti and the poetical vrtti by saying

that the former is dependent upon the sense, the latter upon

the expression :
vicv'urayo yc vyavahiras ta etah katthMifyi

vfttavah, v3cak>\*rnym* cbpanigarihAdyih. They enhance

the beauty of drama and poetrv res|»cctively by lieing

used according to the drift of the rasa in the composition :

vrttayo hi rasidititparyrna t*mmvi*ak ham api nilyasya

hivyasya ca <kiyim ivahanti, p. 182.
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recognised as consisting in a particular disposition

of words, letters or syllables, which favours the deve-

lopment of rasa, and sb.nds in the same relation to

it as (in the usual figurative conceit) the conformation

of the ‘body’ to tho ‘soil’ (pada-tamghatand ritir

ahga-sar/istha-oiietavat
I
Ujvduirtrl rasddinam, Visva-

nfttha ix I). It follows fro u this that the respective

functions nssigned to ginas and aknrJcdras are

not in relation to the riti but to rasa, which is one

of the fundamental elements of poetry with the later

schools. We have already noted that after AnandA-
vnrdhana, the gunas are uken as inseparable attri-

butes and causes of excellence (astgitio rasasya

ntkarsa -het<ic<ih acala-stkitayak gun&k, Maramafa viii

1) of tho rasa or the principal poetic mood in the

composition (and not, as Vftmana thinks, of tho rilt).

The poetic figures, on the other hand, are only attri-

butes of kibda and artka * s
,
which constitute the

•body’ of poety, and therefore heighten the poetic mood

or rasa in an indirect way (ibid, viii 2). V&mana’s
ideas about, 'poetic charin' are also taken as axiomatic,

but they appear in later theories in a somewhat

different form as the vicchiui, or vaieitffa, or karri-

jmmtfhdkti underlying all figurative expression.

Iu spite of these and other important oontribu'

tions to the general theory of Poetics, it is obvious

33 Mamnuts, wc shall see. lakes the guryt as directly

related to the rasa as the ahgin. and if we sometimes speak

of them as belonging to aabda and artka, we do so only

figuratively (atfiatarena) : but Jagannatha (pp. 33-35), going

back to Vamana’s old position, combats this view and

thinks that this usage is not figurative.
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that the fundamental doctrine of the Rlti school could

not h*vj been accented in its entirety
;
nor could it

have competed against that of the DhvanikAra, because

V&mann comprehended poetry only from the formal

point of view, whereas the former showed a doepor

insight into its inner nature. The more or less

objective definition of the rlti, given by this school,

wan hardly enough to satisfy the search for ultimate

principles. VisvanAtha, following the DhvanikArn

and Anandavardhana in thia respect, states this

objection when he says that the riti is a particular

kimi of formal arrangement^ a peculiar dit|M>sition

or posture of parts : what ia called the ‘soul’ or

essence of poetry is something quite different* 4
.

Again, the analysis of the several tyj>e* of diction

shows considerable ingenuity indeed, but it was

found almost im|KHsible, as Daudin himself admitted

very early (i 101-2), to label and clasaify all

the mo<les of poetic expression with definite and

unalterable characteristics. As the Rlti school, there-

fore, tended to make invidious and essentially unprofit-

able (except as empirical facta) distinctions between

the vaidarbkl, gtindi and other styles, with regard

to whose exact significance there was bound to be

inevitable difference of opinion, it naturally provoked

criticism and opposition. In the same way, the

endeavour to exhaust and classify all the literary

34 yat tu vimammbktam—ritir itmi kivyatya iti. tan

na, r\Uh lamgha'ani-vutiatvit, unpgkataniyo* cAvayava-

tanuthina n’fialval. itmana - ca tad-bkiunatvit

.

p. 18 ed.

Durgapias-ida. 1915. (It will be noticed that Vi&vanatha here

speaks of r\ti as a kind of samgkatana).
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excellences and flaws within clear-cut hounds on the

basis of more or less formal analysis, was sure to

prove unconvincing ; and a protest against minute

differentiation or endless multiplication of the gunas

was rightly and definitely propounded by Mamraata

who (following Anandavardhana pp. 79 f) reduced

the number to three only, vit., mddhuiya, ojn*

and prat&da. in relation to the ultimate factor

of poetic sontiinent. The attempt, therefore, to

stereotype the entiro poetical output into so many

ready-made styles and fixed excellences, was bound

ultimately to be discarded in favour of other ami

more penetrating principles. We shall see in the

next few chapters that such a principle in poetry

came to lw recognised in the suggested element

of rasa, which was being already elaborated in

the service of the dmtna an.l which was utilised

by the dAvani-theorist* as one of the most important

aesthetic foundations of poetry.



IV. LOLLATA AND OTHERS

( The Rasa System )

( i )

While the orthodox schools of Poetics were

elaborating systems of alat/ihkra And rUi, there

flourished several writers who discussed the question of

the dramatic rasa after Bharata, and formulated

explanations of the latter's much diacuaaod sutra on the

subjeot 1
. Thoir exposition, however, concerned the

dramatic art, and their theories did not as yet come
properly within the sphere of Poetics, whioh was

entirely dominated by the alarpk&ra- and rltt- systems.

The aesthetic importance of tho rasa, therefore, was
never realised, ah we shall see. until it was taken

up and worked into Poetics by the Dhvanik&ra and

his followers. The dramaturgic Rasa school, how-
ever, had in the meantime elaborated several theories

of rasa and brought it into prominence as an element

of the drama ; and in this way it succeeded, to a

certaiu extent, in reacting upon and influencing the

orthodox theories of Poetics, which apjioar to have

possessed, even at an early poriod a limited acquain-

tance with the rasa, and which actually accord it a

place, however small, in their general systems of

alayjdOra or rUi.

This will be obvious from a reference to the views

of Bh&maha and Danilin on this subject. To Bhftmaha,

i Sec above pp. 22-24, -7-
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the inoat important element in poetry is alarpkdra

or vakrokti. He does not seem to possess any clear

notion of the function of rasa in poetry, the only

direct reference to it occurring in the definition of the

figure rasavat, which, in his opinion, must manifest

the ratas clearly (rasaoad dariita-spa^fa-irnyarddi-

rasam, iii 6). The rasa is thus included in the scope

of a particular figure only and given a very sub-

ordinate place in his system*. Bhftmaha seems to have

been aware of the existence of the irnySra and other

dramatic rasas
;
but the speculations regarding the

origin and function of rasa do not appear to have

started in his time ;
and. in common with Dajjdin, ho

uevor thought it necessary to use the technical terms

cihhdm, anubhdva otc., so familiar to later writers

on this subject In BhAmaha’s opinion, the rasa

need not be invariably present in poetry, but it may
sometimes be delineated in vakrokti

.

lu i 21
,

no

doubt, Bh&maha lays down that a mah&kdvya

must separately depict all the rasas
; and

in v 3, he speaks of the kAoya-rasa as mitigating

the rigbur of the bastras, a sentiment whioh

2 Commenting of RhJmaha’s central verse on vakrokti

(ii 85), taifJ tarvaiva vakroktir amayArth* vibkavyaU,

Abhinavagupta attempts to read into it his own idea of

tlK importance of lasa and interprets vibkavyate technically

as pramadodyiaair vibkivatiiji nxyaU, vi^ffna ca bkivyatr,

rasamay\kriyat.i iti. He apparently makes Bh&maha

mean that by vakrokti. the sense of (>oetry is rendered

into a suitable factor of rasa, so that by using the word

vibhivyaU with the technical meaning given to it by

Abhinava. Bhamaha would imply that the rasa as well as

alaufykira originates in vakrokti.
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is endorsed by Rudrat*
( xii 1-2 ) and which

probably inspired the dictum of Abhiuavagupta that

the iOstra is prabku-sammita, while the fcdpya is

jdya-s&mmila. The term k&vya-rasa is used here

probably to indicate ‘the flavour of poetry’ in an
untechnical sense ; but even if we read, with AbhinaVa-

gupta (‘Locana p. 182), a technical meaning into it,

it only shews that the earlier Authors were coutont

with assigning a pleasing but extranoous function to

rasa*

.

The same remarks with regard to the recognition

of rasa apply more or less to Dai>iliu
;
but Dwj(Jin

scorns to have been more alive to its importanoo

than Bhamaha. Like Bhainnha. D.iudin allows the

rasas to bo included in figures like rasaoat, whioh

oppoar to havo been the only means by whioh they

could permit the rasa to play even an unimportant

role in thoir systems. It may be contended* that

Dapdin gives prominence to rasa by including it

3 Such a distinction appears to be implied also in

Dantjin ii 293 ;
and one can differentiate two meanings

of rata (sec below): (1) kivya-rasa, the flavour of poetry

or the aesthetic delight produced by it. and (1) raja in the

technical sense of nitya-rata. It i« worthy of note that

in the latter sense it is very rarely umxI in earlier classical

poetry (except perhaps in Magha) This kSvyarasa in

its essence Is not very different from Bhanuha's vakrokti {

for it is possibly a kind of heightened expression inconsistent

with commonplace utterance. The word rasa must be taken

in this untechnical sense when one meets with it in early

classics and in such expressions as rasavat or rasdvaMa

in Dandin.

4 Jacobi in ZDMG Ivi, 1903, p. 401 fn.

18
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in one of the essential excellences
(gustos

)

of the diction

(rMi), viz., in madhurya, which is defined as the

establishment of the rasa in the word and in the object

(vaci v a&tunyapi rasasHiti/t, i 51 ) ; but from ii 292 it

appears that Dapdin means by the term rasa in the

mddhurya-guua to connote absence of vulgarity

(«0Tamy<tft’a‘),and does not contemplate the inclusion

of rasa in the technical sense6 . The madhurya-

puna, according to Dapdin (i 51 -7 ), may appear iu

two different aspect*, in so far as it creates vdg-rasa

and vasiu-rasa, the former consisting of repetition

of similar sounds (irmtyanuprasa 1
) and the latter

connoting absence of vulgarity (agramyotva). Thun

Homacandra explains (p 198) the rasa in Dapdin’s

wQdhurya, according as it resides in the v&l or vast a,

in this way : inUi-variidiiuprAsaihydt/i v&prasah

arjrdmydbh idheyatayd tu tastu-rasa^ 9
. Thus the

5 Strictly speaking, grimya i* not ‘vulgar’ in its usual

restricted sense, although Dandin seems to bring under its

connotation the a«/l£i or the indecent. It means 'the low',

'the rustic', or ‘the common', as opposed to the noble or the

refined, and probably corresponds to the French word vulgairt.

6 This is made clear by the I/rdayaitgama commentary

on this point : midkmrya-gmjU f>r«dor*itah ’mbddrthayor a-

grimyatayi jito raso vikyatya bkavali.
alanykbrataya nirdsMam

rasavaUvam ayht-rasdyattam (p. 167), the last part of the

passage calling attention to the fact that the only cases

where the eight (dramatic) rasas arc admitted by Dandin

occur in connexion with his inclusion of the rasas in figures

like rasavat. In i 64 Dandin speaks of agrbmya arlha as

ras'ivaka.

7 Sec above p. 101, fn 8. Dandin speaks of anufirasa as

rasAvoka in this sense in the same context (i 52).

8 With this explanation .\Unikyacandra agrees : itruli-
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rasa in Dakin’s mddhurya has a distinct connotation

which separates it from the technical dramatic rata

of the Rasa school®.

At the same time it cannot ho affirmed that

Dipjin was entirely ignorant of the concept of

rasa ns elaborated by Hharata and his followers.

He declares (i 18) that a maltikdvya should

invariably depict rasa and bhfiva. His treatment

of tho figures rasacal, preyas and biyasviu

(ii 280-87) gives a much clearer indication

of his undoubted acquaintance with the eight

recognised rasas, all ol which he enumerates by

their respective names, and four of which (viz.,

tr*i<jHra, raudra, rira and Aaruaa) he illustrates as

elements of the poetic figures under discussion. If

wo aro to occopt Abhinavagupu'a statement' 0
,

varn<lrtu/>r*jjbkyi»p 1‘lgrasah, agrimjatayd In vastu-rasah,

ilihaijt rasa dvtdk* (p. 189, cd. Anandtiirama.)

9 A similar untcchnica! use of the term rasa (which,

however, Dandin does not explain, as he docs in this case)

is to he found in iii 149 (or iv 26, Madras ed.), where the

phrase giraiti ratah (^xrigrasah) is interpreted by Taruna-

v&caspati merely as sldAutvam. The modern commentators,

misled, no doubt, by their own idea of the importance of

rasa, read into Dandin their own ideas on the subject. Dandin

nowhere speaks of the 'suggestion of rasa ’
(rasa-dkvam )

as the 'soul' of poetry, but Prenucandra, commenting on

i 10, reads this into Dandin. The artha-rasa in i 62 seems

also to have a distinct reference to agriwya/S.

10 on Bharata vi, partially reproduced by Hemacandra

p. J7f. The text of Abhinava’s valuable commentary on

Rharata’s rasa-sn/ra, so far as it is relevcnt to the theories

on rasa discussed below, has been printed by me as an

appendix to my article on the Theory of Rasa published
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Dandin's conception of rasa is similar to that of

Bhatta Lollata (which we shall deal with presently),

and he believes therefore in the development of rasa

as an effect from the vibhSca* and anuih/kvas.

Danilin's somewhat meagre treatment hardly justifies

us in making a definite statement on this point,

but wo may assume that Dnpdin apparently speaks

of rasas like tfxg&ra or ravdra being developed

as effects from such permanent moods as rati or

kiodha. For, shaking of the figure rasaval which

should possess the characteristic of manifesting the

rasas, ho gives an example of the manifestation of

irngnra in such a figure with tho remark : ratih

ifugilrntiim gatli / rfi/xvbn/iulya-yogena (ii 281 ),

Similarly with reference to tho development of raudra

from krodha, he says : ityaruhya }>aram kofim krodho

raudrdlmatam gatuh (ii 283). But the rasa in these

figures is subordinate to the expressed figuro itself

of which it serves as a means of embellishment

(alamkHrataya smrtam)
;

in other words, the roan is

developed not for its own sake but as increasing the

beauty of expression. It would eecin, therefore, that

Datydin was, to some extent, cognisant of rasa and

bhuva, but he could not give it a place in his system

except as an eml>elliahment of the language or of

the sense
;
and this objective view of the function

of ram, if we may presume it in these early authors,

was apparently responsible for this subordinate

position given to it by the alamkara and rMt-systems.

in Sir Atutoth Mookerjee Silver Jubilee Commemoration

Volume (Orientalu, rol iii) It is cited below as “Abh. on
Bh.*, with references to the pages of the article, which I have

very largely utilised in writing this chapter.
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Although Vfimana imprices upon Dakin’s

system in other respects, he does not seem to have

gone further in the treatment of rasa. His idea

of making all poetic figures an aspect of metaphorical

expression precludes him from defining the figuro

rasacat in the same way as Bh&mahn ami Daiujin

do, but he attempts to include the rasa in one of

the essential (niiya) characteristics of jwetry, viz.,

in the artlm-ginvi Ian/ 1. which ho defines as an

'excellence of sense' in which the rasas should l»e

conspicuously present (th/Aa-rasa/vagi kanlih, in.

2. 15 ). The suggestion for this inclusion of tho rasas

in one of the excellences was probably found in

Bharata's definition of tho k&stignna, or morodireotly

in Bharatn’s peculiar definition of tho ud&ra gunn
;

hut it is clour that this certainly marks an improve-

ment upon tho treatment of Dublin and Bh&maba,

who include tho rasa in some of the non-essential

figures.

Udbhafa adheres in the main to the views of

Bhftmaha and treats of the rasa as on clemont of

the some of the figures like rasaoal. Ono verso,

however, which occurs in tho text of IJdbhnfn

published by Jscob in JRAS, 1807, p. 847,

rasd>lyailhi*/liitam kdvyam jicrvl rjipataya yatahj

kathyate tad rasdtlimarjt karydimatvarn vyacasthitam//

apparently designates the rastt as the essence or 'soul'

of poetry, without, however, setting up an aesthetic

Bystem on its basis. But the verse is quite out of

place in the context in which it occurs 11
, and in

1 1 This verse (vi 17) occurs after the figure t&vya/inga

(vi 16), after the definition of which one should expect its
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the text published 9y the Ninjaya Sftgara Press,

it is wanting, although given as a quotation (with

a tad dhu#) in the accompanying commentary of

Pratlhftrenduraja (p. 77). Misled by Jacob’s text,

Jacobi supposed 1 * that Udhhata was the first writer

to consider the question as to what constitutes the

'soul' of poetry and to regard the rasa as such. It

is clear, however, that the verse in question is not

IJdbhata’s, and cannot be reconciled either with its

immediate context or with I'd bhata’s general stand-

point, as well as with his definition of rasavat. It

cannot be denied at the same time that Udbhnfn

betrays a closer acquaintance with some theory of rasa

and its technicalities, using terms like rtftMua, stht/yin,

saucHrin (iv 4) ami aasibkiira (iv 2), and enumerating,

after Bharata, tho eight orthodox nAfya-rasas with

the addition of a ninth rasa (vit, 4flnta) in the

category. But Udbhata takes all this into account ns an

embollishment of an expressed figure like rasarat
;
tho

rasa is not considered on its own account, but

bocause it helps to emphasise or constitute the charm

of a particular figure. Hcncc Pratlh&rondur&jn

remarks that the question as to the nature of

illustration, which is given in the verse vi 18 next after the

verse in question. If Col. Jacob’s text is accepted, then

the verse rasudyadhitfhitam (vi 17) would be abruptly thrust

in between the definition of kityalniga and its illustration.

As a matter of fact, it occurs in Prattharcndur*ja’s commen-
tary on kavyalitiga and is erroneously incorporated in

Udbhata’s text by the editor.

12 ZDMG, 1902, p.396. In a conversation with me
(1920) on this point. Prof. Jacobi admitted that he was
misled into this supposition by Col. Jacob’s text.
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rasa and bhaca, and as to how far they may stand

as the very ‘sour of poetry is not discussed by

Udbhata at all, partly for fear of prolixity and partly

because it is irrelevant 13 .

Rudrafa, on the other hand, seems to be the

earliest writer who explicitly includes the rasa in

his treatment of Poetics, and devotes four chapters

to its discussion. At the beginning of his work, ho
praises the poets who have won eternal fame by

composing kAvya* enlivened by rasa. In ch. xii

ho speaks of ten rasas (adding preyas and tonta

to the orthodox eight of Bharat*) 14
, describing

ifugHra (love) and the characteristics of tho hero

and heroine in that connexion. The next two
chapters take up the two kinds of ir+y&ra (tatjtbhoga

13 Not much reliance can he placed on the statement

of I&rAgadeva (referred to in Vol.l, p.*6, fn) that Udbhata
was one of the commentators on Bharata. If it were

true, it only shows that Udbhata wa« conversant with

Bharata’* text, a* hi* citation of a half-line
(
iv 5, though

it is doubtful if this is at all a kiriki-verse of Udbhata's)

from Bharata vi 15 and use of technical terms like vidkSva

etc would indicate. It does i»ot prove that Udbluta belonged

to the >chool of Bharata. On the other hand, evidence is not

wanting that Udbhata in his theoretical standpoint was
a follower of Bhamaha.

14 If Udbhata iv 5 i» a kiriki-\trse (and not wrongly
incorporated into the text from Pratlhirenduraja’s commen-
tary;, then Udbhata was the first writer to admit »5nta

into Bharata’s category of eight rasas. The prtyas of

Rudrata is probably suggested by the poetic figure prtyas

admitted by Bhamaha. Dandin and Udbhata. Rudrata
appears to allude (as Nami-sadhu rightly comments) to

Bharata by the term itarya in xii 4.
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and tripralambha—love in union and in separation)

and questions cognate to each. This treatment is

rounded off by a short chapter describing the

nature and character of the styles (rUi )
suitable

to each 1 *. It is not clear, however, aa to what

significance Rudrata attaches to rasa as an element

of poetry, for he is entirely silent with regard to

the theoretical aspects of tho question. Out of

the sixteen chapters into which his work is divided,

only four chapters doal with rasa, not theoretically

but descriptively, whilo the rest of his work is taken

up with the dotails of the poetic figures on which

obviously he puts the greater emphasis. Speaking

of tho necessity of making a poem tarasa from tho

standpoint of the reader, he says (xii 1 ) that to

those, who enjoy the rasas but fight shy of tho

Ultra, instruction in tho caturvarps is oasior to

impart through tho medium of dcloctable writing
;

and this is the chief motive, in his opinion, for

inspiring the senso of poetry with rasa. RudratA

starts with tabda and artha as the two constituents

of poetry, and elaborates his views about poetic

figures as ombolliahment of these elements
;

but

he does not discuss how the rasa comes in into his

15 Rudrata defines rVi, as we have already seen, with

reference to the employment of compound words. He
recommends the mnrfsrMl and fiinriti rifis in the cases

of the four rasas, firryat, karuna, bhay*«aka and adbhuta
,

and the litiya and gamfiyi in the case of raudra, there

being apparently no fixed rule with regard to the remaining

rasas. He uses the term aucilya in this context, which

anticipates the theory of atuitya first elaborated hy
Anandavardhana in connexion with the delineation of rasa.
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system, a fact which may lead one to suspect that

these chapters on mm were probably later engraft-

ments extraneous to, if not inconsistent with, his

general standpoint. Rudrata, in his theoretical

tendencies, has no affinity with the Rasa school,

but belongs to the Alamk&ra school, a fact which
would distinguish him from RudrabhnUn, the keynote

of whoso system is to be found in the idea of rasa 1 ®.

We have to this effect the testimony of Ruyyaka
and Jayaratha. Ruyyaka wfys 1

1

that Rudrata
laid special stress on nlatjik&ra, in which were

comprised the threo kinds of suggestion (dhvani), in-

cluding the suggestion of rasa, and that in

figures liko ratamt, the rasa and bhAva implied

are taken as elements which heighten tho charm
of the expressed idea'®.

The older writers on Poetics, therefore, before

tho advent ot the theorists, content them-
aelvos with tho working out of tho outward form

of expression, tho ‘body’ of poetry, and hardly

16 See Vol. I, p. 91.

17 ed. KivyaraiU p. 5. Ssmudrahendha agree* with this

view.

18 Naini -idhu. explaining Rudrata xii 2, 'tales that

in the opinion of his author, and ar/A.

t

constitute

the ‘body' ot poetry, the poetic figures take the place of

artificial ornaments, while rasa resembles natural qualities

like prowess ami beauty (rash tu saunjaryadaja iva sakaja

£*maA). Hut there Is nothing in KudraU which will support

this description of his standpoint, especially as Rudra^
can scarcely be supposed to look upon poetic figures,

which arc of great importance in his view of poetry, as mere
artificial cmbelli*hinehts of poetry. Sec above pp. 75-6, 77.

19
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trouble themselves with the question of au ulterior

aesthetic principle, the ‘soul’ of poetry
;
nor do they

identify, as some later writers do, this 'soul' with

the subtle psychological factor known ms rasa.

Vftmnna, no doubt, starts the question and oilers

to solvo it by declaring that tho diction or rili is

this ‘soul’
;

but we have sceu that iu Viiaana’s

view, the rili is not the expression of poetic individual-

ity but the objective boauty of representation

called forth by a detiuite adjustment of certaiu fixed

literary excellences. Tho oldor writers, therefore,

lay tho greatest emphasis on tho aJanJcAra (or poetic

figure), or on the rili (or diction in the objective sense),

tho advantages of which wore considered sufficient for

poetry
;
and, cognisant as they were of that aesthetic

dolectahlcnosa which must bo present in nil pootry and

which in Sanskrit goes by tho name of rasa, thoy

could not harmonise it woll into thoir thoory of

externals and treated it more or less as ah embellish-

ment of tho language by inoluding it in |»ootic figuros

or by allowing it to form an elomont of ono of

the excellences of diction. This was the only way

in which thoy could rocogniso tho raw*. It is

partly for this reason that the Dhvanik&ra (iii 52)

coiulemus earlier theories as crudo and insufficient

for the purpose of explaining tho nature of poetry,

and expounds his own system iu which the suggest-

ion ot rasa [rasadkoani) plays such an important

part.
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(2)

The reason why the rasa was even thus per-

functorily admitted into the older systems appears

to have been the fact that Bhnr&ta's treatment of the

rasa in the drama had already established itself,

having bqen further elaborated by a number of

commentators and writers on the subject, and it

naturally influenced, to a limited extent, the enquiry

of early thinkers. Wo havo already noted that

Bhar.ito's famous sutra on rata by its ambiguity

taxed the ingenuity of his followers and led to a

great deal of controversy regarding its true inter-

pretation ;
and as each writer tried to explain it

in his own way, it gave rise to a number of

theories on rasa.

Blmtt* Lollata appears to havo boon ono of

the earliest forinulntors of such an explanation.

His work is unfortunately lost, and very littlo can

bo gathered from the brief roviow of his opinion

in AbhinnvnguptA’s commentary on Bharata 1

which is copied more or leas by all subsequent

writers who deal with Lollata's views* 0. But it

19 Abhinava’s review of the opinion* of Lollata, SaAkuka

and Bhatt* NAyaka, which is followed by Mamma^a and all

later writers, is extensively reproduced by Hemacandra

(pp. 57 66) and Manikyacandra (pp. 40 f, ed. AnandA-

srama). This portion of Abhinava's commentary will be

found in my article on the Theory of Rasa (already referred

to, sec above fn 10), pp. 240 C Detailed references there-

fore are not as a rule given here.

20 See, for instance. Mammatach. iv, Hemacandra p. 57,
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is clear even from this summary exposition by an

advorse critic that LollatA, in explaining Bharata’a

au'.ra, took the vibhiva as the direct cause (kdrana

)

of rasa, which therefore is an effect (auukSrya or

utp&dya), and tho term niipatti of Bharata should

bo explained as MtjxUti or jmsti. The rasa, found

in characters like Kfttna, is attributed to the actor,

who imitates tho characters in form, dross and

nction, and thereby charms tho spectator. Maramatn
and his followers mako this interpretation of Lollata’a

view more clear by saying that the permanent

mood or stASyin is directly connected
(mukhyataya

vrUyfi - sSksfU s-inxlarvlhena) with the hero like

RAina. but it is recognised as existing in tho actor

through a clever imitation of the original character,

this imitation being apparently the source of tho

charm to tho spectator. Tho rata, therefore, re-

sides in the hero, but it is not dear how a montal

stato which belongs to the hero can bo trans-

ferred to tho actor, and how the spectator can be

charmed by n feeling which does not exist in

him. The spectator's mere apprehension of

the feeling imitated by the actor cannot produce

even a semblance of the original feeling and conse-

quent delight in the mind of the spectator
;
other

wise such a delight would be brought about oven on

witnessing a love-affair in the ordinary world, as

distinguished from the world of poetry* 1
. It is

Mallinitha on Vidyadhara p. 85, Govinda on Mamma|a
p. 63 etc.

2 1 Govinda criticises LallataS view thus : tad apeialam,

satnajike*m tadabkivt tatra camatkirunubhava-virodhat, na
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also argued that this cause-and-effect theory of

Lollat* cannot satisfactorily explain the relation

of the vibhSoas etc. to the rasa. An effect may
exist even when its efficient cause is destroyed

;
but

ns the life of the rasa is circumscribed by the exhibi-

tion of the vibh&vas, it disappears when tho latter

disappear, a fact which goes to prove that the rasa

must not be taken as an ordinary laukika effect".

Agaio, the cause and the effect cannot bo con-

temporaneous ; if tho rant is supposed to bo un

effect, its relish cannot be, as it actually is, con-

temporaneous with the appearance of tho vibh&ow.

Henco VirfvanJUha remarks (p. 86) that if the rasa

ia an effect, having for its cause the perception of

the vilthUcas. then at the time of the relish of rasa

the oibhaoas would not bo percoivod
;

for wo do

not find the simultaneous perception of a cause and

its effect. The perception of the touch of the sandal-

wood unguent and the perception of tho pleasure

produced thereby cannot take place simultaneously,

however rapidly tho one may succocd the othor.

Saftkukn, the next important writer on this

subject mentioned by Abhinavagupta and others* 8
,

therefore reject* this interpretation of tho nlpatti-

vadins, who are said to follow, in their peculiar theory,

the Mlm&msft school of philosophers. Lollata’s view

does not treat of rasa as a matter of the spectator’s

ca tajjfilnam tva oimalkira-k/luh, taukika-^riiginUi-darba-

neniipi carnalkira-prasaiigit (ed. Kavyamali, 1912, p. 63).

22 Govinda p. 69, Mallinitha pp. 37, 93-4.

23 The reference to Sahkuka's views is to be found

in Mammata and others, as cited above in fn 2a
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feeling. SaAkuka, on the other hand, thinks that the
rasa is not produced a* an effect, bat inferred

by the spectator, and the inferred feeling is

relished by him as rasa. The permanent mood
of the hero is inferred to exist in the actor (though

not actually existing in him) by means of the vibh&va*

etc., cleverly exhibited by him in acting, so as to

produce an illusion of identity with the feelings

of the hero* 4
;
and the mood thus inferred, being

sensed by tho spectator through its exquisite beauty,

adds to itself a peculiar charm* *, and thus develops

into a relishable condition of his own mind which
is callod tho rasa. The realisation of rasa, thoreforu,

is a process of logical inference, and the nif/talli

of Bharnta’s sutra is explained as anumili, tho

vibhavos standing to rasa in the relation of auumUpaka
or gamaka to anumdpya or gamya. But the mood
itself, though inferred in this way from the relation

of logical major and middle terms, is yet cognised

as different from the object* of ordinary inforonco,

boing inferred, as it were, by force of its connexion

with the xfibhdvas, which factors, though artificial

in themselves, are not recognised ns such. This

cognition or knowledge is characterised ns being

baaed on what is called eitra-turaga-nyaya (or tho

analogy by which a horse in a picture is oallod a

horse), and should be differentiated from the true (‘he is—

—

^——— —

^

24 rimadyabheda-bhaviUna note tat-praka&itair eva

vibhivadibhir anumitah. Mallinatha p. 85.

25 vastu-saundarya-ba&d rasan\yatvtna ilhiyinim anyd-

nurntya vailaksaixfot Govinda p. 65, practically paraphras-

ing Mammaia.
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Riinm’), tho false (‘he is R&ma' with a following

negation 'he is not Rama'), the doubtful (‘he may
or may not be RAina

)
knowledge, as well as from

the knowledge of similarity (‘ho is like Rama’)**.

The theory, however, has been discredited by later

schools on the ground (as Govinda concisoly puts

it* 7

) that it disregards tho well-recognised fact that

the inference of a thing can never produco the same

charm as direct cognition. It has also been pointed

out that the rasa is not capable of being cognised

by the ordinary moans of arriving at knowledge,

for tho feeling of a hero like RAma, being past,

cannot bo cognised directly by the organs of sonso

belonging to the present* *. Tho anumana- theory

is criticisod elaborately in connexion with tho theory

of 'suggestion', coming topically within tho provinco

of tho suggestion of rasa (rasa dheaHi). Wo shall

h*vo occasion to deal with this aspect of tho theory

in its proper place
;

but the general argumont

with which it is sought to bo discarded is that the

oilhAixis cannot be tAken as tho iniddlo torm iu

proving the stkayin, because the former do not

stand iu tho same relation to the latter as the

26 as interpreted by Mammafa, and Abhinava p. 241.

Hcmacandra, expanding AbhinavagupU's exposition, puts

it in this way : na rdtra hattaka eva tukkiti pratpattiU,

ml\pyayam eva riina iti, na cdpyayam tukhiti, mifii rimah

syad vi na vvjam iti, na cdpi tatsad'«aiH iti, kirn tu samyan-

mitkya-uu<yvxya-s*dr'rya-prar\tibkvo vilduytyuti citra turafddi-

nyayena yah suiki rlma asavayam iti pra.llir asti (p. 59).

27 pratyak*am najkdnam sa-<amatkirim\ ninuinityadir iti

loka-prasiddhim avadknyinyatkd~kalpaiu tnamibkavah, p. 65.

28 Vidyadhara p. 94.
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middle term (s&dhand) does to the major term

(sadhya), but are simply its auggestors (vyanjaka).

The oibkavas, therefore, do not constitute either

the efficient cause (karaka-ketu) or the logical

causo {jHApata-hetu) of rasa, as held respectively

by Lollata and Sankuka. Apart from technicali-

ties, Lollata’s view appears to be that the spectator

ascriboa to the well -trained actor the same mental

stato as belonged to the hero, and his appre-

hension of this imparted feeling produces a simila#

feeling in his mind, causing delight. SaAkuka thinks

that the well-trained actor so cleverly simulates

the action of the hero that the s|>ectator appre-

hends the actor to bo identical with the horo,

and if/*™ fro,n l,‘‘» illusion the actual fooling of

tho hero in his own mind, being movod by tho

extraordinary beauty of the represented action. In

both these theorioa, howovor, tho difficulty remains
viz., that if the rasa is an objoctivc entity, produced

or inferred, how can it bring about a subjective

feeling of relish in the audience in whom those

factors (oibhUvas etc.) arc presumably abaont ? If,

on the other hand, it is supposed that the rasa

oxists in the audience also, the question still remains

as to how the particular feeling of a particular

hero (like Riima, who is different from or superior

to the spectator himself) can be relished or re-

alised as his own by the spectator ? These objec-

tions are thus ably set forth by Bhatta Nayaka 80
,

29 Another objector to Saiikuka’s view appears lo be

Bhajfca Tauta. whose opinions arc summarised by Abhinava

(who refer* to him simply as ismaJ-*pidkyaya
) in a passage
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ivs interpreted by Abhinavagupta in his Locana

(pp. 67-8) : “If the rasa is perceived as belonging

to another person, then it is a caso of tafsthya

i. o. one would not himself be personally affected

by it. It is also not perceived as belonging to

oneself out of poetry dealing with the deeds of

heroes liko Kama. If it is perceived as belong-

ing to oneself, then tho origin of rasa in self

is admitted. But this is not reasonable, for there

is nothing there which can operate as n vibl&va

for tho audience. If it is objected that tho generalis-

ed idon of the l»olovod (kAnt&tva), which lies dormant
and awakens in us germs of latent impressions,

operates in the capacity of a vibh&ca, then how can

it be applied to the description of a deity and

tho liko ? Tho rocollcction of oiio'a own beloved

does not intervouo in one’s consciousness. How
can oihltdvas, liko tho construction of a bridge

over tho soa, which form tho attribute? of an

extraordinary horo liko R&ma, become general-

ised (in tho mind of an individual Hpoctatm-) ? One
doos not recollect only Kama’s energy, bocause it

has no resemblance (to one’s own energy). The
vu&n is not perceived when one learns it from a

verbal composition, because a man would loam

it in tho same way from the direct observation

of a pair of lovers. If it is assumed that rasa

is produced, then a man would feel disinclined

which U substantially reproduced by Hemacandra at p. 59
under lihal|a Tauta’s name. Sec al-o Mrfnikyacandra p. 43
who draw-, also upon Abhinava’s exposition of Tauta’s

view.

20
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to tragedy, inasmuch as he finds only pain following

upon the production of the pathetic mood

( karuqo).”so

Bhatta Nftyaka, therefore, attempts to refute

these earlier theories and set up a peculiar

doctrine of aesthetic enjoyment (bhoya) which makes

the relish of rasa possible. He argues (as intor-

protod by Mommat* and others) that (i) tho

rasa cannot be produced as an effect, because

the causes (namely, the vibktooai), being non-

reulities, connot bring al*>ut a real effect
;

(ii) it can

not be inforred, because the real character (e. g.

R&ma), not being before the audience, his feeling

docs not exist, and what does not exist cannot

bo inferred (no taUvato rtommya srnplih, anujta-

lalxlhatvtot). Nor is it a case of revelation (aOhivyalui

)

of something potentially existing (baktirBfd)
;

for

in that case, the potential emotions, ouce awakon-

od, would occupy their field of action in divorse

degrees, thus contradicting the nature of rasa as

JO Rasa yadipara-gatatayi prafyaU, tarhi Masthyam tva

syat. A'a cm tvagata/vena rimddi tarilauuty'U kivyid asau

praTvyatt. Svitma-gatatvemaca prafilam svdtmam raiatyotpat/ir

cvnbhyupagati spat, ti otyukti. jimijikaiji pratyavibkava-

tva/. Kintatv<v\\ sidkiratyvp visani vik ua kdur pibkiva-

nayam prayojakam at. devatavarnan>\dau tad api katham f

Na ca tva-kint* smaranam madhyt samvedyate. Aloka-

manyaniin ca rimidlnam ye jamudri-ie/ubandhiidayo

vibkavis U katkani sadkaranyam bkajtytdi ? Ar
a cvtJakddi-

matrain smaryaU. anaHmrTLp,uv*t. Sabdad api tat-pratipattau

na rasOpa/anaK, pratyak*id ioa niyaka mitkuHapratipattau

.

Jipatti-pak-e ca karunasyotpidid dmhkhitve karuna-pmkxisn

Punar apravrttik syat.
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one ; moreover, there would be the same difficulty

as to whether the rasa is revealed in oneself

or in another person. To alove these and

other difficulties, Bhatta Nayaka (as interpreted

by Abhinavagupta) maintains that the rasa is

enjoyed in connexion with the cibh&vas through

the relation of the enjoyer (bhqjaka) and

the enjoyed (bkojyn). This school 51 postulates

threo different functions of a word, namely, abhidhZt

(already admitted by the MlmOritsakas and gram-

marians), hh&vaknlva and hkojatatva, and thus

ascribes to a |>oom a threefold potency of its own,

namely, the powers of denotation, of generalise

tion and of enjoyment The abkidkA is not merely

tho actual Denotation of a word, but is given

an oxtonded meaning so as to includo lakfaifA or

Indication in its scope (abhidkA lak^Ufaiva), thus

embracing the two functions already analysed

by previous speculation. It is meant probably

that tho Denotation (as postulated by Bhatta

NAyaka) also gives to the expressed souse a meta-

phorical significance as tho basis of rasa. Tho

bkAoaJcalva (or rasa-bhAvand), which, as Abhinava-

gupta suggests, is apparently derived from Bhamta’s

goneral definition of bkdoa, is described as tho

power of generalisation which makes the vibhAoas

as well as the stkdj/i-bkdva, sensed in their general

character without any reference to their specific

properties. The oibhdoa, Slta, for instanco, is

31 Bhatta NAyaka's view* are ret forth and criticised

by Abh. on Bh. p. 244. 'Locana p. 68. Mammata ch. iv.

Hcmacandra pp. 61 f., Govinda p. 66.
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understood thropgh this power not as a particular

individual but in the general character of a woman,
and the tthOfi-bhava (e.g. RAraa’s love towards
her) is take i as love in general without any reference

to the agent or the object. In this way the

audience can appropriate the eibh&vas, as well ah

the xthai/i-bhava, ua universal. After the nun is

thus generalised, comes it* enjoyment. By the third

function of hhojakrUoa, the sthdyin is enjoyed in

this general form, accompanied by tho vitMvaa,
sensed also in a general form

;
and this enjoy-

ment is described as a process of doloctation similar

to the onlightcned self-sufficient and blissful know-
ledge, ariaing (in the language of tho Sfkrpkhyn

philosophers, which is borrowed by these theorist*)

from the proininenoe of tho attribute of goodness

(aaltm) in a man, and different from what ia known
as worldly happiness, being divested of personal

relations or interests. It is differentiated from

tho two kinds of knowledge, anubhavm and /nnnraifn
;

and consisting of the <|ualitics of melting, pervad-

ing and expanding the mind, it is Compared to tho

indescribable bliss of divino contemplation (hrahnUt-

Mvadasncimh). According to BhatU Nftyaka,

therefore, tho rtua consists in the athayi-bbava or

tho permanent mood, experienced in a generalised

form in poetry and drama through tho powers of
ahhidha and bhavnkotvn, and enjoyed by a blissful

process, known as bkoga, till it is raised to a state

of pleasurable relish, which is not worldly (alaukika

)

but disinterested and which is akin to the philosophic

meditation of Brahma.
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It will be noticed that these different theories

about rasa, though applied to drama and poetry,

are yet generally tinged with the doctrines

of the various schools of Indian philosophy. Lollata,

it is clear, is a Mlmamsaka who believes in the

far-reaching function of the Denotation of a word
and thinks that it is capable of expressing all other

implied or suggested sense in the shape of the rasa.

Sankuka, <*n the other hand, is a Naiyftyikx or

logician who would demonstrate the ratn by moans
of syllogistic reasoning. He believes that the implied

rrua can bo reached by the logical process of in-

ference from the expressed sense, although ho has

to admit that the inferred mood is cognised differently

from the objects of ordinary inference, boing sensed

by the spectator through the force of its exquisite

charm. In Bhatta NAyaka we mark a further develop-

ment. In his theory there is not only a transition

from what may be colled tho objective to the sub-

jective view of rata, and an understanding that

the whole phenomenon should bo explained in terms
of the spectator's inward experience, but also tho

fact that Bhatta Nftyaka in his peculiar theory

of aesthetic enjoyment
( hhogn ) is substanti-

ally following the teachings of the Sftmkhya

philosophers. We need not enter here into the

details of Sfimkhya psychology or metaphysics, but

we may indicate briefly tho application of its main

teachings to tho conception of poetry and the

artistic delight resulting from it
31

. The purpose

32 Hiriyana, »n his article an Indian Aesthetics, in the

Proceedings and Transactions of the First Oriental Conference,
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of evolution in Saqskhya is tho attainment of hltoffa

(experience of pleasure and pain) and apavarga
(spiritual emancipation through right knowledge). The
enjoyer of rasa in poetry is like the knower of

Brahma, but the aesthetic attitude is different from

tho philosophic. The aoathetic attitude is indeed

one of sanxcit (or citsoabhM), i.e., pure contempla-

tion dissociated from all personal interests, and results

in vitranti or composure
;
but in the philosophical

attitude there is complete detachment or aloofness

from pleasure and pain and egoistic impulses, for

the knower becomes impersonal by transcending his

huddhi. This comes about through the predominance

of tho sAUvika guna in both cases
; but in tho spiritual

attitudo the bnddhi, which contains in it rdsunds

or acquired impulses, modifying its intrinsic sMvibi
character, is purgod of all its egoistic tendencies,

and the true knower, realising the intrinsic disparate-

ness of jn-akfti and purusa, transcends the ompirical

piano. Such complete detachment is not possible

in tho aesthetic attitude. The world of poetry,

being idealised, is different from tho natural world

and does not evoke egoistic impulses ; for tho objocts

contemplated in poetry have no reference to any

one in particular but are entirely impersonal. These

impersonalised forms, therefore, afford to the enjoyer

of poetry escape from the ills which arise from

personal relations, but they are the means only of

temporary release from the natural world, for he

Poona, voL 11, has dealt with the subject at some length.

One may think, however, that his note that BhaJ^a Nayaka

was a mXminuaka has not been clearly made out
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cannot, like the ordinary man, transcend his buddhx

altogether. The three stages in the apprecia-

tion of poetry which lead ultimately to the aesthetic

experience of rasa indicate that the apprehonsion

of the meanings of words
(ahhidha

)

is not important

in itself but only as a means of apprehending the

generalised conceptions which are unrelated to any

one in particular, tho bkivakalva being tho process

of such generalising, by which the factors of

tho foolings, as well as the feeling itself, become

iinpersonalised. These idealised creations of poetry

lead to enjoyment or bhoga, which implies that tho

condition produced is one of pleasure, as distinguish-

ed from tho case of the natural attitude which is

not always pleasurable, ns well as from tho spiritual

attitude which is neither pleasurable nor painful.

(
a )

If wc may judge from tho somewhat elaborate

criticism levelled against Bhatt* NAyaka's theory,

it seems to have produced a greater impression

than earlier theories, and paved the way, no doubt,

for tho later thoory of Abhinavagupta to whom
belongs tho credit of explaining the new aesthetic

system of the Dhvanikara and Anandavardhana.

The DhvanikAra, however, in his exposition of

rasa-dhvani and rasa, seems to have been greatly

influenced by the Dramaturgic Rasa school. Bharata,

the acknowledged law-giver of this school, doclared

that the business of the drama was to evolve one

or more of the eight rasas
;
and therefore a more
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or less elaborate psychology of human sentiments

bad been analysed in the service of the dramatic

art even before poetic theories began to be seriously

discussed. Bharatal ideas on these psychological

processes and on rasa, which is tho final internal

experience consisting in the consciousness of a certain

condition of the ego, were elaborated by his com-

mentators and followers, until the DhvanikAra, follow-

ed by .\nandavardhanA and Abhiuavagupta, came

into the field. From the earlier drama and drama-

tic theory, the idea of raso was naturally taken over

to pootry ami poetic theory
;
and as tho transition

from tho naive to tho sentimental poetry was accom-

plished, the theorists went a step further and erected

the rata into one of its essential foundations. Ananda-

vardhana is quite explicit on this |*oint when he says

(p. 181):el«*c ca ratddi-iAtyitrfSua kiivy>t-ni\>andha-

nani /thanitd<Uvapi tupratiddkanx eoa. In other

words, what was already well established in tho

drama by Bharata and others thus found its way into

|M>otry, profoundly modifying, no it did, tho ontiro

conception of tho k&vyn". From his c\tcn»ivo literary

and philosophical studies as woll as from his

interest in tho work of Bharata and hi* followers,

Abhinavagupta goes further and lays down: itafyal

tamudayarTtjMtd ratnh, kieye'jn ndJybyam&aa eoa

rasa} kdvtjdrthah. These theorists realised that no

system of Poetics, as no system of Dramaturgy,

33 RudrabhaHa states (i 5) in the same way that bharata

and others have already discussed rasa in connexion with

the drama, while his own object is to apply it to the case

of poetry. Cf Lindenau, RasaUhn, p. 2.
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can ever ignore the feelings, moods and sentiments,

and must find an important place for rasa, the

manifestation of which is as much tho business

cf poetry as of the drama. Gradually stress came
to be laid on the emotional mood, as well as on the

imaginative thought, which the poet succeeds in

communicating to us : the outward expression, on

which the older writers pinned their faith so much,

being regardod only as a means of suggesting or

pointing to tho implicit significance of such a mood
in poetry.

The insufficiencies of tho oarlier theories on rasa

aro obvious and are therefore rightly criticisod by

Abhinavagupta ; but it was u happy idea to elaborate

the thoory in such a way ns not only to

supply thoso deficiencies but also to fit it woll in-

to tho theory of ‘suggestion' or dhoani formulated

by tho new school. It is not necessary for us

horo to enter into tho details of the dhvani-ihoory,

which will bo treated in its proper place
;
but wo

may for convonionco and continuity of troatmont

indicate here generally how tho idea of rasa was

worked up into them. The Dhvani school, in its

analysis of tho essentials of poetry, found that tho

contents of a good poorn may l*e generally distin-

guished into two |>arts. Tho one is that which is

expressod and includes what is given in so many
Words

;
the other content is not expressed but must

be added to it by the imagination of the reader

or listener. The unexpressed or suggested part,

which is distinctly linked up with the expressed

and which is developed by a peculiar process of

21
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suggestion (vya&jaruS), is taken to be the 'soul’ or

essence of poetry. To the grammarians and learned

writers, it perhaps seemed paradoxical to state that

the very essence of poetry was that which was not

even expressed. On the other hand, some form of

symbolical speech, in which wisdom demands that

one should express oneself more in hints and suggest

ions than in actual words, was always in vogue,

and the poets had been more or loss partial to

the method of speaking in metaphor or wrapping

up their ideas in transparent allegory. But suggost-

ivo i*octry is something different from the merely

metuphorical, which V&tnana hnd already amply

recognised and on which the Alamkftrn and the

Rlti schools had put so much emphasis The meta-

phorical or the allegoric, however veiled it may be, is

still in a souse expressed and must be taken as such
;

but the suggestive is always unexpressed, and is

therefore a source of greater charm by its capa-

city of concealment. This unexpressed or inexpressible

is called into being by a particular function of

suggestion, appertaining to words and their meanings,

which this school ixwtulatcs, and by which poetry

becomes (in the languago of Kant) an expression

of the 'aesthetic idea’

Now the unexpressed, through the suggestive

power of sound or sense, may be an unexpressed

thought or matter (rcutu), or an unexpressed figure

of speech (alarptcira), but in most cases it is a

mood or feeling (rasa) which is directly inexpressible.

The Dhvani school, therefore, took up the moods

and feelings as an element of the uuex pressed and
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tried to harmonise the idea of rasa with the theory of

dhvani. It was realised that poetry was not, as

DamJin thought, the mere clothing of agreeable

ide is in agreeable language
;
the feelings and moods

play an important part in it. But the feelings

and moods are in themselves inexpressible. We can

give a name to them, but naming a mood or feeling is

not equivalent to expressing or developing it. At
best, therefore, wo can suggest it. What the poot

can directly express or descrilw are the vibhUvas

etc.; but with the help of these expressed olemonta

which must bo generalised and conceived, not na

thoy nppear in tho natural (!aulika) world, but

as they limy bo imagined in the world of poetry, the

poot can awaken in us, through tho power of sugges-

tion inherent in words and their meanings, a par-

ticular alaukika condition of tho soul in which tho

relish of tho feeling is possible. It is true that

the poet cannot rouse tho same mood or feeling

as, for instance. R&ma, whom ho describes, felt,

but he can call up a reflection of it, which is

similar in some rcspocta ; and the condition of the

reader’s soul in the enjoyment of such feeling is in

poetry and drama the relish of rasa, which can

be brought into consciousness only by tho power
of suggestion inherent in words or ideas.

Here comes in the new colour given to the

.rasa-theory by the exponent* of the Dhvani school.

They interpret Bhsrata’s central dictum to mean
that the rasa is suggested by the union of the

sthayin with the vibhavas through the relation of

the suggested (vyai*gya) and the suggestor (vyaiijaJca
) ;
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the niapatti of Bharata, therefore, should mean
abhivyakti.

The elaboration of the rasa-theory, however,

by this school in the direct tradition of Lollata,

Sahkuka and Bhatt* N&yaka, is associated by Main-

mata and others with the name of Abhinavagupta 54
.

Commenting on Bhatta Niyaka's theory, Abhinavn
points out that there is no need, as there is no

authority for assuming the two powers of bhava-

katva and bhoglkaraua . for they aro implicitly

included iu the idea of rata-vyaijanA and its

ultimate OsvAda. Bhan»ta's dictum kAvydrthAn

hh&vayantiti bhArdh implies the bhdvakatva to bo

an inherent capacity of all bhavas, as the means of

bringing into consciousness the sense of poetry,

the term sense indicating here the prin-

cipal sense consisting of the relish of rasa. Hence
tho sthAyin, together with the vyabhicArin, boing

bh&vas themselves, bring into existence through this

inherent power the extraordinary rclishable senao

of poetry, cognised in a goneral or im personalised

form. In this way, the itl.Ayin may be regarded

as tho bh&vaka or nis^fAdaka of rasa
;
and this

so-called bbavakatva, according to Abhinava, consists

in nothing more than a suitable use of gun

a

and

nlamkara (somucita-gundlaipkAra -pari<jmhdlmakam)
for the ultimate purpose of awakening the rasa

through the suggestive power of word and sense.

Thus, partially admitting btiAvana or bhavakatoa

34 There is some difference in the general theoretical

positions of Anandavardhana and Abhinavagupta which will

noticed later.
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but explaining it somewhat differently, Abhinava

turns to the other power assumed as bhoga or

bhogikart19a by Bhalto Xftyaka. He remarks that

beyond /sratui or perception of rasa, he is not

aware of any other process called bhoga. If it

is relish or enjoyment, it is already admitted as

the essence of rasa, and nothing is gained by

giving it a new name. Abhinava thinks that the

bhoga supposed by Bhatta Xftyaka is nothing more

than the Ato&da or relish of rasa, based on per-

manent moods like raii etc., and made possible

by the suggestive power of poetry. It falls naturally,

therefore, within the domain of suggestion ».nd

need not be taken as a separate function (bhojl
-

karami-vy&i&rat ca k&vyAlmnka rusa-visayo dhvanan-

tUmaim).

This yrUtUi of rasa, Abhinavagupta maintains,

results from its abhivyakii or manifestation by the

power of suggestion, and consists of a state of

relish known as rasanH, Asv&da or carvaui. What

is manifested is not the rasa itself, but its rolish
;

not the mood itself but its reflection in the form

of a subjective condition of aesthetic enjoyment

in the reader. This tasto or relish partakes, no

doubt, of the nature of cognition ; it is neverthe-

less different from the ordinary laukiJui forms ol

the process, because its means (vis., the vibh&vas)

are not to be taken as ordinary or laukika causes 38 .

35 This will make it clear why the rasas like koruna,

Inbhatsa and bhaylnaka, which cause pity, disgust or horror,

can be termed rasas in which enjoyment is essential. The

relish of rasa is supposed to be an extraordinary bliss,
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Although rasa requires these factors for its mani-

festation and cannot exist without them, it can-

not yet be regarded as an ordinary effect, and

the caase and-efiect theory ia inapplicable
;

for in

the transcendental sphere of poetry, it is said,

the connexion between cause and effect gives place

to an imaginative system of relations, which has

dissociated from personal interests and not to be likened

to ordinary pleasure and pain in which personal or egoistic

impulses predominate. The mind is so entirely lost in

its contemplation that even when the sentiment of grief

or horror relished in such a state, pain is never felt,

and even when felt it is a pleasurable pain. This fact is

borne out by the common experience that when grief Is

represented on the stage, the spectator says •! have enjoyed

it’. Hence Viftvanitha remarks (iii 6-7 and vrtti

)

that those

very things which arc called causes of pleasure and pain

in the world (c. g. banishment of SttA in the forest), when

consigned to poetry and drama, possess the right to be called,

in consequence of their assuming such an impersonated

form, alaukika vibhivas etc , and from them only pleasure

ensues, as it docs from bites and the like in amorous dalliance.

It is also maintained that tears constitute no proof that

anything but pleasure i« felt in poetry
;

for the tears that

are shed by the reader are not those of pain but those of

sentiment. Jagannitha’s remarks in this connexion are

interesting. He says (p. 26 > that the shedding of tears and

the like are due to the nature of the experience of particular

pleasures, and not to pain. Hence in a devotee tears arise

on listening to a description of the deity
;
in this case there

is not the slightest feeling of pain. Such is the power of

detachment which poetry produces that even unpleasant

things like sorrow generate dissociated pleasure, and this

pleasant relish of impcrsonalised or idealised artistic creations

should be distinguished from the ordinary experiences of life.
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the {tower of stirring the reader’s soul into risa.

The resulting rasa cmnot be identified with the

constituent tnbhacas, for the latter are not experienc-

ed separately, but the whole appears as rr«a,

which is thus simple and indivisible. At tho time

of tho relish nothing else but the nun is raised

to our consciousness. The writers on Poetics are

fond of explaining this phenomenon under tho ana*

logy of a beverage which, made up of black poppor,

candied sugar, camphor and other ingredients, gives

us yet a tasto different from that of its constitu-

ents. The result therefore is an indissoluble unity

of taste from which every trace of the constituent

elements is obliterated.

Abhinavagupta goes a step further also iu

maintaining that the permanent mood, (sth&yin),

inferred from its laukika causes (0 g., women,
gardon etc.) remains iu the hearts of tho appre-

ciating audience in tho subtle form of latent

impressions, tho idea of vAsand or latent impression

having beon already admitted by tho philosophers.

On reading a poem or witnessing a drama, this

permanent mood, remaining in the form of latent

impression, is suggested by the depicted vibhdvat

etc., which cease to be called laukika causes but

go by the name of vibkiiYis etc. in poetry and

drama, and which are taken in their general form

without specific connexions. The vibhSvas, there-

fore, are generalised or impersonalised in the minds

of the reader, and do not refer to particularities,

not through the power of bh&vakatva, as supposed

by Bhatta Nayaka, but generally through the
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suggestive power of sound and sense and specific-

ally through a skilful use of guua and alatflkara

in poetry, and clever representation in the drama.

In the same way, the stkayi-lhiva, which is the

source of rasa is also generalised, because the

gorm of it is already existent in tho reader’s

mind in tho form of latent impressions
;
and this,

together with the beauty of tho generalised re-

presentation of the vibkaoas etc
,

removes all

temi>oral and spatial limitations. The mood is

generalised also in the sense that it rofers not

to any particular reader but to readers in general,

so that the particular individual, while relishing

it, docs not think that it is relished by him

alone, but by all |>ersous of poetic sensibility, This

relish is known as rata in poetry and drama.

To stato it briefly and without any technicality,

thore is in the mind a latent impression of fool-

36 The ttkiyin is so called because, in spite of its being

transient like all feelings, its impression in the form of

vasati or satfiskira is more or less permanent, being called

up when the rasa is cognised. Cf Prabki p. 61 : antatykarajra-

pruvtti-rnfatya ratyXdtr mim-vtniiatvt'pi taijiskinl/mani

cirakila-itkiyitvid yivad-rasa-prarui-kilatn anutaipdkinic

ca sthayitvam. But possibly it was originally callod ttkiyin

because it constituted the permanent mood or sentiment in

the composition, which nothing akin to it or opposed to it

could overcome, but which could only be strengthened by

other bkivas. But the ttkiyin itself is not rasa , it must

be vyakti-vi*i*ta and vibkivC>di-mtlaka, and thus made
carvanbpayagr or rclishable, Govinda p. 62. The ultimate

relish of is free from the contact of the ttkiyin. as it

is of the vibkavas.
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ings which we once went through (or which we

acquired from previous births), and this is roused

when we read a poem which describe similar things.

By universal sympathy or community of feeling

we become part and parcel of the same feeling

and imagine ourselves in that condition. Thus the

feeling is raised to a state of relish, called rasa,

in which lies the essence of pootic enjoyment. It

will be noticed that these theorists presuppose latent

impression of experience (oosaiiA) and universal sym-

pathy (s&dharanya or s&dh&railkarana). Those who

havo not experienced tho feeling of love, for instance,

and have therefore no impression of experience loft

in them, as well ns those who have no sense of

community of human feelings, can never relish rasa.

Tho v&*an&, wo aro told, is natural (naisargiki )

and may have been left in our mind through the

saqukAra of previous births, but it may also bo

acquired by study and experience* Tho writers on

Poetics, therefore, are merciless in thoir satire on

dull grammarians and old Mlm&iraakas, to whom such

relish of rasa is denied, and they declare unanimously

that the rtuiha alone is capable of realising tho

rasa ; for the rasa is not an objective entity which

can reside in the hero or the actor, but a subjective

condition realised by the reader’s own capacity of

aesthetic enjoyment. Thus, a degree of culture, expe-

rience and aesthetic instinct is demanded in the

critic, the rasika or sakrdaya, in conformity with

this subtle conception of poetry. As Abhinavagupta

puts it, adhikari cdtra vimaJa-jiraiibhauaiali- hrdaya/t,

and describes such a sithrdaya ('Locana p. 11) as

22
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yesdm kavydiiutilanabhyawvaiad oiiadibhute

mano-mukvrc t<iruan\ya-ta umayibhavar,ayogyatd

le hrdaya-satnvadalhdjak sahfdayah.

It may bo pointed out here that this subtle

conception of rasa makes it difficult to express the

notion properly in Western critical terminology.

Tho word haa been translated etymologically by

the terms ‘flavour’, ‘relish’, ‘gustation’, ‘taste’,

•Geschmack' or ‘savour’
;
but none of those renderings

sooms to be adequate. The simpler word ‘mood’,

or the term ‘Stimmung’ used by Jacobi may be

tho nearest approach to it, but the concept has hardly

any analogy in European critical theories. Most

of the terms employed have association of subtle

meanings of their own, and are therefore not Htrictly

applicable. For instance, tho word ‘taste’ or ‘relish’

though literally correct, must not bo understood

to imply aesthotic judgment, ‘good or bad Usto',

but must be taken to indicate an idea similar to

what we mean when we s|>vak of tasting food. At
the same time, this realistic description must not

lend us to drag it down to the level of a bodily

pleasure
;
for this artistic pleasure is given as almost

equivalent to the philosophic hliss, known as

Ananda, being lifted above worldly joy.

This peculiar condition of the mind, the rasa,

is realised, according to Abbinavagupta, through

the characteristic function of vyaiijaua or suggestion

inherent in word and sense. The idea is elaborated

by later theorists who take pains to shew that it

does not not come under the province of Denotation

(oMiidha), nor of Import (tol/xiry'.t). nor of Indication
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(lakfaiia), nor of Perception (ffratyak^a), nor of

Inference {anumdna), nor of Reminiscence (smarana),

which means of knowledge are admitted by philo-

sophers and grammarians. Into these technicalities

which properly come under the discussion of the

uy»injand-vrUi. we need not enter
;

but it may
be noted here that Abhinava describes this abhioyakli,

which ia taken as synonymous with carvaud. ns

xilavxghua’jmillli or realisation freed from obstacles.

JagannAtha and the author of the ’PmWdi commen-

tary on A'aeya-/*radl/vi describe tyaktt as hhngnd-

varagA eit. Both these terms constitute a link

connecting the present theory with the teachings

of the Ve<l&nta. The dismissal of the avidya and

the elimination of kdma and knivnan (interest and

activity) lead us to a point of detachment where

wo realise the intrinsic identity of self with Brahma
and apprehend the bliss or Anaiula resulting from

such a realisation. The idea of Vedftntin’s mokna,

which consists of a condition, not to be^ produced

but to bo mndo manifest by the removal enveloping

obstacles, finds an analogy in the idea of the mani-

festation of rata, implied in its alhivyakti, which

consists not in the expression of anything now but

in the revealing of something already existing. The
brahmdsvitda is likened to the rasdsrado because

in both cases the intimate realisation comes after the

limitations of the ego-centric attitude are transcended,

and all separate existence is merged in the unity or

harmony realisod. This happens in the case of rasdsv&da

when the poetic sentiment, which remains in his heart

in the form ot latent impression, is made to shine forth,
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aDd the spectator’s mind is purged of all egoistic

impulses by the force of the idealised or generalised

creations of poetry, consisting of the vibhAvat etc.,

which are therefore termed vighndjxu&raka* or

removers of obstacles. It is therefore aiaukUca,

being unlike the taste of interested worldly happiness
and being incompassable by the ordinary processes

of knowledge. Ita essence consists in its relish or
taste, &$vdd‘i, carvaifa, or rasaiS

; but it U a relish

in which the ms« alone, apart from ita constituent

elements, is raised to consciousness. It is therefore

described as a relish in which the contemplation of
anything else but rasa is lost (vu/aliia-cedydntara),

or which is free from the contact of aught else

perceived (^dydntara-sparta-Hniya), like the state

of mind lost in the philosophic contemplation of

Brahma. It is not capable of proof or designation

and cannot be made known, because its perception

is inseparable from ita existence ; or, in other words,

it is identical with the knowledge of itself. Tho
only proof of ita existence is its relish itself by tho

sahrdaya or tho man of tasto (s'liala-tahr-laya-

hrdayasr.Tjnrdana-siktika) : and tho sahrdaya, to

whom alone this bliss is vouchsafed, is like tho

yo'jin or devotee who deserves this preference through

his accumulated merits (pvtiyavantah praminvanti
yogivad rasa-sanlatim)* 1

.

37 1 he artistic attitude is therefore different from the
natural, and more akin to the philosophic But art afford*

only a temporary release from the ills of life by enabling
one to transcend his personal relations or practical interest*,

and restores equanimity of mind (mhrimti) by leading him
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This, in its general outlines, is the /osa-theory

as finally fixed by the Dhvani school
; and all

later writers, from Dhananjaya to JagannAtha, accept,

more or less, this new interpretation and attempt to

work it out in detail. Even Mahiraabhatta, who tried

to demolish the dAnaru’-theory, acknowledges the im-

portance of rasa and declares that on this point

there is no difference of opinion between himself38

and the Dhvanik&ra, the only difference existing

with regard to the function par excellence which

manifesta the rasa. Thus an endeavour was made
by tho dh rani*theorists not only to oxplain tho

coucopt of rasa in terms of inward experience,

but also to alisorb this idea of aesthetic delecta-

tion into the new theory of dhvani, and make
it applicable to poetry as well as to the drama ;

and the Rasa school, properly so called, began

to merge from this time onwards into the dominant

Dhvani school, to the consideration of which wo

away from the common world and offering him another in

its place. This is an attitude of pure pleasure, of disinterest-

ed contemplation (Mmwfl, but not of true enlightenment

which comes to the knower who. no longer on the empirical

plane, transcends compUuly the sphere of pleasure as well

as of pain. The attitude is variously termed camatkara-

mirvtia (awakening of poetic charm), rasani (relish), isvida

(taste), bhoga (fruition), samifatti (accomplishment), laya

(fusion) and viiramti (repose), which terms indicate the

philosophical colouring given to the doctrine. For the idea

Of camatkira involved in rasa, see my introd. to Vakrokti-

Jkvitm p 26, fn 38 and below under Jaganritha (ch. vii).

38 kaiyasjr&tmam sangini (angimi ?) rasddi-rnpt n,j

kasyacid vimatih, p. 2t.
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now turn, leaving the treatment of tho later

development of the rtwa-theory to a subsequent

chapter.



V. THE DHVANIKARA & ANANDAVARDHANA

(The Dhvani System

)

The origin of the Dhvani school, like that of

other schools of P<*tics, is lost in obscurity ;

but tho first clear formulation of its theory of

dhvani as a whole is to be found in the memorial

verses of the Dhvanik&ra, whose date is unknown
but who could not have been very far removed from

tho time of his commentator Anandavardhana. 1 It

is possible, however, that the Dhvaniklra him-

self is following a much older tradition. The fact

that ho shows himself conversant with some thoory

of rasa, alarjikAra and rU» need not bo cited to

the credit or discredit of this conjecture
; lor these

l See Vol. I pp. 114-15. Kane (HAL pp. lx-lxi) sets

forth ably, if not convirvnngly, Sovani's hypothesis (see Vol.

I, p. lit) that the name of the Dhvanikira was Sahfdaya.

Kane, however, modifies the view by suggesting that "it was
due to the profuse use of the word sak'dtya in the DhvanyA-

toka and to making tabdaya the final court of appeal in

all matters of taste that the founder of the <#t>a«i-thcory

earned the epithet of tabdaya par txctUen.t" (p. Ixiv).

Kane also hazards the conjecture that Anandavardhana

was possibly a pupil of the Dhvanikira, or one closely

associated with him; and this will, he thinks, explain

the confusion of authorship. I am afraid that the passages

that Kane cites in support of these conjectures are hardly

decisive, and the question must still be regarded as an
open one.
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systems themselves cannot be traced back to any
definite period of time, and there is also no con-

clusive evidence that the Dhvanik&ra was aware
of the particular views of Bharata, Bhftinaha or

Dapcfin, with whom we begin the historic period

of growth of these systems. But the very first

line of the first verse of the DhoanyAloha itself

states that the theory that (Uva$U is the easenco

of poetry was traditionally maintained by earlier

thinkers (k&vyasydtmA dhvanir iti budhair yah
a<itnamnat<ij>hnxih\ Accepting this statement of

the Dhvanikftra. it is difficult, however, to explain

why the dAwm-theory did not in the least, as

the roaa-theory did to a certain extent, influence

such early writers on Poetics as Bh&maha, Dapcjin

or Vftmana. It is easy to maintain, on the other

hand, that the vyafy'anA as a function must have

been evolved by the school which set up a theory

of xyamjya artha or dhcaui, as this function is not

traceable in philosophers or philosophical grammarians

before the time of Anandavardhana. Bhamaha*.
Vftmana (iv. 3. 8) and other early theorists discuss or

show themselves cognisant of such a ‘suggested sense’

in general ; but they nover use the terms vyanjanA, or

vyangya artha or dkvani, as they probably would havo

done if it had been so universally known or accepted as

the Dhvanik&ra's statement would apparently imply.

But this non- recognition by other schools need not

be taken as a serious argument, as it admits of several

reasonable explanations. It is well known that the

philosophers refuse to recognise the vyanjanA as

2 Sec above Ch. II, pp. 66-67.
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a vyiiparo sui generis3 , and even after it was put

forward by the Alumkarikas, they would explain

it by another recognised function ns anyatka-siddha
;

it is not surprising, therefore, that orthodox gramm-
arians or philosophers should entirely ignore it. Tho
absence of any direct reference to dhtxini in early

writers on Poetics may be explained by the not

unlikely supposition that prolmbly tho Dhvnnikftra

himself, who summed up and uttered tho theory

in a definite form, was contemporaneous with thoao

writers, us wo cannot put him much Inter if wo aro

to' leave sufficient margin between him and his

commentator, as well as make room for inter-

mediate scholastic activity evidonced by tho recapitula-

tion-stanzas cited by Anandavardhann in bis VfMl4
.

Evon leaving aside thin conjecture, tho cases of

such non -recognition nro actually explninod by the

Dhvnnik&ru himself, in the verse wo Imvo id ready

cited, as constituting really cases of Aa^-rocognition ;

for he seems to indicate that these early writers were

cognisant of dhvani, but not having understood its

nature they naively and uncritically looked at it

from other joints of view, some comprehending it

in other dements of poetry, some thinking it in-

comprehensible, and others (like the poet Mnnorntha

cited by Anandavnrdhnna) going to the extreme

of denyiug its existence altogether. One of the

objects of tho Dhvanikira in this statement was,

no doubt, to indicate that he was not putting forward

3 See Jacobi in ZDMG, Ivi. 1902, p. 397 fn 2, and

p. 398 fn 1.

4 See Vol. 1 . 1». 114. and BiSOi

1

,
1

, 4. 1920. pp. 7-S.

23
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something entirely new, and to find an authority

for his procedure in the implied attitude (real or

imaginary) of certain older writers
;
but, apart from

this, it is clear that although there is nothing explicit

in tho older writers, one can never affirm that some
kind of ‘suggested sense was not known to them.

It would be extraordinary indeed that a work
like Dhvanikftra’s could have sprung into exist-

ence without having had a previous history,

although such earlier forms of the theory as might
have onabled us to trace directly its origin and

growth were oither not committed to writing or
had disappeared in oourso of time

;
for at its first

appearance as wo have it in theso kirikOt. wo find the

thoory in a relatively complete shajM*, tho outlines of
which, definitely settled, may roquiro considerable

lilling up but no important or substantial modifi-

cation. This is probably implied by Abhinavagupta’s
gloss on the word paramytri in Anandnvardhnna’s

explanation of tho phrase mmamnita-ptrcal used by
tho Dhvanikara with reference to the-provious oxist

ciicq of tho thoory. Abhinava oxplains (p. 3) that tho

thoory was stated in unbroken tradition by previous

thinkers without its being discussed in particular

books (avicchinneanpravAheita Uiir eUul uktam, vin&pi

riiilfa-pustaUf virecanal). It is true that Mukula
refers (p. 21) to a theory of <Utvani being newly des-

cribed by some men of taste
(saJifdayair* niUana-

5 The word uthrdaja here cannot be taken, as Kane
(HAL p. Ixi) takes it here as elsewhere, as a proper name
referring to the Dhvanikara; nor is it to be taken as a title

of the propounder of the /-theory. As in most of the
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taydpaoarnUasya) as something not comprehensible

by the recognised function of lak^anA, and does not

discuss it for its over-subtelty (elac ea vidvadbhik

kutdynynyH Imddhya nirupauiyam . . .
ityalam atipra-

snkgend) ; but he may in this passage be directly

referring to the Dhvanikiim, who for tho first timo

probably summed up in his memorial versos the

floating traditions, or to Annndavardhana to whom
holongud the credit of fixing the theory into a now

and complete shape.

This conjecture nbout tho traditional existence

of the dkvani- theory in somo form or other even

before the DhvanikAra receives support from the

fact that tho theory in it* easonce derived its in-

spiration from tho works of the early grammarians

and their semi-philosophical speculations on speech.

Originating as a thoory of expression, the thoory

of vyaiijnnd, no doubt, received no recognition from

orthodox grammarians, but not choosing to appear

as an entirely novel theory, it sought the protec-

tion of tho grammarian's authority by pretending

that it wns founded on tho analogy of their ancient

spAofa-theory. We have already noted* tho great

influence of the older science of grammar on poetics,

and Anandavardhana himself is careful in noting

places that Kane cites, it refers in general to the critics

or men of taste who established the new theory, or in

particular to the Dhvanikara or Anandavardhana, and there

is no need to go beyond this ordinary meaning of the term

in Alainkira literature. Possibly the reference is directly

to Anandavardhana who was a contemporary of Mukula’s

father Kalla^a (see VoL I p. 7$).

6 See Vol. I, pp. io-ii.
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that the system demonstrated by him is built on

the system of the grammarians, who were the earliest

theorists to apply the term dlivaui to the spoken

letter which reveals the sphofa1
. Abhinavngupts,

commenting on this passage, perhaps goes too fur

in following up, after the authority of the Ffikya-

padiya, all the details of tho #/>Ao/a-theory, but there

is hardly any doubt that the writers on Poetics had

this theory before them when they elaborated

their own system of dheani. The sphofa, which

has l»een likened to the neo-platonic logos, is often

translated by tho term* ’expression', ‘notion’, ‘con-

cept’ or 'idea'; but none of these terms brings out

ita essential nature. Somo philosophers propounded

and the grammarians took it for granted that a

word has intrinsically a word- prototype correspond-

ing to it The •phot* is not exactly this word-

prototype, but it may be explained as the sound

of a word as a whole, and as conveying a meaning

apart from ita component letters (vanpu). Tho
•phot* does not contain exactly tho sounds of tho

7 pratkanu hi vidvispsa vaiyikaranih, vyukara^a-

mnlatvit Sana vtdyanim. Tt varnc-u dkvamr

iti vySkaranti. Tathaiv\myais taa-MMt&nusZribhik sHribkih

kivyatattiArtha-dar-ibkir pZeya votala-sammiirah iabdAtmb

kivyam iti vyapadeyo xyaTjakatva-j

J

myid dhvanir ityuktah

(pp, 47-8). See Ltxana on thi«. Cf also
:
pariniiuita-

mrapabhrar\\*a-h,tb'la-brahmanZ>ri vipaiatirp matam Sirityaiva

pravrtto'yai{\ dkcani-vyavakira iti taih saka kin1 virodka-

virodhau cintytte (p. 199). In this last passage, the reference is

not to Vedflrta, as some would think, but to the grammatico-

philosophical theory of mbda-brahma. See Jacobi’s note

on this passage in ZDMG, Kii, 1903, p. 56 fn 1.
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word in the order peculiar to tho letters, but the

sounds or something corresponding to them arc

blended indistinguishnbly into a uniform whole.

When a word is pronounced, its individual sounds

become reflected in some degree iu the order of

the spho(a in which the particular sounds are corapri-

sid ; and as soon os the last sound dies away, the

tphofa, in which the idea corresponding to all these

sounds is comprised, Incomes manifest and raises to

our consciousness the idea thus associated. The

sounds of a word as a whole, therefore, and apart

from those of the constituent letters, rovoal tho

sphotn.

Taking their cue from this somewhat mystical

conception, tho AlamkArikas developed the idoa ol

dhvani by analogy. The several expressed parts

of a pootn, they held, reveal the unexpressed

deeper sense, which is something singular and

different from tho denotative and indicative elomonta

both in order ami in essence, and which is termed

tho dhvani (lit. ‘sound’, ’echo', ‘tone’) or vyanyyti

arthn (suggested sense) in jwetry. Tho word dhvani

itself, ns Anandavanlhana pointed out, is some-

times used by tho grammarians for the word or

letters which reveal the sphota. Mammafa’s remarks

in this connexion are pertinent. In his vrtti on

the definition given by him of dhvani (i 4), he

says that the dhvani is, according to the gram-

marians. that word which reveals the all-important

sphofa, inasmuch as through it arises tho knowledge

of the word’s moaning. Others, by which he signi-

fies tho writers on the dAram-theory in Poetics,
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carry this doctrine of the grammarians a step further

and apply the term dhvaai to the meaning,

as well as to the word which is capable of suggest-

ing a meaning superseding the one which is directly

expressed. Intrinsically the two theories have scarcely

any mutual connexion
;

but what the Alnmkftrikas

really wanted was an authority for their assump-

tion of the power of lyaijatiH, which the great

grammarians did not acknowledge. The spho/a •

theory of the grammarians, however, presupposed

something similar, for the cartas of a word reveal,

as it were, the ideal word. Hence it afforded

an analogy which could at least boast of

the authority of the Vaiyftkn rapes, tho pralhamc

vidvat/isnh, and which could therefore be seized upon

by the Alaipkftrikas as the foundation of their own

theory of suggestion. It may also bo pointed out

that the sense of 'manifestation' which oxists in

tho vyanjarUk is an idea which, wo have already

noted", is not unfamiliar to Indian philosophical

speculation. Tho oyanjaniI does not consist in the

utterance of something now, but in the manifestation

of something already existing ; it is, to uso a

familiar illustration from Indian philosophical

systems, like the revealing of the already oxisting

jar by the lamp. Although the general concept

of dhvttni connects itself with such half-mystical

curronta of thought, Anandavardhana yet takes

care to point out (pp. 232-4) that this dhvani is not,

as often supposed, something mystical but something

that can be properly defined and grasped
;
and he has

8 See VoL I p. 12.
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no sympathy with those schools which would dismiss

it, as Kapila has dismissed the sphota from the

philosophical realm, on the ground that it is some-

thing inexplicable (anakhyeya).

Although it accepted, with some modifications,

the grammarian's analysis of the nature and function

of speech as well as based its theory of dhwtni

on the analogy of tho theory of sphofa, the school

really started independently with u distinct theory

of expression of its own, which demonstrated u

function of vyaUjanb and vyin.jydrth<i untraceablo in

oarlier speculative literature. But the influence of

of othor schools of Poetics on tho composite work

of tho DhvanikAra and Anandavardhana cannot bo

ignored. Tho latter, if not the former, appears to

bo perfectly familiar with tho views of Bharata,

Bhftmaha, UdbhaU and V&maua, moat of whom are

cited directly by name ; but even the DhvanikAra must

have known the theories of tho Rasa, AlatpkAra and

Riti schools in some fonn or other. For, tho

JJhvanydtoka has two professed objects in view, via.,

( 1 )
the establishment of the theory of dhvani and

demonstration that this idoa cannot bo compre-

hended by the theories of earlier or contempora-

neous schools of Poetics, and (2) an examination

of tho existing ideas of rasa, alainlcira, riti, guna and

dop* with a view to correlate them with the idea

of Jhvani, and thus by synthesis to evolve a

complete and systematic scheme of Poetics. It

succeeded so far in realising both these objects that

not only was the concept of ilhvani accepted im-

plicitly by almost all lator writers, but the sys-
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toms, which emerged after Anandavardhaim >»nd

of which Mainmata may he taken ns the first and

foremost representative, cannot be regarded strictly

ns independent schools, nor can they he affiliated

readily and entirely with the older Rasa, Alain-

kira or Rlti schools. They constitute in substance

u new aesthetic scheme in which the ideas of all

those schools are worked and harmonised into n

comprehensive doctrine, the outlines of this now adjust-

ment l»eing first clearly marked and tho foundations

firmly laid by Anandavardhann.

Starting ns u theory of expression, tho Dhvani

school concern'^ itself, first of all, with tho

grummatico-philusophical problem about tho function

of words and their moaning, or in other words,

about tho relation of a word to that which is

expressed by it. The grammarians, logicians and

tho Mimanwakas had already laid down that the

primary or intrinsic moaning (mukhya or vikya artha)

of a word is <tlthuUt9, generally translated by the

term Denotation, which gives it its poculinr signi-

ficance. Thus, the concept of tho cow is givon

by tho word 'cow* by its power of Denotation.

It has been defiued as that power of a word which

convoys to tho understanding tho meaning attached

to it by convention, without the intervention ol

any other power. This convention (mipketa) con-

sists in a particular word conveying a particular

meaning (asnxAc ehabdad ayam artho boddhavyu

ilydkUrah iaktigrahakah samayah), which is com-
prehended by observing what takes place in the

world (vycicuAara). We need not concern ourselves
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with the question whether this iaJdi is itvarScchi

or iccha-mfUra (divine or human will) ; but there

are several theories as to where this convention is

to l»c understood, held respectively by the gram-

marians, logicians, Saugatas and Mlmftmsakas. The

writers on Poetics maintain, after the grammari-

ans 0
, that it has reference either to genus ( jati ),

individual (drturyu), quality (yuan) or action (Lriyti).

When this ahhidka or the primary moaning of

a word is incompatible, another power called

or Indication (i. e. tmnsferrence of souso) is com-

municated, whereby anothor meaning connected

therewith is approhendod, either through usago

(rfltfAi) or from some special motive (pruyojana ). Thus

one can say 'the country rejoices', but sinco tho

country itself cannot rojoico, it is indicated that

tho people of the country rejoice. This power really

bolongs to the sense (arthavydjdtra), as lator

analysis points out, but it is attributed to words

and is thus on SrojtUaiald'tvySjMira. That is to

say (as other writers oxplain it) wo have first ktbda

or the word, then ita vAcydrtkn or direct denoted

moaning, after which or in connexion with which

cornea the lakyyAriha or indicated meaning through

tho power of Indication. It is thus $4niara (and

not niratUitm like abkidhti), having tho vacydrtha

ooming in between
;
for tho laksaifd is resorted to when

the primary sense is incompatible (bvlhila) and is so

9 Both Mukula and Mamma^a (
Sabda-vyapjm‘, p. 2)

point out that this view of the Alamkikrika* is based on the

dictum catu*Uty\ habdinim pravrtlih, •ccurring in tho

Mahibhafjjia (ed. Kidhorn p. 19, L x>>

24
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far artha-nistha as based on the expressed sense 10
.

Hence the three essential requisites of the hihtauu arc

the incompatibility (or exhaustion) of the primary

sense, the connexion of the indicated sense with

the primary sense, and the reason or motive (pntyo -

jam) for resorting to it As the Denotation is

dependent on worldly convention (tyavahanb.t

saijdeta), so is the Indication (as Mammafa points

out) upon the special convention based on those

three requisites ; and as there can hardly be any indi-

cated or transferred sense without the primary senbe,

the Indication is sometimes called the tail, an it

were, of Denotation (tMidha-puccItubhuta). In fact,

writers like BhatU Nilyaka, as wo have scon 11
,

would include under abhullul, of which it

is supposed to be an extension.

Tho UikpinA boing thus of a derivative nature,

its relations to abhidkA havo been summarised

diflorontly in different works. Tho NyAya-talra

gives an exhaustive list of the relations on account

of which n word is used in a secondary or transferr-

ed sense for another (n. 2. G3), corresponding to

the lahf<uia of the Alamk&rika*
;
but Mukula quotes

the authority of Bhartpuitra 1 • who summarises

10 'wkya-vy<xvakUa-lak*r>rtha-viy»yatvic chibtit arofnta

eva ta vyifiirali, vaslmtdriAm-mv4k* evrtyarthak, tad nktam—
'SxnHar'trlMa-ni'Jkai.' iti, ’Prad*pa, cd. N. S. P, 1912, p. 27.

1 1 See above Ch. IV p. 155.

12 AbhidMa-vrtti-milrki p. 17. The verse is also quoted
anonymously in MammaU’s S.il,{a-v)*f>ird

’

p. 8, in Katnu-
dhcHU p. 133 and in many otlicr works. Abliinavagupta
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them in a verse into five categories, viz. samlandha

(connexion), sadriya (similarity), samacuya (in-

herence), wupat'Uya (contrariety) and kriyat/oga

(association through action). ‘The fat Devndatta

docs not eat in the daytime' (piuo dewabuto diva

tut Uhttnbe) ‘the lad is a lion’ (nut ho nulaavakah),

‘the herd-station on the Ganges' (g>tuguy!iu< y>o*ah
)

;

•this fool is n Brhatpnti* (hrhn*j>aiir ayam rnJtikhah)

and ‘in the great war thou art a Satrughna’

(ma/iati mimure tairvghnai iraw) are given n«

respective instance* of the usage. Wo noed not

further dilate upon these niceties of analysis, nor

outer into tho elaborate classifications of bik^ayil,

but wo may note here that the fakviua or transferred

expression lie* at the root of figure* like metaphor

and of metaphorical mode generally, which consist in

tho fanciod transference of tho qualities or action of

ono object to another. It has been pointed out that the

transferred expression, resolving into the metaphori-

cal, is tho source of a particular beauty, because

the special motive (prayojana) with which tho poet

chooses the transferred expression becomes realised

along with it, without being directly or at all

expressed. When we say, for instance, ‘youth is

tho springtime of life', wc mean to imply at once,

without directly expressing it, the beauty, vigour

or enjoyments of spring-time. The prayojann or

motive, though unexpressed, is yet apprehended.

This is supposed to be one of the reasons, as we shall

see, why we should admit, besides Denotation and

f Locana p. 56) alludes to it, and discusses these five

categories.
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Indication, a third function of vycutjana or sugges-

tion, by which something not expressed is revealed.

But there is u limited class of writers who postu-

late another function, called UUparya or Purport,

which leads us to apprehend the connexion among
the meanings of the constituent words in the form

of the import of the whole sentence. This

function conveys the connected meaning of the

aevoral words and therefore differs from al/hidhn and
lakaanfi which oonvey the meaning of a particular

word, the tdi/tarydi-tha being manifested, not by word,

but by a whole aontence, and thereforo remaining

distinct from the meanings denoted or indicated by in-

dividual words. The words hare, according to this view,

the power of donoting or indicating things and not

the connexion (auvaya) among things, which is known
not from the import of words as snch, hut from

their relations of compatibility (yogyal/l), proximity

(tannidhi) and expectancy (dkatikya). When the

logioal connexion or anvaya U thus known, a special

sense arises which is called tHjxtryn. Mammat*

explains (ii 1, t'fiti) the position of theso Abhihitft-

nvayn-vadins. ns they aro called, thus* 3
; “When

tho meanings of the words, to bo horoafler

explained, arc connected in accordance with expec-

tancy, compatibility and proximity, another sense

arises, called purport, which has a distinct form and
which, though not constituting the sense of words

13 Itl -yogynta-sannidkivaied takyamarui-sva-
ri1f>anjiH padartfcnim iamnmvayt tVparynrtho ii*e*a-vapur

a-pad'irtho'pi vUyArthdh tamnllnsntityabhikMnvaya-oidinam

matam.
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is yet the sense of the sentence—this is the view

of the AbhihitAnvaya-vftdins”. The theory of this

school is rejected by another school of Mfm&nisakas.

called the Anvitubhidhftua-v&dins, who deny the

necessity of postulating a special function like

t&tparya; for they hold that words have n power

to denote not only tilings but also their purport

or connexion along with them. To put it in another

way, words do not express their sense generally

but connectedly. In ordinary life, for instance, we

first understand meanings from sentences, and words

convey ideas not absolutely but relatively, i.e., ns

having a connexion with another. Jfulatis mutandis,

the theory would remind one of Berkeley's denial of

abstract ideas.

Tho formulators of the dAivmi-theory do not

enter into those minute discussions hut appear to

recognise them implicitly, although most writers

from the time of Mommat* (who denis with these

questions in his Kiirya-praktiia as well ns separately in

his Salrdaty&jt&ra paricaya) start with a preliminary

analysis of word-function, and some later works liko

Appayya's Frtti-varUika are devoted specially to

tho subject. All writers from Anandavardhana’s time

accept as a rule the aliMdha and lakfaiia, but they

aro not unanimous with rogard to the tatjxtrya as

a separate function, which they take as included

in the vyaiijaiia vrtli, this being the third and

and most important function established by the
Dhvani school as the theoretical foundation of
dhvani or the ‘suggested sense’ in poetry. The
vyaryana or power of suggestion is generally defined
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as that function of a word or its sense by which a

further meaning comes into being, when the other

functions, viz., ahhidha and latyana, are exhausted

in their scope. Ideas or notions are what are convoyed

by words through their powers of Denotation and

Indication ; these, put together in a sentence, con-

voy a complete thought through the supposed power

of the sentence, styled Purport. Now, another power in

postulated by which a deeper sense, the vyangya

nrtha, is revealed, consequent upon but distinct

from tho simple thought 14
. All good poetry, called

ftar excellence (Uivaui-kAvy'i ,s
, must have such a

sonse implicit in it, a sense which can only l»o real-

ised by the xyanjanA-t^i or power of suggestion

postulated by this school.

Now the question has been hotly discussed as

to whether it is necessary to pustulate thin sepa-

rate function of vyatfanA, or whether it may not

14 A word (or its sense), in virtue of these three powers

is called respectively the expressive (viraha), the indicative

{lakyika) and the suggestive {p/aHjakm), and the sense which

arises is termed respectively an expressed (tacya), indicated

(lak*ya) and suggested (vyakfya) sense.

15 The word dkvani (lit. 'echo' or 'tone’) is u«ed almost

synonymously (cf Hemacandra p. 26) with the word tyaitgy-

<1 rlha (suggested sense), and sometimes wrongly as coextens-

ive with vyntijani, which term properly designates

the process manifesting it. The dAvani-kivya is so-called

because the xryangydrlha, which predominates in it over

the Vaiynrtka, is 'echoed' par excellence in this class of poetry.

VUvanatha (p. 198) explains the term etymologically thus :

vieyid adkika-<amalkjrinj vyangyirthf dkvanyatr'sminn

ili vyutpallya dhvanir namottama-kaiyam.
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he compreheuded in other recognised functions like

ahhidha or lakyatfd, and in other intellectual pro-

cesses like anum&na or inference. Jayaratha cites

(p.9) h verse which enumerates twelve different ways

in which the problem of Suggestion may be and

perhaps was explained away
; but broadly speaking,

we need notice, as Anauduvarihuna and his followers

have done, only the principal attempted explana-

tions. The tirst verso of the Dhvaay&toka summ-
arises these antagonistic views into three groups.

One sceptical school entirely denies the suggested

souse in poetry. A second school, which i» agnostic

in this resjHjct, lipids that it is beyond the province of

words
(
kccid cactim tlMitam avifayc taUcam ucus ladf-

yam), and can only bo perceived by a man of refined

disoornmout (taJ>\daya dtfdaya-saifloetlyam, Anunda

p.10). A third school would try to trace it back

to the recognised functions like 'Uthidha, takyaiiH

and UUjtarya, or to some such means of knowledge

as anum&nn or syllogistic reasoning. These three

schools naturally divide themselves into two distinct

standpoints : the one absolutely denies or ignores

the concept of dUvani and thus does away with the

necessity of cyanjana ; the other, admitting the dhvani,

attempts to explain sway the necessity of vyutjanti

as being sufficiently accounted for by tho ordinary

recognised functions.

Against the attack of the systems which deny

tho existence of the suggested sense, the old argument

that nothing can be denied which is not apprehend-

ed is applied
;
but apart from such purely scholastic

objections, the real grounds for postulating the
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suggested sense are, the consideration in tho first

pliice, that being a profound verity, it can positively

be established by an examination of aesthetic facts as

well as facts of experience
;
and iu tho second place,

that, there ure some elements of poetry (e. g. tho n«a)
which cannot bo satisfactorily explained asr evealed by

idihvlha, laluand, uuumaua or similar other moans.

This brings us to tho consideration of tho views

of those who accopt the concept of vyangija urUui

but dispense with tho necessity of such a' separate

and unauthorised vrUi as vyaiijanA, and regard

it us included in other functions of sound and

sense. Some MtmOnisakas hold, for instance, that

tho so called suggested senso is convoyed by tho

ahhid/iA-vi'tli or the donotativo } tower of a word.

Iu this connexion, tho •llrghtt-vyajAva vlidins xn aro

said to have maintained that ns n singlo arrow,

discharged by u strong man. destroys by a single

movomont, called velocity, the armour of tho enemy,

pierces through his body and takes away his lifo,

so a single word, usod by a good poet, brings beforo

ns by a single power, called ubhidfia, tho senso of

\0 TrivedI, in his notes to EAitWi p. 370. attributes

this opinion to Loilala, which we followed in our footnote

2, p. 39,
Vol. I. Sovani doubts if this view is ascribed to

I.olla(a by any standard Sanskrit writer. This view is

no doubt critici?cd by Mammau (p. 225), Mahirnabhatta

(p. 27), Vidyadhara (p. 43) and others, but nowhere Lollata

is mentioned by name. Jhalakikara and Durgapra.s3da.as

Sovani points out, wrongly calls the adherents of this view

bhai}amati>paj~iuituik, but pu>sibly they take their cue from

Guvinda's mistaken remark to the ^aine effect in his Katya-

praJipa, cd. N£>.!’. 1912, 1x149.
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tho word, toachcs us its logical connexion (auvaya)

and makes us apprehend the suggested sense. The

substanco of this graphic description appears to be

that such is the more and more expanding function

of abhidha that it is not to be measured in the

balance and confined to the single business of

making us understand the sarfikelittt artha, but it

is competent to express whatever sense is apprehend-

ed after a word is heard. But it is urged in reply

that tho abhulhA has not the power to give us

the perception of a matter (vastu), an imaginative

fact (alaiidara) or an emotional mood (rasa), bocauso

it ceases, in the orthodox opinion, after conveying

tho convontionnl (i. e. literal) sense, and the rasa

etc. aro not matters of mure convention. Nor is

the denoting, for instance, of component vibhUvas,

which give riso to the roia, a denotation of tho

rasa itsolf; for it is acknowledged that the rasa

is not realised by a mere naming thereof but partakes

of tho nature of a self manifested joy, which can

at most be suggested. These facts cannot be satis-

factorily explained unless wo assume with the

dlryha-oy&pQra-vSiliHS an all-comprehensive power for

tho abhidha, for which there is hardly any authority.

Moreover, if we assign such extensive powers to

Denotation, why even admit the power of Indication,

since the sense conveyed by the latter might bo

understood from the Denotation itself ?

Admitting the denoted sense, therefore, strictly

as that conveyed by convention, it cannot be said

to be manifold, for it exhausts itself after conveying

the particular conventional concept
;

the suggested

25
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sense, on the other hand, becomes varied in accordance

with the diversity of the occasion, the speaker and
similar other factors. The denoted meaning is shown

to differ from the suggested (1) in point of foim,
for the suggested sense may sometimes be quito tho

opposite of the negative or positive (as the case

may bo) expressed sense, (2) in point of locatiou,

for the expressed sense resides in words alone, while

the suggested sense may bo found in tho words,

in their position, in their denoted meaning itself,

in tho affixes or suffixes, in the arrangement of
lotters and so forth, (3) in its effect, for tho denoted

sonso brings n more cognition, the suggested u

surpriso, (4) according to the nature of tho speaker,

tho addressee, or the |»orceivor. The attempt to

maintain that tho suggested sense is convoyed by
the Idtjxtrga or Purport, as some NaiyAyikaa hold,

is similarly shown to bo insufficient
; for tho function

of tho Purport is exhausted by simply making us

approhond the logical connexion of tho ideas in

the sontence itself and cannot, therefore, tako us

to tho vyanyydrtha, which arises ufter the sentence

is understood.

Nor is the Ink^OMa-vrUt sufficient to explain the

subtle power of Suggestion. Those who maintain,

however, that the suggested sense is no other than

the lakiya or indicated sense arc asked ('Locana p. 51)

whether they consider the non-ditl'erencc of Suggest-

ion and Indication to mean (1) that the two functions

are identical (tadatmya or (wlrBjrya), (2) that they

cousider the Indication to be the constant different-

iating property (Uib^ha or cyacwtida-dharmu) of
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Suggestion, or (3) that the Indication is an occasional

differentiating mark (u/»alaliaua or ta/aslha laksana

)

of Suggestion in special cases. The Dhvanikilra and

Anandavardhatm discuss these views generally

(pp. 50-9). hut Abhinavagupta deals with them some-

what elaborately.

With regard to the first of theso views, viz.,

the tiUlrupya or identity of <lhivtni and bltalUi (by

which term '* meant), the Dhvanikara lays

down that Suggestion cannot be identical with

Indication, because l>oth havo properties peculiar

to themselves (i 17). Indication is Iwaod upon the

consideration of the barring of the expressed senso,

and consists merely in w/wcara (H/xicar<t-mtUr<ir/i

In hhuklih, Ananda p. 51), or. as Abhinavagupta

oxpresaos it, in the secondary application of a word

(</unat>r‘t »)• The suggested senso, on the other

hand, though essentially distinct in character, does

not yot cancel the expressed sonsc altogether. The

later writers' * explain further thst it is r.ot a mero

secondary application of a word through usage or

special motive ; for if you say that in such a sentence

as 'a herd-station on the Ganges', the supposed

motive, vix., the coolness and purity of tho site,

is not suggested but indicated, then the notion

of ‘the hank’, which is the real indicated sense, would

become the primary meaning of the word ‘Ganges’

(for the motive and the secondary sense of ‘bank’

cannot both be indicated), and consequently would

be cancelled, since there can be no Indication with-

out the primary sense being cancelled. We must

17 e.g. Viavanitha in his Sihilra-riarfana pp.247 48.
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therefore acknowledge another indicated motive for

the indication of the first motive (for there can be

no indication without the supposition of an indicated

motive), and a third motive again to this second

indication, and ao on ad injinilum. In fact, as

already noted before, the prayojana or special motive

is not expressed at all
;

if it is left unexpressed,

how is it then apprehended, unless we suppose

that it is suggested ? It has also been demonstrated

that Suggestion is based on the peculiarity of tho

speaker, the addressee and various other circumstances,

and there is a difference as well in location, Use

Indication residing in a word only, the Suggestion

in a word, its parts, its sense and in the style.

Maminata adds that Suggestion cannot be said to

bo co extensive with Indication and Denotation com-

bined ; for it is soon to como into oxistonce from

mere letters without any specific Denotation.

Tho second view that Indication is tho lakfaya

or tho constant differentiating characteristic of

Suggestion is shewn by tho Dhvanikura to bo vitiat-

ed by the logical fallacies of too wide (ativydpti)

or too narrow definition (aoyfyxi). This is more
or less a scholastic objection, and is based on the

characteristic notion of Suggestion definod by its

champions
; for both Anandavardhana and his

commentator shew that Indication sometimes
covers a much wider, sometimes a much more limit-

ed field than Suggestion. The vyaiijana, for instanco,

is not accepted when the prayojana of the Indication

is not charming
; on tho other hand, in cases of

vivakaitdnyajwa-vacya cIhvani
, there is scope for
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Indication, for the Suggestion here is expressly

based on Indication. The third view, that

Indication may be an occasional distinguishing mark

(upaUtk^dna) of Suggestion is not denied by the

Dhvanik&ra, for Suggestion may sometimes rest

ultimately on Indication, e. g. those cases which

are admitted by dhcam -theorists as based on labta^i

(UJuaiui mUla dhvani) ; but this does not prove tho

opponent's |>osition that Indication is identical with

Suggestion.

Some of tho oldest and most aggressive objectors

to the admission of the cy'injan&vrUi are tho adher-

ents of tho annmlaa-thoory, whoso views are refuted

at somo length by Anandnvardhana himself, but

who nro represented to us in later literature by

Mnhimnhhntt* in his Vynkti-oiveka, n work which was

written with tho avowed object of establishing that tho

suggested sense can bo nrrivod at by tho process

of syllogistic reasoning. Must, of these controversies

belong to tho realm of scholastic speculation and

are far removed from actual Poetics. We shall

deal with Mahiraabhatt-Vs theory in its proper place ;

it will suffice here to set forth the theory in its

general outline as it obtained in Anandavardhana's

time and notico the arguments with which it is sought

to be disproved.

From Anandavardhana’s repudiation (pp. 201 f)

of the views of this school, it appears that its essential

position consisted in establishing that the cognition

of the unexpressed or suggested sense is nothing

more than the cognition of the object of a logical

conclusion, so that the relation of tho suggest**
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and the suggested is that of the syllogistic middle

and major terms (vyangya-pratUir linga-pratttir

eveti linga-lingi-bhaoa eva Iftam, vyangxja-ryahjaka-

hh&vo n&pamh kaicxl). One of the alleged rensons

for this assumption is that the Dhvani school itself

admits suggestivity as depending upon the intention

of the speaker, which intention is always an object

of logical conclusion. Anandavardhana, however,

demonstrates that this does not affect the general

position of his school. Ho shews that words have

two different functions, the one inferrable (anumtya)

nnd the other communicablo (praiiiAdya). The first,

consisting of intention (vivakMii), may either be tho

wish to utter a sound or the wish to express an

idoa by a word ; tho former, being a common
characteristic of all animals, does not come within

the sphere of speech. Tho communicable is some-

thing different from this, and consists of the idea

itself which forms the objoct of the apooker’s need

of communication
(/>ratip&dy>u tu prayoktur artlw

pralipOdaMti-samlha r^ayikrlaA). It may bo cither

expressed (cocya) or suggested (vyangya)
; for tho

speaker sometimes wishes to communicate tho idea

directly by its Denotation, or somotimos he wishes

to do so in such a way that it is not conveyed

directly in words. This last-named inner content,

Anandavardhana maintains, cannot be recognised

in the form of a syllogistic conclusion, but can be

by some other artificial or natural relation
;
for words,

in the form of a logical middle term, can convey

that an unexpressed idea is the object of intention,

but cannot convoy the unexpressed idea itself (vivafya-
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vittatjiUcaV'i hi tasydrthasya ialfdair Hhgutaya

pratlyate, na tu svariqtam). If the contrary is

maintained, then, as every idea could be logically

established, there would be no dispute about the

correctness or falsity of an idea, any more than about

any other conclusion from a logical syllogism (yadi

hi IingotayA iabdindif1 vyavaharah syat, tac-chabdd-

rthe mmyah-mUhyiUvddi-vividA na praoarteran).

It is only when the unexpressed takes the form

of the intention of tho speaker that it may bo a

matter of ordinary inference
;

but the inner

content of the idea itaolf, whon unexpressod, con

bo communicated only by tho supposition of an

artificial [>owor like Suggestion, for the natural modo
of direct expression, as well as inference, is out of

tho questiou.

With thu establishment, against such hostilo

views, of the suggested sense and the function of
Suggestion in poetry, which is variously tormod
vyaiijaHa (revealing), dhranana (echoing), yamana
(implication) or pralyAyaua (acquainting), wo aro

introduced to tho special doctrine of the system.

Tho unexpressed or tho suggestod sense (vyahyya
artha), to which tho name dJutani is applied when
it is predominant, is definitely posed as the ‘soul’

or essence of poetry 1 •, and poetry is classified into

18 But the verse i 2. in which this view is set forth

appears, when literally taken, to state that “the sense which is

praised by men of taste and which has been established

as the soul of poesy, has two subdivisions, viz., vicya or

the expressed, and ptaCxyamina or the suggested", implying

thereby that the artha itself is the ‘soul' or essence of
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three kinds in relation to the suggested sense. The
best kind, specifically called tlhvani-kavya, is suppos-

ed to be that in which the suggested 3ense predo-

minates and supersedes the expressed. It is thus

defined by the DhvanikOra (i 13) : “The learned

call that particular kind of poetry dhvaai in which
the (expressed) word and sense, subordinating them-
selves, manifest that (other suggested) senso” 1 ®. This

is par excellence Suggestive Pootry.and therefore

pointedly called dkvani*9 . The second class of poetry,

in which the suggested sense is not predominant but

subordinate, U called yuaibhitta-vyangya k&vya or

Poetry of Subordinated Suggestion ", This Sub-

poetry and that it include, the vi<ya as well, at one oflts
varieties. The Dhvanikira, therefore, apparently declares that

the expressed scn>c is also the essence of poetry, although

thi«, as ViAvanitha objects, is opposed to his own state-

ment in the first line of his work, which speaks of the suggest-

ed sense alone as the essence of poetry in accordance with

the tradition of ancient thinkers. Abhinavagupta tries to

reconcile these two apparently conflicting dicta by suppos-

ing that the real object of the Dhvanikara in i i is to

distinguish between the vitya and the fnUiyamana sense,

and not to establish both as the ‘auuf of poetry. The
objection is really over-fastidious

,
for it can be easily shewn

that in the elaboration of the theory, the suggested sense

is throughout taken as the ilman.

19 yalnxr/AaU mbdo rJ lam artham ufiasa rjanUrla svd-

rthau f uyahktak, kivra-viit*ah ta .Uivanir ili suribhih

kaiUlakfJ. Here lam artham refers to artha defined in one
of the previous verses, e.g. in i 4.

30 For the etymology of the word, see above footnote

no. 15.

2 1 DhvanyXloka. iii 35
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ordination consists in the suggested sense being oither

of equal or inferior prominence. It has been classi6ed

elaborately, if not logically, on the hint furnished

by the Dhoanydtoka itself, into eight varieties,

according as the suggested sense is (l) ancillary,

(2) hinted by tone or gesture, (3) subservient to

tho completion of the expressed sense, (1 ) of doubtful

prominence, (5) of equal prominence, (6) obscuro,

(7) unconcealed, or (8) not charming. That poetry,

which is without any suggested element, is reckoned

as the third and the lowest kind, being merely

•pictorial in word’ or ‘pictorial in sense’, and is called

citnt or Pictorial Poetry**. In it could bo included

all verso which, on account of souud or magnificence

of pictorial representation, or some such mechanical

means, flattered tho car and was considered worthy

of admiration. Under it also comes tho wholo body

of expressod |>ootic figures (afaljikdra uihawlUo yah

na cUra vuyiyo matafy, cited p. '. 21 ), which, contain-

ing no suggostive olomont, ap|>eal by their turns of

expression alone (mictfryn) and which are characteris-

ed by Anandavardhana as mere tdy cibd/xt. Ananda-

vardhana makes it clear that the citra-k&oya is

22 Anandavardhana describe' atra-kivya thus : rasa-

bhiv'idi-titf>arjii-rahitai[\ lya>\gy <rtha-vikeyx-p raka'mna-'mkti-

*Tlnya ca kiwa>[i ktvalavicya-XMtaka-vaidtrya-nutrMray-

tryipambad.ihnm iltkkya-prakkyam yad auabfusate tat atram

(p.220). Abhinavagupta derives the word in different ways:

viimayakrd-v’ttCuiiva^it ..ki vyu/iukiritvid va atram, altkhya-

matratvid vl, kali-mitratvid vi (p.34). In deference to

Anandavardhana, Mamma^a speaks of dtra as the third

and lowest kind of poetry
;

but VisvanStha altogether

rejects its claim as poetry.

26
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not really fit to be called poetry, it is an imitation

or copy thoreof (kdvydnukiraJf)
;
for, strictly spunk-

ing, there can be no poetry in which there is no

suggestion. It is admitted by him, however, to

tho category of poetry, becauso the poets, who aro

unfettered in their mode of expression, hare, as a

matter of fact, boon found producing poetry of this

kind, in which there is no intention of developing

a suggested sonso, but which is wholly takou up

with tho object of bringing about a strikiugnoss of

sound and souse.

Those throo types of poetry aro then elaborated

and classified with somowhat minute and subtlo

ingenuity. In this treatment, wc find tho character-

istic passion for reducing everything to a formula

and tho scholastic delight in indulging in fastidious

refinements ; hut at tho &amc time there is a sincere

olfort to do justice to all the aesthetic facta, so far

as thoy havo l>ocn rooognisod, and to unify the various

currents of ideas obtaining in different schools by

synthesising them with tho central principle of sugges-

tion in poetry. Wo see throughout the speculations of

this school an anxiety to protect itsolf from tho

reproach of being too theoretical, of ignoring or

doing violence to facts
;
and this anxiety made tho

theorists evolve a scheme which should not over-

look the inherited stock of notions .but find a

place for them in a comprehensive system. Wo
need not tako the dhvani-theory here in all its minute

details, and go through the five thousand, throo

hundred and fifty-five subdivisions of suggestive

poetry, tho object of which was possibly to mark out
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not distinct classes, but distinct properties or circums-

tances ; but we shall attempt to trace here briefly

the effort raado by this school to dispose of the

already accumulated matter of Poetics, represented

by the notions of the rasa, rUi, guna, do*a and

aiarjik&ra, into the dAcani-aystem itself, by means

of different arrangements or classification of the

idea of suggestion.

Tho truo poetry, tho dhvani-kHvya, is dividod

into two brood classes, viz., avwnk/ntauicya and

vivakjitAnyapara-vftcya, which two designations,

clumsy as they are**, respectively indicate their

naturo. In the first case, the expressed sense is

not meant
; in the second cose, it is certainly meant

but ultimately amounts to something olso, viz., the

unexpressed. Tho first is obviously I vised on labfaim

or Indication, which the poet employs with the cons-

cious purposo of bringing the unexpressed into coin-

prehohsion
;
and tho question involved is about words

and expressions which aro taken not in a literal

but in a transferred sense. This |>octic transference,

as wo havo already noted before, is at tho root of

metaphorical expression generally, the importanoo of

which both the Alarpk&ra and Rlti schools amply re-

cognised and industriously examined, and which

Dnpdin specifically included in the tam&Uti-guna, and

VSmana treated under the special figure vakrokti. As
such, therefore, it could not be very well ignored, and

23 Mahimabhatta criticises both these terms, holding that

the former is nothing more than a case of bhnkli or lak»anl,

and the latter contains an inherent contradiction (i.c., if

a thing is viuakyta or fradMina, it cannot be anyapara\'
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by including it, as the dAoani-theorists did, in one

of the principal divisions of good poetry, thoy

rightly assigned to it a prominent place in the

new system.

The second division of suggestive poetry, the

vivak^Udnyapara-vUcya, in which the expressed is

meant but is made to resolve itself into the un-

expressed, is obviously based on ahhidhtl or Denota-

tion, and embraces the moro important matter of

rasa, which has already been worked out by the

Rasa school in the sphero of the drama. Two
possible cases of this division aro enumerated, viz

,

(I) that in which tho suggested is of imperceptible

process (asarjilalsya krama), i. o., where tho express-

.ed denotation brings the suggested souse impercep-

tibly into consciousness, and (2) that in which tho

suggested is of perceptible prooess {taiplakfya-

krama). Under tho first group comes the sugges-

tion of rasa and bkaoa, for it is inado clear’ that

thoso emotional states can only bo suggested in

this way. Under the second group are includod

the suggestions of matter (txMtii) nnd ol figure

(aiarfikdra) by matter and figuro in turns, based

respectively on the power of word, or its sense, or

both. Thus the unexpressed, which is raised to

comprehension by tho suggestive power of a word,

or its sense or both, can be nn unexpressed fact

or matter, an unexpressed imaginative mood which
may be put into the shape of a poetic figure

;
but

in most cases—and these cases are of primary
importance in poetry—it is an unexpressed emo-
tional mood (roja) or feeling (bhSva), which is
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• lirectly inexpressible, bat which can only

be suggested by an expressive word or its sense.

We have already seen ’ 4 that the poet can at his

best directly expresses the three factors which

bring about the rasa, vix., the vibhava, tho anuhk&va,

and the vyabhicAri-bhAva, but not the rasa itself

as a mood which is inexpressible in its nature.

At the moat, wo can give a nsme to it, e.g
, wo

can call it love, sorrow or anger, but the mere nam-

ing of the rasa in poetry is not copablo of awakoning

the mood itself in the reader which consists of a

self-manifosted state of the mind. Therefore, with

the denotation or description of these factors, tho

poet can only suggest tho rasa
; in other words,

he can call up a reflection of the mood which the

reader realises as a particular condition of his own
mind”. Tho expressed factors, tho vibhAvas otc.,

nro thus the suggestor or vyaujaka of the rasa,

which is tho suggested or vyangya. The suggostod, no

doubt, depends for its manifestation on tho expressed

(
vAegdrthdpeh»). which consists of a denotation

of the factors which suggest it, but it is in no
way produced from it as an effect and differs entirely

in essence. This suggestion is said to be *of an

imperceptible process’, because tho perception of
of the suggested rasa by means of tho various factors

24 See above Ch. iv, p. 163.

25 Abhiruva explained (Ch. iv, p. i63f

)

that the reader
realises the feeling depicted because the artistic creations are
generalised, and in this generalised form the reader realises

them as his own, through a certain community of human
feelings, and because the germs of the feelings already
remain in a latent form in his mind.
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necessarily involves a process, but from its quickness

the process is not perceived, like the process, as

one writer graphically puts it, of the apparently

simultaneous piercing of a hundred lotus-leaves placed

one upon another. At the moment of relishing

a poetic mood or foeling wo are so absorbed in it that

wo do not perceive the process which suggests

it, and this subtle suggestion may fittingly bo

described as one of ‘imperceptible process'.

By the side of the dkvaiU-kHvya, the truo

poetry, in which the suggested sense is predo-

minant, we havo pootry of second-rate excellence,

designated •jwflbkhta-vya*gya Liivya, in whioh the

unox pressed plays a subordinate part, in so far ns

it serves to emphasise or adorn the exprossod.

Here was an opportunity of including some of the

results of oarlier investigations of tho Alaipkilrn

aud Rlti school*, which indirectly rccognisod a

suggested sense but coin prebonded it, oonsciously

or unconsciously, in some expressed |K>etie figures.

Thus, in aamusokti was admitted tho apprehonsion

of a suggostod matter, in di/xika of another suggested

figure, in rasavat of suggested rasa. But in all

these cases the expressed sense is meant to predo-

minate and conatituto the charm of tho particular

figure, the suggested sense being there only to

emphasise or embellish it. Thus, in the much discuss-

ed figure raaavat, which was recognised by old

Booties and which helped to smuggle in, as it

wero, the idea of rasa into their systems, the moods
and feelings were supposed to have been roused, not for

their own sako, but only to embellish the expressed
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thought But this was not doing full justice to

the fundamental significance of rasa, and the point

was bound to be re-examined. The dAivm*-theorists

did not reject but justified this kind of poetry, in

which the rasa is suggested not directly but second

arily, and included it in their second class of poetry.

Tho other important case of this kind, known to

oarlier writers, in which something remains unoxpross-

cd but is understood, occurs in vory many poetic

figures which depend for thoir charm upon anothor

analogous figure involved in theinsolvcs. Thus, Vftroann

thought that the or comparison was involved

in all figures, and Bhfunah* stated (in which DamJin
substantially concurred) that all figures, in ordor to ho

charming, prosupposod an altiatjokli, which ho took

as being involved nccoassrily in vakrokti. Udbhafa
assigned au upparoutly similar function to ilfffa

involved in some figures. Since the uj»wui, altfayokti

and ileta*a ore themselves independent figures, they
can Imj involved in other figures as something un-
expressed or suggested by tho latter. But ns the

expressed figure is hero in each case prominent, and
the unexprossed merely holps to bring out its charm,
these cases, in the opinion of the dAeam-thoorists,

may also bo fittingly relegated to this second class

of poetry. In the third class are included thoso

cases where there is no borrowed charm of n suggest-

ed sense at all, and where the appeal consists in

some striking mode of direct expression, ns in those

26 Udbhata, however, holds that when the >Je*a is in-

volved in another figure, it predominates and dispels the
apprehension of the figure itself.
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figure of speech, for example, which delight us

by their turns of expression alone.

Thus the suggested sense, or tho unox pressed

has three different aspects; it may either be ( 1 )

a matter or an idea (ixutu-dkvani), (2) a poetic

figure (alartik&ra-dk&ini), or (3) n mood or feeling

(rasa-dhvani). The first occurs when a distinct

subjoct or thought (a matter of fact) is suggested
;

the aeeood, where the suggested sense constitutes

something imaginative (not a matter of fact) which,

if expressed in so many words, would assume the

form of n poetic figure
; and tho last, whero a mood

or fooling, which is directly inoxpressiblo but which
oau bo suggested, U the principal element. Tho
'f/imru' theory, therefore, comprchonds throe hinds

of poetry which doal with the coinmuncation of

a fact (or a thought), or of an imaginative, or

un emotional mood. Abhiiiavagupta points out' 1

thnt this dootrine is not oxpressly taught in the

IcaribU, but is clear from Anaodavardhaua’s treat-

ment in his vftti *•.

It appears, howover. that both the Dhvunikftm

and Annndavardhana lay • special stress upon rata-

dhoani
;
and in spite of the fact that tho cUra-kavya

or tho lowest class of poetry is entirely devoid of

it, it seems to afford the most weighty criterion

by which a poem is to bo judged. Iu a complete

27 yas tu vyicadt—'vyaWgjinim vattavlarrJtara-rasinZ>\\

tnukhena' iti. sa evam pra>Uvyah—ttat tivat ttibhrdatvam

na karikikirtna k-tam. V’UikZrtna tu dariitam, p.123.

28 c. K-, sa hyartka vicyasinuirthyak-dptam vastu-mStram
abv/Uura rasAdt/a* o'ly.iHtkapraklra-prabhcda-prabUinno

<Lir'*»yi*yaU, p.15.
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schomo, no doubt, tho alarpl&ra-dJivani and ixistu-

dhvaiii, tacitly recognised by older writers and

practised by the poets, must also bo justified
;
but

the central question, which is carefully examined,

is as to how a composition should help tho r<isa to

oxpre&sion, for it is ro|>eatodly laid down that noither

the alatuk&ra nor mero narrative (p. 148) but tho

suggestion of rasa should bo the guiding principle

of the poet in his composition of word and sense**.

In other words, tho rasa appears to bo the contre

of gravity towards which everything else in a poem

—

Hi, tpina, do$a and alanxkara—should inovo ; and

stress coming to bo laid on emotion in poetry, tho sug-

gestion of rasa caino to prevail over othor kinds of

suggestion. No doubt, it is laid down in ii 7 that tho

unexprossed, apparently in all itt throo forms, is

tho angin or tho principal dement, and tho guiias

and alaijik<kra$ are to be cstocinod in so far os

thoy rost upon it. But this all-important aAgin

is explained by Anandavardhana practically with

spocial reference to rasa (r>u<idi /afcwiwim) 30
,
and

tho Dhvanikftra himsolf elsowhore discusses tho

merits of diction and the adjustment of words, letters

29 ayam eva hi makikavtr mmLhyo vyiplro yad tisd&H

na mukhyatayl kavr\rtk\krtya tad-vaklyanuguiiatvcaa

iabdinam arthinam Apanibandhanam
,
p.\1\ ;

p>irip*kavatarp

kavUZm rasCuUtatparyaviraJu vyipira «vt na iobhaU, p.221.

30 The term rasddi should be interpreted to mean

the rasa, bhiva etc. as the angim } but the particle adi

might in every case be taken to imply strictly the other

two kinds of vyangya artha, viz., vastu and alatpkara,

which would be as much of an angim as the rasa, al-

though such an interpretation is doubtful from the context.

27
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and sentences with regard to their capacity of

awakoning the rasa, a theme from which a theory

of aucitya or propriety was evolved. Again, tho

Dhvanik&ra lays down that the gnmbhiitarvyahgya

class of pootry can become true poetry
(dhvani

-

ktkvya) from the consideration of its tendency, if any,

of developing a rasa (Hi 41). In several places,

Anandavardhana is so much carried away by his

enthusiasm for rasa that he goes almost near stating

expressly that tho rasa is in fact the ossonce of

poetry, as it is of the drama*'.

This borrowing from the ra*i system— for tho idon

of rasa, as Anandavardhana himself says, was alroady

woll established in tho drama by Bhasata and

othors— fills the outlines of the *Mwm-thoory with

a fundamentally important aesthetic oontent. which
was not yot fully recognisod in the pootie, us it had

boon in tho dramatic art. And, in this sense, the

'i/ttrani-thoory has beon characterised as an oxtonsion

of tho raja-theory. But in reality it was not an

oxtansion so much ns a ro-arrangoment • for tho

dAmni- theorists accept the rasa (despite tho emphasis
they put upon it) us only on* of the aspocts of

the unexpressed in poetry. Neither the Dhvanikarn
nor Anandavardhana could, at least from the stand-

point of theoretic consistency, explicitly make tho
suggestion of rasa the exclusive end of poetry,

inasmuch as the unexpressed may in somo cases

be a matter or an imaginative mood, although it

can be shewn that their views practically tend to

3 1 rasaAiyo hi Jvayo, afi laych (
= kivya-natyayoh) j\Va -

bhTitih, p. 1 83. Sc« abo the citations in fn 29 above.
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such a proposition and probably inspire later theorists

to work out the thesis that the rasa alone is the

essence of poetry. The essentiality, thus implicitly,

if not explicitly, ascribed to rasa by the formulators

of the dhvani-theory, is, however, expressed more

definitely by Abhinavagupta, who appears to have

attached little weight to mere theoretical consider-

ations. The point will be dealt with lator
;

it

will suffice here to indicate thAt Abhinavagupta in

many places expresses himself unambiguously

that the rasa is in fact the essence of pootry;

and, admitting that the unexpressed may Also take

the form of eostu or alarpk&ra, ho think* that these

two forms of suggestion terminate ultimately in the

suggestion of rasa**. Wo shall see that this opinion

probably inspirod the somowhat oxtremo theory of

of Vidvnnathn that the rasa alone constitutes the

essonco of poetry ; but tho considerations, which

had wisely restrained the authors of the Dhoany-

Aloka from expressing it in clear terms, could not,

as Jagann&thas criticism of VUvanAtha’s view shews,

be easily put out of the way, and recognition waa

refused to any further development of the thoory

out of itself.

Tho Dhvanikira'a idea was probably to mako

his conception of poetry wide enough to cover

those varieties of poetry which develop no rasa,

33 rasa eva Vistula alma, vastvalaijikara-dAvaMl Its

larvalhi rasmn prati paryavasytU, p. 27. An almost similar

view is expressed in his comment on the word ucila in

Ananda’s exposition of the Dhvanikira's remark on the

essence of poetry
;

ucita+abdata rasa-vinayam eva aucityam

bkavatiti dariayan rasa-dkvantr flvitatoam sTUayati, p. 13.
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or, which develop it imperfectly, although hid real

leaning to to** possibly betrayed iuelfin a different

oad, Irom which theorists like Visvaofttha drew
the inevitable logical conclusion. Nevertheless, wo
have hero an honest attempt to do justice to

facts
; not only to set forth what poetry ought to

be but to establish the actual facts of poetry as

they appeared to these theorists. Thoy could not

ignore tho fact that tho matter or the imagination

played an important part in some kinds of poetry,

although thoy were alivo to tho consideration that

the omotion was in most cases the important criterion.

This attitude towards empirical analysis is also

exemplified by the anxiety which made thorn never

spare themselves tho trouble of going go far ns

to classify tho case* of tho unexpressed into more

than fivo thousand different oh|>ocIm, taking into

consideration all conceivable facts and ciroumstanoot,

which can bo made out by a careful analysis of

poetic speech. This fidelity to facta did not also

allow them to ignore the aesthetic ideas of earlier

speculation, for though thoee were found insufficient

for explaining the whole problem, tho concepts of

ras'i, riii, ;/»"'•* and u/ai/ttum had to be exami-

ned and their place properly defined in tho now

system before it could bo established ns a complete

scheme. Ono of the triumphs of this school was,

no doubt, tho admission of the old idea of rasa

to its full importance in tho art of poetry, » in

the cognate art of the drains
;
but the school did

not forget at tho saino time to harmonise tho other

important elements into its comprehensive theory.
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The justification ot the rili is shown to cousiat

in its relation to the suggestion of rasa-, and it

is recognised in so far as it serves as u means to

tlmt end. The dAcani-thoorists, however, dispense

with the somewhat useless classification of the

varieties of riti (iii 52, vrtti)
ss

,
the nature of which

is not discussed by Anandavardhana, but which,

Abhinnva points out, is explained by the position

assigned to the 1* (rl/ir hi >j\inciivcca prayaixisii-

yiW) 34
. The function of the is justified

only by thoir part in the development of tho rasa

in tho theme ; and from this standpoint, as we shall

seo presently, thoir minute classification is noodloss,

Anandavardhana admitting only three junas corres-

33 The numbering of this verse is wrong in the text :

it should have been iii 47.

34 Ahhinava says (p.231): radXMa—''vikpy> gujuXtmi
(VAmana 1. j. 3) gunl* <a rasafiaryaoasiyina ro>‘/i hyuktam

firSg guna-mirVparu rva ma.tJmrak % (OkMt. ii 8, p. 79)
ilyatrfti. Vdmana has laid down that the Ati is nothing

more than a particular arrangement of words (vi'*i»Upad<i-

r(ieanS) and that the essence of this particularity of arrange-

ment consist* in the g*nat. The nature and scope of the

gunas, therefore, determine those of the r’di Now the

Dhvanilura ha.* pointed out in ii 8 f how the the three

guruis, vi/. mStlhurya (in kriigira), ojas (in raudra) and

firashla (in all the rasas) contribute to the development

of the rasas
;
and his remarks regarding the guruu apply

to the Ati, which need not be taken separately. Roughly
speaking, his three gunas correspond, therefore, to the

three rltis of Vamana. Anandavardhana speaks of the

gunas as having samfkatanS-dksrmafva (p. 5), but this is

probably only giving an exposition of the view of Udbhata
who, according to Abhinavagupta (p. 134), had held that the

gmnat are samghatani-dMarmih. He might mean, as Mammata
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ponding roughly to the three ritis of Vftmana35

The relation of tho gmuu to the rasa is further

made clear by drawing a sharp line of distinction

hot ween them and the alanUaras, which also serve

to embellish poetic expression. Expanding the dictum

of A.nandavardhana in his vfiti on ii 7, the later

writers explain that the junas are the inseparable

attributes of the rasa *• without which they can-

does, that particular combinations of letters produce particular

rasas (see ii 8f). No doubt, in id $ f, both the DhvanikSra

and Anandavardluna speak of samgAatam* in connexion

with the gurus*
i

but they define sarn?Aa(ani as depending

on the length or shortness of compounds ( which would

correspond to the definition of rlti given by Rudrafa ).

The appropriateness of the saingAalanl depends on the

ultimate object of manifesting the rasa, as well as on

the speaker and the theme. The question, therefore,

resolves itself into a theory of suitability or propriety

\audtya) with regard to the disposition of words, letters

and sentences, having a special reference to the rasa

( rasa-myama ), as well as to the theme in hand (vicya-

or vi^aya-niyama J and to the temper and character of

the speaker (vakl'-niyama). Anandavardhana expressly lays

down (p- 1 35 ) that the gntuu arc not equivalent to sarjx-

ghaiani
(
Ha gunah tamgAatamisvartyih

), nor do they

depend on samgAatani (na as saijigAatamdkrayi gu^ih
) , on

the other hand, the sarjigAalani depends on the^wjwjj.

35 A similar function is assigned to the vrllis recognised

by Udbhafa. See p. 142, and also Abhinava’s remarks on

pp. 5-6.

36 Anandavardhana says (ii 7 0 Ur): "The gn^as arc

those which depend on that sense, which is the principal

existing content (atigin) in the form of rasa etc Those,

again, which rests upon the parts or members
( aiiga

),

namely the expressed word and sense, are considered to
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not exist, and are defined in terras of their having

rasa-dharmolva, rasdvyalhicari-sthititoa and ras6/>a-

kdrakatva. If we sometimes speak of thorn os

bolonging to a word and its sense, it is said in

a figurative way (upacara), and the old distinction

between kabdaguna and artlu^juHa must be regarded

in this light. The alami&nu!, on the other hand,

belong essentially to taIda and artha, and through

this moans indirectly embellish the rata. Mammals
describes thoir nature as follows : “Poetic figures,

liko alliteration, simile and the rest, are those which

sometimes help the existing (rasa), through the parts

or members (i.c iaUla and ortho), just as a necklace

and the like (do to the human soul)” 3 ’. The
vrttt explains3 * : "Poetic figures aro those which

holp the principal existing rasa, through the oxccll-

ouco of tho parts, consisting of tho oxpressor (word)

and the expressed (senao), just as a nocklaco and

tho like add to tho excellence of tho soul through

the adornment of a part of tho body liko

the nock. Where thoro is no rasa, theso ond

be atai/Uiriu. The former may be compared to qualities

like bravery, and the latter to ornaments like bracelet'’.

Mammafa uses the term ocaLi-ithili ( interpreted by Govinda
»> ,iprtluik-sthili

)

to indicate the relation of the pu\ut

to the rasa.

37 upkurvjnti tarn s„m/a>n rc'nga-Jvircn* fitucitl haruU-

Vad ataijMris UnuprishpamAdayah.
//

38 yt vicya-V*caka-/ak&rulKg,tiigay<i- imukhena mukkymn
ntsam sa'nbhmiinam upakurvanli U kanibtdyangin nn ulkar-

ki,i/iana-dMrtuamrlriiw»'pyupakaraki kjntjiya ioalamkirih.

Yatra misti rasa l<tlrOili-Vtiuilry<i-mi/r,i~pnryiivasSyinah,

kvacit hi s.iHlam apt mpakurvanli.
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in mero strikingness of expression (vaicUrya) ; and

sometimes when tho rata is existing, they do not

help it”. The alamtHras, therefore, have only an

indirect relation to the rata through their capacity

of embellishing the expressed tabda and artha, and

add to its excellence only secondarily. They can

exist without the rata in the form of mere striking*

ness of expression (uJdi-vaicitrya) ; and even when

the rasa is present, the poetic figuros are not in-

variably necessary 5 *. As to how tho alaijxk&ra

may soinotimcs help the rata, tho question is discuss-

ed by tho DhvunikAra in ii 19-20 . and the four

possiblo circumstances may occur (I) whon tho poot,

not dealing with it as tho main point, intends its

subordination to tho main themo, o. g. tho rasa,

(latparatvena,
nd*ffilvtna), (2) whon he aooopts or

rojocts it ns suiting tho occasion {luile ‘jraha-lyagayofy),

(3) whon he does not want to carry it out ollVotivoly

to the end (ndti-nirvihe), and (4) when accomplished

effectively, it is still mado subservient (nirv&h*'

/lyangatve)10 . Tho comparatively subsidiary jrosition

thus assigned to the alaijil&ra4

1

must not, howevor,

39 This is explained by the following commentary

:

gu\ti rataijl viui mtva/i’tfatUe
, gujta rasam avaiyatn upakur -

vault, alamkiris tvavaiyam nopakurvanti
,
gu\ia raia-dharmi

atah sik*iJ rase tvpkanti, alamkir^s tu na raseMfli ti^hanti

kim tu tvauga-dvarrna.

40 Cf Hcmacandra p. 17.

41 In MammaVa’s much criticised definition of poetry,

therefore, the alamklra is taken as an accident, not as

an essential j
and though technically the phrase analarpkftK

pun,tit kvtxpi is open to the objections brought forward by
Visvanitha and Jaeann*tha, the views of the latter on
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bo taken to indicate any tendency to minimise its

importance, for Anaudavardhana himself admits that

jx>etry depends on it for ita operation
(
kdvya

-

X'rtles iculdirayat). But the aJamkSra is accepted

only in connexion with the angin or the principal

element in poetry, which in most cases takes the

form of rasa
;

and tdaqxkaras, other ' than such,

which aro devoid of or unconnected with the sugges-

tion of r<M(» and therefore unpoctic, arc in Ananda’s

opinion, mere vay-eikaljxu, and should !>o includod

in the cUnt-kaiya. which is no j>oetry but an imita-

tion thereof. The authors of tho Dlivnnydloka ignor-

ed these liecause their system had no place for

them ; but the |>oct may soinotiines intond not to

awaken tho rasa or anything else unexpressod, but

to produco more strikingnoss of expression in tho

form of a pootic figure. Such eases, therefore, should

be acknowledged and analysed. We shall see

that followers of the dAc<«/ii*ystcin like Ruyyaka
realised this deficiency in the treatment of the

Dhavanikftra and tried to supply it by admitting tho

significance of such figures for |»ootry and analysing

their content after the indication given by Kuntalu.

the point under discussion do not differ substantially from

those of Mammaja. In Mammata's definition there is no
direct mention ol vaiydrlkUAuta rata or of the vyangya

sense other than the rata ( which arc there by implication ),

but the guTuu and ilo*as arc expressly mentioned. The
explanation of these peculiarities of the definition must
be sought in the historical development of these ideas in

the earlier schools, and not in any attempt to invent an

original definition. See below Cb. VIL

28
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The view indicated above regarding tho nature
of tho (junaa necessarily dispenses with their endless

multiplication and differentiation. Mammat* and
his followers, taking the standpoint of tho Dlivany-

dloka in this respect, admit only three g’inaa, viz.,

ntiulhurya (sweetuess), ojas (energy) and t>r<udda

(lucidity), out of the ten recognised since BharaU's
time. They shew elaborately that these ten arc

oither included in the three mentioned above, or

else constitute mere absence of defects, while some

of them are even positive defects. In fact, those

throe gunas arc defined broadly onough to include

most of the ten >juttas of Bharata, Da^Jin and
Vftmann. Thus, the mAdhurya, found chiofly in

tho Erotic, the Pathetic and tho Quiotistic moods,

is described generally as that excellence which jjours

dolight (jXhldda) into the miud and makes it molt,

as it wore (dr*t\-karaga

)

; the ojitt, arising in

tho Horoic, tho Furious and the Disgustful moods,

is that property by which the mind is brilliantly

expanded (vitiara karamt)
;

while tho prasad't,

found in all [»ootic moods, causes thorn to pervade

tho mind {lytpti-Uraifa), like tho fire pervading

dry fuel, or water pervading a pure piece of

cloth. As they are related to tho main poetic

mood in the composition and made suitable to

its particular kind, the classification, as given
here, naturally proceeds on a psychological basis

having reference to their influence on the reader's

mind ( so ns to lead up to the particular mood ),

aud supersedes the old differentiation resting on an
adjustment of sound aud sense. It will be also
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seen from the somewhat comprehensive definitions

of the three giuias that the ilept. sam&dhi and

aud&rya of older writers may be included in

ojas, and the artha-vyakti in prasada ; while tau-

kumiry

a

and k&nti are essentially the oppositos of

of tho defects of harshnosa (ptlm^ya) and vulgarity

[ffn'mvjalm) respectively, and samata or uniformity

of diction may sometimes be a positive defect.

Consistently with this view of the gwf<u, the

rfoftM or defects of n composition are recognised in

so far ns they nre the repressor of the rasa, as

well ns of the expressed senso. The do^at, there-

fore, convey n positive significance, like tho tjwfat,

in relation to tho rata, in spite of the admitted

fact that sotr.o doru approach gunAbhavat (negation

of (juiiat) and some gwiat approach dot&bh&vas

(nogation of dor«). The punaruH

a

or tautology,

for instance, is generally a fault, but it may some-

times bo an oxoellenoo if there is nn apprehension

of tho charm of the suggested rasa through it, Tho

justification of tho distinction between invariable

(nitya) and non-invariable (aniiya

)

fault lies in the

fact that in the caao of some poetic moods, we

can generalise the avoidance of particular combina-

tions as being always damaging for the ofTect. Thus,

tho Dhvanikara points out that when love or tr^jara

is the principal suggested mood, one should always

avoid faults like unmelodiousness (iruti-duf(a),

although it is not a fault in the case of the Heroic or

raudra-rasa.

The attempt, therefore, to estimate the worth

of a poem by analysing two kinds of meaning, the
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one explicit and the other implicit, and judging

it by a reference to the latter rather than to the

former, explains in a new light the nature And

function of the guna

*

and do^as, as well as of the

alarjdc&raa, which were admitted by previous specula-

tion, but over which there had been so much contro-

versy. The explicit, or expressed word and sense, in

which poetry is clothed constitutes its mere vesture,

but this external or accidental feature alone appealed

to earlior thinkers, whose attention was practically

confined to the expressed iotxla and artha. The
gu*a* and (along with the so-called rlti), ax

well as the alutixlAixu, arc only certain (onus of

these, being merely turns given to tah’ln and nrlUti

in expression, nod are justified an such. Thoy

cannot, thoreforo, bo taken ns essential, for they do

not touoh the essence of poetry which consists of

the implicit or unexpressed meaning. Hut nt tho

same time, thoy cannot be ignored bccauso thoy

are tho moans by which tho unexpressed is suggest-

od, tho expressed word and sonso being tho vyaujaka

of the deeper vyaugy<% sense. In classifying the

implicit or the unexpressed, again, into the communica-

tion of a fact (vastu-dhvani), or the suggestion of

an imaginative mood (alat/iktira-tlhvani), or the

manifestation of an emotional state (*asa-<ttt,am)
l

the theorists recognised the truth that the essence

of poetry may consist of fact, imagination or feeling

as the predominant implicit factor, the outward express-

ion being important as a means of pointing to this

implicit significance. But it is also perceived that

the emotional mood, which the poet succeeds in
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communicating to us, is of the highest importance

in poetry ; and stress came to be laid on this

emotional mood to the extent even of ignoring the

imaginative or the realistic, and poetry oame to

have a deeper significance as a means of emotional

realisation. This the dhram-theorists did by emphasis-

ing the raaa-ilhvani in poetry.

This is, in briof, the outline of the new system

which attempts to take into consideration all the

known facts and dogmas and build a compact theory

of poetry on their bams. But its chief merit consists

in it* elaboration of the most necessary and funda-

mental principle of all higher poesy, viz., the art

of suggestion, which should lead the reader through

diverse routes from that which is distinctly expressed

to that which is left unexpressed. With the arrival

at this point, one discovers the real significance of

a poem anil appreciates tho taste or relish of the

underlying poetic sentiment, which is in reality

inexpressible. The ornamental fitting out of thought or

word, as well as tho literary excellences of struoturc or

or stylo, everything contributes towards this end.

In this connexion, we must not mistake this sugges-

tion to be a form of quiet hinting, or of absolute

silence, such as we find in some modern poetic mystics,

or that particular train of thought which holds that

all things have their being in the unexpressed and

resolve themselves into the indeterminable. Sanskrit

poetry does not aim at leaving the unexpressed

to be darkly gathered, nor does the theory of Poetics

regard it as indeterminate. The unexpressed

is bound up by means of definite links with
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the expressed, without which it cannot exist ;

but it is wrapped up in such a manner as to make

it possible only for the initiated in the poetic hierogly-

phics to comprehend it in its subtlety. Tho un-

expressed is not understood by those who know

grammar and lexicon, but only by men of

tasto and literary instinct who know the essence

of poetry. It is the province of the aahfdaya,

the connoisseur, who is expert in discerning through

the intricate n>c9hes of veiled word and sense into

tho aesthetic relish of deeper significance, in which

the pleasure of the beautiful is mixod up with the

pleasure arising from tho fineness of the prohlom itself.

This general achome of Poetics outlined by tho

Dhvani school, in spite of the loopholes thnt may

bo detected in the doctrinal edifice, is acoepted as

canonical by all important writers coming after

Anandovardhana. Here and thcro an isolated theorist

arose who dared to question the general creed, but

he was at once put down as a heretic and condemned

to neglect and oblivion. The immediately following

systems of the Vnkroktijlvita-kara and the Vyakti-

viveku-kara were, in spite of their able and ingenious

offorta, unnblo to supplant the dfoani-theory
;
and,

finding no strong adherents, themselves languished

and died out. These views aro takon notice of by

later writers only for the purpose of refuting them.

Bhatt* Nftyaka, judging from the long quotations

from his lost work in Abhinavagupta and others,

seems to have made a greater impression
; but

even he does not appear to havo been very successful.

All these writers, no doubt, accept the concept of
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a suggested sense, but when they endeavour to

oxplain it in a different way, they could hardly find

a patient hearing. Even Yisvanatha’s attempt to

push the theory to its logical extreme did not

meet with universal approval. The labours, therefore,

of all later writers, typified by Mainmata, consisted

generally in working out tho details of tho rani-

theory and the scheme of Poetics standardised on

its basis
;
and they spent all their fine scholastic

|K>wers in refining and explaining but hardly in adding

anything of abiding interest No other work on

Sanskrit Poetic* has indeod exerted so much influence

as tho DhvanyAlobt, which brought to a focus tho

tentative efforts of earlier thinkers, and by its

thoroughness aud masterly exposition eclipsod nil its

predecessors, dominating, as it did, the thoughts of

generations of theorists oven down to the present time.



VI. ABHINAVAGUPTA AND THE

BBACTIONAKY SYSTEMS

( i

)

The importance of Abhinavagupta as writer on

Sanskrit Poetics lies in his learned exposition of the

rf/i rant-theory in his vrell known commentary on the

text of Anandavardhana
;
and his erudition, reputa-

tion and influence as a great scholar and philosophical

writer of his generation, uo doubt, added a weight

to his championship of the theory, and contributed

a groat deal to its ultimate exclusive acceptance
in later Poetics, ilis theoretical standpoint, however,

docs not differ, except in one material point which
will he dealt with presently, from that of the formula-

tors of the rf/itsarw-eysUm ; and ho may bo fairly

regarded as belonging to that group of faithful

commentators who are more anxious to interpret

than to incor|K>rate new ideas into the system thoy

comment upon. On the othor hand, Abhinavagupta
was also greatly interested in the dramaturgic work

of Bharata and wrote an elaborate and stu|>ondou8

commentary on this encyclopaedic text. From this

iuterest in dramaturgy, we have seen 1

,
he came to

be dcoply interested in the various theories about

the origin ami function of rasa, not only in the drama
but also in poetry ; and one of the latest and most
important theory on rata is directly associated with

his name by MainraaU, llcinacandra and others,

i See Ch. iv, p iGo.
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In oxpouudiug this theory, he tried to oxplain clearly

how the vyakti or vyanjand of the dhvani-theorists

could be applied to the com of the manifestation

of rasa, thus correlating the rasa doctrine with the

dAuani-theory. He defined the concept of rasa

and its place in poetic theory, and furnished a brilliant

aesthetic explanation of a phenomenon which had

already, taxed the ingenuity of many a previous

thinker on the subject.

Having realised the importance of rasa in poetry,

Abhinava, however, went a step further than the

Dhvanik&ra and Anandavardhana in boldly setting it

up as the only essence or aesthetic foundation of poetry,

a view which has greatly influenood all later specula-

tion on the subject. From the earlier drama and

dramatic theory, no doubt, the authors of the Dhvany-

ciloka had worked up the idea of rasa into poetry

and pootic theory
;
but as the emotional mood in poetry,

which the fact of rasa omphasises, came to be raoro

and more prominent, the rasa stood out more and more

in relief as its essential acsthotio basis. We havu soon®

that Abhinara’s predecessors in the Dhvani school

consider rasa only as one of the elements of the

unoxpressed, which may take other forms in the

shape of an unexpressed matter (vastu) or an unexpress-

ed imaginative mood (alaviiira). No doubt, their

theory puts great emphasis on the rasa-dhvani or

suggestion of rasa in poetry
;
but both the Dhvanik&ra

and Anandavardhana are yet careful in taking into

account other kinds of suggestion and do not, as

they could not, erect the rasa into the very ‘soul'

2 Sec Ch. v, p. 21a
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of poetry. No doubt, it may be thought that they

•how a decided partiality to rata, which would

practically lead to a conclusion of its essentiality ; but

they could not, having regard to theoretical

consistency give exclusive preference to it
;
for in their

complete scheme of Poetics the rasa-dhvani, which

is only one of the three forms of the unexpressed,

plays as much part as the tatlu and ajauikara-

ditvani. They had to recognise that the centre of

of gravity iu a poem may lie in its material and

its imagination, os much as in its emotional element.

Abhinnvagupta appear* to have attached little woight

to these theoretical considerations, which had restrain-

ed his predecessors from explicitly stating what they

practically implied
;

and brushing thorn aside,

he carrios their theory to its utmoat logical conse-

quence by declaring tho essentiality of rata (rasenaiva

sarvarp jlvati kavyatii), without which, in his opinion,

thero could be no poetry (na hi lac-chunt/am, i. o.

rata-iunijam, kAvyaip kinictd asti, p. G5). He attempts,

however, to explain the theoretical discrepancy by

saying that the two other aspects of suggestion, con-

cerned respectively with raslu and nlar/ikara, resolve

themselves ultimately into the suggestion of rasa,

which is in fact tho essence of poetry (rasa eva castula

itlma, i<ist valamkSra dh txi r. i tu tarvathi rasayi prati

j^aryavasyetc, p. 27). This opinion, no doubt, influenced

the view of later thinkers to a great extent
;

for,

although Mammata carefully follows the cautious atti-

tudo of the Dhvanikara and Anandavardhana, Visva-

natha, dcvclopiug their theory (after Abhiuava) further

out of itself, pushes it to its extreme limit aud builds
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up his own scheme of Poetics on the basis of

the theory that poetry consists of a sentence of which

the 'soul' is rasa (vakyam rasdtmabim kavyam). But

we shall see that the considerations which led the

DhvanikAra and his commentator to leave their

view on this point wisely unstated could not be

easily put out of the way, and thoy are repeated

substantially by Jagannatha in his criticism of

Viivan&tha’s view. All later writers, however, agree

in thinking that tho rato-dhvaui is certainly the

inoat important point for consideration in |M>etry
;

and evon if they do not explicitly state with Abhinava

that the rarftcand (Uatflk&rn-dhvani resolve ultimately

into reundhvani, they yet show a decided partiality

to tho latter element

This is. in brief, the general position of Abhinava-

gupta as a champion of the new system established

by Anandavardhana. The final dominance of thi«

system in later speculation is duo not only to tho

instrinsic worth of tho theory itoelf and its masterly

formulation by Anandavardhana, but also probably

to tho authority which Abhinava’n exposition as woll

as his reputation lent to it. Wo find in the immediate

followers of tho system, however, not the extreme

position of Abhinavagupte, but the theory and tho

scheme as finally outlined by Anandavardhana. With

Anandavardhana, the ettmni-theory, which was itself

ancient, came to prevail ; but with him also was

evolved a more or less complete scheme of Poetics

in which the divergent gleams of earlier thought

and the accumulated stock of recognised ideas meet

and are rationally adjusted. This scheme, with the
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concept of dhvani (especially rasa-dhvani) at its

centre, was summed up and uttered in the consise form

of a syst.:mnt ;c text-book by Mammata, another

Kashmirian, whose influence perhaps was no less

potent than that of Abhinavagupta in raising it

to almost exclusive authority in later times. This

system, which for convenience we have called the

Dhvani system, absorbed and overshadowed all

previous schools and systems, and came to reign

supremo, only to bo improved in detail by the large

crowd of its followers who form the bulk of post-

dhvani writers on Poetics. Jagann&tha, one of

the latest writer* of this group, very aptly romarks,

therefore, that the authors of the Dhvanydlok

a

settled the path to be followed by later writers on

Poetics {dhoinikrtAm alanikSrika-taranicyacatlha-

pokatvM, p. 425).

But it must not Iw supposed that the theory

of dhvani or tho system could obtain universal accop-

tanco without some vigorous opposition. Beforo

we tako up the post-dhvani followers of Ananda-
vardhnna, it will be necessary to consider here some of

tho reactionary writers who either follow and dovelop

other traditions of thought, or who refuse to acknow-
ledge tho now theory. Adhorents of other schools,

such as PratlhArondurfija (pp. 790 "ho commented
on Udbhata, or Gopondra Tippa BhQp&la (p. 72) who
commented on Vamnna, carry on tho older tradition

and do not fail to criticise the new theory. Says Mu-
kula, Pratlharondurftja’s guru : latfagdtnargdvagShi-

tatvann tu dhvaneh sahfdayair nutanataydpavarmUisya

vidyala iii....etac ca vidoadbhih hiidgrtyaya buddhya
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itirup'iniyam, na tu jhagilyevdsuyitavyam ity alam ati-

prasahgena (p. 21). But more hostile opposition or

attack came from some really thoughtful writers who

urged new systems, or new explanations of tho dhvani-

theory in terms of old idea* Most of these thoorists

lived near enough in time to Abhinavagupta ; and com-

ing later than the authors of the Dhvamydtoka, they

accept or show themselves cognisant of tho general

concept of dhvani, but attempt to formulate other

explanations of it. All of them, however, agree

that the vyanjanH vptti need not be postulated or

proved for explaining the suggested sense of pootry,

and conservatively maintain that the suggested sense

can be reached from the exproa«od sense by some

of the recognised mean* or processes of knowledge

(e.g. anumUna). None of these writers, therefore, is

what tho Dhvanikftra would call an ahhAva-vOdin,

i.e., none of them would deny the oxistenoo of

dhvani, hut they would try to explain it in torms ot

already recognised concepts or processes. Theso

theorists are Bhatt* Nftyaka who probably preceded

Abhinavagupta, KunUln who was probably tho

latter’s contemporary, and Mahimabhatt* who was

either a younger contemporary or lived immediately

after Abhinavagupta. It will also be convenient

to take up in this connexion the school of opinion

represented by tho writer on Poetics in the Agni-

puratia and by Bhoja, which stands in many res-

pects apart from the Kashmirian school of Ananda-

vardhana and which appears to have been entirely

untouched by the implications of the dhvani-

theory.
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(2)

It ia unfortunate that Bhatta N&yaka’s Ufdaya-

darpana ia now loat From the citations of Abhinava-

gupta and others, the conjecture is likely that it

was not a commentary on Bharata's N&(ya-ii*tral

but an independent work written in prose and verso

(i.e., with ver*et-lukrik& and prosen*fMt) and resem-

bling Mahimabhatta'a lator Vyakli-viveka written in

the same style and with the same object Like the

latter work, it was composed, if not for establish-

ing n new theory of Poetics, at least for con-

troverting the position of the Dhvany&lobi and

formulating a different explanation of dhvani, espe-

cially of ra*rdkv*iU. When Mahimabhatta later

on took upon himself tho task of "demolishing”

the rf/wmi-thcory, ho boasted at the outset of this

elaborate attack that he had composed his Vyakti-

oivekn without looking into the Darpaya* (preiuma-

baly Uradaya-darpai*a, as explained by his com-

mentator), which was therefore obviously written

3 See VoL I, pp. 3*43.

4 It is curious that Mahimabhatta says that in compos-

ing his own work he has not also looked into the CamdrikS,

which was apparently an adverse commentary on the

Dkvanyuloka. It is probably the same work as is referred

to and criticised frequently by Abhinavagupta in his ’Locana,

and as, he says, was composed by one of his ancestors.

Abhinava’s references and criticism also confirm the idea

that it criticised the text of the DkvamyUoka adversely

on many points. See VoL I, pp. 105-6 This Candriki is

also apparently cited by Manikyacandra and Somc6vara in

their commentaries on Mammata.
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with the same object of dJtvani-dhxxupxa. No doubt,

Bhatt-a Nayaka was one of the four writers (men-

tioned by Abhinava. Mainmat* and others) who for-

mulated explanations of Bharata’s xulru on rasa
;

hut this in itself is no reason to take him as a

commentator on Bharata’s text*. On the other hand,

Abhinava’s references in ' Ifocana make it reasonably

clear that the Updaya-darpaifa, like the Vyakti-vitckct,

5 My attention is called to a passage (I owe the reference

to Prof. Sovani) in the Abkinema-bkaraCK ch. i. which appears

(see Sovani's article on the Pre-dhvani Schools in Bkandarkar

Comtutmoralion Volume, p. 390. eontra in JRAS, 1909, pp.

-ISO-52) clearly to indicate that the H’detya-darpana was
a commentary on the Mitya-Us/ra. The passage in my Ms
runs thus (commenting on brahman* ymd udiki/am In

Bharata i l) : kkat/m-miyakas tu brahmanS paramutmana

yad udih-tain k> ta-nidar-ana^ lad autna piramirlhi-

kam prayojanam ut/am it, vylbhyonaifx k’daya darpanc

paryagrak\t. This passage is indeed significant, and the

relevancy of any comment on Hharata i 1 is difficult to

explain in a work, which ex hypothec is not a commentary

on that text
,
but it appears to militate against those references

to and passages from BhaJ|a Niyaka's work (prose as well

as verse) which Abhinava cites and criticises in his 'Locana

(pp. 11, 13, IS, 19. 31.37. 38,29. 33.63.67-68) and which

consist mostly of direct criticism of the text of the Dhvany-
aloka. Either of two explanations is possible

: (1) that the

Hrdaya-darpana was in fact a commentary on Bharata’s

NUya-nastra, and BhaKa Niyaka’s criticism of the Dkvany-
JUoka might have constituted incidental discussions in it

(but this docs not explain the presence of verses in it which

later writers, including Abhinavagupta, quote from BhaKa
Nayaka in their exposition of his views)

;
or (2) that it was an

independent work in prose and verse, consisting of BhaKa
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hail the special object of criticising in detail tho

text of the Dhcanyaloka as well as its theory ;

and its discussion of rasa might have come in

topically in connexion with Bhatta Nftyaka's general

views regarding poetry and poetic expression.

The question, however, cannot bo definitely settled

so long as we get only glimpses of Bhatt-a X&yaka's

views set forth in the brief exposition and adverse

criticism of Abhinava and others. We have ulroudy

considered at some length Bhatta Nayaka’s

views regarding the origin and function of rasa

in poetry*. NVo have seen that Bhafta Nayaka

regards rasa-carvaaa as the casonco of poetry, but

lie is upparontly not prepared to accept the

function of cyaiyana as i ton.cans of manifestation 7
.

Nuyuka’s propounding of hi* own views in opposition to those

of the DhtattytiUka
;
and the discussions of raw-theory and

of Bharata's text arc not altogether inexplicable, as they

might have been topical in connexion with Ins general theory.

The passage from the Abkinava-bhir.tr* cannot be taken

us decisive , and I am inclined to accept the latter explana-

tion, with which Kane also {HAL p. xii) apjicars to agree.

Kane, however, does not appear to have seen this passage

from the Abhinava-bhiraK

6 see Ch. IV, pp. i $4 f.

7 Hhatfa Nayaka’s objection to the abkivyakti- theory

is thus summarised by Abhinavagupta (V.a.ana p. 68):

•'If the potentially existing iyitgira is supposed to be mani-

lested by abkivyakti, then it would occupy its field of

action in diverse degrees ( vi*ayurjana-tirafamyafravrt/il£,

i.e., thus contradicting the nature of rasa as one. There

would also be the difficulty mentioned before (sec above

p- 153), namely, whether the rasa is manifested as existing

in oneself or in anotlicr person'’.
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It is possible that he admits a suggested sense,

as the essence of poetry {ratn-dioanit tu ttnaivd-

tmatydngikrlah, ‘Loc-tna p. 1 5) ; but from Abhinava’s

twitting him uu this score it is probable that he

denied rxutu-dhvaui tu vastu-ilhvanim dloiayata

rasu-dhvania tcvl'inwjrahakah samarlhyata iti sui(hu-

larSrji dhvani-dhvatiito yam, p. 20). Bhntta Nayaka
maintains in a verse attributed to him by Abhinava

(p. 27), Hemacnndrn (p. 4), MAoikyacandra (p. 4) and

Jayaratha (p. *J) that the distinction between

various kinds of literary composition lies in the

fact hi the H&stro. *<d>da predominates, arlha iu

the aLhyami, (= probably itthOsa), while in the k&vya,

both iahila and nrtka are subordinated (gtuilhluUa

or nyaybhdoitu). Elsewhere he is represented by

Abhinava (p. G 8) assaying that tho verbal composition

(sofcfa) which makes up poetry is different from othor

species of verbal composition by tho fact that it

|K>ssesses threo oloinonts. Of these elements, abhidlid

or Denotation belongs to the province of expressed

moaning, bh&vnkatva or power of generalisation to

that of rasa, and the bhojakalva or tho |»ower of enjoy-

ment to the appreciating audience ; thus wo have

three functions attributed to the three elements of

|>oetry. If Denotation, among these, is taken by

itself fi.e. without the other two), then what is

the essential difference, he asks, between the poetic

figures and the dogmas which form the method

of »a«tras ? Or. if this manifold distinction of func-

tions is without importance (metaphorically as well

as intrinsically), then why avoid faults like unme-

lodiousness (irutid'v/la) 1 These considerations, Bhaft*

30
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Niyaka thinks, would give us the second function,

vii., bhavaiatva, by which generalisation is accom-

plished poetry as well as of its factors (vibh«ww).
It is no- account of this function that abhulha or

Denotation is also Indication (lakfa**), i.e., the De-
notion can give to the expressed sense a meta-

phorical significance as the basis of rasa. After

the rasa is thus generalised
(bhMvita), cornea its

enjoyment or bhoya which, we have seen, BhutU
Niiyaka represents, after 'the SfUpkhya philosophers,

us a process of disinterested contemplation akin to

the philosophic contemplation of Brahms.
Bhnfta N&yaka thus postulates h function of

bhoya, beyond those of ‘Midi,

a

and bh&oakalva,

inherent in poetry, in order to explain the working

of raw. He seems to imply that the tvmu. which

the dAcani-theorisU would take us the suggested

emotional sense of poetry, is, in his opinion,

purely sca-sainotdyu and thoroforc transoending de-

finition. In other words, he Mougs to that class

of objectors to tho dhvani- theory regarding whom
the Dhvanik&r* says that they do not deny dhvani

but think that its easenco lies beyond the province of

words (i lc). In a verse attributed to Bhattu Nftyakn

by Abhinava (pp. 15, II) and Jayarutha (p. 'J), he

speaks of kicydnyatv

a

and not hlvfa-r^Kdi^ of what

is known as dhcani
;
a statemeut.which would indicate

that having assumed the concept, Bhatla Nuyaka’s ob-

ject was to establish an explanation different from that

8 Read in the verse Hvr'lnga/v^ na rufia/i. instead

of kivpiitgalvaiH n* rnfiug, as given by the reading of

indicated in Lc^att,i p. 15.
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of the 'itoam-theorista. Ruyyaka thinks that Bhatt-a

Nt&yaka would regard what is called ryaujya-cy&p&ra

to bo an element {kAey&miniva) and not an essence of

poetry, being reached by the hold utteranoe of the

poet (prmufhdkti). Iu this sense, the knvi-knrman or

act of imagination on the part of the poet (indicated by

Bhatta Nityaka, as Jayaratha points out, by the word

oy&p&ra), which makes and artkn subservient

to itself, is the moat important thing in poetry
;
a

view which approximate* Bhatta Nftyaka’s theory to

that of Kuntala, who makes knvi-karnvm the source

of vakrokfi in pootry.

^ W \

Kuntala, author of tho Fakrolti-jivila, on tho

other hand, had no direct intention of attacking or

disproving the Moani-theory. Ho appears to have

nccoptod the fact of a suggested sense in poetry, but,

following tho tradition of Biiamahn'a vakrokli, lie

develops a system of vakrokli of his own, in some

aspects of which he includes all ideas of dhvani and

rasa.. Nearly the whole of his long lost work has been

recently recovered, and a part of it (chs. i and ii)

has been published by the present writer*; it is now

possible, therefore, to depend no longer on tho

references to Kuntala in later literature for an

account of his views, but gather it independently

from hia own statements ,0
.

9 In the Calcutta Oriental Series, 1923.

,0 An account of Kuntala’* theory of poetry is given
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The central idea in Kuntala is that tho vakrokli

is the essence
(
jlvila

)
of poetry ; and by vakrokli

he understands a certain striking or charming
(
vic'drn

)

mode of expression (rinydsa-krama), which is differ-

ent from or excels the common or matter-of-fact

expression of words and ideas in the iastras and

the like (ttorAdi-prasiddka-ialAdrthdpanibandha •

vyatireki). It is therefore a deviation from the

established mode of speech for the purpose of

attaining a certain strikingness (vaicilrya or vicckitti),

or an imaginative turn of words and ideas (bhanyi-

bhaniti or hk*»Ui prakdra) peculiar to poetry ami

abhorrent of common speech, in which facta aro more

or less simply stated. This is the vakratva or

vakra-bhdm underlying all poetic spooch. A dis-

tinction. therefore, is implied not only between the

method of the scioncos and the scriptures (*mtrAdi),
on the one hand, and that of pootry, on tho other,

but also botween what may bo eallod the "naturalis-

tic” and the "artistic” mode of expression* ».

Kuntala, therefore, holds that tabda

and artha or embellished word and sense alono consti-

tute poetry, and this embellishment consists of

vakrokli. The so-called embellishments, which go

by the name of poetic 6gures (afamkaras) in orthodox

Poetics, are inorely aspects of this vakrokli, and can

be properly included in its comprehensive scope. So

can also the ideas of dhvani and ra-ta. This vakrokli

being the only possible alaipkdra and being essential

in my introduction to the above edition, which see for detailed

reference'.

1 1 See above Ch. II, pp 61-2.
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a* Much, Kuntaln finds fault with the common state-

ment that the nlamkarn belongs to poetry ; for such

a statement would imply that poetry may exist with-

out it (i 7, II ).

Kuntala then explains that the mkrokti charms

us by the skill of the poet, and is therefore called

vaidftfjdhyabhangl-bkaniti 1 *. It rests ultimately

on the conception (pratibkfi) of the poet, or on his

skill (kauiala), or on an act of imagination on his part,

which is termed kavi-vyfi/dira or knvi-hirmnH.

Kuntaln doc* not exactly define this knd-rylipftra,

which is tho ultimate source of poetry, perhaps

Uicnuae ho is conscious of the fact that it is in ita

nature undefinable
;

but he analyses it elaborately,

12 The word vidagdfsa la used in opposition to the word

vidvat to signify a man versed in Mleslfttrtt as distinguished

from a scholar , and the Dkvamyllaka often speaks of an

appeal. to vid<i£dAa-vidv,i/pan\tf (pp. 201, 239). Avanti-

sundart is cited in Kivyi%m\m~i<iui p. 46 as saying vida^dha-

bh^\uti-bhirng\ • niotdyain vatfuHo rlt/Vnn na liyala-ivabkivatn.

The vaicitrya is discussed by Anandavardhana at p. 243,

in which connexion he use* the term bh/rniti-kflam vai-

citrya-mitram. Abhinava speaks of infinite variety of upami

-

vittfntti {upami vuthtlltprakiri n*m ataUthyatvit, p.5
*
I.Oiana), and use* it also synonymously with tirutva (p. 8). It

would appear from the verse quoted by Anandavardhana

at p. 130, the word vicchitti, used in this sense in poetic

theories, is applied analogically from the same word used

to signify a certain feminine charm or elegance derived

from carelessness in dress and decoration {Bharata xxii t6}.

See on this point Haricand &str1, Poftiqur dt CJndt

pp. 64-65. The word bhat\g\ in the sense of a turn of express-

ion Is used in Dkva pp. 139,241. Etymologically it appears

to have the same meaning as viahitti
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arul distinguishes and classifies its function in six

different spheres, namely, in the arrangements of

letters (tmrm), of the substantive and terminal parts

of a word (pada-pirvdrdAa and podu-purdrdha),
of a sentence (cdkya), of a particular topic (prakarana),

and of the composition 03 a whole (prabttndha). Ho
devotes nearly the whole of his work, with the except-

ion of the introductory portion of the first chapter,

to the definition, classification and illustration of these

varieties of kaoivydpdra whicli thus form

the different categories into which poetio speech may
bo analysed.

It is clear from this brief exposition that Kuntala
cannot admit os poetry a composition involving

mere scabhdookti, which ho takes to bo plain descrip-

tion without the requisite strikingnon
;
and ho

consequently develop* Bh&maha* indication that n

kind of >Uiiayn is involved in Vfikrokti+airUryn.

This lUUaya, if it is taken in the sonso of tho lohUt-

krftiUa-yocaraU of RhamAha’s cUitayokti, would imply

a kind of heightened charm of expression which is

lokdltara or dissociated from personal interest* and

relations. The dissociation, therefore, which is suppos-

ed in the artistic attitude involved in the relish of

rasa 1 *, is also implied in vakrokli
;
and on this point

Kuntala appears to agree with tho main position

of tho rasa- theorists. Kuntala also thinks that the

ultimate test of this lokotttim vaicitrya is tndcid

iihl&da or pleasure in the appreciating sahrdaya, who
plays here apparently the same part as he does in the

rasa-theory, or in poetic theories generally. It seems.

13 See above Ch. tv.
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therefore, tliat the exponents of the different theories

approach ultimately the same standard, albeit through

different avenues of thought, and agree in holding

that vaicitrya or rauiatliira (in alaudara or rasa)

must be finally subjected to the taste of the sahrdttya.

Thus a new turn was given to the a&Mpi&tra-system

ut Bhftmaha ; or rather, what was implicit or naively

expressed in it was developed to its logical conse-

quence* by Kuntaln’s systematic analysis of its implica-

tions 14 . In spite of thu obviously extreme nature of

his central theory and his somewhat quaint nomencla-

ture, his work is of great value as presenting a unique

system, or rather as systematising the aUu/dc&ra-

theory of earlier writer* in a refreshingly original

way. The dhvani-theorists had either dismissed

tho poetic figures (aJatjdArat) as mere vdg-vikaljxm,

or considered them only as heightening the charm

of the uuoxproaHed element in poetry. They sjK;ak

of the relation of the •itand&ra to tho principal

suggested element or jmetry (e. g., in the shape of

rasa) ; but there might arise cases where tho poot’s

obvious intention is not to awaken tho rasa or any-

thing else unexpressed, but simply to produce a

strikingness in the form of an expressed poetic

figure. In these casts, the authors of the Dhvany
dloka think that all such figures which, in connexion

with an involved unexpressed element, possess a

peculiar charm, belong to the class of poetry callod

by them yunViliHta-vyangya ; if there is no such un-

expressed element involved, they have a pictorial effect

14 The vakrokti->\ Mem of Kunula may properly be

regarded as an off-shoot of the older aUndirsnysKcm (Ch. UJ.
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merely, and may be included in the lowest class of

pootry, called by them citra and described by them as

no poetry but an imitation thereof. In other words,

they take such poetic figures as being connected

with the unexpressed possess a peculiar charm, and

and thus justify their position in poetry
;
the figures

unaccompanied by the unexpressed or in no way

connected with it aro condemned to the level of no-

poetry, as phases of speech which is of infinite variety

(anemia hi v&g-vikoJptU tal-prakirA eoa cAlarjik&rRh).

Kuntala, on the other hand, justifies the significance

of such figures in poetry a< figures, and shews that

this significance is independent of all considerations

of their connexion with the unexpressed, as it consists

in the very vairitryi or strikingness involved in

in them, which is sufficient in itself, and doos not

borrow its power of ap|>eal from elsewhere

But ho justifies the alatjtk&ra as such only .when

it inrolvos tho txwVurya, vicchitti or vakratva and

becomes a phase of cakrokti. Ho admits that the

poetic figures ore particular forms of speech, aspects

of the expressed denotation (al>hidh&-prak&ravitetak ),

in which one need not supposo ouy connexion

with the unexpressed, but he supposes at the same time

a specific differontia in it which consists in a peculiar

turn of expression resulting in a characteristic

strikingness (tsaicitrya or tnccAiWi) and depending upon

an act of imagination on the part of the poet (kam-

pratibha-nirvartita). Thus the so-called alarjikaras

of orthodox Poetics are admissible when they are

found 011 analysis to possess those characteristics

of peculiar charm imparted to them by the fertile
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imagination of the poet
;
and these therefore consti-

tute the elements which go to make up the being

of a poetic figure 15 . Kuntala in this way not only

supplies a remarkablo deficiency in the teaching of

the Dhvnnik&ra and Anandavardh&na. but also

justifies tho existence and fixes the conception of

a poetic figure as distinguished from a mere speech-

figure. It is no wonder, therefore, that later followers

of the Dhvani school, who form the bulk of post-

dhvaui writers on Poetics, readily accept Kuntala’s

analysis, and regard tho two characteristics, viz,,

vicchUti and kavi-vyAfAra, ns forming the ultimate

test of a poetic figure. Mammata lays down that

where there is no suggested raw, the poetic figures

simply result in ukti-vaicitrya or charraingnoas of

expression, and statos generally that altiqik&ra is

chariuingnen itaolf (vaicilryam alaiflkarnh). Wo
shall soe that Ruyyaka was the first writer who
accepts Kuntaln's test of a pootic figure and applies

it systematically to a detailed examination and classi-

fication of individual poetic figures.

It follows from the promincnco given by Kuntala

to wUcrokli in poetry that all ideas of dhvani and

rata should bo coinprohended in ccrt.iiu aspects of

vakrata
,
just as the vr*ti» of Udhhata, connected

15 Ilcncc, the word “poetic" figure or Uyyd/atjUSra,

instead of “figure of speech." Sec above Ch. II. pp. 94. In a

formal scheme of 1’oetics they no doubt correspond, but this

point of view of its involving poetic charm would be entirely

omitted in a treatise of rhetoric. It is therefore mislead-

ing to translate Sanskrit Alainkara as Sanskrit Rhetoric.

See ZDMG, lvi, 392 fa

31
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with anupr&ta, as well as awiprdsa itself aud yamakti
of orthodox writers, are taken as kinds of

vinyasa-vakrala or oakrala depending upon the

peculiar arrangement of letters. The idea of dJivani

is included partly in rwlki-oaicitrya vakrati, where
Anandavardhana’s own verso tala jaat/Ui <jum as

well as the verso tnujdKa-iy&mala-k&rd? cited by
Auauda aa au exainplo of arth&ntara-sarjJcramita -

vAcya dAoani (i. e. the case of suggestion where tho

expressed sonse pusses into another tonso), is given

as instances. Other aspects of dAeani are acknowledg-

ed in ujHtcAra vakrata, where the verso yaaiuim <:a

tiutUamekatu, cited by Anandn us an instsnoo of

alyanttt-tiraskrta v&cya dhtxini (i. e., the caao of

suggestion where the expressed sense disappears

ontiroly), is givon as an example. From Kuntala’s

treatment it appears that he takes upacira in thosonsu

of a supposed or fanciod identification of two objects,

howovor distinct, on tho basis ovou of tho slightest

rosomblanco. As such, therefore, it is admittedly

involved in figures like metaphor (rs;xUv*) and forms

tho basis of metaphorical expression generally. This

would como under tho comprehcnsivo domain of

transferred expression known as /atfcma, and would

be included by tho theorists under laksatUt-

mUla-dhvani, i. e. suggestion based on transference

or Indication 1 •. Kuntala would thus belong to thut

group of writers regarding whom the DhvanikSra

says that they do not deny tho existence of dhcaui

16 It is for this reason that Kuyyaka thinks that the

Vakrokti-jlvita-kira comprehended all ideas o! dhvani in

ufituara-vakratu and the like (p. 8 with Jayaiatha thereon).
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but regard it as Lhakta (bkikUim ahnt tarn anye), L e.,

depending on a transference of sense or Indication.

Regarding rasa-<lheani which comes undor asam-

lakfya-kmma-vyatojya (i. e., suggestion of nn imper-

ceptible process), it is clear that Kuntala who admits

not the essentiality of rata but that ot oakrokti, can

comprehend rata only ns an element in somo nspocts

of vakrokti. In the thirtl chapter of his work, dealing

with v/lkya-onkrata, he discusses how poetry may bo

made charming by delineating appropriate ratal.

In this connexion ho examine* in somo detail such

figures as r'uaoat, preyat etc., in which the rata

was admitted ns nn elemeut by early theorists, whoso

system, maintaining the importance of alayik&ra in

poetry, could not otherwise recognise rata indopon-

dontly. Tho special poetic figures liko rasaont

otc., constituted tho l»*ck-gate, as it wore, for tho

admission of the idea of rata in the aVunifoVn-systemB.

When, however, tho theory of tata assumed its

proper importance in the schools, tlu necessity

naturally arose of explaining how tho rata, which

is.essential and therofore fit to bo embellished (a/am-

Icirya or npakHrya) o*u itself be regarded as a

moans of embellishmeut (alar/ikar-i or upakSraka)

in figures like rasavat. We find accordingly in tho

DhvanikAra and Anandavardhana an attempt to com-

prehend the rovtoot etc
,
under the class of poetry call-

ed by them ijuHibhfda-vyahgya, in which the suggest-

ed sense (in this case the suggested rata) is subordi-

nated to the expressed sense. The theory was put

into shape by distinguishing the sphere of atam-

lahfyn-krama dhvani from that of figures like rasavat
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on the ground that when the rasa is predominant and

forms the essence of the poem in question, it consti-

tutes the principal suggested element, and as such

it is alarpkarya ; but when it is subordinate to the

expressed sense, it^ constitutes mere alaijikara or

embellishment ( Dhva' ii 4 f). The ’Pradlpa puts

this concisely by saying : yaira pradhftnam rasddis

talra dkvanik, yatra ivaprwlhinam tatrdlat}\kdra

ili bh&vah. Logically following this view, Mnimnn(-A

does not regard the cases of rasaval etc., ns pootio

figures nt all, but only as a variety of gutilbhuUt-

vyaugya poetry* T
.

17 Later writers and commentator*, however, unwilling

to depart from the authority of the ••ancient*• ,
,

attempt to

explain the problem of ras.n/at in various way* by a method
of ingenious interpretation, which keeps to the letter but

changes the spirit of the old dictum. Most these views arc dis-

cussed by Vi4van.ith.-i. One school holds that the designation

a/aijikira, given to figures like rasaval merely because they

help the development of rasa, is a purely secondary applica-

tion of the term (bkikta), for they are not really aUifikiras

but should be accepted as such in deference to the practice

of ancient writers (rapldrupakira-tnalrejy’k’Uandirli-vya-

p,idt-o bluJtla• (irantanoprasid-lhi’XhgUirya cva). These

theorists admit a difference between rasaval, on the one

hand, and alanUiras properly so called (such as ufaml),

on the other : for in the one case ths rasa directly em-
bellishes another rasa, while in the other case, the rasa is

indirectly embellished through the form of word and sense.

Ilut they maintain at the same time that there is one thing in

common between the two kinds, viz, that both of them em-
bellish the rasa, cither directly or indirectly, by being sub-

servient to it. On account of this similarity of function, the

designation alamkira, which is properly applicable to such
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Kimtala takes up the rasavat topically under

castu vakrala
,
which may relate to both sahaja and

aharya the delineation of rasa coming

apparently under the latter head, which is described

nsJcavi-iakti-vyiUpaUi-parijilUca-prauilha. He criticises

the definitions of rasavat given by Bhitmaha, Daijdin

and others, and holds that it is neither •lariila-ipafta-

ifUf/Arddi rasam, nor »"asa-samirayam, nor again rasa-

peialam, but rasenn tulyar/i varlumAnam ; and

consequently it is not an al'itpkSra but an alatpkarya.

In other words, the rasa is awakened in these cases

for its own sake, and not for the purposo of oinltolliah-

ing the expressed word and sense. If not theoretically

invulnerable, this view is interesting as indicating

that the importance of rasa, first advocated in poetic

theories by the Dhvnnikara, appears to have influenced

thinkors belonging to othor traditions of thought.

The Dhvanikftra attempts to reeoncilo tho older idea

figures as upami, is applied to the rasavat by an extension of

the sense (bkakti), and this usage has the sanction of ancient

and respectable authority to which wc must bow. Uut this

explanation is rejected by others as being too fine. The

difference between alaifJtiras like mpama, on the one hand,

and the rasavat, on the other, which is supposed to be

due to the fact of direct and ami indirect embellishment,

is admitted to be true, but is explained away as purely

accidental and immaterial {
and, strictly speaking, we should

designate both as alaijJtiras instead of indulging in fine

distinctions. A third view, which altogether rejects this

distinction between direct and indirect embellishment, main-

tains that the general definition of aiaspkim as that which

embellishes the rasa through word and sense, is applicable

as much to be rasavat as to regular figures like upama.
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of rasavat as involving tho idea of rasa secondarily,

by admitting it in his second division of poetry
;
but

Kuntala brushes aside even the view of his master

Bhftraaha in this res;;ect, and thinks that this case

should be regarded as one in which the poet has

an opportunity of creating a kind of vakrokli in

which the rasa supplies the principal charm. But

he allows the rasa to play the greatest part in what

he calls yraban/lha-vakraUi, i. 0., in vakratd occurring

in tho composition as a whole, which, he thinks, must

be accomplished chiefly by the aid of plowing ra*as

{rasdntarena ramyeaa yatra nirvahauam bhaoet).

It is not the mere matter or plot, hut the beauty

imparted to it by the continuous sense of rasa in

it which can make the words of a no«t live (1niroHlar*

•

ra*MdMra-0<rika*amHdarya-nir#rak / <jirat> A/ivi-

nai/i jioanti na hukd-matmm atritfih). Kuntaln

oven accepts tho DhvamyMoka'

*

judgment that in

tho two great epics, the Mnta rasa is tho aiujin

(predominant rata) and constitutes their principal

charm, although ho thinks that it is ultimately tho

kari-pralihkA which is the all-important thing in

poetry.

( ^ )

Mahimabhatta begins his ryM-vimka, whose very

name implies that it is a consideration of the theory

of cyakti or vyanjana established by the authors

of the J)hcanydloka. with tho proposition that his

object is to comprehend all ideas of dhvani in tho

process of anumdna or syllogistic reasoning (anumane'
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ntarbhaoam sarvasyaiva dhvaneh pralutiayUum). He
proceeds therefore to consider in detail the text as well

as the theory of the Dhv&nikdra and Ananduvardhana.

He criticises minutely the definition of dhcam giveil

in Dhca° i 13, which, if properly considered, applies,

he thinks, to naumdna. He considers (especially

in tho third chapter) moat of the examples given

in tho Dhvanydloka and tries to demonstrate that

they ard really cases of anHmuna. Indeed, through-

out his work he proceeds by an olaborato process

of destructive criticism and makes the definition of

tlhuani, propounded by its advocates, conform to his

definition of what he calls kHvydnumui as the proooss

through which another sense is revoaled by tho express-

ed sense, or by a sense inferred from it connectedly

(ofleyaa Uul-anumilo cfl fatrdriho'rthdnlamip pra-

katayati / sayibandhalaM kulatcil .1 kivydnumiUr

Uyukta, p. 22).

This boing his main position, he accepts only

two sensos of iabda, nainoly, the actually express-

ed (oacya) and the inferrible (anwncya). including

under the lattor both /<*fc*ya and vyangya sonsos,

whoso indopendont existence he does not admit.

He says (p. 7) ; "Meanings arc of two kinds, the

ox pressed and the inferrible. Of those, tho expressed

belongs to the function of a word, and is alone

called the primary sense ol a word From it,

or being iuferred from it, as from a logical hetu

or middle term in a syllogism, another sense

which is inferred, is called the inferrible sense.

This agaiu is threefold, consisting of mere matter

(
vastu), the pootic figures (alayxkara) or the rasas.
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Tho first two of these varieties can also become

the expressed, tho last is always inferrible". It

is clear enough from this that Mahimabhatla

apparently accopta the recognised concept of a

suggested sonsc in the shape of a vastu, alatflk&ro

and rasa, but maintains that these are not revoalod

by vyakti or suggestion, but by anum&na ,s
;

for the expressed seuso and the so-called suggested

sense stand in the relation of linya and linyin, tho

middle and the major terms of a syllogism (p. 12).

Mahimabhatta maintains, by analysing many exam-

ples taken from the bhcanydtoka, that tho oxproBsed

sense does not really suggest the unox pressed sense,

but that between tho two, othor inferences are possible

and do occur. The vy<dui, as Anandavnrdhaua him-

self admits (p. 102), is the manifestation of that which

is desired to be lunnifustod, and which booomes

manifest nlong with that which manifests it. just

ns u jar in a dark room bocomos visiblo along with

the light which makes it visible. The railu, u/ai/i-

kAra and rasa, which are the threo suggested

element* in the opinion of the dAeaiw-theorists,

are not manifested in this way, for thoy are not com-

prehended along with the exprene I which suggests

them, but only afterwards. The intorval between

the perception of the expressed ribhUva* and the

suggested rata, for iustauce, is iudeed very short,

18 This is the only important point of his disagreement

with the DkvtiHydloka ; in other respects, he says, there

i« hardly any disagreement (priiiabkTita dhvantr ryaktir iti

Saiva viveeitiiy.it tvamy.it tatra vimatik priyo nastilyupe-

k*itam II).
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and ia therefore called by the dkvani- theorists them-

selves a process of imperceptible sequence (asaw
lak*ya-krama

)

; but this very nomenclature shows

that the existence of a krama or sequence cannot

be denied, and that tho expressed and the unexpress-

ed, therefore, aro sequential. Being such, they must

bear the relationship of a logical premise and it*

conclusion (pp. 1

1

f). Even in the case of the indi-

cated sense, as in the phrase >jaur t ahlkuh, what one

first understands is that the two (yaur and v8h\ka)

are not identical, and from this the conclusion arisos

that thoy are meant as possessing similar qualities ;

the indicated senso here U ultimately roachod by

uuumdna (p. 24). Thus arika is merely a ground

of inference and not a vyaSyaka. The process of

of inforonce is very wide in its scopo, much widor

than dkonni which ia naturally included in it {ta*ya,

i. 0 . anuminatya, ca UukipekyayH makd-vifay<UvtU

p. 12). With regard to iabda, it cannot be takon

as the vyakjaka or suggostor of anything olso but

its literal moaning. As it exhausts itself after

oxpressing its literal or primary senso, ovon the

secondary indicated meaning (tafcfjra artha) has

admittedly to be inforrod, not from itself but from tho

latter ; how can it be supposed to suggest any deopor

sense ? But such words, through thoir expressed

sense, can well become the ground or souroe of

inferences (anumSpaka), pp. 27 f.

The process of inference in poetry by which

the unexpressed may be thus reached is presum-

ably the ordinary process of syllogistic reasoning,

which consists in the invariable concomitanco

32
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(vyapti) of the middle (lingo) aod the major (lingin)

terms. The dkvani or suggested scnso is the lingin,

and its suggestors (viz., word and sense) are

apparently its lingo. The invariable concomitance

is ascertained in three ways, viz., by anupalabdhi

(non-cognition), ladalmya (identity) and ladutpalti

(causation). In reply to MahiinabhaUa's positiou,

it has been shewn that none of these means of

proving a syllogism is applicable to establishing

tho invariable concomitance between the lingo

ialddrthau and the lingin dkvani. Tho non-cognition

of word and sense does not provo the exist-

ence of dkvani ; for non-cognition only provoa

that lingin which consists of tho absence of some-

thing. That a jar is absent can bo provod from

its non-cognition. But here the lingin dhoani

does not oonsist of the absence of anything.

Therefore the ketu is vitiated, and tho non-

cognition of word and senso can only provo their

absenco, but not that of dkvani. There can be

no idontity, again, between the suggested senso

(dkvani) and that which suggests it (iabda and

•irtha) ; for tho suggested meaning is essentially

different from tho expressed, aud comes out promi-

nently by keeping the latter in subordinate posi-

tion. Similarly, tho test of ladutjxUti or causa-

tion does not apply, for here the word and senso

cannot be regarded as being caused by the suggested

sense, in the same way as the smoke, which

proves the existence of fire, can be taken as be-

ing produced from the fire itself.

VisvanAtha puts the objections in auothcr way.
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Inference is the knowledge of the lingin by means

of the li*ga, qualified by its existence in the

subject (pnkja-saUca), its existence in similar ins-

tances (s«/*a£#a-sa«ix») and its exclusion from oppo-

site instances (vipak4a-vyax>ai-tatva). For example,

wo conclude in the subject, e. g., a smoky hill,

the existence of the lingin fire by the Hug

u

smoke, which we see existing in it. as woll as in

similar instances (such as in the culinary hearth,

whoro thoro is no doubt as to the existence of fire),

and which we see absent from opposite instances

(e. g„ such places whoro tho absence of firo is certain).

But this syllogistic ineth«Al is not strictly applicable

to establishing the suggested sense from the ex proas

cd
;

for logical inference, Viivaniltha points out, has

nothjng to do with works of imagination. Take,

for instance, the following verse :

drff*7» ke jyratiotHui kgruyam ihdpyaoivid-grhc datyasi

/n iiyeiuUrya ttioh pitAna virtual* lanpir apafr piuyati
/

ekakinyapi yUmi utoaram itnh $rol<u tamA'dkulam

nlrandhras twvtm alikhanti
*
jara/ha-ccheda nala-

granlhayah //

‘‘O neighbour, will you cast your eyes for a

moment here on oqr house ? Tho fathor of this child

will scarcely drink the tasteless water of a well.

Though alone, I go quickly hence to tho river whoso

banks are covered with tama/a-trees. Lot the

densely swarming knots of roods with their

hard projections scratch my body”. Here the reed-

knot’s scratching tho woman's body and her going

alone to the quiet river-sido may bo taken as tho

linga of her enjoyment with a lover, which is tho
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suggested sense (lihgin) here. But these alleged

reasons, though they help to reveal tho unexprossed

sense, are not invariable
;
for dalliance with a gallant

is not, from the logical point of view, universally

predicable of a woman going alone to a river-side

or from her being scratched by the reed-knots.

It is noteworthy that Mahimabhat-ta relies (p. 26)

also upon the arguments of those objectors of the

dAtxmi-theory who think that dhvani is identical

with bkakti 19 ; but he opposes alike the views of

those Mlrnimsakas who believe in the single pervasive

|K>wer of the expreaeed sense 10 , as woll aa the view of

the Vukroktijlvita-kftra. His objection to tho latter

system iH naturally based on his own idea of tho

importance of rasa and unimportanoo of dhvani*

In his opinion, any deviation from oominon usago

involving charmingness of expression, such as Kuntala

upholds, may take either of two forms, vix.,
(

1 ) it

may reaolvo itself more or less into a thoory of

propriety (aucitya) 91 , or (2) it may moan tho mnni-

19 Sec above Ch. v. pp.

30 See above Ch. v, pp. 192-95.

21 Mahimabhatta treats the question of asui/ya (already

dwelt upon in the Dhvany*xlcka) in the second vimarku

of his work. He divides the subject of impropriety, which

may be kabda-vi-aya and arlhaviytya. into two heads accord-

ing as it concerns the matter or form of poetry. The former,

called aniarmhga anaucitya, consists in improper employment
of the vibhivas etc. in the manifestation of rasa. It has

already been dealt with in the Dkvany&loka. The formal

impropriety, called bahirahga anaucitya, is chiefly concern-

ed with the occurrence of five defects, viz., vidhtyavimaAa

(PP- 37-58). prakrama-bhtda (pp. 58-66), kramabheda
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fe3t)\tion of an iinplie*! sense other than the expressed

sense. If the first alternative is meant, it is super-

fluous to one who admits raxa in poetry, as no

theory of rasa can dispense. with a thoory of propriety

or suitability with regard to the adjustment of

its factors**. To admit the other alternative is

to bring in the idea of H/imni in a morn or less

disguised form.

It is true that Mahimabhafta's work is a master-

piece of scholastic argumentation, exhibiting much
fastidious criticism and great learning of a miscella-

neous kind
;
but its avowed object is polemical and

it does not protend to sot up x now system. Mnhima-
bhatta possessed all the qualifications of a good contro-

versialist and enters into his task with a decided

uniinus, which constitutes the source at once of

his weakness as well as of his strength. A fino

product of a scholastic age, ho cannot yet look beyond

tho pettiness of immediate iames ; and whatever

might be the value of his peculiar proposition, ho

hardly ever adds to its limited interest any indopen*

(pp.«X39),/a**<ir«X7rn (pp.O> 8i) an.] : i<y«iiwmM(pp.84 i09).

The question of amitya will be with in the next chapter.

23 A similar criticism. Prof. Sovani thinks (in a letter to

me. dated March 2, 1934), is levelled against the Vakrokti-

jlvitak»ra’« theory by Abhinavagupta in 'iMana p. 208.

But, in my opinion, it really refers in the context to Ananda-

vardhana’s discussion of the views of those who think,

after Bhimaha, that the att\iyokti is involved as an essential

element in most poetic figures. This standpoint is similar

to that of Kuntala : but the passage in question cannot

be taken as a decisive reference to him or his theory

of vakrokti.
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dent treatment of the larger problems of Pootics.

This is perhaps one of the reasons why even his

logical acumon and his erudition failed to keep

tho interest of his work alive
;
but the chief reason

why his book was forgotten in later times and was

cited only to be condemned—a fate which it shared

with the Fakrokli-jloita of Kuntala—was that it

pitted itself against the more formidable theory

of the Dhvanik&ra and Anandavardhana which was

destined to supersede it by attracting away tho best

thinkers of later times. The onumano-theory of

Mahimabhatta, liko the t*afcrofc/i-thcory of Kuntala,

appears to havo nover received any liberal recognition

in the hands of later theorists, noarly all of whom,

since Mamraata’s time, accepted without question

tho system of the Dhvany&loka ; and iu attempting

to oxplain away the new theory in terms of tho

already reoognised idea of anum&na, or reviving

Bhftmaha's old position in the face of the more widely

rocoived thoory of the new aesthetic school, Mahima-

bhatta and Kuntala wero apparently fighting on

behalf of a cause alroady doomed.

( * )

Tho school* of opinion, represented in Poetics by

tho alarjikara-portion of the A<jH\-purana apparently

follows a tradition which departs in many feBpects

from tho orthodox systems, and which is further

developed in later literature by Bhoja in his Sarasvati-

kanihdbharana * s
.

23 Much of this section was printed originally as an

article contributed to JRAS, 1923, pp. 537-49- Prof-
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It is wall known that this apocryphal puram
is ambitiously cyclopaedic. There Is hardly any doubt,

however, that the alaiixkara-porUon of this work,

as we have already remarked, is chiefly a compilation,

in a somewhat eclectic fashion, by a writor who was

himself no theorist but who probably wanted to

colloct together and present a workable cpitomo, con-

forming in essentials to the teaching* of no particular

orthodox school, but gathering its material from all

sources. This will be borne out not only .by its

indopondent, if somewhat loosely joined and uncritical,

treatment, but also from the proscncc of verses cullod

from various old writers.

Taking the a/aniidra-section of the Ayni-purfata

and the SaraiVtMJbajtfdHarrtm side by sido, one

is struck at once by some fundamental characteristic*

which are common to both. The most poculiar

feature of the Agiti-pur&ijn thoory is the nbsonco

of the doctrine of dhvani, although the concept of

tlltoani is included casually, after tho manuor of

ancient authors, in tho figure <U#e/*
t ($a itk*rpo

dhvanih nyde ca t/Araumd cyajyale yt tah, 344
,
14 ).

The word oAoum* is also used in the opening verso

Sovani in a letter to roc, dated March 2, 1924, points out

that Anandavardhana’s citation (p. 222) of the Ag*i-fura\ui

338. lO-ll, which enabled roe (Vol. I. p 103) to fix the lower

terminus of the date of the a/a»s4 ir.i-portion of the work, is

doubtful, in view of the fact that Abhinavagupta (on liharata

vi 38) actually ascribe? one of these verses by name to Ananda-

vardhana. But it L-* not intelligible why the verse is given in

the text of the DkoamyAUka (p. 222) with tatha irdamucyate,

which phrase generally indicates a quotation (cf his comment
on the word tuyati in Dhid iv p. 236, II. 4-5).
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(336, 1 - Bhoja i l), which says generally that speech

consists of dhoani, par/ta, /xida, and o&fcya (dJaxmir

oarmb padatji vakyam ityetad odunmyam malum)

;

but apparently this alludes to the grammatical word

which reveals the tpkofa, and which is indicated

by the same term in the Vdkyapadiya. The work,

however, recognises ubhidha and lal^atfii, the ideas

•!' which were alroady elabontoi by philosophers aud

philosophical grammarians. At the ssine tiino, apart

from obvious borrowings or copyings from Bharata,

Bhftmah* and Dajalin. this work cannot be taken

as substantially following tho views of any ono of

tho schools represented by theso names.

There is no doubt that in ono verso, which is

conveniently cited by Visvnutlthn in support of his

own extreroo view, the Ayni-purM^i speaks of

wi as the "sour’ of poesy in contrast with more

verbal ingenuity
(
cay -vav lojdhya -j >radhanc'p i rasa

evdtra jicitam. 336, 33), and devotes aomowhat

lengthy chapters to tho description, after Bharata,

of tho rasa and l/AoNis
;
yot there is nowhere

any central thoory of ro.«1 or any elaboration of

of a system of Poetic* on its basis. Ah to tho

origin of rasa, it propound* a jmculiar viuw that

from infinite bliss (anamla) proceeds self-conscious-

ness
(
ahaijdidra ), from sell-consciousness proceeds

conceit {abhimdna), from conceit pleasure {rati),

of which irnjAra (love), A«isya (laughter) and other

rasas are modifications (338, 2-4). It admits with

Bharata four fundamental rasas, from which are

derived five others. Although partiality is thus

shown to rasa in poetry aud drama, the Ayhi-jwrdija
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cannot bo rclogated entirely to the Rasa school
j

for it does not make any attempt to correlate

with this central principle the other factors of poetry,

viz. rili, guna and alanxkara, which are also recognis-

ed as of great, if not of equal, importance. One
fact, however, worth noticing in this connexion is that

although the Ayni-pur&tia recoguises nino rasas,

adding ianta to the orthodox eight, it extols and

givoa prominence to *r»gdra : a trait which is uniquo

and which is further developed by Bhoja, who,

as wo shall see presently, accepts no othor rasa

than tfhgiira in his BrngSra-prakAia and gives

almost exclusive attention to this important rasa

in his Snrasvati-kaiflhAbhariufa.

On tho other hand, although treatinont is aocordod

to rlli (ch. 339) and guna (ch. 345), the Agni-pur&iia

does not follow tho tenets of tho Rlti school, as

roprosonted by Dublin and Vftmnna. Dublin classifies

rlti, which he culls margi, into two oxtreine typos,

vaularhhi and gawfl, to which Vaiuana adds /tincall

as an intermediate type
;

hut tho classification,

according to l>oth, depends upon tho prosonco

or absonco of certain fixed excellonoes of diction,

known as yunas. To this enumeration Kudrnfa

adds ld(i, but by rlti he means a definite arrange-

ment of sentences with reference to the use of

compound words of variable length. The Agni-

purana accepts this four-fold classification, hut

the distinction is supposed to lie not only in the

longth or shortness of compound words, but also

in tho qualities of softness or smoothness, as well

as in the prominence or otherwise of metaphorical
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expression (upacara). The guttas, again, arc regard-

ed as fundamental characteristics both by Dairfin

(i 42) and Vimana (i. 2. 6-8), who take them as

forming the essence of rili, and distinguish them

carefully from alandaras, which, in the opinion

of Daodin. form the goneral characteristics of both

the mArgas, and, in the opinion of V&mana,

aro merely accidental characteristics enhancing

the charm of poetry already brought out by

the (juntu . Tho Jg*i-pura*a, howevor, defines

the ijuifcu, which aro nowhero connected diroctly

with mi, simply as those characteristics which reflect

great beauty on pootry (yak kdvye mahatofi ch&y&m
aHUjrhnaiyasaii yunak, 345 . 3), a definition which
lmrdly distinguishes them from alaqd&ras, tho defini-

tion of which is here almost the same, kAvya ioUhH-

knr&n dk>irma,i ala.fdaran praadgcUe (341 , 17 )
•*,

and is, strangely enough, merely copiod uncritically

from Dapdin, ii 1. The classification of yuiuu them-
selves, again, in this work is peculiar to itsolf.

Ordinarily, the gunas are classified as eithor tMa-
•junas or nrtha yunas, and this procodure is sanction-

ed by Vain ana. The Ayni-purana brings in finer

distinctions
( 345 ,

3 f.). The gunat are horo said

to be of two kinds, specific (caiietilia) and gonoral

(sAntanya), the former apparently coufining iteolf

24 This verse is also cited by Bhoja (ch. v, p. 355 ) : but
it is possibly an indication of the uncritical nature of his

work that he should remark : tatra kivya-hobhakaratt

ityantmt *lt*i>pa>wuiivad gurui-ras«bhiva-Lvidbhasay>rasa,i«-
Jin a?yupagrkniti, apparently as a commentary on Dandin's

view f
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to any specific part or feature of a composition,

the latter existing as common to its several component

parts. Tho samdnya yum, again, is in its turn

classified into three subdivisions, according as it

appertains to tabda, artha, or both ; the Aynx-

puruna admitting for the first time, so far as wo

know, this threefold classification. An altogether

different scheme of enumeration of these yunan then

follows. Vftmana montions in all ten yutuu, making

each of theso a h<0>>bt-guna as well as an arlha-yuna.

Thu tnbla-ynivu, according to the Ayni-puritfa,

are seven in number, viz. ilept, UUilyu, gh/iblUrya,

Raukumaryn, wlAratA, satya, and yanyikl
; tho

urtha-yum

%

are six, viz. madhurya, MtjividhAna,

komalatva, udAratA (?), pmnd/ii, and tAmayiktUA .

the iaUldrlha-ynyu are again, six, viz. pras&la,

Muhh&yya, yuthAmtjikhya, prataitatA, pAka, and

riiya. The characteristics of sorao of theso yui/m

aro not very clearly marked ; and in guifai liko

sai/ividhAna and yathnminkhya arc inoluded idoas

which are credited by othor writers to tho nlaipkara*.

It is curious, also, that although not enumerated

as such, Daodin’s ojas is reproduced (345, 10 =

Datydin i 80) in the course of tho definition of

individual taltda-yunai.

In the same way, it can be easily shown that

tho influence of the Alamkarn school, as represented

by BhAmaha and Udbhata, is not very marked in

this work. The tabdAlayUcdr/is are, with somo

modification, devcloj>ed, no doubt, on the general

lines of Dublin’s treatment, but tho artfidlamkaras

do not strictly conform to the orthodox classification
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or definition. The Agni-pur&na gives eight varieties

of the latter, viz. svaripa (or tvabhuva), addftya,

utprekjd, atiiaya, vibhavand, virodha, hctu, and

$onia (343, 2-3); the figures upama, rSpaia, sahokli,

and arthdntara-nydsa being included separately under

iSdrtya (343, 5), and mention being made of eighteen

kinds of upamd embracing most of Datin'* numerous

aub-varioties of that figure (343, 9 f.). Tho Agnx -

pur&na is also one of the earliest known works which

add a separate chapter on the ubtiaydlarjik&ra* (not

recognised by earlier writers), and this inoludoa

six varieties, viz. prcUasti, k&nti, aucitya, tai/Jctepa,

y&vad-arlhnUk and nbhivyalti ( 344, 2 ), some of

which would come undor yunas of other writers**.

Indeed, the classification and definition of the

yttryas nod alaijikdrat, which are not differentiated

vory cloarly, would appear crude and unsystematic,

when compared to the elaborate critical treatment

of tho Rlti and the AlamkAra schools.

From this brief outline, it will be clear enough

that the Agnipur&na follows, in its general stand-

point, none of the orthodox schools of Poetics,

so far as they aro known to us, although with

regard to its material, it attempts to cull, in its

encyclopaedic spirit, notions, expressions, and even

whole verees from the authors of the difforont schools,

without, howover, connecting them with a central

theory, It borrows, for instance, Dakin's definition

of the kftcyfi-tarira (i^tdrtha-vyav'icchinnd paddvati),

2 5 It is noteworthy in this connexion that Dandin's

samidhi-guna is treated here under the context of lakjana

with the hint apparently of identifying them.
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but the attempt to supplement it by adding kax'yam

sjihufad-alamkiram yunacad doaa-vaijitam(3SG, 6 -7),

is merely eclectic and hardly constitutes an improve-

ment. The same remarks apply to its definitions

of fundamental notions like <juna or a/avikSra, which

nre merely copied or paraphrased uncritically from

earlier writers. At the same time, mere eclecticism

is not enough to explain certain foaturcs of this

work, the peculiar treatment ami arrangement,

for instance, of the gunas and alarjik&ma

which depart very strikingly from orthodox views

of the matter. In ordor to oxpluin this novelty,

wo should, having rogard to the casentinlly derivative

nature of the work itself, admit the probablo exist-

ence of an altogether different lino of speculation,

of which, unfortunately, no other early traces nre

preserved.

This tradition of opinion is followed and further

developed by Bhoja. Tho prominonco given to

rasa and the absonco of tho dkoorti-thoory in

Bhoja, therefore, need not surprise us ; nor should

the peculinr arrangement of the guifw and alaijik&rax

appear unintelligible. The sarao roveronco to Bharata

and Daodin is shown throughout ;
and, in fact,

Daijdin is estimated to have supplied Bhoja with

raoro than two hundred unacknowledged quotations.

At tho same time, Bhoja very freely incorporates

definitive verses and illustrative stanzas from most

of his well-known predecessors, especially from

BhSmaha, V&mana, Rudrafa and Dhanika. He

even appropriates karikas from the Dhvanydloka,

although ho does not accept its theory. His huge
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compilation, like its prototype the Agni-puratia,

is more or leas cyclopaedic in scope and eclectic

in spirit, and represents apparently one of tho

several forms of arranging the teachings (with the

exception of ignoring the cJApani-theory) of earlior

schools in the light of a different tradition, of which

another form is perhaps preserved, to a certain

extent, in the two Jainn V&gbhntas. But in some

of the main points, his indebtedness to the Agni-

pur&qa is obvious, and here the teachings of the

orthodox schools aro of no avail. The verbal borrow

inga aro numerous. Thus Agni. 341, 18 f, has

muoh in common with Sarasvatl-ka»(hdbhamna.

ii, somo verses of the former being literally adopt-

ed by tho latter. Tho Agni 341, 18-19, says :

ye vyiUpattyddiiui kdxLim alar/ikartum iha Lmnu’ih/

mbddlanikaram dhu* tin kSoyu-mim^irisa-kocUlah ,a
.//

This definition of a iabddlamkdrn is adopted by

Bhoja, with the only verbal change of tho Inst

lino into iabddlamkira-sarpjiid$ te jHej/d jiUyddayo

budhaih (ii 2). Such instances can bo easily multi-

plied, and wo may cite for comparison Agni. 341,

21. and Bhoja, ii 39 ; Agni. 342, 10 and Bhoja,

ii 79 ; Agni, 388, 11, and Bhoja, v 3, etc. Apart

from this fact of literal borrowing, which being

a common trait in Bhoja is not conclusive, thero

is a striking coincidence, as we shall seo present-

ly, of treatment, as well as agreement of views

on fundamental points, which is more than mere-

ly accidental. It is not suggested that Bhoja is

directly copying from the Agni-purdna
; it is quite

26 Instead of kavya-m\tna>nsakj vidah in the text-
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possible that they exploit in common an unknown
source. But there is hardly any doubt that they

follow a common tradition which is different in

many respects from that of the Kashmirian writers,

although Bhoja, being chronologically lator, is moro
open to the influence of the latter.

Bhoja develops the definition of poetry given

by tho Aijni-purit/a by adding expressly rasa

among its essential characteristics, which, as the

eominontator Katncsvara points out, indicates the

influence of tho "K&sinlrakas" :

uirdofav* gnuavat LUvyam alarjxkirair alanikrtam/

rasdnvitam (i 2).

In conformity to this definition, which mentions
rather uncritically all the requisite element*, Bhoja

deals in tho first chapter with the dosas and guiftu

aud dovotos the noxt three chaptors respectively

to tho consideration of poetic figures (alaqd&rat)

of talxla, of arlha, and of both talrfa and artha.

In tho Inst chapter is given u detailed treatmont

of rasa, for Bhoja thinks that is essontial

in [Kxitry (v 8V But like the author of tho Agni-

/Jttr&na, Bhoja is not explicit with regard to the

question of correlating this aesthetic clement with

other elements of poetry, aud his conception of

rasa bears resemblance to that of tho utpattiv&dins

whose cnusal theory, us Abhinavaguptu points out,

is accepted by earlier authors like Daijdiu. No
doubt, in one verse (i 158), Bhoja is apparently

of opinion that a poem is relished only if it

contains the gnuas, even though it may possess

various kinds of poetic figures ; for oven excellent
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poetic figures in a composition without the guifas

present an ugly aspect, as the form of a woman,
destitute of youth, looks ugly even though she wears

excellent ornaments. But this verse is only an

unacknowledged quotation from V&raana (in. 1. 2,

vrtti), and moat be taken as an instance of

eulogistic statements, not unusual in Sanskrit writers,

made for the purposo of simply emphasising a

point, or as a characteristic of the uncritical and

confusod nature of the work itself ; for othorwiso

wo cannot roconcilo this dictum with others of a

similar nature made in connexion with rasa or alaip-

kAra.

Although Bhoja puts a great doal of emphasis

on rasa, probably in accordance with tho viows

of the now school of Anandavardhana and Abhinnva-

guptn, as well as of his own school, ho cannot

yet be taken as an adherent of this school, or of

tho older Rasa school. Bhoja mentions hero ns

many as ten rasas, adding the MiUa and tho preyas

(tho last occurring also in Rudrata) to the eight

orthodox rasas mentioned by Bharata (vi 15) ; but

in his troatmont ho follows the Agni-purSifa tradition

in singling out the *r*jara for almost exclusive

attention. This trait is also noticeable in his other

work, Srngdra-prakata, in which he aooopts only

one rasa, the Erotic* T
, thus justifying its title.

Bhoja modifies the Ajnx purana's classification

of the gunas by dividing them, according as they

27 So says Vidyidhara. p. 98 , also Kumarasvamin,

p. 221, and the author of Mandira-maramda-campfl
ix p. 107. See Vol I pp. 147-8.
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relate to iabda and artha, into external {hdhya)

and internal
(
dbhyanlara), on the ono hand, and

specific (vaUetika) gu/fas on the other. By the

last he understands those which are guifat in

spito of their boiog essentially dofeu or faults

(i 60 f). He carries the differentiation and multi-

plication of gtuftu still further, and enumerates

twonty-four *1bda-gunas and as many artha-ywpas,

again, of identical names Like the Jijiii-purOna,

Bhoja is not very precise or critical in his definitions

of individual gwtat, and he assigns to aomo yuifat

properties which are ascribod to nlarjikaras by other

writers. It is curious to note that the artha-gutta

k&nti is defined, after Vftmana, as dipta-rasatoam

(i 81 ), including rata thorein ; and in the iabda-

ipoia (janibhlrya (i 73) is incorporated the concept

of dboani. At the sumo time, rata is taken else-

where as a fundamental aesthetic concept, and the

idoa of ilfivani is omitted from his treatment, Bhoja,

however, does not pay any homage to Vftmana’s

classification of rUi, the elaboration of which ho

carries still further. He adds two more types of

rltis, vis. avantika and majTuihi (ii 32), to the four

inontioned by the AgitignirAna, tho former of these

being an intermediate kind betwoon vaidarbhl and

panedti, and the latter forming only a khandarlti,

i.e. defective or incomplete type. It is also note-

worthy that some of the n/xrmd-dofcM, such as

hlnatva and adhikeUva, are included in the general

discussion of dosas as hlndjxtma and adhikdpanUi,

and not mentioned, in the usual manner, in connexion

with the figure uj>amd itself.

34
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la the treatment of alanduiras, Bhoja is one

of the earliest writers to follow the Ayuv-purd^as,

classification into three groups, viz. iabddlanikara,

arthdlamkara, and ubhaydl'imkira. Without enter-

ing into details here, we may state that Bhoja’a

treatment is much fuller**. He enumerates, for

instance, and defines the largest number of aabdd-

lamkdras mentioned by any author, namely twenty-

four, and develops further the treatments of Da^din.

the Ayni-pur&na and Rudrafa. The number of

itrthdlarfllulrwi, however, is surprisingly limited, and

a lovo of symmetry probably loads him to enuraorato

thorn also as twonty-four in number, which is also

tho number of tho tJihaydlatidcdriu. The most curious

chapter is that which deals with tho last-named

class of poetic figures, which includes figures like

upamd, rupaka, ulprek+a, dljxika, aiiiaya, and

other well-recognisod artKdlanduii-a$. Matnmuta lator

on admits this three-fold classification of pootic

figures, which is not recognised by all, but unlike

Bhoja, ho includes a very limited number in tho

mixed third class, such as puNnruklaoaddlhdta,

in which stross is laid equally on tabda and artha.

This novel and somewhat unorthodox standpoint,

which follows a peculiar lino of speculation different in

somo rospects from tho accepted views of the various

28 His treatment also b sometimes very curious, lie

makes poetic figures, for instance, out of the six pramZiias

of Jaimini (cf Minikyacandra on this point at p. 304).

One of the results of this b that he has to admit the

philosophical idea of ufiamina (as a means of knowledge),

in a poetic figure of that name, and distinguish it as a

figure from the well known figure upami .
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established schools, makes Bhoja's work an interest-

ing study
;

but its theoretic importance has been

exaggerated. The work, no doubt, possesses a

certain importance for this unique treatment in

the history of Sanskrit Poetics
;

but its value

consists, not in its theories, nor in its discussion of

general principles, but in its being a very elaborate,

if somewhat diffuse, manual and an exhaustive

store-house of definitions and illustrations, for which

not only tho works of Alamb&rikaa but also of

almost all the well-known poets have been laid

under contribution. The later writers, in spite of

the fascination which tho magic name of Bhojar&ja

carries with it, cite this work chiefly for its abundant

wealth of illustration, or for the purpose of support-

ing somo unorthodox view to which Bhoja might

havo lent the authority of his name. Tho learn-

ing which this work parades, though extensive,

is illaasortod and uncritical, its ideas lacking in

systom and its expression in preciseness. The school

of opinion which Bhoja represents does not appear

to have received any support or following in later

times9 ®.

29 Apart from occasional citations from Bhoja by later

authors, Vidyinatha appears to be the one writer who

goes to the length of following Bhoja’s elaborate classification

of the guruit (*ce below, ch. vii).



VII. MAMMATA AND THE NEW SCHOOL

( * )

Tho foregoing sketch of the progress of the

principal schools ami systems, terminating in tho
dominance of the Dhvani school, will inako it clear

that the history of Sanskrit Poetics is marked by
two or throo well-defined stages*. Tho dim beginn-
ings of tho scionoo are indeed hidden from us, but
wo ontor upon tho first historic stage of its for-

mulation, in a moro or lees developed form, in

tho works of Bhftmahs and Da^in. This is follow-

ed by a fruitful and creativo stage, ending with
Abhinavagupta, in which tho theorios of the different

schools or systems wore settled in their goncral out-
lines, giving riso to four distinct schools of opinion,

rospectivoly represented by the rasa-, alaqitara-,
rui- and dAva/n-systeros. It covers more than
three centuries, and includos some of tho great
names in the history of the discipline, liko thoso
of Bh&maho, l.Mbhata and Rudrata, of Lollata,
Suiikuka and Bhatta Xayaka, of DuQiJin and Vftmana,
of the Dhvanikilra, An..ndavardhanu and Abhinavn-
gupta, of Kuntsla, Mahiinabhatta and Bhoja : all

of whom helped, in a constructive or destructive
way, to shape the different currents of thought
which ultimately ran into one stream in tho text-

book of Mammata.

i Sec VoL I, pp. 330 t
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If we attempt to discriminate between these

different schools of thought and roughly indicate

the broad steps taken in the progress of the discipline,

we can state generally that the Alaipkara system

proposed to confine itself to a theory of embellish-

ment (alatnkara

)

of expression consistently with what

was probably tho original tradition of the discipline ;

tho Rasa system, starting with the consideration of tho

drama, was responsible for introducing into pooliu

theory tho suhjectivo oloment of rasa, represented

in tho feelings, moods ami sentiments
;
tho Rlti

system laid stress on the objoctivo beauty ot'

representation realised by moans of diction (rlti)

and its constituent excellences (</»«ios) ;
while tho

Dhvani system, admitting tho underlying truth

•of all theso doctrines, elaborated a peculiar theory

of suggestion in poetry (dhvan£), including tho

suggestion of rasa, to which everything clso was

correlated. It will bo soon from this that a relative

emphasis was laid on the elements of alat/dc&ra, rasa,

rK» (including yuna and dosa) and dhvani by each of

these systems
;
and although the soft hand of Indian

dialectics drew lines of fantastic ideas, consisting

of odd and abstruse schemes, it is on these essential

points that the theories centred themselves, and tho

main currents flowed thereof in different directions. It

was, however, realised in the end that all these

gleams of thought must he gathered into a focus,

and all these currents must be made to flow into

one stream. Tho purely normative character of

the discipline began to disappear, and it was under-

stood that, however much importance was attached
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to tho fact of extornalisation, to the consideration

of embellishment or diction, it was far outbalancod

by the most necessary and im|>ortant principle

of higher poetry, viz., the art of suggestion, especially

connected with the art of suggesting a peculiar

montal condition of enjoyment, technically known ns

rasa, of which the charm lies in a disinterested

aud impersonal ploasure in the mind, tho attitudo

proper to contemplation of the hoautiful*.

This period onds with the ultimate standardisa-

tion of n more or less complete scheme of Pootics,

outlined in tho DUomydloka, in which an attempt

is made to bring into a definite focus the scatter-

ed idons of previous speculation. Tho period

which followed this and with which wo are concerned

2 The problem, therefore, does nut concern rhetoric

merely, and the ideal o( bemity (if the expression is allowable)

is no longer conceived from the outside, »>cing associated

with a peculiar condition of artistic enjoyment, the suggestion

of which is taken as the chief function of poetry. As
suggested by an able critic of Sanskrit literature (Oldenbcrg,

Die fitcratur <Us allot Indicn. pp. ;o7f). the Indian theorists

permit intellectual vigour and subtlety, the masculine beaut)’,

to stand behind that of purely feminine enjoyment born

of the finest sensibility. Both these traits arc found in

the literature from the earliest times
;

the idea of ecstatic

rapture side by side with a strong inclination towards

sagacity and subtelty. It is true that the dogmatic formalism

of al scholastic discipline naturally sank to the level of a

cold and monotonously inflated rhetoric
,
but at the same

time^it must be admitted that the theorists were not blind

to finer issuses, nor were they indifferent to the supreme

excellence of real poetry and the aesthetic pleasure resulting

from it They always take.care to add that despite dogmas
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in this and following chapters, is necessarily a

stage of critical elaboration, the chief work of which

consists in summarising and setting forth, in the

concise form of text-books, the results of earlier

speculations. The stage is marked by great scholastic

acumen, if not by remarkable originality or creative

genius, but it denotes also a progressive deteriora-

tion of the study itself It covers the ago of

numberless commentaries, which may be characterised,

like the scholia of European classical literature,

as consisting mostly of "comments on oommonte
of annotated annotations'. They busy thorasolvos

with the explanation, expansion or restriction of

tho already established rules. We have also tho

riso of a number of popular writers and toxtbook-

raakers who wanted to simplify the science for

general enlightenment, tho lowest stago being roaohod

when we come to manuals and school-books of

comparatively recent times.

It is difficult to classify some of these writers.

Hero and there we find isolated and straggling

followers of the older schools. Somo are frankly

uncritical, somo merely eclectic ; while others are

the poetic imagination must show itself ; and the

ultimate test of poetry is the appreciation of the sahrdiya
,

the man of taste, whose technical knowledge must be

equal to his finer capacity of aesthetic enjoyment, born

out of wide culture and identification with the feeling*,

and sentiments of the poet As this capacity, which is

likened to the blis* of divine Contemplation, i*t vouchsafed

to the fit and few, the critic as well as the poet is born,

and not made.
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characterised by the very modest ambition of produc-

ing nothing more than a popular text-book. But
the majority of the writers of this period, which

covers more than five or six centuries, accepts,

with somo reservations, the dkvani- theory and tho

scheme of Poetics as finally determined by Mammata.
There are small groups of writers who devote

themselves to special topics, liko kai-iikta or

tho subject of rasa (especially irtyara-raaa'), but

this apparent branching off from the main stem

of the finally authoritative Dhvani system, is to

bo explained as due rather to the following of

older traditions, or perhaps to the refining or analytic

spirit of the times, than to any real split in tho

domain of genornl thoory. With regard to matters

of general theory and tho main probleina, the

decadent Post-dhvaui writers ns a rule thought that

that there was nothing new to set forth ; they

consequently fell back on matters of dotnil which

helped to satisfy their growing speculative passion

for fine distinctions and their scholastic bont for

controversy. It would be tedious, as well ns use-

less, therefore, to treat thorn hero at any great

length, for they repeat more or loss tho same

idea in their own way, sometimes in the same stock

mannor and phraseology, and differ from each other

only in matters of no great theoretic importance.

The only subject worth studying in them is thoir

minute analysis nnd elaboration of numberless poetic

figures, which are not treated, as not coining per-

haps withiu the scopo of their general exposi-

tion, by the Dhvanik&ra and Anaudavardhana, but
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which occupy a very considerable position in later

literature. Here was room enough to supplement,

as Ruyyaka expressly states, the treatment of

their predecessors
;
and this portion of their work

is beaten out with such extreme nicety and elaborate-

ness that the AJamkira-aistra, judging from these

works alone, would be, as it often has been, designated

as a study of Rhetoric merely. But even from

Ruyyaka's time, the scope and nature of most of

tho individual figures appoar to have boon fairly

fixed, only to be criticised and improved upon
here and there by such later writers as Jngannitha.

It is important, however, to note that although

this now school (navy&k, arv&clnah) acoepts in

main the general position of the Dhvani school,

it is yot not entirely free from the influence of

of older schools. It betrays a sneaking regard

for older writers and brings back, rightly or wrongly,

some of the old ideas into the elaboration of its

own thoory of poetry. It is difficult, for this reason,

to take these writers in a lump and affiliate them
directly to the Dhvani school. Mainmata's defini-

tion of poetry, for instanco. is not altogether free

from the influence of the views of such oldor writers

as VStnana
;
Ruyyaka follows Udbhata and Kuntala

extensively in his detailed analysis of poetic figures
;

Virfvanatha clearly betrays the influence of tho

Rasa school on his own system
;

while Jagannatha
revives in a new form the old definition of poetry

given by Dai^d'D- It is remarkable that most of

these writers attempt to arrive at a precise defini-

tion of poetry, a task which was wisely left alone

35
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by the Dhvanikara
; but in doing so, they probably

meant to find out a comprehensive formula to

cover the old ideas as well as the new, although

it must be said that they succeed less often than

they involve themselves in hopeless inconsistencies.

This reactionary tendency, however, is interesting as

indicating that they were not unconscious of the impor-

tance of earlier views as they were not entirely content

with the clear cut scheme of the DhvanyAloka;

a fact which would go to demonstrate, to aonio

extent, that want of originality is a charge which

cannot be brought in it* entirety against these

followora ol the fiually dominant Dhvani system.

( * ) V
The first and foremost writer of this group

is Mammat*, whose Kfkvya-jirakiUa must have

helped a groat deal, judging from its popularity

aud influence, in finally establishing the authority

of tho Kashmirian school of Anandavardhana. This

work, combining a* it does tho merit of fulness

with that of conciseness, not only sutnminod up
previous speculations in Poetics in tho succinot

form of a text-book, but it became in its turn

the starting point of endless text-books aud exegesis.

Mammata’s general standpoint will be obvious

at a glance by examining his well known definition

of poetry. Although he adheres in the main to

the teachings of the Dhvani school and accepts

mart as an important element of poetry, his definition

tad utfeftau iainldrthau *<*/«*<»ra/agtfcrtt mwah kvdv«
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("poetry consists in word and sense, devoid of

the dofoots and possessing the excellences, and

sometimes devoid also of poetic figures”) follows

the time honoured custom of starting with

word and sense [iabda and artha) and mentioning

the (juiyx, doya and alanxktsra
; but it does not

expressly include any reference to dhvani and rasa,

which are apparently comprehended by implication.

For, following up this definition, Maramata begins

with the discussion of the functions of iabda and

arlha, incidentally establishing the function of sugges-

tion (yyatfanA) and the superiority of the suggested

sense (vyanyya artha or dhvani), and divides poetry

into three classes (vix., dhvani, guHlbhuta-vyahyya

and extra) in relation to the suggested sense. This

loads him to enumerate and exemplify tho various

subdivisions of those three classes of poetry, and in

this connexion dilate upon the naturo and theory of

rasa, which is included in the soopo of "suggestion

of imperceptible process" (asat/dafyya krama tyatt-

<jya). In this context, he examines and rejects

the views of Lollata, Sankuka and Bhatta N&yaka,

and accepts the vyakti-o&da which he ascribes to

Abhinavagupta. Montion is made of the eight

orthodox dramatic rasas (aytau n&tye rasah smrttyi),

but the ninth rasa, the tdnta, is added, apparently

ns relevant to poetry.

Maramata then proceeds to discuss the yuiia

and dosa, not in relation to poetry in general as

his definition would imply, but in relation to their

subserviency or otherwise to the awakening of rasa.

The yunas as excellences of composition are inter-
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prated in a new sense (after Anandavardhana) and
brought into effective relation with the underlying

sentiment in a work, as qualities which serve to

heighten its charm. The verbal form of a work

cannot be said to possess the qualities of energy or

sweetness (except by way of analogy), unless wo
mean by it that the underlying sentiment is vigorous

or sweet. Tho guana, therefore, aro related to

the roan, as virtues like heroism are related to

the soul of a man. The verbal form, tho mere
sound, produces the excellences only as a means
or instrument

;
the roal cause is the rasa, even

ns tho soul is the true cause of virtues uf like

heroism in a man. The same consideration applies

also to the case of poetic figures (olat/tlAras), and

thoir place in poetry is justified by thoir relation

to raaa. Thoy are compared to ornamonts on a

man’s body
;
and as such, they adorn words and

meanings which constitute tho 'body* of poetry.

They thus serve to embellish indirectly (through

sound and sonse) tho underlying soul of sentimont,

but not invariably. If the rata is absent, they

produce mere variety of expression. It should

also be noteil that the guuas aro accepted, after

Anandavardhana, as three in number 8
,
and it is

3 Mammata demonstrates with tom; care that it is

not necessary to accept the ten fmruts of VAmana, but
that it is quite enough if we postulate three comprehensive

excellences, viz., ojas (energy), prtutda (lucidity) and

tniilhurya (sweetness). If we examine the gunas of Vamana
critically, we find that some of them can very well be
included in these three ; some constitute mere absence
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maintained that combination of particular letters

signify particular gunas, so that tho throe vpttis

of Udbhata (and roughly the three of Vfimana)

of defects
i
while others are sometimes positive defects.

Thus. Vamana’s Ue*a. samidki and udirati are comprehend-

ed by ojas ;
artkavyakti is merely an aspect of pros*da

j

tamatZ, consisting of a certain uniformity of style, is some-

times a fault ; while taukumbrya and kin/i, defined repective-

ly as freedom from harshness (or inauspiciousness) and

vulgarity, are simply the reverse of the defects irufi-kaft/i

and grbmyatva. These considerations simplify the classifica-

tion of the gu^as *nd put a limit to their useless multiplica-

tion or differentiation (witness, e. g.. Bhoja's elaborate scheme

of 24 guna/). Mammaja, therefore, thinks that the distinc-

tion between *ab>ia-guns and ortha-gurya is meaningless,

for the latter need not be separately considered. The

mental activity involved in the enjoyment of rata, is

made to justify only three (and not ten) gunas which

are thus brought into effective relation with the principal

sentiment of a composition. Thus, the ojas is supposed

to cause a brilliant expansion (visOra) of the mind and

resides in
%
the moods of heroism, horror and fury j the

prasida, proper to all the moods, is taken as the cause

of a quick apprehension of the sense, extending over the

mind at once (tyipti or xnJtita), like a stream of water

over a cloth, or like fire among dry fuel (cf Bharata vii 7)

;

while the madkurya, residing normally in the erotic,mood

of love-in-union, but also appropriate to and rising success-

ively in degree in pathos, love-in-separation and calm, is

regarded as causing a softening or melting of the heart

(druliy The three conditions of the mind, vit, expanding

pervading and melting, which accompany the poetic senti-

ments, are thus made the basis of the three gunas

:

and

though these mental states are sometimes mixed up and

lead to various other mentaj conditions, these latter effects
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arc equalised to tho three gutyas defined by himself 4
.

Mamraata admits dotas of pada, vakyo and artlut,

as well as dofas of rasa, a mode of treatment which

are too many and too indistinct to be taken as the basis

of new gunas. This exposition follows and expands Dkvany-

Aloka ii 8-1 1 (see above pp. 218Q
t
but it is possible that the

original hint of associating these effects on the mental condi-

tion of the reader with the three gunas was supplied by

Bhatta Niyaka (' Lacana p. 68) who speaks of the enjoyment

(Skaga) of rasa as being characterised by the mental condi-

tions of expanding (visSira), prevading (
vikgsa

)
and melting

(druti). Viivanitha substantially agrees with this view of

Mammafa *
but he takes.the technical objection that the ojas

etc. are not the causes of, but identical with, the process of

expansion etc.

4 See above p. 13a We have seen above that Mammal*

explains away the so-called excellence* of sense (artka-

gujyas), so that the gtt^as arc confined to the sphere of sound.

They are produced by a particular arrangement of letters

(var\ut), compounds (samisa) and style of composition

(racani). Thus the nOdkurya or sweetness results from

the employment of ( i ) all sfana letters or mutes (from

k to m), excepting the cerebrals (t. Ik. 4 ,
dk) coming

with the last letters (nasals) of their respective class,

(ii) r and n with short vowels, as well as from (iii)

complete absence of compounds or presence of short

compounds. The «« or energy is produced by (i) com-

pound letters formed by the combination of the first and

third letters of a class with tho letters immediately follow-

ing them (i.e.. with the second and fourth letters respectively)

(ii) conjunct consonants of which r forms a part, (iii)

cerebrals other than n (which letter is indicative of maJhttrya)

(ivl doubled letters. L e- combinations of the same letters,

(v) palatal and cerebral sibilants (i, ?|, (vi) long compounds,

and (vii) a formidable or bombastic style. For obvious
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is followed by most later writers. Although the

the poetic figures are not, in hia opinion, always

necessary to poetry *, he rounds off his treatise

with au elaborate aualysi* and illustration

of figures of sound and sense (including a limited

number of figures which are of a mixed kind),

enumerating as many as sixty-seven independent

figures.

From this brief summary of the topics of

Mammata's work, it will be clear that its valuo

consists not in its originality but its orderly and

concise discussion of the main isssuos (excepting those

of Dramaturgy, which Hemacandra, Vidy&nfttha and

VisvanAtha attempted to supplement), and his defini-

tions as well as genoral treatment attempt to cover

reasons there are no rules lot fraiida. The letters mentioned

here arc mostly the s*me a» those given by Udbhaja

as suggestors of ufamigankj
.

f.irmyi and komali (or

grimy*) wttis respectively. Mammafa therefore thinks that

(Jdbhafa’s three Vfttis, which L'dbhata himself comprehends

under tnllyanufirita, arc really equivalent to the three

ritit of Viimaiia and to his own three gu\uu.

5 From the new standpoint. Viraana’s view that the

gu\\as produce the beauty of a poem, while the alaij1-

kiras merely heighten the beauty thus produced, is clearly

inadequate. If the doctrine is taken to mean that the

possession of all the excellences constitutes poetry, the

gait’ll and the /Md/I which are not marked by all

the guyas, would not be poetical
;

if. however, the presence

of a single excellence is enough to dignify a composi

tion to the rank of poetry, then we are driven to accept

even a perfectly unpoeticaJ passage as poetry, if it contains,

>ay. the quality of energy.
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almost all fields of thought traversed by his prede-

cessors. The enormous popularity and authority

which the Kdvya-prakaia has always enjoyed and

which is indicated by the large number of commen-
taries on it, must be explained as due not to any

remarkable novelty of treatment, but to the clear

and lucid (albeit the obscurities due to its brevity

of exposition, necessitating commentaries) working

out of the already accumulated stock of ideas in

tho light of the new schomo put forward in tho

Dhvanydloka.

But from the theoretical point of view, MaininaU's

definition of poetry has been subjected to much
vigorous criticism. VtfvanAtha, for instance, un-

doubtedly takes Mammata’s work as the basis

(u}>qjlvyci) of his own, but bogins his S&hitfa darjxina

with a trenchant attack on his definition. Ho
points out, in the first place, that the <ju*at being

merely properties of the rasa, should not havo boon

logically included in tho definition of essentials.

He shows next that if only faultless compositions

be callod poetry, some of the best poems will havo

to be givon up, inasmuch as it is almost im-

possible to keep clear of all blemishes. Nor could it

bo said that faults mar only those particular words

or their meanings in which they occur
;

for if thoy

are faults at all, bearing relation to tho under-

lying sentiment in the composition, they must mar
the whole poem. Lastly, he maintains that no

reference to poetic figures ought to have been made

in the definition, as they are admittedly non-essential.

JaganDatha’s criticism is more fundamental, although
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he agrees with Visvanitha as to the impropriety

of including a reference to <71*40, dofa, and alayikira

in the definition. He objects that a word and its

sense are not what is denoted by the term ‘poetry’
;

for the universal use of such expressions as 'a poem

is read but its meaning is not understood’ shows

clearly that a particular kind of words only is

what is meant. If it is said that the essence of

poetry lios in its capability of producing a mood

(rasa), and that inasmuch as a word and its sense

have this capability, both constitute poetry, then

it may be replied that, according to this too wido

view, musical tones and theatrical gestures will

havo to bo called poetry.

Some of these and other arguments appear, no

doubt, fastidious and pedantic, and have beou met

with equal ingenuity by the ooiumontators and

followers of Mainmat* ; but the whole controversy

indicates the futility of arriving at a procise logical

definition of poetry and the difficulty of oombining

all the conventional elements in such a definition.

The earlier theorists probably realised this and care-

fully avoided the task, for even tho Dhvanik&ra

contents himself with describing its general nature

und its divisions, an omission on which Mahimabhatta

ridicules him by saying : ktiji ca kavyatya swirupaifi

oyuljndaytiukavxna malimala ’UUIak^anam eva

simonyendkhyiU<ivyam.

From the historical point of view, however,

the definition is interesting, its apparent inconsistency

and obscurity being a curious fact which can reason-

ably be explained by a reference to the views of

36
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the older schools and systems. The term rasa does

not occur in the definition, and the fact that

Mainmat* accepts the cUra-kavya, which is grudging-

ly admitted by Anandavardhaua as a division of

poetry, would indicate, as ViivanAtha pointo out,

that Mammafa does not consider rasa to be essential.

Yet he defines the yuiuu and do^as in terms of

their relation to rasa, a procedure which is not

justifiable if the essentiality of rasa is not admitted.

On the other hand, if it is maintained that

all reference to rasa is omitted in the definition

becauso it is such a well known and established fact

in the poetical and critical world, then the prominence

of throofold suggestion and the division of poetry ou
its basis are hardly explicable. The guuas and do*as

should in that case be omittod, as done by Jngau-

nAtha, from the definition, which corresponds inure

to the definition of VAraana (i. 1 . 1 -3) ; and those

two oloments must bo understood in the senso in

which Vamana takes thorn, via, as properties of

kdtda and arihas . This and other discrepancies

make it probable that Mammata, belonging as ho

does to the new school, is influenced to a great extent

by the views of the older schools. Ho aocopts,

no doubt, the general scheme and theory of the

Dhvani school, but in trying to reconcile them with

those of earlier theorists, he lands himself in hopeless

inconsistencies.

3 This is the modified view of Jagannatha who realise*-

the difficulty and does not agree with Mammata (see

Rasagangidharn pp. 55). Similarly Vidyanitha, though
l*clonging to the new school, would accq»t (p. 334) LrdbhaU’>
dicluni sun\ghal

i
una-dkanr.i gu\i*k.
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( 8 )

Even Che definition of ViivanJUha, who took

upon himaelf the task of criticising Mumnatft, i*

open to similar objections, and has been criticised

in its turn by Govinda and Jagannfttha. In

declaring that pootry consists of a sentence of

which the ‘soul’ ia rtim (x'Aiyim rastUrtviLain luinjnm),

he ia indeod betraying the unmistakable influonoo,

of the Rasa school
;
but he is also putting into

a shape, in a way clearer than Abhinavagupt*

does, tho essentiality of rasa-dhvani, wisely left

unstated but practically meant by tho authors of

tho Dhvanydloka *. In taking up this oxtromc

position, VirfvanAtha involves himaelf, however, in

the somewhat clumsy subterfuge of admitting a

distant touoh of rasa in all poetry, even in what

is professodly descriptive or ornamental. Even if

it is ideally correct to say that a poora ought

always to manifest the ro.«» alone, it does not,

as a matter of fact, always do so. Jagannfttha

rightly objects * that Vijvan&tha's definition would

oxcludo poems in which the centre of gravity

lies only in tho matter {vasin-dhoani) or in tho

imaginative mood (alarfJcira-dhvani ). The opponent

cannot reply that this is exactly his own opinion,

for thereby he goes against the view of ancient

authorities, as well as against the established practico

of great poets, who have admitted the soope of

4 See above ch- v, p. 210 ch vi, p. 32SC

> p. 7-8- Cf. Prabhi p. II, ed. N. S. P. 1912.
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fact aud imagination, and described subjecta like

a flood or narrated a travel, in which there is

is hardly any touch of rasa. It would not do,

therefore, to accept the rasa-dhvani alone, for a

complete definition must also tako into account

vastu-dhvani and alarpkara-dhvani. Visvan&tha anti-

cipates thia objection by saying that in cases

other than those admitted expressly by himself

thore is always a semblance of rasa (ratAbhllsa)

;

and the verse given in the DKvany&loka as an

instance of vastu-dhvani is, in his opinion, admissible

only bocauso there is such a touch of the

rasa in it, aud not because mere tyaifc/ya vastu

can constitute the essence of poetry. Jagann&tha

replies that nothing is gained by such a supposition

of an indirect reference to roaa, because such a

reforonco may also be construed in phrases like

'the cow moves’ or 'the deer leaps’. This cannot

be taken m the sole criterion, because thereby any

and every content of poetry would be reduced to

tho position of an excitant, an ensuant or an accessory

of the rasa.

Apart from this technicality and the emphasis

put on tho essentiality of rasa, which however is

not reconciled to other elements of poetry, Visva-

nfltha’s scherao does not substantially differ from

that of Mammata, on whose work he also appears

to have written a commentary. In one passage,

indeed, he pays an elegant tribute to his predecessor’s

work by admitting his own indebtedness to it. After

defining poetry as a sentence the ‘soul’ of which

is rasa, he proceeds in the usual way to analy Si
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the 'sentence* (o&kya) ami the different functions

of its constituent word and sense, establishing sugges-

tion or tya7qana as the function necossary and

important for the purpose of conveying the suggested

rasa (bodhe rastblhuhn). He accepts only two

divisions of poetry, viz., dhvani and yuslbhuta-vyani/ya

kftcya, and rejects the third, the riira-kmya (which

is suffered by Anandavardhana and accepted by

Maminaf*) on the ground that it is entirely devoid

of rasa and thorofore inconsistent with his own

definition of poetry. It is curious, however, that

VisvanAtha, following Anandavardhana, partially

admit* the suggestion of vastu and ulat/ik&ra undor

suggestion of |>«rceptihle process (kramCMyota-

vyanyya), based on the power of word or sense or

both. The caso of |»oetry of subordinate suggestion

{yunVjhF'ta-ryaHyya), whore the rasa iuvolved is

secondary, is justified by holding that the mero

ciroumstance of the rasa being collaterally suggested

doos not destroy the claim of such pootry
; for the

relish of rasa alone, whether circumstantial or essen-

tial. is the true criterion. It is this partiality to

rasa which makes him include n treatment, omitted

by most writers on Poetics, of the varieties of

dramatic composition, in which the delineation of

the rasas, the moods and sentiments, is already

established ns fundamental by both poets and theo-

rists. Consistently with the same idea, a dosa or

blemish is defined as the detractor of the rasa

(rasdpakarsaka), while a ynna is explained as a

particular mode or quality of tho rasa depending

on kabda and arlha and enhancing the beauty of
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the rasa when the rasa is principal. The <juuas

are really attributes of the rasa, but they are

figuratively spoken of as belonging to a word and

its sense : which figurative use also explains the

old distinction between ialrda-yuna and artha-yuna.

The tjnnas are accepted as three in number, via.

ma/lhurya, ojas and /yrasOda, depending upon a

combination of particular letters and justified by

the attributes ol expanding, pervading and melting

the mind in its enjoyment of rasa
;
and the ten

yunas of older writers are mentioned and critioised

after the manner of Maramata. It is curious, however,

that Vi?{vanAtha admits the ritis separately, instead

of comprehending thorn, as Mainmnta does, under

the vrttis or considering them redundant after tho

enumeration of the three yunas. He defines the rlti

ns pada-90T)igha1an& or particular arrangement of

words (and letters) which helps the rasas (upakartri

rastidln&m). The rtti. howevor, relates entirely to tho

external frame-work of poetry, and is likened to tho

conformation of the body in rotation to the soul®.

6 VilvanAthA speak* of four ritis follow : (i) vaidharbtn

or sweet style (marked by letters indicative of tnMkurya,

and by short compounds or absence of compounds), (ii) gau >\

7

or bombastic style (marked by letters indicative of ojas ami

possessing a large number of compounds', (iii) pSAcb/l

(marked by letters other than those mentioned above and

containing five or six compound words), (iv) loti or the

style intermediate between oaidarbkX and pituiX This

is only a variation on the conventional enumeration
;
but

strictly speaking, Mamina(a is right in not considering

the rMis separately, as they are comprehended by the

three vrttis or even by the three gunas accepted by the
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Finally, the poetic Scares (alamkHras). which arc

treated substantially after the manner of Mammata
and Ruyyaka, are defined as those non-permanent

attributes of a word and its sense which add to thoir

beauty and thus ombeliish the rasa iudirectly. The
term ‘non-permanent’ (<u(AiVa) is explained, alter

Mammata’, by tho statement that the presence of the

alatjikAras is not noceasary but accidental, as compared

to tho i/u/uis which arc necessary attributes.

The above sketch of VtfvaiUltha's general position

will sufficiently indicate that he is mure or loss h

compiler and uot an original writer, although ho

shows some constructive genius in elaborating a

full and compact system of his .own on the basis

of rasa-dhvani. His borrowings from Ananda-

vardhana, Mammata and Ruyyaka are very extensive,

and sometirnoa his judgment forsakes him, making

him oopy his originals rather slavishly. He is

not always happy in his innovation, and sometimes

(though rarely) he is positively wrong in his inter-

pretation. Iu spite of these and other dofocts his

work is interesting in the history of Sanskrit Poetics

as an attempt at a further development of tho

ii/»pan»-theory out of itsolf, an attempt to which

recognition was not universally accorded by other

strict followers of the theory. The Sahitya-darpana,

written like the K&cya-yrakaia in the form of karika

new school. Visvanitha alludes to xrrttis under vrttyanu-

prasa and simply says (after Ruyyaka): raia-vifaya

vyiparaoati varna racani vrttik, hulauH’iitatViiin prakarvrm

ttyasanad vrtlyanuprasoh.

7 See above pp. 2 14!. 2/0.
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with orUi, has also the great merit of being written

in a more simple and less controversial style than

the treatises of Mammafa and Jagann&tha respect-

ively
;
and as a suitable and complete mauual of

Poetics, including a treatment of the dramatic art,

it has always held its popularity as one of

the most convenient text-books on the subjeot as

a whole.

( 4 )

Oue of the most important writers of this group

is Ruyyaka. who comes immediately after Mammata
and who also appears to have writteu a commentary
on Manimates work. In his treatment of the poetic

figures, with which his work (as its name implies)

is directly concerned, he shows, however, a remark-

able degree of insight and independence of judgraont

which distinguishes him from his predecessor. The
value of his contribution in this respect may bo judged

from tho fact that his Alarflk&ra-sarpasfxi not

only helped to define and fix tho conception of

an alaiflkara, of which the 6rst indication was given

by Kuntala but which was left untouched by tho

authors of the Dhvanydhka, but it had also a

great influence in establishing by its careful analysis

the scope and nature of individual poetic figuros,

so that his views on this matter have been accepted

as authoritative by snob important later writers

as Visvanfttha, Vidyadhara, VidySn&tha and Appayya
Dlkijita.

The plan of Ruyyaka’s work, writteu in the

form sutret with vrUi, is stated by himself in the
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introductory portion of ltis vfili. He starts, in

common with other followers of the Dhvani school,

with the suggested sense (pratiyam&na artha) and

demonstrates by a rapid survey of the views of

older writers that it was directly or indirectly re-

cognised by all. But he thinks that, in the opinion

of the authorities who came before the Dhvani

school, the chief function of tho suggested sonse

consisted in embellishing the expressed meaning

(v&cy6jMi*k&ra), and therefore it was naturally com-

prehended in the sphere of poetic figures in which

tho expressed sense prevailed*. This is generally

tho view of BhAmaha, Dapijin, Udbhat*. Vftinana

nnd Kudrata. Tho Vakroktijlvita-kAra, who oumo

after Anandavardhaoa, includes all ideas of dhvani

in a variety of vakrokti based on upac&rit or mota-

phoricnl expression. Bh*M* N&ynka maintains that

tho suggested sonse, established chiefly through

tho forcible utterance of tho poet {kavi-pratufhdHi)

is only a secondary clement in poetry, tho essential

thing being tho relish of rasa realised through a

function called bhoga or enjoyment, which is distinct

from and which transcends the denotativo or

generalising function of word*. The Vyakti-viveka-

kilra takes the relation of tho expressed and tho

suggested in terms of the logical Hhga and litu/in,

and regards the process of suggestion as a process

of inference. None of these views comes up to that

of the DhvanikSra, which is, therefore, accepted

indisputably by Ruyyaka, who lays down sententious-

8 vZiyvp,ukirakatOJm hjaLmkarunitn ilma-bhntalvam,

Jayaratha p. 3.

37
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ly at the end : usli tavad vyangya-niftho vyaftjaaa

vyaparah. The three divisions of poetry into dhvani,

gnnilhutd-vyangya and citra are also recognised
;

but as the first two are already discussed in the

Alaiflk&ra-mamjari 9 and the Dhvauy&loka respective-

ly, Ruyyaka proposes in this treatise to take up

the remaining cUra-kavya, which, including in its

•cope all poetic figures devoid of suggestion l0
,

naturally covers an extensive field. As all detailed

consideration of this part is omitted in the Dkvauyd -

lota (as coming not properly within the limits of

of its theory), here was an opportunity of supple-

menting the work of his predecessors.

But the point had already been taken up and

discussed in his own way by Kuntala who recognisod

that the poets intention need not always bo to awaken
the rata or anything clso unexpressed but may Ikj

directed simply to producing a certain strikingness of

expression iu the form of an expressod poetic figure.

Ho analysed poetic expression and found that the

oluinents which wont to make up the being of such

a figure consisted of a peculiar turn of expression,

which produced a certain charm, called vaicilrya or

oicchilti-viseta, and which ultimately depends on the

9 Presumably this work was composed by himself.

Hut in the Trivandrum edition, the reading i* different.

It reads iilidZsiUti-pnthrnndkefm instead of alanikiramaii/-

aryi'ii darhitah. The A/atfUara-ma /arx appears to have

dealt particularly with rtua-dkoami. apparently laying stress

on iritgJra-rajix.

to See abuse ch. v p. 217.
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conception of the poet (kavi-pratibhdrnirvariUatva) } l
.

Both these terms are not new, the kavi-pratibhd

having been acknowledged as essential in a poetic

composition by older theorists, and the aanndarya

of Vamana reappearing under the nnmo of vaicltrya

or viochitti. The ukti-vaicitrya is discussed in an-

other connexion by .Inaodavardhana (p. 248) ; and

MainraaU (probably under the influence of Kuntala)

lays down that the alattikira is nothing but paintrya

itself. Abhinavagupta speaks of endloaa varieties

of tip<ui\&-virchUti (p. 5), and in another passage

(p. 8) uses the term as almost synonymous with

kUmnniyaka or carulva-hetu.

Ruyyaka does not elaborate a doctrine on this

point but he accepts Kuntala’s analysis implicitly

and applies it to the detailed examination of

individual poetic figures, a procedure which is

followed by VisvamUha, Appayya Dfksita and Jagan-

niUha. That he derived this idea from Kuntala

is indicated by Jayaratha in a passage in which

tho commentator, while rejecting on this ground

the claim of the yaihH*anikkyn to bo counted ns

a |>ootic figure, says : etar ca oakroktijivita-krtd

mprajxiiiram uktam ityasmAbhir udy'utam (p. 149).

In tho A lat/ikdra-saroatva Ruyyaka dooe not define

tho term vicchitti, but in the commentary on tho

Vyakli-viveka attributed to him, he says (p. 44) :

tathd ca iabdarthayor ticchxttir alayikdrah, vicchi-

Uii ca kavi-pratibkSUisa-rupatvdi kavi-pratibhdlld-

sasya ananlyad ananlatvani bhajamdno na jxiri-

cchettum iakyate (‘Then aga:n, an alamk&ra consists

See above Ch. vi, p. 24a
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of the charm or vicchiui of sound and sense ; and
it is not possible to define vicekiUi exactly, inas-

much as it is of infinite variety, being identical

with the play of the poetic imagination, which it-

self is infinite in its scope'), the boundlessness or

infinite scope of poetic conception having boen al-

ready admitted by Anandavardhana himself (eh. iv),

as well as by Kunt&la.

Ruyynka, however, takes this vicckiUi, brought

out by the productive imagination of the poot, to

be the test of a poetic figure
;

or, in other words, a

form of expression or a mere speech-figure (if

the phrase is allowable) becomes a pootio figure

when a certain charm is lent to it by the peculiar con-

ception of the poet. Thu*, a form of expression

involving the logical oaurrWUa would not prima
facie constitute tho figuro anttm&na, unless it in-

volved this special charm ; or, the doubt involved

in tho figure tamdcha must bo brought into being

by the imagination of the poet, for it should not bo an

ordinary doubt but a ‘poetic’ doubt. Jayaratha

makos this doctrino more explicit than his author

in many places in his commentary. Ho lays down
repeatedly that a special charm {ticchitti vtiepi)

depending on the conception of tho poet (kavitarma

or '}rratibh<\) is to be taken without question as

tho essential factor of an alavtk&ra (pp. 144
, 149 -

50, 183), and all so-called figures are to be accept-

ed or rejected accord ingly 1 *.

12 The question has been dealt with in some detail

by Jacobi in his article Utbtr Btgriff und IVtscn tUr

poetiahtNr Figurtn in dtr indiuhen Poetik in NachrichUn
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In later writings this doctrine is admitted as

settled beyond question. Appayya Dlksita explains

it at the beginning of his Cih 't-mlmaifisA (p. C), and

Jagann&tha repeatedly states : alaink&ranam Uianili-

viie^a-rupatvam. In addition to the terms bhanili-

vtieia, tx*icitrya and I'icchitti, Visvun&tha and Jagan-

n&tha use the terms caruira, hrdyatva, camalk&ritva

and tawidarya almost synonymously, while the latter

attempts to define it (p. 46G, 470) more precisely

ns the poetic imagination with refercnco to the

powor of poetic production
;
or rather, ns tho charm

which is thoroby brought into being, upon which

the poetic figures distinguish themselves in thoir

spocial peculiarities.

Ruyyalca’s work is also important for its acuto

analysis of the scope and nature of individual poetic

figures, of which noarly eighty independent varieties

aro dealt with. At first sight one would be inclinod

to clnssify him as belonging to the Alnipkara school.

There is no doubt that Ruyyaka was a great admiror

of Udblmta, on whose work his father Tilaka (as

Jayaratha informs us) wrote a viveka or vicara.

Ruyyaka himself tells us (and he is borue out

by Jayaratha and Samudrabandha) 15 that he is

dtr Goettingiscken GdtUscknft 1908. and also in my introduc-

tion to the Vakrokti-j\vita, pp. xxxi-xL

13 Jayaratha refer* to Ruyvaka's following of cirantana

mnta at pp. 72. 83, 103, 1 72 etc., and of Udbhata at pp. 10.

20,34.87,93,97,98,125. 126, 150 etc. Samudrabandha’*

references are at pp. 4> 7. 10, 11, 14. 21, 74. 82, 103 etc.

Ruyyaka’* own references to Udbhata’s views will be found

in numerous places, at pp. 3, 7, 33, 59, 82, 86, 92, 123,

126, 148, 174, 191 etc.
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a follower of the views of the "ancients” (e. g.

ciranlana-inatAnnsyfrtih, p. 205), by which he means

apparently the older Alamkara school of BhAmaha
anil Udbhata ; but, of course, he corrects, modifies

or expands older authoritative opinions iu the light

of the progressive study of the subject. Ruyyaka’s

development of UdbhaU’s idea of tUfa may
bo taken as a typical instance. The controversy

regarding the divisions of ile^a and it* relation

to other figures in casos of combination, started,

as Ruyyaka himself as well as his commentators

point out, from UdbhaU’a time. Ruyyaka accepts

the division of this figure into kabd<v-»leia and

artha-Htfa (adding ubkiya-ileta), and holds that

the principle of this distinction consists in the dictum

yoldt/ikaro yad&nibih ta Uplalayikilrwh. He rejects

Mamraata's view that the distinction is based on

the ground that the kabdailefa is incapable of

enduring a change of synonym (parwrUi-wha), while

the artha-ileia is capable of doing so
;

for Maminat*
holds that it is not akraydirayibhaw (mutual depend-

ence or inherence) but aneaya (oonnoxion) and

vyatireka (contrast) which must bo taken as tho

tost for determining whether a figure is of tabda or

of artha. According to Ruyyaka, however, a iaMn-
tleia occurs when the expression, being differently

split up, yiolds two different meanings. Here the

words are roally different, as is indicated by a differ-

ence of accent as well as by the effort required

in pronouncing them. They present the appearance

of sameness or coalescence (*fe#a), just in the same

way as the lacqured wood appears to be one single
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object, though really lac is put on the wood. The
artha-ile^a occurs where the expression is the same
and has the same accent and effort, hut possesses

two meanings, just as two fruits hang down from

a single stem. The nbhaya-Hefa is the case where
both these circumstances exist 14

. Regarding the

implication of ile^a in other poetic figures, tho

question has been raised whether it should l»e regard-

ed (i) as stronger than and thus dispelling the

tho notion of tho accompanying figure, (ii) ns being

equally powerful and therefore entering into combina-

tion with thorn, or (ii) as being weaker and therefore

not prominent whore othor figures occur* *. Udbha(a
takes the first position, and thinks that whore
tho Hey • is present (e. g. along with u/KimA) there

is only tho appoaranco (pnUihkA) of tho othor figure,

tho real figure beiug iu such a case tho tlctfU

(and not u/wnui). Ruyyaka demurs to this view,

and agrees with Mainmnta iu pointing out that

in such cases of conflict the |>ossossion of common
attributes (t&dkarmya) inherent in upamd is alono

sufficient to constitute the Utter figure
; for tho

unqualified definition of $ndh>ntny* as community
of attributes or circumstances is not exclusive of

the verlml sameness conveyed by the accompanying

ale^a. The upamA, therefore, is predominant and

14 Vi4van*tha follows Maminafa, but Vidyidhara agrees

with Ruyvaka's interpretation in this matter.

15 Jsgannatha. p.393, sums up the views thus: aymi1

cubnukirak priyc\Mla>nkin\ntari\ty.i an*ayam abhinivimte
,

talvi kirn asyu bkiJJtatalvao, tfid AlosPii SatjdnnuilvaiH

utuhu badhyatcam iti.
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the subordinate tlefa only helps it ; for in such cases,

the common property is not arrived at without

the ale^a, and without the common property there

can be no upama. If the two figures are thus

found together, one helping the other, wo have

tatfltinuUva of He9a and upami.

From these and other instances which we need

not multiply here, the influence of tho Alaipkftra

school on Ruyyaka will be obvious
; but it will

bo also obvious that the views of the older school

never receive unqualified acceptance from him.

His following of ancient opinions, a trait whioh he

shares with Mammata and VirfvanAtha in their

following of Vftmana and tho rasa-writers respectively,

should bo oxplsined as an earnest attompt on his

part to reconcilo the views of later theorist* with

those of tho earlier, of which he was a profossod

admirer. It is this impulse probably which inado

him take up the Vakroktijlvita-k&ra's conception of

a poetic figure, and apply it to his own detailed

analysis of individual figures, as this part of Poetics

was not sufficiently dealt with in the Dhtanydloht.

It can not be said 16
, however, that Ruyyaka was

a follower of the Vakroktijlvita-k&ra, for Ruyyaka

himself declares his own adherence to the dhvani-

theory ;
and, in spite of his borrowing from Udbhata

and Kuntala, he cannot by any means be direct-

ly affiliated with the Alarokara school.

16 as suggested by Haricand Aistrt p. 108.
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( 5 )

To most of the writers who followed in the

footsteps of Mammat* and Ruyyaka, thore was

hardly any original work that seemed left or

unaccomplished. The details of the new system

having alroady been established, thero was apparently

no occasion for any creative work, and even the task of

critical elaboration had well-nigh run its course.

Nor did any of the writers possess the genius of

making an entiroly new departure. This was also

the period of the early Muhammadan incursions,

and was marked, as was to bo expected, by a

goneral decadouco of all investigations, reflecting a

corresponding ebb in the tide of intellectual, as

woll as social and political, activity. In tho centuries

that follow there arose a host of commentators,

Mammataalono claiming more than fifty, who busied

themselvos in interpreting the already established

rules and in adding hero and thero minor point*

of detail, not clearly made out by their prede-

cessors. Tho task of remodelling and presenting

the now theory in an easier style was also under-

taken, giving birth to works like tho Ekavall of

VidySdhara and tho Prato/ya-rndra-yai^hu^ana of

Vidy&nittha, the chief merit of which consisted in

systematic compilation and arrangement On the

main problems, these treatises and even the later

works of Jayadeva and Appayya Dlksita, which carry

in particular the process of analysing the poetic

figures to its utmost limit*, throw little valuable light.

38
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Vidyadhara, for instance, models his text (con-

sisting of kArika and vrUt) on the Kavyai>rakaia

of MammaU. and in the treatment of poetic figures

follows Ruyyaka in the main l?
. After character-

ising the kaoya as dkcani-yradh&na x *, mid sottiug

forth it* purpose as well as the qualifications

necessary for the poet, he devotes the first chaptef

to the establishment of the dhtani or suggested

sense in poetry. In this connexion, he refutes at

•onto length the views of those schools which maintain

the non-existeuce of dhvani or its inclusion in

other processes, drawing mostly on the Dhcanydtoka

and the Kdvya-prak&a. Tho second chapter deals

with tho three functions of word aud sense, viz.

MidhA, lakyatfA and vyaijand, while tho third

chaptor classifies the dkvani-kdoya, in which tho

suggested sonso excels the expresaod, explaining

incidentally tho different theories of rasa, which

constitutes the province of one of the eight varieties

of tho imperceptible process of suggestion (tuui/>‘

I'lkiya-krama vyaHyya). The second class of poetry,

the <junibhS*a-vyt%*gya katya, is taken up in tho

next chapter. The fifth chapter defines the ytufOA,

distinguishing them from tho alaijikdraf, and con-

cluding with the treatment of the rUi, with an

incidental attack of older views and general support

17 In this he agrees with Visvanatha, Vidyanatha and
others. See his definition of figures like vidlra, vikalpa

or ulltkha which are passed over by Mamma^a.

18 In the first chapter of his work he follows the

Dhvanyiloka very closely, and some of his kirikis, c. g.

i 6, 13, are mere paraphrases cf the kirikis of the older work
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of Mammata's position. The next chapter ia con-

cerned with the dosas, while the l&at two chapters

deal with the poetic figures, the iabddlanikUrcu

and arthdlamkaras respectively, adhering in general

to the treatment of Ruyyaka This brief enumera-

tion of the contents of Vidyidhara’s work will

sufficiently indicate the scope and nature of these

subsequent treatises, as well as the fact that they

embrace the same topics as are dealt with in the

KfivyapraotMa, even the different chaptors some-

times corresponding, in regard to their subject-matter,

to the different ullattu of the latter.

The scope of Vidy&o&tha’s work, written also

in the form of Alrsfel with o r*ti, is much widor,

and its plan somewhat different, but from the theo-

retical point of view it is perhaps leas interesting.

Its nine prakaranat cover almost the same ground

m the ten pariccked'is of Visvanfttha’s Sahxlya-

darpaipa. Liko Vidyftdhara, VidyinUtha follows

Manimate in general, but prefers Bhoja in the

matter of gwpu, and Ruyyaka in the inattor of poetic

figures. The author justifies the production of his

work by stating that although the older wrifcors have

already dealt with the different branches of tho

subject, none of them has described a n&yaka or

hero in it ; but as tho greatness of a composition

depends on the representation of the merits of the

hero described in it, the first prakaratux, entitled

nHy<*ka-prakarana, deals with the attributes of a

hero, as well as of the heroine, and their necessary

adjuncts. Then follows the kAvya-pr'ilarana, which

describes in the usual way the nature of a kavya
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and ita constituents, the vrUi* and rifts suitable

to the development of different sentiments, the

iayyH or repose of words in their mutual favourable-

ness, the paka or maturity of sense and the

19 The theory of pika and iayyi follows from the

stress laid on felicity of expression, which depends on
poetic genius and which lies at the root of all discussions

on style, poetic figure and kindred topics. The word
ia/pi is old, having been used, apparently in this sense,

by BinabhaHa in one of the introductory verses of his

Kidambart
; while the Agmi-purina uses the word mudru

with a similar connotation. Vidyidhara and VidySnitha

develop it further as a special excellence of expression.

The iatyS is defined as the repose of words in their

mutual favourableness like the repose of the body in a
bed. the similitude explaining the etymology of the term.

This mutual friendship {maitA) of words is so close that

they cannot, as MalluUtha explains, be replaced even by
synonyms : a theory of the immutability of words which
mutatis mutandis would remind one of Flaubert’s half-

platonic view, developed by Walter Pater, that cach^ idea

has its fixed word-counterpart. The theory of pika is

very closely allied with this. The word pika, meaning
literally ‘ripeness’, 'maturity’ or ‘fruition’, is as old as

Vimana. He speaks of pika (I. x 21 vrtti), resulting from

the vaidarbkX Ati in a delightful effect on the connois-

seur, as "that attaining which the excellence of a word
quickens and in which the unreal appears as real". Else-

where he says that iabdapita occurs when the words

are so carefully chosen that they cannot bear an exchange

of synonym. Later theorists elaborate the doctrine as

consisting of (1) iabda-pika, which may be explained,

after Vamana, as maturity of expression due to the per-

fect fitness of a word and its sense, and (2) artha-piia

or depth of sense which is of various kinds brought about
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divisions of kaoya. It is curious that Vidyilnatha’s

definition of poetry (gundlamkara-sahitau kaLddrlhau

doaa-varjitau / gadya-i>a<ly6bhayamiyain kivyarjl

kctvya-oido viduk) follows closely Mamraata's famous

definition which is quoted in a slightly modified

form immediately afterwards. He speaks of iabda

and artha as the ‘body’ of poetry, cyangya as tho

‘soul’, tho guiias and alanikHras in tho usual manner

by the different tastes of different poetic rasas. Martgala,

according to Rajaaekhara, regards pika only as saukabdya

(excellence of words) or iMoi sapinx (a vyutpattih (pro-

ficiency in the use of nouns and verbs, cf Bhimaha i 1 4- 15).

Vidyidhara admits only what is called artha-pika above
j

but he alludes to the other theories which say that pika

consists of pa.ia-vyutpatti (Xfartgala) or of pada-parivrtti-

vaimukkya (Vimana). Vidyin&tha calls this last iayyl,

and acc.-pts and defines pika as dq»th of sense. Bhoja

would call it prawlh\ and enumerate it as a babda-fu^a.

RijaSekharas discussion of earlier views on this point

(p. to) is interesting and deserves quotation. ‘The icanas
ask *what is pika f Martgala says ‘it is maturity Iparinima)'.

'What, again, is maturity f ask the ieiryas. Martgala

replies 'it is the skill in the use of nouns and verbs'.

Hence it is taukabdya or excellence of language. 'The
pika is the fixedness in the application of words' say

the itiryas. It is said [by Vamana 1. 3. 15] : 'The inser-

tion and deletion of words occur so long as there is

uncertainty in the mind
; when the fixity of words is

established, the composition is successful'. So the follow-

ers of Vamana say 'the pika is the aversion of words

to alteration by means of synonyms’. Therefore it is

said [Vi:nana, Lx, a/.] : ‘The specialists in the propriety

of words have called that iabda-pika in which the words

abandon the capability of being exchanged (by synonyms)’.
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being likened to natural qualities like heroism and

to outward ornaments like bracelets respectively.

The ruia are described as natural dispositions which

lead to the excellence of the soul (cUmotkaradvahah

xvahhavah). After dealing with the three functions

of word and sense, he goes on to the considera-

tion of the pyaijan/k-vrUi (pp. 52 f) and mentions

(pp. 77 0 »Q passing 5304 varieties of dhmai. And
yet he detines the excellence, called yatfibhlrya, hh

'dhvani-matUl', after Bhoja 1 Ho lays down racunaya

api nua-vynnjakalvarii pratiddham, which leads him

But Avantisundart thinks that this want of capability Is

not pika. Since the varied expressions of great poets,

with regard to one and the same object, all attain maturity,

the pika consists in the composition of word and sense

proper to the development of rasa. So it is said : 'That

is vikya-piha to me by which the mode of stringing

together word and sense, according to gmna, aUtpkirn,

Ati and ukfi, is relished’. And again : ’There being the

speaker, there being the word, there being the rata, there

is still not that by which the nectar of words flows’.

Hence the yiyivar\yas say : ’Since the pika, which is

capable of being communicated by iabda (word) through

its inferribility from its effect, is in a high degree the

province of Denotation (ibkidki), still it is subject to

usage of what is established by the sanction of the

sakrdaya From this passage it would seem that R4ja-

fickhara admits that the pika is conveyed chiefly through

words
;
and taken as sauiabdya or iabdi-vtutpatti, it comes

primarily under the province of abkidki
j

but it finds its

scope only in the artka which is established by the taste

of the sakrdaya. In this connexion it is proper to note

that thr term pika, like the word rasa, lias a reference

to its etymological meaning of physical taste, taste which has
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to a separate consideration of the suggestion of rasa.

The third chapter, styled the tuHabi-prakaraQa,

deals with the subject of ri/xika or dramatic

composition, a theme geuerally omitted by most

writers, taking up the nataia as the most important

variety and analysing its plot into five satudhis.

Although baaed avowedly on Dhanafijaya’s Data-

ritjxika, this chapter is one of the important later

contributions to the subject of Dramaturgy, and

a great interest attaches to its inclusion oi a model

drama illustrative of all its characteristics ami

oulogistic of the author's patron PratAparudr*. Next

comes tho dealing with the nature

and theories of rasa. The uoxt two chapters aro

been fancifully likened to that resalting from the ripeness

of fruits. As such ripeness of fruits bears different tastes,

some theorists carry the analogy into distinguishing and
naming pikas after various kinds of fruit*. Thus Vaman*
quote* two old verses (under lit. 2. 14) which i|>cak of

v*Oka+ik*
;

while Vidyinitha speaks of two kinds of

pikas (l) JrSkfS-pika, or the maturity of grapes in

which the taste flows both in and out. and (2) nirikcla

pika, the ripeness of cocoanut which is rough outside but
tasty inside. llhoja similarly distinguishes between mrtMki-
pika and niriktla-pika

j but Ratneivara in his common-
t.iry alludes to various kinds of pika, named after saint-

kira (mango), virtlika (egg-plant) and m'.UkapiUka (feronia

elephant urn). Rajasckhara goes to ihc length of mention-
in;: nine such cases of pika named after the following
nine fruits (pp. 20-21): /ummamJa (World, azadirachta
indica), badara (jujube), mrdv'iki (g rages) virllika (egg-
plant fruit), tintili (tamarind), sakakira (mango), kramuka
(betel-nut), Irapusa (cucumber) and nirikcr

a

(coCodnut).
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the dofa-prakaraifa aud the gu*a-prakaratya t0
,

while the last two chapters are devoted to the topic of

iabddlamkara, arth&'anxkara and murdlanik&ra.

20 It is curious that Vidyadhara follows Bhoja in

mentioning as many as twenty-four gunas. The defini-

tions are almost identical in the two authors. The gutuu

are
:
(l) ide*a, coalescence of words (owing to the imper-

ceptibility of sattuiki, when it is not harsh to the ear and
when the letters belong to the same stkina or organ of

pronunciation), (ii) prasida. lucidity arising from carefully

selected words which lead to the Intended sense at once,

(iii) Samoa, uniformity of diction (rejected by Maminata
as being often a defect), (iv) muikurya, distinctness of

words {prtkakpadatva) on account of the absence of srnpdki.

(v) naukumarya, softness of expression due to the use of

soft-sounding letters, (vi) artlnyakti, clearness of sense

due to the completion of a sentence in all its parts,

(vii) kanti. gracefulness of diction, explained as follows

by Ratncivara : apratikatapadair irambkah samdarbkasyaiva

klntik 'kusumasya dhanur’ Hi prakalam, 'kausumam

'

ityaprakatam
; jalamidkatt‘ iti prakalam, 'adhijalam' ity-

aprakatam
;
’gurutvam’ it prakalam, 'gauravam' ityaprakatam

ity&li asti tu tuly c'pi vitakatvt padiHAifi kdkeid abkyantaro

«"'»• yam adkikflra kifuid <va prayunjaU malakavayah,

•m tu sarvam. (viii) autirya, where the sentence

is so arranged with formidable letters {pikat/ikfara)

or hard vocables (vikata, explained as ka{hina-varna-

sanigkatanS-rupa by Jagannitha) that the words proceed

as if they were dancing (1nrtyadbkir iva padair yad vakya-

ratana). (ix) uditta, the use of praiseworthy epithets

(cf Agni-purina 345, 9, and see above p. 18, fn 38);

Kumirasvimin notes that it is the absence of the defect

known as atmdtlrtka. (x) ojas, strength due to the presence of

compounds, (xi) sauaabdya, elegance in the use of nominal

and verbal f<xm- (cf Bhimaha i 14-15, Rajafckhara p. 20).

(xii) preyas, statement of agreeable or flattering things
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( 6 )

The group of three Jaina writers. Homacandra
and the older and the younger Vftgbhntis may be

conveniently mentioned here, but they do not call

for any special remark. Hemacandra’a K&vyd-

nxMtana, written in the form of sutra with cfWi,

(BhAmaha, Dancjin and some other writers regard this as an

alarrikara and not a gana
) j

tire commentator notes that

this is the absence of the defect paruui ( see above p. 1 8. fn

J6). (xiii) aurjitya, compactness of structure. (This is said to

be the absence of the defect called visanuUi. This defect,

mentioned also by Bharata and BhAmaha, is dealt with

at p. 305. It is explained as MMijUf/# virTlpo vi yasya

samdhih. KumAra-svAmin explaining visufMtah as vigatl

SOrpAiA oarnimim fiaraspa r,\ sannikar* and virJlfiah

as simply karp*-katkarah. The MqUi'49, therefore, means

close proximity of letter* which leads to euphonic com-

binations sanctioned by grammar. The fault occurs (a)

when there Is no sanu/Ai (vii/ryi) and (b| when the tarpdhi

is harsh to the ear Mammata (pp. 3310 adds a

third case of its occurrence when the mnyHu gives rise

to the implication of an indecent (asTJa) idea. See Trivcdl’s

note to Pralifiarudra pp. 73*75- (xiv) samldki, attribution

of the properties of one object to another (an echo of

Dancin’* iamidki), e.g., attribution of the properties of an

inanimate object to an animate object (what Kuntala would

comprehend under upatira-vaArati and other writers under

the figure rn^u**i). (xv) vistara, detailed corroboration of

what is said, (xvi) temmitatva. use of the absolutely necess-

ary words, neither more nor less, to convey the intended

sense, i.c, balance of sound and sense (arthasya padanam

at tu&'Vidhrtatvit tulyatvtna sammilatvam). (xvii) garniAirya,

presence of the suggested sense or dkvani {Mvani-maUa).

39
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and its commentary, called Viveka* 1
, composed

by himself, indicate extensive learning and constitute

a compact manual of Poetics iu eight chapters ;

but there is hardly anywhere any striking trait

of originality** or "even independent thinking out

(xviii) sa^kypa, brevity of statement, (xix) lauk^mya, minute-

ness or subtlety of sense, (xx) frampii. maturity of sense

(this comes under pik.i detailed above), (xxi) ukti, clever-

ness of speech, (xxii) rUi, homogeneity of manner (corres-

ponding to Vimana’s tamatl), consisting of the completion

of a sentence or theme in the manner in which it was begun,

(xiii) bhavika, conduct of a sentence according to its under-

lying emotion or sentiment (bkivatah). (xxiv) gati, a pleas-

ing effect produced by long and short vowels (surninya/vavt

svarlrohduaroAayeh, in which svaniroha it explained us

d\rgh&k*ara-prlyatva, and tvdravaroka as its reverse). The
Agni-purSna

.
while admitting most of these excellences,

classifies and defines them somewhat differently. Sec ch.

345 .
and above p. 259.

21 The jft/ra-portion is called Kivydnihitana, the

vrtti is styled the AUnfMrm-rtii rntr/J, while the brief

commentary which explains the vrtti may be called Viveka

from its mahgala-'nrse.

23 Hemacandra’s treatment of poetic figures, however,

is somewhat peculiar, lie speaks of six <abiiUa>fitar.u, vk,
an/tpraSii, yamaka. citra, hlt*a. xmkrakti and punaruktrtvndd.

bhasa. The art/Mviikiras arc limited to twenty-nine (viz-,

*P*>**, utprek*i, r7>paka, nidiriuiuA, d-paka, anyokti
, paryi-

yokta, ali-ay-kti, Skup.t. v,r>ik.t. uthtkli, samasokti, j'Sti,

vyjjaitmti. Urja, lyatirtka, artkuHtaramySta, sawndtha,

apaknuti, paravrtti, anumina, imrti, bhrinti, virama, same,

samtucaya, paristimkkyi kiranantil* and tamkara.
) He

includes ta>fur**i under ian\k<ir,i
t
and treates ananvaya and

Hpanuybptimi a- varieties of up,uni. The nPrastula-
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of the main problems. This work is chiefly a compila-

tion* a
,

and Hemacandra not only paraphrases

literally most of the standardised definitions, and

reproduces almost unhesitatingly the illustrative

quotations of Maminata, but his acki 10w lodged uud

unacknowledged borrowings from the Dhranydlokn

and the °Loeana, from the AhluMvabhAratl, from

the Pakroktijlvita, from Kitjatfekhuru's Kdvya-

n/'niitimsft, ns well ns from othor well known works are

praiaiiut similarly goes under auyokti . All figures like

rasav.it, fryas, Uryasvim and samiktU that have a touch

of rasa and bkiva are omitted as being comprehended

(so also Mamma?a thinks) in the class of poetry called

guiflhkTUa vyaitgya. Hemacandra does not deal with parikara,

yathisamkhya, AUviJta, uditta, JilA and fratyanUa for

reason* explained by himself at pp. 292-4. Hemacandra.

however, -defines some figures somewhat broadly so as to

include other recognised figures in them, e. g., his dipaka

would include tubaffix, his parivtti would contain the

parylya and parivrtti of Mamma?a. his mdraiaua would

comprehend /rativastnpamS ,
Jrft3mt.i and HuUriami of

other writers.

23 The eight chapters of Hemacandra’* Kivyanu-

nisana comprehends the following topics : 1. The purpose

(
proyojana ) of poetry, its causes (httu), via. pratibh

a

to

which are padded vyutpatti and abkySsa ;
the definition of

poetry ;
the nature of tabda artha

}
the denoted, indicated

and suggested meanings. IL The rasa and it factors. III.

The do*as of paia, vikya, artha and rasa. IV. The gunas,

accepted as three after Mammata. and the letters which

produce them. V. Six figures of sound. vL Twenty-

nine figures of sense. VIL The niyaka and niyiki. VtIL

Division of poetry into prektya and iravya, and their

characteristics and subdivisions.
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indeed numerous- No doubt, Hemacaodra adds

a chapter on Dramaturgy, chiefly compiled from

Bharata and others, but the doctrines of dhmni,
rasa, guifa, do§a, and alainkara are closely nnd

somewhat uncritically copied from Mmiiiuata, supple-

mented, however, by excerpts, in the commentary,

of other views on the subject. In trying to improve

upon MainmaU’s imperfect definition of poetry

by substituting sdlaijxk&rau cn in the place of

analarpkrti punaA kvdpi, ho lays himself open to

greater technical objection, although ho adds the

gloss : ca kiro i\iralamkArayor api taLdArthayoh

kvacit kavyatoa-sthil/Kiiidrthah.

The older and the younger V&gbhataa, on the other

hand, though making considerable use of MaminaU's
text (the latter especially borrowing from Heina-

oandra’s vorsion, too), do not admit Hkvani, nnd

aro allied in their sympathies with the Prc-dhvani

schools. Tho authority of Daodin, for instance,

carries great weight with them
;

and tho younger

Vftgbhata admits soroo of Rudrafa's peculiar poetic

figures. At the same time, tho unmistakeablo

influence of the new school on them precludes us

from affiliating them directly with the older Alnip-

k&ra and Rlti schools. The older V&gbhata defines

pootry ns

sadhu-sabdArtha-sarjidarlharji gunAlamkHra-lhufitum
/

sphufa-rUi-rasd/>etatji kavyam kurclta klrttaye
//

while the younger Vftgbhafa, whose work is written

in the satm-and-ufil* form like Hemacandra’s, adopts

literally the latter’s modification of Maminata’s defini-

tion. The criterion of poetry, according to them,
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is that it must contain, through its word and sense,

the gatfa, alatpkdra, rUi and rasa, but these elements

are mentioned rather in an oclectic than critical

spirit. The older Vftgbhata accepts without question

tho ten gunas of older writers, but the younger Vftg-

bhata follows Mammata in limiting them to three,

with tho pointed remark : iii damli-viimana-viUf-

bha/ddipraaila data kdvyayuiifik, vayai/x Ik mad-hury-

anjab-prasada-lakiafUn trln eca many-

ftmahe. The younger Vftgbhata speaks of rasa as

na the ‘soul’ of poetry* 4
; but beyond a description,

after Homacendra and others, of the different rasas,

he does not touch upon the theoretical aspect

of the question, nor does he indicate the mutual

relation of the different elements of poetry with

reference to the rasa. Indeed, both of them

do not appear to accept the reconciliation proposed

by tho dAuani-theorists, and the younger Vftgbhata

specifically includes dhoani, after Bh&mnha and

Udbhata, in the figure parydyokta with tho signi-

ficant remark : ecamddibhtdair dhvaniuiktir bhaoati,

pararji •jrardka-yauratHi-bkayad usmabkir ndd&hriy-

ale, sa prapaUcas tvdnandavardhannd avagantavyafi

(p. 37). The object of these Jaina manuals (though

there is nothing Jaina in them) appears to have been

the presentation of a popular and easy epitome of the

subject* 5
, allying themselves to no particular school

24 J^a-muktam gw\a-r*klam alamkira-bkn^ilam iab-

dsrtha-rTipam ui/nm kivya-Mr\ram, param tattvapram-

iariram iva nirdtmakam na pratibhisatt, alali k&vyasjra

tri^a-bkUtanx raiatn aka (ch. v, p. 53.)

25 The topics dealt with in the five pariccktdas of
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or system, bat following the traditional notions in a

spirit of eclecticism, without critically systematising

them in the light of a central theory. In this respect,

thoy bear a close resemblance to the a/ayilvira section

the Vigbkatdlamkira are as follow : I. The definition

of kivya ; pratibkl as the source of the kbvya, aided by

vyutpatti and abkyisa ; the circumstances favourable to

poetry and the conventions observed by poets, fii) The

language of poetry (Sanskrit, Prakrit, Apabhramfo aivl

Rhata-bhlft)
i
forms of poetry (metrical chandonibaddha and

non-metrical
) j its divisions into p.xdya (verse), gadya (prose)

and miira (mixed verse and pro»e) j eight donas of pa,la

and of vikya respectively, and the donas of arlha. (iii)

The ten guiyas. (iv) Four poetic figures of sound, viz.,

extra, vakrokti, anu/risa and yamaka, and thirty-fix’e figures

of sense » the two rltis (vaidarbkl and gawhya) (v) Nine

rasas ; kinds of mayaka and niyiki and kindred topics.

The Kuvy<lmniusama of the younger Vigbha|a is, unlike

the ySgbAat'UaqikSra ( which is written in the metrical

form, generally in the auuytubh with only one prose-

passage at iii 14 ), composed in the sHtra-and-vyl/i

style of llemacandra's Kivyilmuiisama. It is also divided

into five chapters with topics as follow
:

(i) The prayo-

jama, and the kttu ( pratibhi aided by vyutpatti and

abhyisa ) of kivya
;
its division intofadya, gadya and miira,

the clssification of poetical composition into mahakivya,

ikhyiyiki, kathi, coxfipa and rT.paka. (ii) Sixteen donas

of pad i, fourteen of vikya, and fourteen of arlha ; the

ten gunas of Vimana and Dandin reduced to three, via.,

midhurya, ojxs and prasida ; three rltis, viz., vaidarbkl,

gaucliyi and pifUSTi. (ii) Sixty-three figures of sense, in which

some of Rudra|a’s old figures reappear, (iv) Six figures

of sound, viz., extra, ilt^a, anuprisa, vakrokti, yamaka and

punaruktavad<\bkisa. (v) Nine rasas
;
the topic of niyaka-

niyiki

;

and the donas of rasa.
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in the Ayni-yuraaa and the Sarasvall kati(hdbharam

of Bhoja, whose definition of poetry is forcibly re-

called by that of the older Vftgbhafa quoted abovo.

( 7 )

We have now practically closed our survey of

tho principal Post-dhvani writers who descrvo men-

tion. The school of bioi-til+d and the erotic rasa-

writors stand apart in many respects, and we propose

to deal with them separately in the following chapters.

But the above account of tho Post-dhvani writers

must not be supposed to exhaust the extraordinary

wealth of scholastic activity of this period. Tho
coininontators and toxtbook-writers continued to

multiply, and a glance at their names given in our

preceding volume** will show tho extent to which

their activity was carried
;
but hardly any of these

lator works, oxcept perhaps Jagannatha’s B<ua-

gahg&dhara, with an account of which we shall

close our survey, deserves separate or detailed men-

tion. Even Ke&va Milra's Alai/J&ra-iekJiara* 1
,

or

26 See Vol. 1, ch. xix, pp. 282-327. Minor Writers,

l-'or commentators, see Bibliography given under each writer.

27 This work, drawing largely upon Mammata and the

younger Vagbhala (besides older writers) is declared to

have been based upon the ishi-at of one alanikara-vidyS-

sTUra-i&ra bkagavSn Sauddhodani (see Vol. 1 , pp. 2G0O

;

but it does not present any theory nor set up any new

system. There are, however, certain opinions which are

peculiar to the work, the chief of which is that it sets

up rasa as the essence of pudry. The work is divided
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Acyuta RAya’s more modern SAhitya-saru, conveni-

ent and well-written compendiuma aa they are, and

standing aa they do much above the average, add hardly

into eight ratnas, consisting of twenty-two maruis. The

first rains defines klvya as raiddimat vakya, and dis-

cusses pratibkl etc, as its sources. After an enunciation

of three rMit \vaidarbk\. gamfl and mlgadkl, (which are

defined with reference to the employment of compounds 1,

along with ukti (4 kinds) and mudra (4 kinds', it goes on

to discuss the three usual functions, via., bakti abkidha),

/ak*anS and vyafijami. Then comes the do*a-ratna, in

which are detailed two series of eight faults each of word

and sense, and twelve defects of sentences. The next

section, called gu^a-rjlua, deal* with five excellence* of

iabda (via., sarfik&tatv*, uMttatva, fratlds, ukti and

samadki), and four excellences of sense (viz., bklvikatva,

sumtbdatva, paryiyokt.1 and sudkarmitl\ This is followed

by a discussion of the cases where some of the above

do^as may sometimes become gunat. The influence of

Bhoja's opinions on this part of the work is obvious.

Then comes the aiaifMrm ratna, where mention is made

of eight figures of sound (rilra, vakrokti, anuprita, g~dka,

klt’a, pra/uliki, praknctlara and yamaka) and only fourteen

figures of sense {upami, rUpaia. u/prekfi, samisokti, apaknuti,

tamakila, svabkJva, virodka . sira, d\paka, takokti, anyadry-

atva - asarnga/i of MammaVa, viiejok/i and vibkivaui). This

is followed by a curious chapter, entitled varnaka-ratni,

in which are detailed the upaminas of a damsel, of her

complexion, hair, forehead, eyebrows etc. It goes on to

give practical hints as to how poets should describe the

physical characteristics of the hero, mentions words which

convey the idea of similarity, details the conventional usages of

poets Ikavi-iamaya), as well as the topics for description

(such as the king, the queen, a town, a city, a river etc.)

and the way of describing them, the colours of various
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anything fresh to oar knowledge 8 *. Jayadeva’s

Candrdloka* 9
, has been a deservedly popular

manual, but in spite of its clearness and brevity of

objects in nature, words that convey numerals from one

to one thousand, certain tricks of words such as bhi*a-satna

(where a verse reads the same in Sanskrit as in Prakrit),

samasva-pTLrana, the nine rasas, the kinds of hero and

heroine, the different bkivat, the daaas of rata, and lastly,

the arrangement of letters favourable to each rasa.

28 For a summary of the contents of this work, see

VoLI, p.383.

39 See Vol. I. pp. 3i9f for a resume of its content*. It

deals with ten g*nas and one hundred alankaras. The

third chapter, curiously enough, is devoted to lak*ayyu,

which are not mentioned by later writers except in con-

nexion with Dramaturgy (as in VUvanitha). Instead of

Bharat*’* 36 fak*anas (ch. xvi 6-39 j
see above pp. 4-5),

Jayadeva defines and illustrates only 10, viz. the econo-

mical combination of letters to convey a striking meaning

(atfara-tatfiAa/i), the prohibition of n fault by the indication

of an excellence (Wii). the deliberation resulting in a

negation of what is said {abhimima), the determination of a

proposition by a rejection of other possible alternatives (bttu),

the disregard of well establbhed causes
( f>rati*t4ha ), the

interpretation of a name both as true and false (atrmkta), false

attribution where both the major and middle terms of a

proposition arc absent (milkjshlAravasSva), substantiation of

the excellence of an object or by emphasising its well-matched

resemblance to a well known object (siddki), establishment of

a particular attribute through the drift of two different

meanings {pukti), and the accomplishment of a purpose

through some action or occurrence {pkala\ ViSvanatha, how-

ever, adds 33 dramatic embellishments (natp^JwnkSras) to

his /ak*anas which arc enumerated after Bharata, as 36

in number, but which do not correspond exactly to Bharata’s

40
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exposition and aptness of its illustrations, it is nothing

more than a convenient epitome, its most remarkable

feature being its detailed treatment of poetic figure,

lak*anas, as some of the latter fall also under Vifivanitha's

niij/tHaiiJcSras. The two classes cannot indeed be distingui-

shed on any conceivable theory
;
and though VisvanAtha

adopts the conventional enumeration, he remarks in the

end :
erJi/i (a lai^ninitA (for lat-anam in the printed text)

ekjrTlpatve’pi bluJena vyafiadihth gcblUli-

ka-pravaktua. Thus, we find included under lak*a\ias the

combination of gmuu with a/aipiSnu
; the economical

grouping of letters to produce a charming import
;

the

use of double entendre for the purpose of conveying a less

known import along with one more well known
; the use

of analogy and example , the brief citation of a reason

for the intended meaning
;

the expression of doubt in the

case of an object whose nature is not known ; the surmise

from a matter coincident with the course of nature
j
the

fitting of expression to the sense
}
the citation of admitted

facts to refute inadmissible views
; the supposition of a non-

existent object or fact from resemblance j the inference

of an object from some of its peculiarities 4 the deduc-

tion by reasoning of a fact which is not capable of sense-

perception ; the description of an object under the simili-

tude of time and place ; the statement of agreeable views

in accordance with the mstras
;
the indication of acts contrary

to one’s qualities; the attribution to an object of qualities in

excess of its ordinary qualities
j the discrimination of a parti-

cular meaning out of other well known meanings by ail

allusion to the literal sense
; the repetition of a proposition

already established ; tl»c mention of various objects in eulogy

of the intended object j the unconscious expression, under

the influence of passion, of the contrary of what one

means
;
the alteration of a conclusion through doubt

; the

compliance with other people's view* by words or acts
;
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which occupy uearly half its bulk. These remarks

apply aUo to Appayya Dlk$ita's three well known

the persuasion by means of affectionate words
;
the state-

ment in succession of several means to attain a desired

object
; the suggestion and strengthening of one view by

a different view
;

the reproach the respectful enquiry
;

the employment of names of well known persons or things

in eulogy of the person or thing under description ; the

mistaken resemblance of apparently similar things causing

resentment
j
the offer of oneself in the service of another

;

the flattering statement
j the employment of a comparison

to convey a sense which is not directly desired ; the

indirect expression of desire ; the veiled compliment j and

the expression of gratitude in pleasing terms. The

KStyAtailikarat are the benediction, the lamentation, the

deception, the unforgiving attitude, the arrogant express-

ion, the exprcsiion of a resolution or of an excellent

purpose, the raillery, the desire for a charming object,

the agitation due to reproach, the repentance for missing

an object through folly, the use of an argument, the

longing for an object, the request, the commencement of

an undesirable act, the mentioning of a purpose, the

provocation, the reproach, the observance of the 4uliras,

the covert rebuke administered by citing a common
opinion, the narration, the prayer, the apology, the remind-

ing of a duty neglected, the recounting of previous history,

the determination of an act by reasoning, the ecstacy

and the instruction. It will be seen that the division is

not only overlapping, but both the lak*anas and the

natjiXlaoikiras refer largely to modes of exposition, to

the use of what other writers would regard as specific

figures or excellences of diction, or they may sometimes

appertain to the feelings and emotions which come with-

in the sphere of rasa and bkiva. This fact is recognised

very early by Dan-Jin who includes lai*anas under alamkaras
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manuals 50 one of which is directly based on Jayadeva’s

work, and to Viivesvara’s Alaipkara-kau&tubha5

1

,
both

of which are indeed remarkable for their olaborate treat-

ment of poetic figures and hare merits of their own, but

which are in reality nothing more than elementary text-

books, excellent resumes which methodically register

previous speculations on the subject Thero is such a

general sameness of characteristics, such a monotony

of treatment, as well as repetition of conventional

topics in conventional phraseology, that it is not worth

while to linger ovor the activity of those lesser writers.

The work of the great Kashmirian writors was over,

and although Bengal and tho Doccan had coino into

prominence as fields of later activity, tho ago of

really originnl or thoughtful writers was long gone

by. It was succeeded by an ago of commontators,

interpreters and critics (some of tliom woro very

able and painstaking) as long as thero was the

noed of critical elaboration, of understanding and

explaining a groat author. But in ooursc of timo,

oven this became superfluous, and thero was nothing

in the wider sense. DhanaAjaya does the same, but he

recognises also that some them come under rasa and

bhava. ViSvanatha, therefore, includes them under the

gu\%a, alaaxkira, bklva, and sanJAi, but deals with them

only in connexion with the drama. There is practically

no need for them in later Poetics from which they ulti-

mately disappear, their function having been assigned to

other recognised elements of poetry.

30 See VoL I, pp. 267-68.

31 Sec VoL I, pp. 312-13- The work, as its name

implies, deals entirely with poetic figures in an elaborate way.

The number of independent figures dealt with is about 76.
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to be done bat the writing of smaller and simpler

manuals adapted to general comprehension. The

declining age of most of the schools witnessed a

host of such manuals and manuals of manuals, but

this was the period when tho declining age of the

Post-dhvani school, as represented by Mammata,
went through the same process. Even this was

not onough. Out of tho debris of theso schools

thero grew up a spirit of eclecticism, of which we

have already an early indication in the works of

Bhoja and tho Vftgbhata* after the deoline of the

older Rasa, AlamkAra and Rlti schools ; and wo

moot with hand-books which depend upon no system

but which are apparently written for the enlighten-

ment of tho lay understanding. Tho different systomB

of Sanskrit Poetics may now be supposed to have

well-nigh run their course and attainod their natural

termination.

( 8 )

Jagann&tha’s Rasa-gruytolknw is tho last re-

markable work on Poetics. Wo do not, however, find

in it a complete presentation of tho subject, as

tho available text forms about two-fifths of what

the work was originally designed by its author

and is thus extant only in an unfortunately in-

complete shape. Nearly three-fourths of this, again,

and the whole of his Citra mlmatixsa-Uiatiilana are

taken up with the discussion and illustration of

poetic figures, a topic which, as here set forth,
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forms indeed one of the most exhaustive and note-

worthy presentation of later times, but is of little

theoretical interest from the standpoint of genoral

poetics. Jaganiiitha’s style is erudite and frightens

the student by its involvod language, its subtle

reasoning and its unsparing criticism of earlier

writers. The most criticised authors in this respect

are Ruyynka, his commentator Jayaratha and his

follower Appayya Dlksita. But in spite of this

tendenoy towards controversy, which is combinod

with au aptitude for hair-splitting refinements,

Jagannfttha’s work displays an acute and indepen-

dent treatment, or at least an attempt at a re-

thinking of tho old problems. He shows himself

conversant with the poetio theories of tho older

writors, which ho does not ignore but which ho

endeavours to harmonise with tho new curronts of

thought Along with some other important writers

of tho new school, Jagannfttha marks a roaotiou

in this respect
;
and the school of Maminata and

Buyyaka does not receive from him unqualified

homage.

Jagannatha defines poetry as a word or linguistic

composition which brings a charming idoa into

expression
(
ramanlydrtka-prnii/Kid'ikfih tabda/f) : a

definition which rominds us of DaQdin’s well known

description of kavya-iarlra as iftdrtha-ryavacchinna

padAvalt, but which is further explained in this

way. The charmingness belongs to an idea which

causes unworldly or disinterested pleasure. This

quality of disinterestedness is an essential characteris-

tic, which is a fact of internal experience and
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which is an attribute of pleasure, being synonymous
with camatkara or strikingnesa. The cause of this

pleasure is a conception or a species of represen-

tation, consisting of continued contemplation of some-

thing characterised by the pleasure itself. Thus,
there is no disinterestedness in the pleasure con-

veyed by the apprehension of the sense of a sontence

like ‘a son is born to you’ or 'I shall givo you

money’; in such a sentence, therefore, thoro is no

pootry. Hence pootry consists of words which ox press

an idea that bocomes tho object of contemplation

causing pleasure **.

Tho beautiful (ram<inlf<d4) in poetry, theroforo,

is that whioh gives us disinterested or impersonal

pleasure. This plensure is specially different from

that which ono finds in the actually pleasing, and

dopends upon taste formed by continued contempla-

tion of beautiful objects. It will bo noticed that

this definition not only gives us a remarkablo

analysis of tho beautiful but includes in its generality

and comprehensiveness all tho elements of poetry

recognised by previous theorists, without specifically

naming them. We havo already noted that

the pootic sentiment or rasa, excited in the reader’s

32 ra ma\uyal« at Icktjlta^AlhdijaH.ikajnana-gocaratu
;

loJh'fUarant aiAlj•Crga/ai lamatkiratvapara-parySyo'nubkava-

s2k*iko ; kSranam ea tmd tnaetUnne bhivana-

viktyih fimuth punar-anmta,ndklm-ttmi
j

putras U jitalt,

dhanam U daSfimUi t*ukyirlha-dk 7-janjasyahlidasya na

loh'>ttantvam, ato na UswtimOkye kivjatva-prasaktih . Ilham

Ctl atmatkara-janaka-bkiVanZ-vi*<iya rtka-pratipidaka-mbda-

tvam. Cf Jacobi in Intcnat.Wochciuekrift, 1910. iv 821.
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mind is peculiar in its nature
;

it is, no doubt, a

fact of one’s own consciousness but it is essentially

universal and impersonal in character, being common

to all trained readers and possessing no signifi-

cance to their personal relations or interests. A dis-

tinction is made between a natural emotion and

a poetic sentiment ; tho former is individual and

immediately poraonal and therefore may be pleasur-

able or painful, but tho latter is generic and dis-

interested and marked by an impersonal joy. The
' pootic sentiment in this sense is mipemortaa\(alauHka)

and thoso things which cause disgust, fear or sorrow

in ordinary life and those normal omotions which are

far from pleasant in actual experienoo, being con-

veyed in poetry, become ideal and universal, and

bring about this «U(>ernormal pleasure which is

not to bo comjjared to the vory mixod ploaauro

experienced in ordinary life. This pleasure, dis-

sociated from all personal interoats, is tho essence of

the mental condition involved in the onjoymeut of

rasa
;

it is also tho essence of all poetry, as con-

ceived by JagannAtha.

In tho same way, the definition includes the

concept of tho suggested sense (dlioani), and Jagan-

natha proceeds to divide poetry on this basis into four

(via., uttamottama, uttama, madkyama and adhatna)

classes, corresponding to tho three classes recog-

nised by his predecessors since the Dhvanikftra’s time.

Tho first occurs whore tho sound and sense, subordi-

nating themselves, suggest another charming sense,

corresponding to the principal dkvani-kavya of the

Dhvanik&ra. The second and third classes, the
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gunibkuta-vyahgya and eiira, mentioned by the

DhvanikAra, are split up ss into three classes, viz.,

(i) where tho suggested sense, though not principal,

is yet the cause of special charm, (ii) whero the
charm of the expressed sense is predicated equally

with the charm of the suggested, (iii) whore
the charm of sound, being erabollished by the charm
of sense, is principal. This lowest class of poetry,

corresponding to tho kabda-citra and artha-cUra

of Mammatn (a distinction which is rejected by
JagannAtha), appareutly comprehends thoso oasos

where tho artha-wmatkrti is swallowed up or

strengthened by iabda-conuUlrti. JagannAtha adds

that although it is possible to count a still lower

fifth olasa of poetry, in which tho charm of sound
is altogether devoid of all charm of sonso (e. g.,

case* of conundrums like the ptuimabandha) and
which is allowed by tho practice of sorao poets,

yet in view of the definition of poetry alroady

givon, as consisting of words expressing a charm-

ing sense, these instances have to bo excluded or

ignored.

After this classification, JagannAtha follows the

conventional way of dividing dhvani, infinite aspects

as it may presont (asarflkhya-bheda), into two broad

groups, based on the Denotation
(abhidhA-rriula

)

and tho Indication (fffrfljg wtfa) respectively. Tho
former has a threefold aspect, according as it is

33 The object of this splitting up is to dispense with

the necessity of minutely subdividing the various cases

of the guniih^ta-vyaixgja kivya and also to include generally

all poetry which is aUnrJcara-fradJuna.

41
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a suggestion of rasa, aland&ra or oasiu, while

recognition is given to the two cases of the latter,

viz., (i) where the expressed meaning passes over

to another sense (ariAdiUara-tandtramita-odcya) and

(ii) where the expressed sense is made to disappear

ontirely
(
alyonla-tiraskrta-vacya). This brings our

uuthor topically to a detailed consideration of rasa-

dhvani which is characterised as parama-ramatfiya,

and an elaborate discussion of the nature and theory

of rata and bhaoa and its constituent olomonts.

He speaks in this connexion of bh&ca-dhvani (pp.

74-98) and takes into consideration different phasos

of rasa and bhUva, such as ra$Abh&ta (p. 99), bhBva-

iftnti (p. 102), bhAvtiljKUti, bkAta-tatjulUi and bh&va-

iabalaUl (p. 1030**. The discussion of the tjui/tu

come in this context, inasmuch as they are related

to tho rasa. JaganuOtha enumerates and discusses

the ten kalxla- and artha-gunas of Vlmana and other

older writers ; but he appears to accept only throo

gwpas after Maiumata, viz., madhury
a, ojas and

prasdda, classifying them on tho basis of their

respective effects on the rondor's mind, viz., druli

(melting), dipti (brilliance, i.e. expansion) and vik&sa

(pervasion)3 ’. Jagauuatha remarks in this connexion:

gutfSnaiii caitHm druli-dijtti-vikasdUtyas tisrai

ciUa-orUayaA krame>ia prayojyah, tat-tad-guifa-

c tib/fa- rtua-carixtifd-janyil if* yacat, making clear

that the justification of this classification consists

in the divergent nature of the mental activity

34 These topics are also dealt with by Mammata
ViSvanatha and others.

35 See above p. 176, hi 3.
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iuvolved in the relish of rasa. He does not agree

however, with Mamraat* in the latter’s statement

that when we speak of a composition as madhura

we use the word in a secondary sense (as when

wo say "the appearance of this man is brave”),

inasmuch as, the <juu <w being the properties of tho

rasa, we apply to the ‘body’ what appertains to the

'soul' of poetry by an extended uso of the term.

Jaganniltha maintains that when we say tho senti-

ment of love (irbj&ra) is madhura in a particular

coao, we mean to imply its influence, such as droit

etc.
,
on tho mind, and this most be taken to rofer

nob only to raia but also to Sabda and artha and tho

composition in general (
iabd4rtha-rasa-racan&-<jalam

eva yr&hyam).

Tho noxt chapter proceeds to discuss other

variotios of suggestion, including suggestion basod

on the lakfanS, which is treated of in detail, and then

takes up the |>oetic figures (to the number of

about 70) to which tho rest of tho work, break-

ing off in tho middle of tho figure ttllara, is dovobed.

Tho poetic figure or alatnkam coraos in as the

sourco of the charm or ramaniyata essential in

the principal suggested element of pootry already-

defined (jrrUg-abhihiUidaktanasya kaoydlmano vyah-

•jyatya ramamyaUl prayojaka alanxkardh, p. 156).

The aesthetic pleasure (camaikara or lokdttaratva)

into which this ramaniyata resolves itself is an

essential element in the poetic figure, and Jagannfttha

harmonises his own conception of poetry with

Ruyyaka’s theory of the aUuiikAra (which he accepts

and elaborates) as involving this camaikara (also called
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hfdyatva, c&rutva, saundarya, or denoted by the

technical terms vaicilrya, vicchiui-viieia or bhaniti-

prakara) imparted by the conception of the poet (iatn-

pratlbha). Kuntala, from whom Ruyyaka appears

to have derived his analysis, laid down that in every

poetical production the activity of the poet, which

consists in an act of the productive imagination

(pratibhi), is the principal point, and it should result

in poetic expression. Jagann&tha asserts that tho

pratibhi alono is tho source of poetry and therefore

of poetic expression, and as such it fixes the nature

of the alarjxkdra. The special charm (viccJitUi-vUefa),

which is thus imparted to poetic figure by the

imagination of tho poet, is takou (pp. 4G6, 470) as

the basis upon which the poetic figures distinguish

themsolvos in thoir special peculiarities, and is explain-

ed as an act of imaginative production on tho part of

tho poot in so far as it is produced in tho poem,

or as that aesthetio pleasure** which is thereby

brought into being. As to how this vicchilli is

determined, Jagann&tha settles the quostion by rost-

ing it not only upon established usage (sampradHya)

but also upon one's own imagination and intuition

(anubhava). On this fundamental principle, the

various figures aro minutely defined, differentiated,

illustrated and classified ; and this portion of Jagan

n&tha’s work, in spite of its subtlety and polemic

attitude, is one of tho soundest, though unfortunately

uncompleted, treatment of the subject.

36 This translation of the term camatkira is justified

by Jagannitha’s own definition of poetry.



VIII. LATER WRITERS ON RASA

( i )

The dsctrine of rata, which is advocated, if

not first enunciated, by Abhinnvagupta, is finally

adopted by almost all writers on general Poetics who

accept rasa-dhtani as an important element of poetry.

With the exception of ViivanAtha and KeSavn Midra,

they do not indeed go so far as to declare exprossly

with Abhinavagupu that rata is tho osaonco of

pootry, but thoy accopt in reality the suggested

sense in the form of rasa as essentially tho main

oloraont. The rasa is viewed as a pleasant sentiment

belonging to the reader whose dormant emotions,

dorived from experienoe or inherited instincts, are

ovoked by the reading of poems into an ideal

and impersonalised form of joy
;
an appreciation or

enjoyment, consisting of a pleasant mental condi-

tion in which the reader identifies himself with

the foolings of the horo and oxporiences thorn in a

generic form, the fulness of the enjoyment depend-

ing upon the nature and experience of the particular

reader. Tho sentiment thus ovoked is essentially

universal in character, and tho aesthetio pleasure

resulting from it is not individual (oven though

enjoyod as an intimately personal feeling), but

generic and disinterested, being such as would be

common to all trained readers (
samasta-bhavaka

-
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svasavivedya)

;

it is thorefore described as something

supernormal
(
afaukika

)

and invariably pleasant, not

to be compared to the normal pleasures of lifo

which have always a reference to one’s poraonal

relations or interests, and which may bo ploasant

or painful. Things, which would be called causos

of an emotion in the normal seuso and which

may produce disgust, horror or pity in real lifo,

awaken these foolinga indeed in poetry and drama,

but convey them in such an ideal and generic

form that these emotions, which are far from peas-

ant in ordinary life, are converted into an imporsonal

joy, which is ineffable and indivisible. Ono may

be movod by disgust, horror or pity and shed

real tears
;

but tho underlying sentiment is always

one of ozquisite joy, whioh must be distinguished

from on ordinary feeling.

This is the general position of all lator thoorists

with regard to tho nature and function of rasa in

pootry. Dhanafijaya, for instsneo, gives us tho satno

process of transformation of an ordinary emotion,

which is dominant in a composition, into a pootic

sontiment, as formally laid down by Bharata and

interpreted by Abhinavsgupta
;

and in this he is

practically in agreement with Manimata, Vidyildharn

Virfvan&tha and others. The dominant emotion

(Dthayi-bhava), he says, becomes a sentiment (rasa)

when it is brought into a relishable condition through

the co-operation of the excitants, tho ensuanta and

the accessories (including the s&Uvika bhavas). This

statement is further amplified by the assertion that

the enjoyer of rasa (rasika) is the audience (samqjika

)
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on whose capacity of enjoyment it depends, and

that the dominant feeling becomes a sentiment when
it is so enjoyed. The row, being a mental state,

a subjective experience of the reader, in which

onjoyiuent(<Miii'ia, carvuua, rasand or bhoya) is essen-

tial and in which the enjoyer and the object of

enjoyment become identical, the reader receives

tho roprosented feeling into his own soul and thereby

enjoys it

1

. The locus of the rasa is not in tho

represented hero who belongs to tho past
;
nor is

it in the poem itself, the task of which is merely

to oxhibit tho excitants otc., by which tho

dominant emotion is brought into expression, and

tho rasa, on ita part, become revealed to tho render.

Nor does the rasa consist of the reader’s mcro

approhouaion (j.ratui

)

of the emotions exhibited in

tho poem or enaoted by tho actor
;

for the rcador

would then apprehend not tho rata but a feeling

varying in different individuals, just as in roal lifo tho

spectaclo of a pair of lovers in union gives difforout

spectators who witness it tho varying omotions,

according to their individual nature, of shame,

ouvy, desiro or aversion*. The viOhiivas otc., there-

fore, bring the sthayi-bh&va to the enjoyment of

tho rasika, the aesthetically receptive reader or

spectator, and thoroby convert it to rasa
; but they

1 Cf Jacobi in GgA, 1913, pp. 3o8f.

2 These circumstances, Dhanika thinks, disprove the

vyangvatva of rns i. It seems that Dhanika does not accept

the vyangya-vyau/aia relation of rasa to poetry, but holds

some views similar to the bhivya-ihav.it

a

theory of Blia^a

Nayaka (sec ed. Parab, 1917, p. 96).
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must be generalised and have no specific relation

to a particular individual
(
parityakla-viie»a). Thus

the vibhaoa Slto, Dhanika explains, must refer to

woman in general, and not to the particular in-

dividual who was the daughter of Janaka. Hence
things, which are the exciting, ensuing or accessory

circumstances in ordinary life, act as vibhSvas

etc., in poetry, and generalise the dominant feel-

ing into rasa. The spectator, say, of the deeds

of Arjuna on the stage may be compared, there-

fore, to tho child who, in playing with clay elephants,

oxporioncea tho sensation of its own energy as

pleasant. The enjoyment in tho spectator’s mind
is a manifestation of that joy which is innate as

tho blissful nature of self, a circumstance which
givos us the frequont comparison of rasdsuOda with

Lrahmdsc&da.

Tho montal activity involved in this enjoymont
has got four aspects taken in connexion with the

four primary sentiments of tho erotic (4r*/*ra),

tho heroic (plra), the horrible (blbhatsa) and tho

furious (raudra) admitted by Bharata >, and consists

respectively of tho conditions of unfolding
(cik&sa

)

expansion (tislSra ), agitation (ksobka) and distrac-

tion {vihe/xt). We have seen that Bhatta Nftyaka
(along with Abhinavagupta) 4 speaks of the hhoga
(or asciida) of raja as involving only three mental

conditions, named vikasa (pervasion), vist&ra (ex-

3 See above p. 2Q The fourfold division is probably
adopted as an ostensible rationale for the doctrine of four

primary and four secondary rasa recognised by Bharata.

4 See above p. 278 fn 3.
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panaion) and druti (molting), which lator theorists

have taken5 as the basis and justification of the fchroo

guna.i of praiada, ojas and madhurya respectively.

With regard to the ninth rasa, the quiotistio,

which is not mentioned by Bharata but which is

acknowledged by some theorists. Dhanaftjaya forbids

its delineatiou in the drama (iv 35) ;
for the senti-

ment of absolute poace is in its own nature uudefinable,

and consists of four states mentioned by philoso-

phers6 , vix., matin, karuiui, mudtiatiad upeksS, which
are not realisable by the sohfdaya. If it exists at

all as rasa, it must comprehend the fourfold mental

activity enunciated above, as corresponding to the

fourfold states recognised by philosophers in Sama 1
.

It is not necessary in this connexion to take up
in dotail tho views of MamraaU, Vidyftdhara and
other writers, for it would be repeating substantially

what has already boon said regarding the final

doctrine of rasa. VisranAtha is the only important

writer, among later theorists, who boldly accopta

Abhinavagupta’s extromo view that tho rasa-dhvani
alono is tho essence of poetry and builds up a system

of Poetics on iU basis*.

5 Sec above pp. ai8f. 276 fn j.

6 e. g. Yoga-rUtra i 33.

7 ho cm tathibkHtasya iin/a-rasasya sah'daylh svada-
yitaralK sand, atka tad-upiyabhTUo mudiO-maitA-karu^-
peM<<Ji-lai>a\uis lasya at vikisa-vistara-k’obha-vikipa-rTipa-

taivcti

8 See above pp. 283C Bhinudatta, who substantially

follows the doctrine of rasa detailed here, is however singular

in his classification of some aspects of rasa. He speaks

of rasa as laokika and aloukika, subdividing the latter

42
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Following up hia own definition of poetry as

“a sentence of which the soul is the rasa', Visva-

n&tha gives us an elaborate analysis of rasa in almost

all its aspects. He sums up at the outset the

characteristics of rasa in two verses thus : “Tho rasa,

arising from an exultation of the quality of saliva or

goodness, indivisible, self-manifested, made up of

joy and thought in their identity, free from the

contact of aught else perceived, akin to the realisa-

tion of Brahma, and having for its essence super-

normal wonder (<camatkAra), is enjoyed by those

competent in its inseparableness
(
as an object

of knowledge ) from the knowledge of itself".

He explains camatkAra as consisting of an expansion

of the mind and as synonymous with vismaya. In

this connexion, VisvanAtha quotes with approval an

opinion of his ancestor NArftyitpa who put a

premium on the sentiment of the marvellous (adbhuta

rasa) and maintained that it was essential in all rasas.

into svifnika (enjoyed in a dream), tnZnoratkika (fanciful

like a cattle in the air) and aufaniyika (ait depicted in

l>oetry ). He again gives us (ch. viii, p. 65, cd. Rcgnaud)
a three-fold arrangement of rasa with reference to its

manner of manifestation : (i) abhhnuka, when it is mani-

fested by means of the Miva, vibhiva and anubhava (iij

vimukka, when these elements are not directly expressed;

and so called because it k comprehensible with difficulty,

(iii) fatamukha

,

which has again two aspects according as

it is (a) alatnkira-mutka, i. e. where the a/ainkira is prin-

cipal and the rasa is secondary. This includes probably

the cases of figures like msavaf, which are included in

guu‘bhTUa--jyaiigya kZvya by the f/fcortw-theorists, (b) b/iava-

mukha where the biioa is in the same way principal.
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It 19 also explained clearly that the rasa is identical

with the enjoyment of itself, or, in other words, there

is no distinction between the object and the operation

in the apprehension of rasa ; so that when we say

•the rasa is enjoyed', wo only uso a figurative

expression. It follows from this that tho enjoyment of

r<u(

1

is different in its nature from the ordinary

processes of knowledge.

Viivanfttha insists very strongly on the nocossity of

tvi«ano in the spectator, which consists of experience

(
id&nmlanl) or instincts acquired from previous births

(prSktani). If one is not endowed with those germs

of the capacity of appreciation, one may develop

them by study of poetry und experience of life.

In the case of the grammarian, the philosopher or

one well-versed in the sacred lore, these susceptibi-

lities aro deadoned. If it is sometimes found that

an eager student of poetry is still deficient in tho

capacity of rolishing rasa, we must assume that it

is the result of his accumulated demerit of a previous

birth. Thus Visvaofttha is anxious to show that

experionco and cultivation of the power of imagina-

tion arc essential in ono who «ceks to onjoy rasa.

Visvnn&tha also insists that the vibhavas etc.,

as well aa the dominant feeling (slh&yi-bkiva) must

be felt as generic or iinpersonalised. The roader

must not tako the feeling as his own individual

emotion
;
for it would then remain as his feeling

(and never become rasa) and would sometimes

(e. g., in the case of the pathetic sentiment) causo

pain, and not joy. Nor should the feeling be taken

as pertaining solely to the hero
;
for then it can
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not, aa the feeling of another person, affect the

reader and become rasa. It is necessary, there-

fore, that the excitants etc., as well as the dominant

feeling, should be generalised by a generic action

(sddharatfl krti) inherent in themselves, which corres-

ponds to the generic power (bh&takatva) postulated

for poetry by Bhatt* N&yaka. This univereal-

isation of the factors and the feelings enables the

reader to identify himself with the personages

depicted, and this conceit of community removes all

difficulty about accepting extraordinary episodes of

exalted personages who may bo superior in virtuo or

prowess to the average reader. The excitants etc.

nro indeed normally called causes, but in roality

the rasa is not an sfTect in the ordinary seiiHe
;

for in the case of rasa there is the simultaneous

presence of itself and iU excitants, which is not

true of an ordinary causo and offset It is also

pointed out that all the factors (vibhioas oto.,)

need not lie present at onoe, for the presence of one

would revive the others by tho law of association

of ideas. In other words, what might seem want-

ing in the utterance of poetry 'is suppliod, from tho

suggestive character of poetry itaelf, by force of

association of ideas. It also follows from tho charac-

ter of rasa described above that it is not

nocessarily found in the actor, who in assuming the

rflle of the hero performs his part only mechani-

cally by ru!o and rote*
;
he ranks as a spectator (and

9 This follows Dhananjaya's dictum shat the enjoy-

ment of rasa is not precluded in the actor, if he realises

in himself the feelings depicted.
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therefore as a recipient of rasa) in so far as he

is himself a man of taste and actually experiences

the feelings he enacts.

( 2 )

In spite of the unquestioned dominance of the

Dhvani School, which no doubt recognised the

importance of rasa but regarded it as one of the

phases of the unexpressed only, one class of writers,

who still adhered to rasa as the only elemonb

worth considering in poetry, continued to devote

exclusive attention to it and build up a system,

so to say, on the basis of tho rasa alono. Of
all the rasas, however, as ifityara (or love) forms

tho absorbing themo of Sanskrit poetry and drama
in general, nnd as this particular pootic sentiment

has an almost universal appeal, these writers naturally

work out this important rasa in all its phases
;

and we have in consequence a series of erotico-

rhetorical treatises, of which the earliest known
and tho most remarkable is Rudrabhatta’s 8r*(J&ra-
tilaJca ,0

. Rudra states .-distinctly at the begin-

ning of his work that although Bharata and others

10 The topics dealt with in its three chapters are

:

I. The rasas, the stklji-bklvos, the bhlvas, the dramatic

vrttis, brhgZra and its division, the Xayaka his classifica-

tion with illustrations, the assistants, the classification of the

NAyika, 11 . Characteristics of love-in-separation, of fiTlrua-

rZga, the ten stages of love, the ufiyas, etc. III. The other

rasas, viz., hisya, karttna, ramira, vira, bhayinaka, blbhatsa,

adbhuta, and iZnla : the four vrttis, appropriate to the rasas.
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have spoken of rasa in the drama, his object is

to apply it to the case of poetry, and that a

kavya, in his opinion, must possess rasa as its

constant theme. Following upon this we have

Bhoja’s Srhgara-prakaka 11
, which (following the

tradition of the Agni-pur&na) deals with the subject

in the usual olaborate cyclopaedic manner of its

author, with profuse illustrations of every phase

of the erotic sentiment in no less than twenty

chapters. After this como innumerable works of

a similar naturo **, which take rata, especially

ijUg&ra, as their principal theino and which were

composed apparently with the object of guiding

the poet in the composition of orotic pieces sq popular

and profuse in Sanskrit poetry. Of these, the lihtioa-

prakfUa 1 * of S&rad&tanaya, which reproduces tho

substAnco of most of the chapters of Hhoja's work,

and tho exhaustive RatArtfapa of Sitiga Bhflp&U, 1

4

a Tanjoro prince of th6 17th century
,

as well as

the two well-known works of BliAnudatta’ *, deserve

n See Vol I, pp. U7-8-

12 Sec VoL 1, pp. 24if. and chapter on Minor Writers.

13 See Vol. I, p. 242.

14 See Vol. I. p. 243!. The three vilisas of this ex-

tensive work deals with the following topics : I. The hero,

his qualities, his classification, his adjunct' ; the heroine,

her classification and qualities, her sittvika excellences

;

the uddtpana-vtbkivas ; the riti and the gunas
;

the

dramatic V’ttis the sittvika bkivas. II. The vyabhiciri-

bhivas, the anubhavas. the eight sthiyi-bkivas
,

the eight

rasas. III. The drama and its varieties characteristics etc.

15 The eight tarm\gas of Rasa-larangini are : I. Defini-

tion of bkava and subdivisions thereof
; the stkayi-bhivas.
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mention. But none of thebe later treatises adds

anything new or original to a subject already

thrashed out to its utmost

A new turn was given to the theory by RQpa
Gosvarain’s Ujjvalanila-maiti, which attempted to

deal with raja in terms of the VaisQuva idea of

ujjoala or mad/tura rasa, by which was meant the

4r*9ora rata, the tenu ujjvala having been apparently

suggested by Bhnr&ta's description of that rata *•.

The madkur 1 rani, however, is represented not

in its secular aspect but primarily as a phase of

bhakU-rata (niadkurdkhyo bhaktirasak, i 3); for

according to Vuis^ava theology, there are livo

rasas forming roughly the flve degrees of the

realisation of bkakti or faith, rit, Hknta (tranquility),

d&tya (servitude or humility, also callod prUi),

takhya (friendship or oquality, also called jyreyat),

v&ttaiya (parental affection) and mkiLhnrya (sweet-

ness). The last, also called the tijjvala rasa, being

the principal, is termed bkakli-rasa-r&( 1 7 and cons-

titutes the subjoct-matter of the present treatise.

II. The vibkivas. III. The amubkivas. IV. The eight

sittvika bkSvas. v. The vyabkuiri-bkivas VL The rasas

and detailed treatment of ifitgira. vn. The other rasas.

VIII. The stklyi-bkavaji and rasa/i drMi. The Rasn-

mahfari, a much smaller work, devotes more than half

of itself to the msyiki and her companions, and applies

the rest to the *n'tgira-*iraka, his assistants, the eight

sittvika gunas, the two aspects of inigira and the ten

stages of vipralai^bka-bri.gira.

16 yat knuil lake hud nedkyam ujjvalanx darsamiyam

ua lac cArngirciurfiamiyaU, ed. Grosset, pp. 8990.

1 7 i t explained by Visvanatha Cakravurtin as Onto-
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The knna-rati or the love of Krspa forme the domi-
nant feeling or ithayi-bhaoa of this sentiment, and the

recipient here is not the literary sahrdaya but

the bhakta, or the faithful »•. This sthayi-bhaca,

known aa madkura rati, which is the source of

the particular rasa, is defined in terms of the love

of Kr^ija 19
; and the nature of ndyaka and the

nayikii is defined in the same manner and their

foolinga and emotions illustrated by adducing exam-

ples from poems dealing with the love-stories of

Krw* and RadhA. The work is, therefore, essential-

ly a Wispava religious treatise presented in a literary

garb, taking Kr*pa as the ideal hero, with tho

caution, however, that what is true of Kr$pa as

tho hero does not apply to the ordiuary secular

horo (i 18-21)*°

With tho exception of the Ujjoala-ntfa-marfi,

which attempts to bring erotico-religious ideas to

bear upon tho general theme of rasa, these special-

pilti-prtyo-vilsalyijjvala-mimas* mukkyt** sa tvbjjvald.

para-paryiyo bhnkti-rasinam ri/T, madkurdkkyo rmsah.

18

svudyatvam krji bkaktimim amUi iravayyUibhih / c*2

k> ‘\ut ral\h sth>y\ bkive bkakti-raso Unmet, cited by Viiiva-

nAtha Cakravartin, p. 4 .

19 rmid'iurukkylyi rattr lak-nnam cuktam—milho

hartr mrgSkfyik ta tainbkegasyJdi-karanam
/ nadJimr&para-

paryiya priyatakUybditi ratih, ibid. let. tit.

20 The orthodox theorists ( cf Jagannatha pp. 45 f)

would regard bkakti ( which being based on anuraga or

attachment cannot he comprehended by ianta rasa ) as

included in bhiva. being dtvddi-vi-aya rati, and as inadmissible

as fully developed rasa. Cf Bhanudatta. Kasa-t,iraiiginl ch. vi.
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ised treatises have, however, very little importance

from the speculative point of view ; and as they

belong properly to the province of Erotics rather

than Poetics, a treatment of them should be sought

elsewhere. The simple idea, elaborated more or

less iu all these works, is that the awakening of

rasa is all-important in poetry, and that the fun-

damental rasa is ipngdra or the erotic, which is

consequently treated in iu various phases with

copious illustrations. This is clearly oxprossod in

the attitude of the author of Atjni-pur&iys and of

Bhoja, who accept only one poetic rasa, the erotic 9

In the same way, Rudrabhatla declares trhgQro

n&yako rasah, (i 20), and BhAnudatU appears to

take it for granted that ir"jdra occupies an honourod

placo among all the rasas (tatra rases m

bhyarhitatvena oto, ed. Benares, p. 21 ).

( 3 )

It is unnecessary, as it is unprofitable, iu the

discussion of general principles, to ontor hero into

the elaborate definitions, distinctions and classifica-

tions of the amorous sentiment with all its vary-

ing emotional moods and situations, which these

treatises industriously discuss and which have always

possessed such attraction to raediaoval scholastic

minds. The theorists delight in arranging into divi-

sions and subdivisions, according to rank, chara-

21 See Vol. I, p. 148. Cf also Mandira-maranda-campU
ix p. 107 (ed. Kavyamala).

43
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cter, circumstances and the like, all conceivable types

of the hero, the heroine and their adjuncts, togethor

with the different shades of their gestures and

feelings, in conformity with the tradition which

already obtained in the cognate sphere of drama-

turgy* 1
. Thus Rudrabhatt*. after a preliminary

enumeration and dehnition of the ras<u and tho

bh&vas, proceeds to speak of two aspects of JrtyOm
viz., aarjibhoga (love in union) and vipralarpbha (love

in separation)'*, and classify the hero (niyalca) into

tho faithful (anukUla), the gallant whose attention

is equally divided among many (dakyina), the el}'

(4a(Ka

)

and the saucy (dAff(a), according to his

character as a lover. Later writers, howover, sub-

divide each of these, again, into the best (uUamo),
the middling (madhyama) and the lowest

(adhama),

and arrange the whole classification under tho four-

fold division of the genus hero into four useful

22 See Bharata ehs. xxii-xxiv : Da'narWpaka iv 5of and iii.

*3 This statement follows Bharata and is accepted by
most theorists : but Dhanafijaya distinguishes three cases,

privation
layoga), sundering [yiprayoga) and union (samk/wga) :

the first denoting the inability of lovers, through obstacles,

to secure union, and the second arising from absence or

resentment. The first case of love may pass through the

well-known ten stages (longing, anxiety, recollection, praise

of the beloved, distress, raving, insanity, fever, stupor and
death

;
Cf SifigabhQpila ii 178-201) *

while the second
condition may be caused by a quarrel, due to discovery

or inference of unfaithfulness (which may be counteracted

by six ufiyat, viz., concUiation. winning over her friends,

gifts, humility, indifference or distracting her attention)

or by absence arising from bu>incss, accident or a curse.
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types (i) the brave and the high-spirited
(dhirO -

cUilta) (ii) the brave and haughty
(
dhirdddhata

)

(iii) the brave and sportive
(
dhlra-lalita

)

and (iv) the

brave and serene (
dhira-jiraiania

), thus giving us

altogether forty-eight subdivisions of the hero4 *.

Then follows a brief description of the assistants

of the hero* 5
in matters of love (narma-saciva),

viz., the Comrade {pi(ka-marda), the Companion

(oi('t) and the Buftoon (lidustabi), some adding at(a

(or tho servant) in the enumeration.

In the same way, the heroine is taken broadly

in threefold aspects in her relation to tho horo as his

wife (tvlyii ), or belonging to another, (parakiyQ

)

and

as common to all (sdwfluya). The srtlya is sub-

divided again into the adolescent and artloss (mugdhii),

the youthful (madhya), and the mature and auda-

cious (pragalbha), i.e., the inexperionoed, the partly

experienced and the fully experienced. Tho lator

24 The good qualities of the hero are innumerable.

For his characteristics, see Dhanafiiaya ii if
j
ViAvanAtha

iii 30f
;
SiiigabhQpAla i 6lf

j
also see Keith, Sanskrit Drama,

pp. 305E

2$ The Pratinlyaka or the enemy of the hero is dh\rO-

(Ukata .
haughtiness being his essential characteristic but

he ii described also as stubborn and vicious (Doha’ ii 9 ;

Sihityaadarpaiya iii 130. p. 1 36). The fJJiamarda of the

hero possesses, in a lesser degree, the qualities of the

hero (C4». Malcaranda in the MilaT.-midhava). The term

pUhamardiki in the feminine occurs in the Milavikdgnimitra

in the sense of a trusty go-between, applied to the nun Kauiilcl.

The vila, usually neglected in the serious drama, except in

Carudatta and Mrcckakaiika, appears in all his glory in the

Bhana, for which he is prescribed as the hero.
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authors introduce greater fineness by subdividing

each of these according to her temper, into the

self-possessed (dhira), the not selfpossossod (adhlra),

and the partially self- possessed ( dhlr&dhlrU ), or

according to the rank, higher (jyetthd) or lower

(kanifthi), each holds in the affection of tho hero.

The jxtraJclya or anyadlya, which, according to

Vaifijava ideas, is the highest type of the heroine*®,

is twofold, according as she is maiden (kanya) or

married (fitfh&)
;

while the tamanyS heroine, who

is sometimes oxtollod (Rudrabhatta) and sotnotiines

deprecated ( Rudrafa ), is only of ono kind, tho

veiy& or courtesan*’. The sixteen types of heroine

thus obtained are further arranged according to

an eightfold diversity in their condition or situa-

tion in relation to her lover, vix., tho horoino

who has the lover under absolute control (tvAdhina-

paiikd), the heroino disappointed in her assigna-

tion through misadventure or involuntary absence

(utka), the heroino in full drew expectant of her

lover (viuaka-aajjik&), the heroine deceivod (vijtra-

26 An amour with a married woman cannot, accord-

ing to Rudrafa and Rudrabhatta form the subject of

dominant rata in a play or poem : but this is the central

theme of Vaisnava lyrics.

27 Bharata xxii 197-206 : Dhanafijaya ii aif

:

ViAvanStha

iii 67-70: Siiigabhupala 1 121-51. Rarely a heroine, she

must be represented as in love when she is a heroine :

but she cannot be so when the hero is divine or royal. The
exception occurs in a prakatnna or farce (and incidentally

in a bhatui or the erotic monologue; where she can be
represented in her low and avaricious character for comic

effect
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labdha), the heroine separated by a quarrel (kola-

hdnntarUA, also called abhis'in'lhita), tho hero-

ine outraged by the discovery of marks of un-

faithfulness in the lover
(
khaudita ), the heroine

who meets her lover in assignation *• (abhis&rikH)

and tho heroine pining for the absence of her

lover gone abroad {profit"-p<U\ka). We arrive in

this way at an elaborate classification of the heroine

into three hundred and eighty-four types ; and ono

of the later writers states characteristically that

there aro other types also, but they cannot bo

specified for fear of prolixity (Vifvanfttho, iii 88,

p. 120).

But here the theorists do not stop. Tho hero

is endowed further by a set of oight special ex-

cellences, as springing from his character (tAUvika) :

e.g. brillianco (Jo'.Aa) including heroism
;

cleverness,

truthfulness, emulation with superiors and compass-

ion to inferiors : vivacity (fffIsa) indicated by

his glance, stop and laughing voice
;
grace

(
madhurt/

a

)

displayed in placid demeanour evon in trying cir-

cumstances
;
equanimity (<jamhkirya) consisting in

superiority to emotions
;

steadfastness
(
sthairya

) in

obtaining one's object
;
sense of honour (te/cu) mani-

fested in his impatienco of insult
;
gallantry

(
lalila)

in his word, dreas or deportment
;

magnanimity

(amlarya) exhibited in generosity, agreeable words

and equal treatment to friend or foe. Tho horoine

is allowed a more generous set of qualities. First

28 The usual meeting places are given as a ruined

temple, a garden, the house of a go-between, a cemetery,

the bank of a stream, or any dark place generally.
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we have the throe physical characteristics : bhava or

first indication of emotion in a nature previously

exempt, ham or movement of eyes and brows
indicating the awakening of emotion, held or the

decided manifestation of feeling. Then we have seven

inherent qualities : o. g. brilliance of youth, beauty

and passion, the touch of lovelinoss given by love,

sweetness, courage, meekness, radiance and self-

control. Then are enumerated hor ten graces, to
which VitfvanAtha adds eight moro. All her

gestures, moods or different shades of emotion,
0 K- giggHng, trepidation, hysterical fluster of delight,

involuntary expression of affection, self-suppression

through bash fulness, affoctcd repulse of endearments,

ns well as the doopest and tendorost display of
sentiments, are minutely analysed and classified.

To this is added a detailed description of the modes
in which the different typos of horoinos display

thoir affection, the maidonly modost demeanour of

the mugdhil or the shameless boldnoss of the moro
experienced heroine. Wo cannot refuso to recognise

tho subtlo power of analysis and insight which
these attempts indicate

;
but speaking generally,

the analysis is more of the form than of tho spirit,

baaed on what we should consider accidonts rather

than ossontials. At tho same time, inarkod as it

is by much of scholastic formalism, there is an

unmistakable attempt to do justice to facts, not
only as they appeared to the experience of theao

theorists but to the observation of general poetic

usage
; and in the elaborate working out of the

general thesis that the rasa is evolvod on tho
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basis of one or other of what they call the permanent

mental moods, with the help of the various

emotional adjuncts, the writers on Poetics havo

proceeded a long way in the careful analysis of poetic

emotions, tho psychology of which bears an intimate

relation to their theoiy and in itself deserves a

separate study.

( 4 )

The discussion of this extensive topic of the

ndyaka and nayikd comes in topically under tho

theory of vibkdea and unubhdva, which act as

factors of rasa. The mood, which is at tho root

of sentimont, is held to bo the dhiyibhiva, tho

dominant feeling, the main theme of tho compo-
sition in question. These feelings, according to

Bharata, who is accepted on this point by all

writers, can bo classified into eight categories, vis.,

Lovo (rati). Mirth (htsa). Sorrow (ioka), Angor
(krodka). Energy (ufcAla). Fear (bhaya), Disgust

( ) and Astonishment
( vismaya ), though

some later writers add, as wo shall see. Tranquillity

or nirveda

)

to the numbor. Theso dominant
feelings are worked up into a corresponding number
of sentiments or rasas through the means of tho

vil/havat etc 1 *. The vdihavas or Excitants are said

29 Theoretically the rata is one, a single ineffable

and impersonal joy, but it can be subdivided, not according

to its own nature, but according to the emotions which
form its basis. Bharata (ch. vi) and other theorists give

a full description of the vibhivai etc. in the
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to be of two kinds50 , viz., (I) the Substantial or

Essential (ilambana). which consists of such material

ca»c of each rasa, into which space forbids us to enter.

A summary of it will be found in Undenau, Rasaltkre

Leipzig 1913, pp. t8f. Thu-, in the case of the heroic

sentiment (V.ra), the dominant feeling is energy (utsiha
)

:

the excitants (vibkivas) are coolness lasawnvba), resolve

(adhyavasiya
), circumspection (mnta). strength (bala) etc. ;

the ensuants (arntMittas) arc firmness (.stkairya ). heroism
(taurya). sacrifice (/yJf.i) etc * the vyabhicirins or accessory

feelings are those of assurance, arrogance etc. VlAvmnitlia gives

them somewhat differently. The essential excitant (alambana-

vibbiva) of the heroic sentiment, according to him, consists

of those to be vanquished, and their acts and gestures

form the enhancing excitants (*dd\/>a*a-vibbivas ) : the

ensuants comprehend the desire or seeking for assistants

and adherents: while the accessory feelings arc patience,

intelligence, remembrance, cogitation etc. The scntimcnl

may take three foim* of courage (Bharata vi 79 -cd.
Rcgnaud vi 80), viz., in battle {yuddhavira), in virtuous

deeds (</Aanna-v\ra) and in liberality (dSmm+ftra), to which

later writers (e.g. Vtivanitha) add ,fayi-v\ra. It should

also be noted that a special colour and a presiding deity

is attributed to each rasa. Thus, red, black, white, dark,

{(tyiifa) and grey are associated, not unreasonably, with

the furious, terrible, comic, erotic and pathetic sentiments,

although it is difficult to explain why horror is dark
blue (nUa), wonder is orange, and heroism is yellow. T he
respective deities arc Vi*nu (erotic), Yama (pathetic),

Pramath.i (comic), Rudra (furious), Indra (heroic), Kiila

I terrible), Mah.tkala (disgustful). Brahma (the marvellous).

ViSvanatha adds that Nirayana is the presiding deity of

of binla rasa and the colour associated is that of jasmin

<kun,ia )

50 These two divisions of vibbiva art not maintained by
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and indispensable ingredients as the hero, the hero-

ine, the rival hero and their adjuncts, and (2) the

Enhancing
(uddipana), viz., such conditions of time,

place and circumstance as serve to foster the rasa,

e.g. the rising of the moon, the cry of tho cuckoo

etc, in the case of the erotic sentiment. The anu-

bh&vaa or the Ensuante, which follow and strength

en a mood, comprise such outward manifestations

of feeling as side-long glances, a smile, a movement

of tho body, or such involuntary action of sym-

pathetic realisation of the persons depicted (rtttvika)* 1

ns tainting (pralaya), change of colour (vtn'rarnya),

trembling (vepathu) etc., which are, again dog-

matically classified into eight varieties. There are other

feelings of a more or leas transitory nature, which

nccoinpany or interrupt the permanent mood without,

however, supplanting it
;
and thoso are known, as

wo have noted, by the name of Accessories or

vyabhicAri-bhdvas. Thcso are likened to the servants

following a king or to the waves of tho sea, whereby

the dominant mood is understood as tho king and tho

sea respectively, and classified elaboratetly into

thirty-threo categories, first mentioned by Bharata 59

and implicitly accepted by his followers.

All these elements contribute towards developing

the eight or nine ithayi-bh&vas into eight or nine

different types of rasa. We hare the earliest and

Bharata but distinguished by Dhanaftjaya (iv 2) and

traditionally handed down by Visvanatha.

31 See above p. 31, fn 53. The sittvika bkavas in

later works form a special class of iiHubhivas.

32 See above p. 3a

44
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the most orthodox mention in Bharata of eight

sthSyi-bhavas and the resulting eight rasas corres-

ponding to them, of which tho Erotic (trny&ra),

the Heroic (rlra), the Furious (
raudra

)

and the

Disgustful (bibhatsa) are the main, leading to four

others, the Comic (hdsya), the Marvellous (adbhuia)

the Pathetic (karu*a) and the Terrible (bhay&naka).

Daudin accepts this classification (ii 280-87), but

Udbhata (iv 49) adds *• the Quietistic (MiUa) os

the ninth rasa, although Bharata neither dofino3

it nor mentions its corresponding vibh&vas. Rudrata

is singular in postulating a tenth rasa, callod tho

Agreeable (preyas), which is accepted by Bhoja

and others. RudrabhatU admits nine rasas

in poetry
;

so do Hemacandra and the two Vflg-

bhatas. The Ayni-purH^a in tho same way men-

tions nine rasas, (and eight slAHyi bh&vas\ but follows

Bharata in regarding four as principal and lays special

stress on tho tf*g&ra. Those later authors who accept

the ninth rasa, the Quietistic, necessarily postulate

nirveda or self-disparagement, arising out of tho

knowledge of reality (taUva-jmna), os its sthAyi-

hh&va, which is called by some authorities iama,

or repose resulting from froedom from mental

excitement* 4
.

Tho author of the DaiarUpaka, however, contends

that thero can be no such sthayi-bhava as nirveda

or iama, for the development of that state (if it

33 if the verse is genuinely Udbha(a's. See above

p. 143. fn 13.

34 This sentiment is also closely related to the sentiment

of disgust ; for it arises from an aversion to worldly things.
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is ab nil possible to destroy utterly love, hatred and

other human feelings) would tend to the absence

of all moods ; and in the drama, tho object of

which is to delineate and inspire passion, it is

inadmissible. Others, again, hold that the Quietistic

rasa does exist, as it ia experienced by those who

have attained that blissful stale, but it has no

sth&yi-bh&va in dramatic composition ; for nirveda,

boing the cessation of all worldly activity, or Jama

being freedom from all mental excitement, it ia

not fit to be represented. Hence Mammata takes

oight rasas in the drama (p. 98) and nine in

poetry (p. 117). Bhoja, in accordance with tho

views of tho school which lays special emphasis on

tho tptijAra, accepts only one rasa, tho Erotio,

in his $r*g&ra-pr<ik&ta ; and although he mentions

as many as ton rasas in his cyclopaodic Sarasvali-

kanfhdbharaya, including the Uinta and the preyas,

ho appoars to dovote almost exclusive attention to

the tfhglkra in his treatment ol tho rasas in this

work. Tho views about tho admissibility of the

Mnta are discussed by the author of the Ek&vall

(pp. 96-7) who maintains that Bharata has mentioned

nirveda as a vyabhicHri-bhAoa immediately in con-

text after the enumeration of tho sth&yi-bhavas

and at the beginning of the list of the vyabhic&ri-

bhSvas ; and this faot is interpreted as indicating

that the sage moant it both as a sthayi-bh&va and as a

vyabhicHri-bhava
;
but Hemacandra (p. 81) anticipates

and rejects this quibble of verbal interpretation,

though agreeing with him in the general proposition

as to tho admissibility of t&nta as the ninth rasa.
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Visvanfttha primarily admits eight orthodox rasas

(iii. p. 160) but adds the ninth aontn in deference

to the views of these authorities, and a tenth rasa,

called vatsala or parental affection, subscribing

apparently to Vaisijava ideas (pp. 185-6)35 . He
quotes a verse to explain that the mood, called

by the great sages the Quietistic, which has, among
all sentiments, tranquillity

(iama)
as its basis, is

that stato in which there is neither pain nor pleasure,

nor hatred, nor affection, nor any desire 3 ®. But

tho question arises how can the Quietistic, boing

of the nature describod, arising only in a stato

of emancipation wherein there is an absenco of all

feelings like tho Accessories etc., bo rasa, which

implies a stato of relishable enjoymont 3 ’. To this

objection be replies that tho Quiotistic is a rasa

because in that state the soul is only about to

bo emancipated (yukta-viyukta-dato) and is not

completely absorbed in the Divine, so that tho

prosonco of fooling*, like the Accessories etc. in it, is

35 RhAnudatta count* (Kasa-taranginX) maya under

the rasas. Rudrafa mentioned prtyas (friendship), which

rasa is accepted by Bhoja. Some writers add iraddhS,

along with MaktL See Bhlnudatta, op. fit. p. 36, II. 25f (ed.

Kegnaud). £Uigabhupila admits only eight rasas, but his

treatment is from the standpoint of dramaturgy.

36 na yatra duhkkam ma lukkam tux tint*, na dve*a-

rugau na ca titid inhi
/ rasak sa iin/ah katkito muni-

ndraih, sarvf*u bh*vc*u ‘*an.a-prad!ianah //, cited also in

Data" iv 49 (comm).

37 ityc'vmfi-rupasya iantasya mokfsvasthayam evdtma-

svat up^\patti-lak*aniybn pridurbhuJatvlt latra safuary-

tldinatn abhavat katiiain rasatvam.
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not incompatible. As for the statement that there is

an absence ofeven pleasure in it, it is not contradictory,

for it refers only to worldly pleasure3 *. Jagan-

nfitha, the latest authority on the subject, advocates

nino rasas and maintains (pp. 29-30) that like all

other rasas, the Utda is capable of being represented

and appreciated by the audience. Since the clevor

performance of the actor, representing such a state

of mind, free from disturbance and not affected

by passions or desire, is found in actual experience

to produce an impression on the mind of the audienco,

it is thoir stato of mind, exhibited by their silent

and rapt attention, which ought to sottle the quoation.

The representation of absolute indifforonco or tho

actor’s power of representing it is not tho point in

issue : it is the capacity of the spectator who actually

feels the sentiment. Jaganu&tha also adds that oven

those, who do not admit this rasa in the drama, should

acoopt it in poetry from the fact that poems like tho

Mah&bh&rata have for principal theme tho delinea-

tion of Mnta rata, which is thus established by

universal experience
(
akhUa-lok4nubhava-siddhalv&t).

N&getfa remarks on this that the tanla rasa should

also be admitted in the drama on tikis ground,

inasmuch as the Prabodha-candrtdaya is universally

acknowledged as a drama (p. 30).

Coming to the essential basis of rasa, viz.

the bhava, we have seen that Bbarata defines it

in general terms as that which manifests tho

sense of poetry through the throe kinds of re-

38 yak o'umin sukhlbhivJftubtas Iosya vaifayiia-

sukha-paratvan na virodkah.
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presentation, vacika, Ungika&nd sallvika 3 ®
;

it is the

emotion which ultimately becomes a sentiment, if

it is dominant, and therefore, serves as tho basis

of rasa But later authorities arrivo at a greater

precision and apply the term technically to those

cases where there is no propor or complete dovolop-

ment of rasa. Both Dhanafijaya and Bhftnudatta

expand the definition of Bharata, the latter defining

it as a deviation from the natural mental stato

(tn'tera) which is favourable to the development
of rasa ( rasdtxukRla) and which may be either physi-

cal (i&rlra) or mental (dntara) ; but Mammafa fixes

tho conception as ralir devddi-tieayd vyabhic&rl

lalhdnjitah (‘love having for its object a deity or

the like, and also the suggested Aeceasory’), on which
ho adds the gloss ikli-iabd&n r*uni<juru-nr}xi-]>utrddi-

iHfayaA, kUntS-deayi tu vyakt* irng&rab (‘by tho

term the like are meant sages, preceptor, the king,

son etc., the one having a beloved woman for its

objoct beooroes the erotic'). Govinda explains that

the word rati here implies tho sthiyi-bhdea which
has not attainod to tho state of rasa «®. What is

meant is that when the sth&yi-bh&oas, like rati]

havo for their objects God, king, son and tho like, or
when tho vyabhiedri-bhavas are manifested as the

principal sentiment in a composition, there is no
rasa but bhdva

;

and this definition is accepted
by all writers after him.

39 A fourth kind of abhinaya is sometimes added, viz.,

iharya (extraneous) i.e. derived from dress, decoration etc.

40 ralir Hi tlMayi-biivCfalaiyinam, devUi-visaytly-

0H-apripta-rat*vastA*fialaM*anam, p. 206.
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Thus ViavanAtha explains the bh&va as follows :

sahcarinafy pradhanani
,
derddi-vifay& ratify /

udbuddha-m&trafy sthayi ca, bhava ityalhxdhtyale K

In other words, when the Accessories are principal,

or when love etc., has a deity or the like for its objoct,

or when a dominant feeling (stk&yi-bh&va) is mere-

ly awakened, we have bh&va. Hia own gloss upon

the above verse explains it in this way. Although

they are always concomitants of rasa in which

they 6nally rest, such Accessories as are for tho timo

being principally developed, like a servant for tho

time being followed by his king in his marriage

procession
; or love etc. having a deity, a sage, a

spiritual guide, a king and the like for its object ; or

such sth&yibh&vas as are merely awakened or have

not attained tho state of a rasa from thoir not being

fully developed, are denoted by the term bh&va.

In all theso cases apparently there is no complete or

proper development of rasa; and a bh&va, there-

fore, in later terminology, may bo generally described

as an incomplete rasa. But this must be distinguish-

ed from the rasdlh&s<

t

or semblance of rasa and

the analogous bh&vdbh&sa, which occur whon tho

poetic sentiments and emotions are falsely attributed

(eg. sentiment in animals such as described in

Kum&ra-sarpbhava, ill. 36-7), or when they are

brought out improperly, i.e. when thero is a lack of

entireness in them as regards their ingredients 41
.

The cases occur, according to Bhoja (v 20), when

41 anauiilja-prav’tlatvi ibhiia rosa-Mavayoh, explained

as anaucityam cd/ra rasanim Hiaratadi^anUadakwnZnam

simagrl-rahitatvt tvtka -dria-yogUoi/palaksa^a-para7j\ bodhyam.
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the mood or eruotion is developed in An inferior

character (hlna-pitru), in animals (liryak), in the

rival hero (inayaka-pratiyogin
) or in any other

subordinate object (yauifa padirtka) 4#
,
but Viiva-

n&tha elaborately summarises various other cases

(iii 263-66), especially noting improprieties in

connexion with particular rasas. Thus there is an

impropriety if the Terrible
(
bhayinaka) is mado

to reside in a noble personage, or the Comio (h&sya)

in a spiritual guide. It must be noted, as Jagan-

nfttha explains, that if a mood or feeling is developed

by impropriety, the impropriety, unloss it acts as

a bar, does not constitute a fault **.

In the sarao way, (1 ) when there is an excite-

ment only of sentiments, (2) when two opposing

Hontimenta, striving for mastery, are represented as

being relished in ono and the same place and at

the same time, or (3) whon a number of senti-

ments, of which each succeeding one puts down the

preceding, they constitute respectively bh&v6daya,

bhatva-s>sTivlh\ and bh&oaiabalatd. Now, all thoso

phases of tho sentiments are taken as rasa topically,

inasmuch as they are capable of being tasted

(loree’p* rasan&d rasi$). These cases do not seem

to have been formally recognised by Bharata, though

hinted at by him in vi 40, as we learn from Abhi-

nava’s commentary on ch. vi, which is partially

42 Sihgabhupila (pp. 141-a) distinguishes two cases (i)

where rasa is ascribed to an inanimate object and
( ii

)

where it is developed in an inferior character or in animals.

43 ylvata Ivanaucitytna rasasya fa*is tivat tu na

varyate, rasa-pratikulasjaiva tasya ni*tdkalval.
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reproduced also in his °Locann, p. 66. They are first

met with in UdbhaU. who includes them under

urjasvin (iv 6) ; but in Rudrata (rii 4) and the

Dhvanikira (ii 3) we find them definitely established.

This incomplete development of rasa and its

subordination must be distinguished from the cases

of the opposition (rirodha) of simultaneously existing

sentiment# in the same theme. It is laid down

formally that some rasas are intrinsically inconsistent

with one another, e.g., the Erotic is opposod to the

Disgustful, the Heroic to the Quietistic, and so

forth44 . The incongruity or opposition results in

three ways, vis., (I) from identity of the exciting

cause (Hlatjibana-vilh&ca) (2) from the identity of the

subject of emotion and (3) from immediacy of succes-

sion. The incongruity in the first two cases may

be removed by representing the sentiments an

having different exciting causes respectively, or as

existing in different subjects (e.g. in the hero and

tho rival horo). The last case of conflict may bo

removed by placing, between the two immediately

44 Some rasas again are mutually consistent, c.g. karuria

and bibhatsa go with vira ; irugira goes with hisya (cf

Bharata vi 40) etc On this question see Lindenau, RasaUkrt

(pp. 7lf) According to Viivanatha. the rasas hostile (i)

to inigira arc karuna, bibhatsa, raudra, SIra and bhayinaka

(ii) to hisya—bhayinaka and karuna (iii) to karuna—Jiisya,

and i'-hgira (iv) to raudra—hisya, inigira and bhayinaka

(v) to vira—bhayinaka and rinta (vi) to bhayinaka—hrhgira,

vira, raudra
,

hisya and iinti (vii) to uinta—vira, krngtra,

raudra, hisya, and bhayinaka (viii) to bibkatsa •brdtgira.

Bhanudatta gives the antagonistic rasas as follow : i'itgira-y

bibkatsa
;
vira-ybhayinaka\ raudra-yadbhuta , hisya-y-karuiia.

45
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succeeding sentiments, s sentiment which is not

opposed to them. These are cases where two or more

rasas stand in the relation of principal and sub-

ordinate
;
the term ‘subordinate’ being misleading,

it is sometimes called a concomitant rasa (saacarin),

which implies that it cannot terminate absolutely

in itself and at the same time is distiuct from

a fully developed rasa, as well as from a mere un-

developed iMw41
. Thore is also no incongruity

where a conflicting rasa is recalled or described

undor a comparison. All these questions proporly

come under the theory of propriety or aucilya in

relation to rasa, elaborated by Anandavardhana and

his followers, and is ultimately basod on tho dictum

attributed to the Dhvanik&ra (p. 145, cf locana

p. 138), which lays down in gonoral terms that

the secret of rasa lies in conforming to the establish-

ed rules of propriety.

The doctrine of the Dhumydloka that in a

composition in which the sentiment is awakened,

proprieties of various kinds (e.g. with reference to

the speaker, the theme, the employment of the

vibhdvas etc., the use of tho alat}dcar<u and other

elements, pp. 134f, 144f

)

should bo observed, and that

certain items of conflict (virodha) with tho dominant

sentiment should be avoided, gave rise to a theory

of propriety, which is generally comprehended by

later writers under the discussiou of tho dosas of

rasa. Thus, in later treatises, the rasa-do^as occupy

45 ala evnUra f>raJMimttarr^u rat t*u ivalantrya-vihrama-

rahityit. fUsautrasa-bkivm-mitrit ,a vilalynyataya, Ut-Uuri-

rasa-nsmud vyafadea,ik fricyinim, Vievanitha. p. 420.
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n separate and important place, in addition to the

conventional do*as of pada-, padartha-, vakya

vdkyArtha-dosas recognised since Vimana's time. It

is Ksemendra alone who emphasises the importance

of the subject by making it the theme of his

well known Aucitya-vicara-carca which will be notic-

ed in ita proper place. Mahiinabhatta. in the second

chapter of his work, considers the question of

anaucitya in some detail. According to him, im-

propriety or incongruity has two aspect*, accord-

ing aa it refers to 4ab>Ui or to nrtha respectively.

Then ho speaks of propriety as external

(hahirauja) or internal (antnrau.ja), apparently us

it is iaUla-visaya or artha-v\*aya. Tho cases of

internal propriety, which consist* in tho propor

employment of the vihhivas etc., have already been

explained by previous writer* (e.g. tho Dhvanydloka

pp. I44f) ; Mahimabhatta, therefore, take* up tho

question of external propriety, which ho thinks

falls under five faults of composition, via., vidheyA-

vtmaria (non-discrimination of the predicate), pro -

krama-bkedo (violation of uniformity in the oxpross-

ion), krama-bheda (syntactical irregularity), jtaunar-

uktya (tautology) and vacydraco na (omission of

what must bo expressed), to the explanation and

exemplification of which he devotes, amidst several

digressions, the rest of the chapter. It is difficult

to say why these faults of expression alone are

singled out as defects resulting in a violation of

rata (rasa-bkahga). Later writers would include them

under general defects, reserving the cases of virodha or

opposition of ratcu as specific instances of rasa-dofas.



IX. WRITERS ON KAVI-SIKSA

(i )

The email group of writers who doal with the

theme of kaoi-Hk^a (“education” of the poet) does

not, strictly speaking, come directly under general

Poetics, but deserves notice, partly from the reputa-

tion and authority enjoyed by some of these authors

but chiefly becauso it displays a peculiar tendenoy

whioh emphasises one aspect of Poetioa as a

discipline, namely, ita practical object which dovolop-

od side by side with the theoretical consideration of

goneral principles. Those treatises do not deal with

the conventional topics of Poetics, with its theories,

dogmas and definitions, but they are moant chiefly

as manuals to guide the poet in his profession, their

primary object being kaviiikfH or instruction of

the aspiring poet in the devices of the craft.

It is difficult, in the absence of data, to determine

the origin of this school, but the attitude adopt-

ed is significant, being almost oo-extensive with what
may be supposed to have been the original stand-

point of Poetics itself as a more or loss meohanical

‘Are Poetics’ *. The ancient as well as the modern
writers on general Poetics, no doubt, touch occasion-

ally upon the question of the practical training

of the poet* ; and it is not improbable that this,

1 See above pp. 42-43 and footnote.

2 See above pp. $ 2(.
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in course of time, formed the object of a separate

study and multiplied these convenient hand-books,

of which necessarily we possess comparatively late

specimens.

Ksemendra’a two works, Aueitya-vicira and

Katri-kanfhdhharana, which may be conveniently

grouped here, are curious and valuable in many
respects. In his theory of aueitya or propriety,

he takes as his thesis, mainly, Anandavardhana’s treat-

ment of the same question with reference to rasa

which is crystallised in the oft-quoted verse from the

Dhvanydloka ; ‘•Thero is no other circumstance which

leads to the violation of rasa than impropriety
;

the supreme secret of rasa oonsiaU in observing

the established rulee of propriety"*. To depict

rasa, it is necessary to observe the rules of propriety
;

and the subject, whioh is anticipated by Bharata
(who, for instance, speaks of the proper employment
of anubh&vos), may take various forms according

as it relates to the subject-matter, the speaker, the

nature of tho sentiment evoked or tho means employ-

ed in evoking it. Wo have already noted that

this theme has been discussed topically at some length

by the formulators of the dAfoni theory, by Mahima-
bhatta, as well as by most post-dhvani writers

who consider it generally in connexion with rasa -

dofas. Ksemendra develops and pushes the idea

to its extreme, and speaks of aueitya as the essence

of rasa (rasa-jivitabkilta\ and as having its founda-

tion in the charm or aesthetic pleasure (camalkora)

3 anaucilyiJ rts nAnyad rasa-bhaugasya kiraruxm
/

frasiddaucitya-bandhas tm rasaj'bpamsat para //
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underlying the relish of rasa. The alartd&ras and

gunas in poetry are justified by and receive their

respective significance from this element, which
may, therefore, be fittingly regarded as the ‘soul’ of

poetry 4
. That which is suitable or conformable

to another is called uctfa in its relation to that object*.

This aueitya may have application with reference

to various points in a poem, such as a word (pada),

a sentence (vakya\ the sense of the composition as a

whole (pralxtntlhdrlha), its literary excellences (guifas)
its poetic figures (alanihiras), the rasa or tho

sentiment in a poem, tho employment of the vorb

(kriya), the uso of tho caso (himLa), of the gender

(linya), of the number (nmm), of proposition, adjec-

tivo, particles (a/XMarpu), or considerations of tirno

and place (deta and k&la) etc. ; and tho cases of applica-

tion aro dogmatically summarised as twenty-seven

in number (it. 8-10). Tho treatment of each of

these casos is accompanied by profuse illustrations

of every point from tho works of various poota, the

favourite method being first to cito examples of

verses which comply with a rule and then adduce one

or two examples of verses which do not do so.

There is hardly anything original in the theory itself

;

for though it rightly insists upon a standard of

propriety in pootic expression, it ultimately resolves

itself into assuming a more or leas variable criterion of

taste or personal appreciation, which Anandavardhan*

4 ed. KivyamdU, pt. i, pp. 1 15-16.

5 u;itam prihur iciryik sadrsam kila yaiya yat, ex-

plained by the gloss as jal kila yasylnurTipam tad tuilam

ueyatt.
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and others admit as tnhTdayatva, but which is

bound to be, as it is, rather vaguely defined and

therefore incapable of exhaustive formal treatment.

It is really the province of taste or criticism,

rather than of Poetics proper.

At the same time, the fact must not be over-

looked that works of this nature in Sanskrit, ostensib-

ly meant as they aro for the guidance of the

aspiring poet, display, in their discussion of what is

right and proper in poetry, a tendency towards

genuine criticism, taken apart from the beaten

paths of orthodox Poetic*
;
and they sot up in their

naive way a standard, whatever it may bo, of

taste and critical judgment. No doubt, most writers

on general Pootic*, betray some critical acumon and

give us a great deal of critical or semi-critical

matter whilo considering tho application of a rulo

or principle, especially in the chapters on doqu

and ffnna ; but their outlook is often and necessarily

limited by their confining themsolves to rigid rules

and specific definitions*. Ksomcndra’a work, in this

0 The growth of artificial poetry, wc have seen, made

the technical analysis of rhetoric, and instruction of it, a

necessity : but rhetoric involves (and sometimes becomes

identical with) criticism
; and it is almost impossible for

Alainkirikas, who also theorised on principles, not to

busy themselves with the form* and general phenomena

of literature. Thus most works, whether on general poetics

or on rhetoric, did involve some amount of criticism which

could not be avoided. It must also be borne in mind

that our modern ideas of Aesthetics, Poetics or Rhetoric

are not sharply distinguished in thoc old authors, nor was

there anv well-defined notion of the respective spheres of these
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respect, possesses a unique value, and the part of

his treatment which discusses the illustrative verses

is extremely interesting as an evidence of “apprecia-

tion" which is comparatively rare in Sanskrit.

K^emendra deals out praise and censure, within his

limits, as a true critic who is no respector of

jMiraons
;
even the honoured names of Amaru, Kali-

dasa or BhavabhQti make no difference. In moro

than one instance, he illustrates two sides of a ques-

tion, regarding both merit or defect laid down by

a rule, by different verses from his own work
;
and

in some cases he docs not hesitate to go against

orthodox opinion’. Whatever maj bo tho intrinsic

value of his critical dicta, some of which may
appear too trivial or crude to us, ho shows a

wide acquainUnce with the whole range of claanical

Sanskrit Poetry and an undoubtedly cultured taste.

studies. The theorists drew their ideas of poetry mainly

from existing classical Sanskrit literature which, though

magnificent in partial accomplishment, was not fully equipp-

ed for purposes of general criticism. The absence of

any other literature for comparison—for later Prakrit and
allied specimens are mainly derivative—was a serious

drawback. This will explain partially why their outlook

is so limited, and their principles and definitions so stereo-

typed.

7 e. g. while discussing the question of propriety of the

contents of a composition, he cites ( p. 120 )
from Kumlra-

savybhava viii—which canto he accepts as KAlidisa's—

and severely censures the poet's manner of describing the

amours of Hara and Pirvatl in terms of ordinary dalliance,

against the authority of Anandavardhana who defends

(p- 137) against the imputation of vulgarity.
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If the common saying that a bad poet often

turns out to be s good critic carries any wisdom

in it, it is very apt in the case of Ksemendra whose

critical powers cannot indeed be ignored.

K^emendra’s other work, Kavi-kaNfhdbharava*

,

though less interesting, is equally remarkable for

its refreshingly novel treatment. Ksemeudra postu-

lates two impulses for the attainment of pootic capa-

city, viz., divine help (<divya-prayatna
)
and individual

effort (
pauruya ). The first includes prayer, incantation

and other heavenly aids
;

but from the latter

standpoint, he classifies three groups of persons 9

with whom instruction in the art ol poetry is

concerned, viz., those who require little effort

(alpaprayalnatddhyti), those who require great effort

(krcchra-ifrlhya), and those in whom all effort

is fruitless (asidhya), and sums up by saying that

the capacity for poetry is vouchsafed only to the fit

and few. The next chapter discusses with illustra-

tions the question of borrowing or plagiarism, a

theme which is just touched upon in tho third

chapter of the Dhvany&loka. but which is dealt with

8 A sketch of this work will be found in Kumtndra'i

KavikajftkAbha rana by J. SchOnbcrg (Wien, 1884), pp. gf.

The five siimJAit or section* of this work deal respectively

with the following themes : (i) attainment of poetry by

an unpoetical person (akattk karitvXftik), (ii) instruction

of the poet already gifted firiptagirah kaveh). (iii)

the faults and excellences of poetry, (iv) familiarity which

a poet should possess with other arts and sciences as a

source of charm to his poetry (paritaya-tarutva ).

9 Cf Vamana I. 2. 1-5 ; Rijasekhara IV.

46
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extensively by RAjaiekhara 10 . Ksemendra divides

poets from this point of view into those who imitate

the general colour of a poet’s idea (chAy6paj\vin),

those who borrow a word or a verse-line (podoAa-

and pada-upajivin), or an entire poem (sakaldpajivin)

and lastly, those who are taken by the whole world as

legitimate sources (IhuvanSjxylvya, e.g., Vy&sa).

Then he lays down elaborate rules for regulating

tho life, character and education of the poet This

is followed by a discussion of camatk&ra or poetio

chann, without which, we arc told, no poetry is

possible, and the illustration (by means of oxaraplos

draw from the works of various poeta) of ita ten-

fold aspect according as it appeals with or with-

out much thought
(
actcdriia-ramaniya or vic&rya-

m&i/n-ramuiflya 1
*), resides in a part or in tho whole

composition, appertains to tho sound, the sense or

both, or relates to the poetic figure, to the senti-

ment, or to the well known nature of tho thomo.

Then we come to the treatment of the excellences and

dofects with roforence to tho seuse
(
artha), the verbal

IO In Anandavardhana's opinion, the province of poetry

is unlimited, in spite of the fact that hundreds of poets

have composed works for centuries
;

but the thoughts of

two inspired poets may bear certain resemblance, which

may be like that between an object and its reflection,

between a thing and its picture, or between two human
beings. The first two kinds of resemblance should be

avoided, but the third is charming (iii 12-13).

it RajaSekhara attributes a dictum to Udbhata which

says that the sense may be vuarita-sustha or avicirita-

ramaniya, according as it is found in the eSslra or the

kavya respectively. See above p. 75, fn 29.
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expression (4abda), or the p«>etic sentiment (rasa)

involved ; and the work is rounded off by fixing the

extent of knowledge which a poet must possess

and giving a long list of the arts and sciences

in which he must be proficient, which is thus

sot forth : tatra tarka-cyakarana-bharala-canakya-

vtUsy&yana-hhilrata-rrimayaifa-moksd/t&yltmajnana-

dhlUuv&da-ratna/xirikjavaidyakajyaHtitadhanur-

veda-ijaju-tur'iyu-puru^a-Iaktami-ihjulrndraj&ln-jtra-

klrntfu jxtricaya.A kavisamrajyatyaftjanah. This

rapid summitry of the contents of thi* work will

show that it hardly puts forward any apocial claim

as a work of great theoretic importance, but that

its value consists not in its subsUnco but in its

treatment of practical issues, in its careful and minute

illustration of every point by examples taken from

previous poets, with not a little amount of knowlodgo

and critical discernment.

( 2 )

The K^vya-kaljKi/atA-vr*li of Arisimha and Amara-

oandra and the Kaoi-kaljxdalA of Deveivnra, written

in imitation of that work, ueed not detain ua long.

They are essentially treatises on the composition of

verses, including a practical treatment of prosody

and rhotoric. They furnish elaborate hints on the

construction of different metres, on the display of

word-skill of various kinds, on jeux de mots and

tricks of producing double meaning, conundrums,

riddles, alliterative and rhyming verses, and various

other devices of verbal ingenuity, concluding with
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a chapter on the construction of similes and enumera-

tion of parallelisms for the purpose of ordinary

comparisons. It gives also a list of kavi-samayas

or conventions observed by the poets, and states

in detail what to describe and how to describe

it. These decadent treatises, therefore, offer such

adventitious aids for ready-made poetry, as may

—

to take a particular point—be afforded, for instauce,

by a modern rhyming dictionary or works of similar

nature.

A summary of the main topics dealt with in

the Kdvya-kalpalati and its vrUi will make the

standpoint clear and give an idea of tho general

scope and nature of such works. The first pratbna

of this work is called ckandak-siddhi (prosody)

and oonsists of five sections on (i) the construction

of the anu*(up metre (anui(up-t*$ana). (ii) enumera-

tion of the principal metres, shifts in grammatical

forms of the verb, Prakrit loan-words (whero Heroa-
candra seoms to be superficially quoted), transmuta-

tion of one’s own or another poot’s ideas into

the same or different metres, conversion of one motro

into another, caesura (yati), the whole section be-

ing generally entitled ckanddbhyasa. (iii) use of

expletive particles and words for filling up tho

verse (chandak-purona), such as sum, sat, drak, tn,

pra etc. (sHmanya-tabdaka). (iv) argumentation, point-

ed sayings, subjects of laudation or vituperation,

interrogations e.g. in hda-iastrddi, sva-Mstrd-

dhyayana-pratha etc. (vdda). (v) subjects for descrip-

tive poetry, and how to describe the king, his

ministers, the prince, the army, battle and hunting,
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as well as a city, a village, a garden, a lake

and ao forth ;
enumeration of the kavi-samayas

(varnya-sthili). The second chapter, called iabda-

siddki treats of etymology, derived meanings of

compounds, alliteration and rhyme in the middle

of a verse, with a list of words suitable for this

purpose, enumeration of tanibatidhin expressions
;

denoted, indicated and suggested meanings, showing

tho influence of the Dhvani school. The next

chapter, entitled Hesa-tiddhi, upon play on words

of various kinds, consists of the following sections :

(i) composing of words in such a way that they

can be read differently according as they are

divided, with a list of tUtfpayorji words, (ii) a kind

of ifefa occuring in the description of an object

by analogies, in each of which the same quality

or condition has to bo traced in the same words

or in synonyms, (iii) cases of doublo moaning, produc-

ed by homonyms capable of widely different inter-

pretations, (iv) ambiguity produced by similarity of

inflections of different origins, (v) surprises of

different kinds, such as verses in which the same

consonant or vowel is repeated in each syllablo,

vorsos spread out in diagrams to be read in

different ways, e,g. aocording to the move of tho

knight in chess etc :—a subject which is trented

in some detail, for instance, in the Vidagdha-mukha-

mandana of Dharmad&sa Sari 1 *. The last chapter

called artha siddhi, is devoted to tho construction of

similes, ellipsis and similar figures, and gives long

12 The subject is dealt with as early as Dan<Jin, Rudrata,

and the Agni-purina.
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lUta of parallelisms arising from like conditions or

attributes of the objects compared, e.g. the lips

may be compared to the coral, to the bimba fruit or
fresh-blown twigs and so forth.

A large part of this treatment is reproduced

in Kesava’s Alarflkara-iekhara, as well as in

Devea'varu’s Kaoi-kalpalcUA, the latter work boing

directly modelled on the K&vya-kalpalat& with

considerable plagiarism of passagos in oxtenao. These

works, therefore, do not require any separate notice
;

and although Kefava’s text doals, besides this,

with tho ordinary topics of Poetics, set forth as the

views of his muster Sauddhodani, but in substance

and form following the views of Marnmat*, Homn-
candra and the V&gbhatas, it than possesses hardly

any claim to originality either • in theory or in

treatment. Most of tho works of Jaina authors,

oveu including those of Homacandra and tho V&g-
bhatas, aro written apparently from the practical

standpoint of composing a suitable toxt-book, and

they always, in their discussion of general principles,

incorporate hints on matters helpful for the practi-

cal working out of poetry l *.

(3)

Although written in a fanciful style and hard-

ly presenting one systematic theory, Rijoiekhara’s

K&vya-mimaijisd may be noticed here, inasmuch

13 e.g. Hetnacandra. pp. 5-15, 1*6-135 * the younger
Vagbhata pp. 38-68. Both borrow largely from Kscmcndra
and RajaSckara.
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as it mixes up the topics of kaci-tikjH with those of

Poetics proper, at the same time giving us a

somewhat rambling treatment of various extraneous

matters. The work is also remarkable for its

varied collection of different opinions, as well as

for the light it throws on the literary practices

of a certain period. Its views cannot he directly

connected with any particular school, but it is

quite possible that its author follows in the main

a tradition of opinion inherited from his literary

ancestors, whom he frequently quotes as the

y&y&iarlyas.

The origin of Poetics is attributed by RAja-

sekhara to the Supremo Being and the celestials,

and he claims a very high position for the discipline,

which is regarded as the seventh awja without

which the significance of Vedic texts cannot bo grasp-

ed. Tho self-born &rlkaotha taught this science

to his sixty-four will-born disciples, among whom
the most venerable was tho K&vya-puru$a, bom
of Sarasvatl, and he figures as the nominal hero of this

half-allegorical work. As Praj&pati set him to

promulgate tho science to the world, he imparted

it to his seventeen divine pupils, SHhasrftk^a and

others, who embodied it in eighteen separate

adhilcarancu on the portions learnt by each 1

4

. Our
author seeks to set forth in one book, consisting

of eighteen adhikararyas, the substance of these

teachings, which were in his time, to some extent,

lost. If we are to accept this plan of the author,

only the first adhikarwfa ou kavi-rakasya exista

14 Sec Vol i, pp. 1-3.
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of this ambitious work. The K&vya-puru$a, from
whom metrical speech first began and who stands

symbolically for the spirit of poetry, is the son

born to the goddess of learning, Sarasvatl, as

the result of her long penance on the Him&layaa.

In order to keep the boy company, Sarasvatl

creates S&hityavidyA as his bride who follows him
and wins him over. On this alight oonceit the

book proceeds to set forth its peculiar doctrines,

including in its desultory scope various literary

remarks’ and dogmas, as well as topics like general

geography, conventions observed by poets, a disquisi-

tion on the seasons, an account of kavi-goifhi and

other relevant and irrelevant subjects.

The work begins (ch. ii) by dividing literature

(eoiinuiya) into Jfcfra (both human and revealed)

on tho ono hand, and taryo, on tho othor. It

enumerates the different t&stnu and defines their

nature and form, including under the revoalod Uulnu
tho Vedas, the Upani^ads, and the six atigat (tho

Y&y&varlyas taking AlsipkAra s&stra as the seventh),

aud comprehending the Pur&Qas, Itihftsa, Anviksikl,

the two Mlm&ipsas and the Smrtis under human
iattras. It then mentions fourteen (or eighteen)

vidya-sthanat
,

bringing under it several technical

and philosophical disciplines. The moanings of the

terms sTUra, 1T«». bhaiya, samiktQ, Cika, jxinjika,

karika and vdrttika, which are the different forms

or styles of the idstrai, are then explained, incidentally

giving an etymological definition of tahityavidya 1

5

.

Then, after a digression on the fable of the Kavyo-

15 See above p. 47, fn 4.
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purusa, the author goes on to deal with the different

kinds of pupils to whom a knowledge of the science

can be imparted, via., buddhiman and Aharya-buddhi,

the latter of who may be again anyalha-buddki and

durbuddki, and discusses in this connexion the force of

iakli (genius), yratihhA (poetic imagination), vyutpatti,

(culture) and abhyAsa (practice). The Yftyavarlyas

think that iakli is the only source of poetry and

gives rise to jyralibkA and vyulpatti
;

but others

hold that the aid of concentration (sam&Mi) and

practice (aAAyflja) is also required. The jtratibkA 19

may have a twofold aspect, according as it is creativo

(k&rayitri) or discriminative (bkAvayitrl). The creat-

ive faculty may be natural (tahaja), adventitious

(Ahdtrya) or acquired by instruction (aupadliika),

and poets are accordingly classified as sArasoata,

AbhAycuika and aupadtiika. The discriminative

faculty (
bkAvakatva

)
is distinguished from the poetic

(kavitva). The bkAtaka may bo either ‘tho dis-

cou tended’ (arocakinak, ie., who possesses the

faculty but requires to be guidod), ‘those feeding on

grass’ (talrydbkyavahArinak, i.e., the vulgar person

absolutely devoid of the faculty* ’), ‘tho envious'

{malsarinak)t »'>d lastly, *tho really discerning’

(laUvdbkinivetinak) who is rare.

In the next chapter wo have elaborate classifica-

tions of the poet from different points of view.

Poets may be grouped generally into three classes,

16 defined as yi iabda-grimam arlha-iartham alamkara

tantram mukti-mirgam anyad aft tatki-vidkam adhikrdayam

pralibkisayati si pratibki.

17 Cf Vamana I. 2. 1-3.
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the 6aatra-kavi, the kacya-kavi and the nbhaya-
kavi. The 4dMra.katn may either compose the iitstra,

or produce k&oya-effect in tbe katlra or Hkitra-

effect in the kuvya. The kdvya-kavi is classified

elaborately, if not very logically, into eight groups,

viz., racnna-kuci, ial-da-kapi. artha-kavi, alatpkdra-

kavi, ukti-kaci, rasa-kavi, marga-kavi and iastrdrtha-

kavi. Then we have an enumeration of ten grades

of apprenticeship through which a poet has to pass

until he becomes a kaci-rdia, which is indeod not

the highest distinction but which, according to

RAjatfekhara, w ho was himself so designated, indicates

a status even higher than that of a mahSkaoi.

Elsewhere in ch. x, ho gives an account of tho teat or

literary examination of poets for such honour and

recognition, in which the successful poet is convoy-

ed in n special chariot and crowned with h fillet

(paf(a-lxtndha). He speaks also of purity of body,

speech and thought necessary for a poet, und

describes the houso of tho poot, his attendants, his

writing materials, tho division of his whole day into

eight parts and duties appropriate thereto. The
chapter under discussion concludes with a reforonoe

to tho theory of paka of which as many us

nine varieties, named after the taste of difforont fruits,

are mentioned.

The next chapter deals with the word and the

sentence, and their functions, grammatical, logical

or otherwise. In this connoxion Rajasekhara states

that a sentence possessing the literary excellences

(gunas)
and embellished by poetic figures (atawkaras)

18 See above pp. 301 fn
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constitutes poetry
(guifavad alamkrtam ca vakyam

eca kavyam, p. 24 ). If any definite conclusion can

be drawn from this statement, Ryjosekhara, in

general theory, appears to recognise tacitly the

position of the Rlti school
;
for in this sentence he

reproduces V&mana's well-known dictum (kaoya-

iabdo'yatji ynnalanxluira-sa t/akrtayoh babddrlhayor

variate, on l 1. 1). This is supported also by the

apparent disfavour he shows towards tho view of

Udbhat* and Rudrata, as well as by tho marked

partiality attached to the opinions of Ma&gala and

Vftmana, whose classification of rUi is accepted on

p. 31. It is true that his school lays special stross also

on rasa 19 , and, like most writers mining after

Anandavnrdhana, RAjasckhnra does not fail to bring

rasa into prominence. This makes it difficult to take

his work as framed definitely for any particular systom.

But it is clear that his sympathies ally him with

tho older Rlti and Rasa schools, rather than with tho

new school of Anandavardhana, who, though oitod

at p. .16 , does not appear to havo influenced his

views greatly. It is probable that he is following somo

old tradition, which stands apart from orthodox

sohools, but which has many things in common
with the older curronts of thought and opinion.

The rest of tho work, devoted to topics of a

similar character, does not throw any further light

on his general view of Poetics. The seventh

chapter, which comes next, analyses the modes of

speech on a novel basis, referring to the promul-

19 e.g.
t
kirn tu rnsavata «w nibanditj yuktah, na n\rasatya

P-45-
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gators of different religious doctrines, into brihma,

taiva and vaifivtva, with their sectarian subdivisions
;

and after a brief mention of tho three rUis of

Vftmana* 0
,
we have some remarks on the methods

of reading or pronunciation of different peoples,

incidentally discussing the question of appropriate

language and style of gods, apsarasai, pitacas

etc. The eighth chapter enumerates- the sources

or auxiliaries of poetry (k&cya-yonayah), already

referred to by BhAraaha (i 9) and Vftmana (i. 3),

such as tho scriptures, the law-books, the epics,

the Pur&Qas etc, and gives a long list of arts

and sciences, as wtll as philosophical systems, which
contribute to tho content of poetry* 1

. The noxt

chapter is concerned with the possible themos of

poetry, topically referred to by Anandavardhana

(p. 146), according as it deals with incidents and
personages, human, divine, or portaining to tho

20 Rdjatckharas account of the origin of r\tii i* curious.

He says that on account of the SihityavidyS’s wanderings

through various countries, different poetic forms evolved

themselves, the important among them being the three rUis
mentioned by Vamana.

21 These are: iruti, imrti, itikisa, purirui, pramur*-
vidyi, samaya-vidy*. raja-siddkinlatrayT

(
artka-iistra

,
nHya-

iSstra and k&ma-kistra), loka, viracani ( - kavi-man'j>i-nirmi-

tam katki-tantram artha-mitrasn vS\ and prak\nutka (mis-

cellaneous, like hasti-hik*b, ralna-par\k-l, dhanur-vtda etc.).

In ch. x. he speaks of (i) kitya-vidyis. viz., nima-dhatu-

p*rayana (-grammar) abkidkina-koia (lexicon), ckando-viciti

(prosody) and alamkira (poetics), fii) 64 kalis, called upa-

vidyas (accessory- studies) and (iii) kavya-matarah, viz., kavi-

satnidhi, deia-virtri, vidagdka-vbda loka-yatrb, vidvad-gMhi,

and puritana-kavi-nibandha.
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lower world (potala), by themselves or in different

combinations. Two very interesting chapters follow

on the elaborate " classification of the different

shades of borrowing or plagiarism (Aamiui), with refer-

ence respectively to borrowing of words and borrowing

of ideas. A verse is cited towards the end which says

that there is hardly any poet who does not 'stoal' from

others, but the best of stealing is cleverly concealing

the fact'*. But mere reflection or copying of ideas

is condemned os unpoetical (to'yatfi katwr akavitva-

diiyl sarvatfui pratilimla-kalpak pariAarai/xyah,

p. 68). The true poet is said to be ono who dis-

covers something novel in the expression of words
and ideas, as well as restates what is old' 4

. The
next chapter, therefore, details thirty-two different

modes by which plagiarism or literary borrowing

may be skilfully turnod to advantage (a question

which must haTO assumod some importance in

i n RAjadekhara’s time), all the points in theso interest-

22

Hemacandra ( pp 8f
)

and Vigbhaja
( pp. ijf)

plagiarise and reproduce this portion of R-jaltckhara’s

treatment and draw also partly from Kaemendra
( see above

p. 36 lf> On these passages, see F. W. Thomas in Bhandarkar
Commemoration Volume, pp. 379-3831- To Anandavardhana's

classification of three kinds of resemblance which may
be found in two poets (see above p. 362 fn 10) these writers

add a fourth kind, vir., "foreign-city-entrance" likeness

(Parapura-praveia-pratimati ). Le.. where there is substantial

identity, but the garnishing is widely different. And of

these four kinds, the superiority is in the ascending order.

23 nittyacaurah kavi-jans nittyacauro vonig-janali
J

sa naniati vini vicyam yojiniti nipikitum //

24 iabddrthi'ktiv yah faeyed ika kiTtcana nvJanam •

nllikhet krfuana pricyam manyatarri sa mahakavih
//
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ing chapters being profusely illustrated by examples

drawn from the works of various poets. This dis-

cussion is followed by three chapters on the establish-

ed poetic conventions
(
kaci-samaya

),
with referonoe

to countries, trees, plants, flowers etc., as well as

about intangible things (e. g., a smile should always

be described as white). There are two more chapters

on geography
(deto-vibh&ga )

and tho seasons (kala-

cidftitya) respectively, the former mentioning tho

countrios, rivors, mountains etc. of India, the products

peculiar to each, the colour and complexion of various

peoples, and tho latter describing tho winds, flowers

and birds, and actions appropriate to various seasons.

This baro outlino of the A'aiya-mlmat/isH, so far

ns it is available and actually published, will mako

it clear that nearly the whole of its content falls,

Btrictly speaking, outside the province of gonoral

Poetics, whose conventional topics have thus far boon

hardly touched upon. At the a.uno time, soroo of the

subjects dealt with by Riljaiokhars havo been roferrod

to, if not elaborately treated of, by ovon orthodox

writers like V&mana ; and the unique evidence of the

comparatively early work of Rijnsokhara on this topic,

written ostensibly in conformity with some old tradi-

tion, will go to support the hypothesis that sShilya or

the art of poetry originally included in its comprehen-

sive scope all such varied literary topics, until there

was a gradual branching off of kavi-iik^a as an allied

but separate discipline, and a limiting of the iastra

itself to the discussion of more or less general

principles. In themselves, however, these topics aro

extremely interesting and throw a great deal of light
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od some of the literary aspects of olassica) Sanskrit

poetry and its practice. They are jnado all the more

delightful reading by RAjasekhara's concise but easy

and picturesque style, especially as it is enriched by
judiciously selected nud varied illustrations, very un-

like the conventional illustrations one meets with

in an ordinary text-book on Poetics.



ADDITIONS AND CORRECTIONS
TO VOLUME I

P. 17, /» j. The inscription itself is written in prose

having long compounds, and contains alliteration, repetition

of sounds and other tricks in the approved style. The
sphuta, madhura, kimta and eitra qualities may correspond

to prasida, midkmrya, kim/i and other excellences discussed,

e-B-i by Dantjin.

P. 20, /. 5. Subandhu refers (p. 146) also to Ao&-

bandha.

P. 25. /" 3 - Kohala is cited also by MAnikyacandra

(p. 65). A work, entitled Kokalarakasy

a

in 13 chapters,

dealing with musical modes, is ascribed to the sage Kohala

(described as the son of Bharata) who reveals the subject

on being requested by Matauga (Madras Trm 1
,
C, 787).

P. 26, fn 22 and mbovt p. 24$, fn /y An examina-

tion ol some chapters of Abhinava's commentary on

Bharata makes it clear that Abhinava discusses some

readings and interpretation of some passages of Bharata ’s

text, given by Lolla(a, Sartkuka and Udbhata » a fact

which would make it most probable that they did in

fact comment upon the text Regarding Bhafta Niyaka

the passages are not conclusive
;

but he might have

been, for aught we know, also a commentator on Bharata

P. jo, l S. It is difficult to say what the terms tTUra-

nubaddka and anuvatpija tlekat mean. The first term may
signify (i) verses connected with or following upon the

sTLlras, or (ii) generally speaking, verses composed in the

condensed form of a tTUra. It is not clear whether these

verses are Bharata’s own or quoted by him from some

unknown source. The term Mmqwa olokas may mean
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literally 'verses handed down traditionally in the family'

(i. e., from teacher to pupil in spiritual succession)
;
but

it may also be interpreted as 'verses connected with the

same class of topics’.

P- 35< 9• Vikramb' Act iii ; Malavikj,' Act L Kalidasa

refers to the eight dramatic rasas acknowledged by Bharata.

Kane notes that in Har*a-tarila iii, para 5, Biiia refers

to bharata-marga-bhajana-gtlam, and in ii 4 speaks of actors

acting in the irabhan v>tti (discussed in Bharata xx 54/).

Aftvaghoaa uses the terms hiva and bhivm (iv 12) in the

sense they have in dramaturgic rasa-systems.

P. Jp. M.lnikyacandra says (p. 8) that the Hfdaya-
darpana-kira spoke of vjat.jani-vyifira as being essentially

a case of subordination of sound and sense {nyagbhivita-

kabddrtha-svarTifati)
; a statement which agrees literally

with what Ruyyaka say* (p. 9) regarding the view of

BhaMa Nuyaka. The verse habJa-firidhinyaw is ascribed

to Bhatta Nlyaka also by Minikyacandra (p. 4^
P-39,/* *• Read this footnote along with the correction

made in this volume, p. 192, fn 16. Abhinavagupta, in

his 'iMcana p. 188. attributes a similar view to the BhiHa
or PrSbhakara school, which may have been the source

of Govinda’s mistaken statement that the Dlrghavyapira-

vftdins are bhattamat»fia;\ vimah

.

P. 42, /. 3. Read "in a metrical form with a running
prose-pr//!”. This question has been discussed again in

this volume on pp. 23of

P- 45*
L 3• Anandavardhana quotes at p. 236 (rom

Bhamaha iii 27 (anonymously).

P. 54, fm /. Kane (HAL p. xx) notes that NSriyana

In his commentary on Vuta-ratmLkara quotes (pp. 3-6)

long passages from Bhamaha which, if authentic, indicate

that Bhamaha wrote also on Metrics.

P. 63
,
U. 2 and IX. Read ‘da-as' for 'gunas'.

P. 70, L 22. Kane notes that in the commentary of
Vadighadghala, entitled SnUdamfiilimi, Kasyapa, Brahma-

48
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datta and NandisvSroin arc spoken of as Daij«Jin's

predecessors.

P. 7/, L 15. Add a further reference : Kautilya, Artha-

fiastra I. 3. 1.

P. 79, /. rj. BhaHendurija, on the other hand, apparent-

ly approved of the new doctrine of dkvani
;

for Abhinava

l*£iKama p. 2) tells us that this teacher of his explained

to him the mangala vetx of Ananda’s vtti in the light

of the JkvamMheoty. The only instance where the two

Indurijas are confused or identified occurs in Samudra-

bandha p. 132
;
but this ts no strong evidence.

P. Si, f* /. One must also note that Vimana v. 2. 9-
Migha i 25. The words ya bkartrpiw\iuya cited as un-

grammatical in V. 2. 28 occur in PratijKa-yaugandha ruyaiia

Iv 3 1
and the verse Urtu<kaHiika-gaurtna (cited in iv. 3

25) occurs in Svapmaviiava' iv 7.

P. 84. Add in Bibliography of editions : “Text and

translation of the last section of Vimana’s werk, by

Cappellcr, entitled Pimama's StUregtln, Strassburg. t88o”.

Add also on p. 85 : “A commentary by Sahadeva, quoted

in the notes to the Gackwad ed. of the Xivra-mlmSriisS,

p. 5".

P. 87, fn 2. Also Pratthircndurija p. 1 1 - Rudraja

viii 40} P p. 31-R viii 89; P p. 34«R viii 95 ;
also Dhanika

on iv 35-R xii 4.

P. 97, l. to. Pathak (introd. to MtgkadT.la p. xivf

)

distinguishes our Vallabhadeva from Vallabhadcva, the

grandfather of Kayyafa j for our Vallabha, who also

commented on the four standard kivyat, quotes, according

to Pathak, from Haliyudha and K?trasvimin, and there-

fore must be much later than what his identification with

KayyaU’s grandfather would warrant. But the evidence

does not seem to be conclusive, as there is nothing to

show that these are cases of real borrowings, or that these

late writers did not themselves borrow the passages in

quo6tion from our Vallabha himself.
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P. 99, l. 2. It is interesting that Nami quotes on ii 19

a Prakrit verse from one Hari, presumably a writer on

Poetics, which mentions eight vfUis (and not five of Rudra(a).

P. 107, fit 2. One of these passages from *Loeana on

p. 133 would imply that the earlier commentator, the

Candrika-kara, probably made a similar distinction between

the Karikakira and the Vfttikira.

P.llo,Ll5. RajaAekhara, p. 15, in his only quotation

from Ananda, really cites a farikara-'nloka of the v> Hi

at p. 137. Kuntala, on the other hand, quoting the Prakrit

verse tali /Saqtti (Dkva* p. 6a), which is Ananda's own

(from his lost Vi*amabina-tJi). appears to designate Ananda-

vardhana as the Dhvanikira (see my introd. to Vakrokti•

j\vita p. vii).

P. ill. Sovani’s hypothesis is further supported in a

modified form by Kane (HAL pp. Ix-lxi, Ixlii-lxiv) but

his arguments are hardly convincing. See the question

discussed again in this volume above p. 175 fn 1, p. 178

fn 5.

P. 117, 1 16-1S. See Pischel in ZDMG xxxix (188s)

p.315. Is it a commentary, entitled Dharmottami, on the

(Pramiliia) viniicaya (of Dharmaklrti) t

P. 118. The Kivya-kautuka is quoted by Minikya-
candra at p. 5.

P. IJS. The DaiarTipaka-paddMati by Kuravirima is not

a commentary on DhanaAjaya’s VaiarTifaka, as liultxsch’s

entry would imply. It is an independent work on dramaturgy

consisting of no verses. See Madras Trm II, A, 820(c).

P. 146, An inscription of Bhoja of Dhiri* is noticed

in the Proceedings and Transactions of the First Oriental

Con/ertnu, Poona, p. 319 (Tilakwada Copperplate of Bhoja

dated in vikrama-samvat 1 103).

P. 149. RatneSvara appears to have flourished in the

14th century A. D.

P. iso. Jagaddhara’s *fUu is noticed also in Stein,

fammtt Cat. p. 275.
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p- *55 . U- IS'*6- Mahimabhat^a himself gives anlara-

Uokas or antaruryi (besides samgrako-slokas which summarise

a discussion and which may be his own) which add to

the discussion and are probably adduced from external

sources, indicating previous exposition of similar topics

by other writers.

P. 136, II. 18-19. The commentary is published in-

complete, breaking off in the midst of the second vimaria.

P. 160, II s-4. Minikyacandra (p. 304) states that the

six prainZtuu arid sanybkava of Jaimini have been accept-

ed by Dhoja as poetic figures but Mamma^a has not

taken them as such, implying distinctly that Mamma(a came
chronologically after Hhoja.

P. 163, l. /. Read : "Peterson is incorrect in stating

that Minikyacandra Suri'* etc : for Minikyacandra remarks

on this verse : atka c&yair, grantho’nyendrabdho'parcrut

tamipita Hi dui-khatylo'pi samgk^lana-vaiud akhan^Syatt,

sugkatam hyalak*ya-samdhi tfld »tyartkak (p. 304k

P. 167. Add in Bibliography : "(k) with Minikyacandra

Suri's ‘sarpktia, in Anahd.\frama Series no. 89, Poona, 19a 1 :

also cd. Mysore Govt Orient. Library, Mysore, nos. 58.

60"
» and make necessary additions on p. 170 under

Minikyacandra.

P. 177, fn /. A work, called SiddkZnta-ratna-tnali (a

refutation of the dvaita view of Vedanta) is noticed in

Madras Trm I, B, 362, and is said to have been composed

by 3rtvatsaUfichana barman, son of Vi?nudhvajacArya.

P. 178, L 7. The Kivyapar\k<i consists of five chapters

which correspond in the following way to Mammae’s
work: (1) sabdArtha-nirnaya -M 1-3, (ii) kavya-bheda -

M

4-5, (iii) dcM-nimaya-M 7, (iv) guna-nirupana= M 8-9,

(v) alamk.ira- M ia With a few exceptions, it gives the

Aurikas as well as the illustrations of Mammata with

appropriate observations on them. See Aufrecht in ZDMG
xlv (1891). p- 307-

Pp. 176-77. The date of Jayarima's Nyaya-siddhanta-
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maH is given as samoat 1750=1693 A. D. He is said to

have been patronised by RajS RamaJcnma of Krishnagar

(Bengal). See S. C Vidyabhusan, Indian Logic, Calcutta,

1931, pp. 477 (-

P. 187, L /. On Jagadtia TarkiUamkJlra, see S. C.

Vidyabhusan, op. cit. p. 469!.

P. 187, l. rj. Devanatha is described as the son of

Govinda. One Devanatha appears to have been a logician

of Bengal who upheld the views of Mammata against the

adverse criticism of Vuvanatha. See Madras Trm II, C,

1570 (
extract ) : II, A. 819.

P. 194, l. rS. Minikyacandra’s ‘smnlcta which was
composed in 1160 A.D., quotes the Alarjikara-sarvasva of

Ruyyaka, which should therefore have been ivrittcn some-

what earlier than this date.

P. 196. The Sak'daraTiti consists of four ulltkkas :

( 1 ) gm*4. describing the ten excellences (c g. rTlpa, varya,

prabka etc.) of a woman, (ii) a/amkira, speaking of the

ornaments of gold, pearls etc, unguents, flowers worn by
a woman, (iii) jXtrita, dealing with youth which is the

essence of womanly charm, and ( iv
)
panKara, treating of

the parapharneiia of beauty.

P. 227, /n. 3. Siiigabhupila, however, unmistakably refers

to our Vidyadhara when he says
( p. 206 ) : utkal&dkipateh

t’ •fig&ra-rasAf'himanin} narasrmkadevatpa rittam anuvarta-

nuntna vt'dyadkarena kavinl etc. Trivcdl (introd. p. xxiii)

comes to the conclusion that Vidyadhara was patronised by
Keftarl Narasimha 1282-1307, or by Pratipa Narasiipha 1307-

1337 A. D.

P. 2jo. It is curious that Nariyana, who describes

himself as a descendant of our Kumar^svamin, gives the

genealogy of his ancestor thus in his commentary on CampU-
rimSyana

( Madras Catalogue, xxi, Kavya, p. 8212):
/Mallinitha

Mallinatha-»Kapardin-> \Pcddubha$ta-+Kum,<rasvamin. He
speaks of Peddubhatja as a raah»mahdp4dhyftya, a
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commentator on the Nai*adha and as having been bathed in

gold by Sarvajfta ( &itigabhup£la ? ).

P. 2Jo Ratna-bina. This commentary, as it appears

from the colophon ola Ms of this work, noticed in Madras

Trm II, C, 1923, was composed by TimmaUc&rya, rt»n of

RamSnujicarya of Sukavata family and disciple of VAtsya

Ramanujicarya. He is said to have lived in Ramattrtha

(
near Kotipalll in the Godavari district ).

P. 244. Singabhupila. M. T. Narasimhiengar in his

ed. of Subhlrita-n\v't states that &mgama Nayarju, our author

was a contemporary of Praurjha Dcvarija of Vijayanagara

( 1422-1447 ) ; but P. R. Rhandarkar in his Note on Xiitga-

bhnpHa (Proe. of the First Oriental Conference. Poona, vol. ii,

1916, p. 425 )
doubts the correctness of this date.

P. *44- SihgabhapAla also wrote a work, entitled Saiiiglta

sudk>'ikara, which appears to have been a commentary on

the Sa:\ig~ita~ratnCika*a of &arugadeva.

P. 2so. Kane (HAL p. cxviii) points out that as RhAnu’s

father Gagelvara was a Maithila, he was very likely the

GancAvara Mantrin, brother of VlreAvara, whose son Cantjcf-

vara composed the Vivbda-ratn&kara and weighed himself

in gold in 1313 A. D. If this indentification is correct,

it would support our approximation of Bhinu's date. The
terms Gananatha, Ganaptfti and Gancsvara having been

interchangeably employed, need not present any difficulty.

A MS of Rasa-hiraUgini noticed in Madras Trm II, A, 823

(b) calls Bhinudatta gananithatanayamoitkila-bhanu,latta.

P. 252. Rntibrt-rtrijana comm, of Vrajarija. It appears

from Madras Cat. xx, Kavya. p. 8008. that Vrajaraja

wrote an independent poem, entitled Rasil-a-raUjana, in

three stavakas, describing feminine attractions and charms.

P.255. A tradition in: Bengal gives tamvat 1550=1493

A. D, and saipvat 1625= 1568 A. D. as the dates respectively

of Rflpa Gosvamin's birth and death. His Dbna-keli-kaumudl

is dated in 1549 A. D. (Madras Catalogue, xxi, Kavya, no.

12521, p. 8407X
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P. 257. One of Kavicandra’s known dates is 1661 A. D.,

because the Cikitu-ratwxvaty is so dated, and it describes

itself expressly as the work of Kavicandra of Datta-kula,

Dlrghauka-nagara, son of Kavikarnapura and grandson of

Vidyavifiarada, and a vaidya of Sudhlra on the banks of

the Ganges (the Hoogly ? ). It also mentions the names of

his two sons as given here.

P. 260. Add Bibliography under Alain kirakaustubha
:

"Ed. with an anonymous commentary, and a gloss by

Sivaprasida Bhaft&cifya Sihitya-tistrl, Rajsahi (Varcndra

Research Society), VoL I, 1923 (ch. i-v), in progress".

P. 27J. Dharananda, author of SudkJ commentary, also

wrote commentaries on the Anargharigkava {Madras Cat.

xxi, Kivya, no. 12444. p- #355) Mrahakatika (composed

in 1814 A. D., 1bid, no. 12625, p. 8475). In the last-

named commentary, he gi\cs his genealogy and an account

of himself, from which we learn that he was the son of

Rimabala of Bharatapura and grandson of Jhikura of

Vaiiftha-gotra, and a worshipper of Hanumat and disciple

of ParamAnanda.

P. 278, fn /. There is a reference in Citram\\\\*>\ui-

khnyyfana to a matter to be doait with in the aidariavUmjikSfa-

prakarasya (p. 101), which Jagannfttha obviously contemplat-

ed writing. It is curious 'that in the Mine work (p. 12)

Jagannatha says : vue^ot tu udikararuUarnkara-prakaranc

rasagaitgidhariid avastyah, although the treatment of mdi-

harttsya is wanting in the existing text of RasagatgodMarm.

P. 284. RatnaAckhara Suri comjK^ed his Kriyi-ratna -

samuaaya (ed. Jaina Yotovijaya Grantham*!* Scries) in

sarpvat 1466= 1410 A. D.

P. 286. Indrajit. Buhler mentions {ZDMG xlii p. 543)

a work on Alamkara, called Ramtandra-tandrik* by Indrajila

(is it Indrajit ? ), the date of which is given as 1712 A. D.
P. 286. Kandalayirya. The author tells us that he

lived in the court Vefikaja-bhupati. son of Soma-bhupati

( and Giryamamb* ), who wa> the son of Nallare<Wi of
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Mustipalli
(
also called Pakanldu

)
family and of Mitimilla-

gotra. He resided in Boruvalli in Nadigadda country

which lies between the Tuugabhadra and Kr?na. The

work is in ten mllisas, as follow
:

(i) upodghata (ii) kftvya-

laksana (iii) dhvani-prakarana (iv) rasa-prakarana (v) do?a-

prakarana (vi) guna-prakarana (vii-ix) kavya-vi&efa-prakarana

(x) nayaka-prakarana.

P. 289. Ragunatka-bkTipir<ya. It was written in honour

of the author’s patron, whose name it bears in its title,

after the manner of Vidy&nltha, who is referred to as

Vidyapati in the introductory part. It consists of eight

viQsas, dealing with (|) niyaka-guna (ii) kivya-svarupa

(iii) sainlak^yakrama-vyaAgya (iv) asamlaksyakrama-vyartgya

(v) gunlbhuta-vyahgya (vi) AabdAlamkira (vii) arthulainkAra

(viii) guna.

P. 294. Ciraftjlva’s Kavra-vUisa was composed in 1703

A. D. The author's genealogy, as above, is given by himself

in his VidvanmaJa-larangint. His grandfather Kailnitha

is said to have lived In RAdhlpura in Gau«)a country.

P. 29899. Sihitya-ratnUkara. The ten tarahgat of

this work deal with (i) granth.Vambha (ii) vicaka-AabdArtha*

Vftti (iii) Iak«aijl-4abdArtha-vftti (iv) vyafljaka-AabdArtha-

vytti (v) guna (vi) iabdUamklra (vii) arthAlamkAra (viii)

dtwa (ix) dhvani-bheda (x) rasa.

P. 299. A'aftjarj/a-raie-iAri&ruj. The alias of the author

was Abhinava-Kilidisa, and he describes himself as the

friend of Abhinava-Bhavabhuti (alias Alura Tirumala Kavi).

The work is in seven ullisat, dealing with (1) nayaka

(ii) kAvya-svarttpa (iii) dhvani (v) dosa-guna (vi) candrakala-

kalyAna ( a short typical drama) (vii) alaiukftra.

Pp. 307-S. R.ijacudimani Dlksita. In his poem Rmkmv&r
kalyina (in 10 sargas) he state* that he composed it

when king Raghunatha ( son of Acyutendra and grandson

of Cinnadeva or Cinnacevvaj was ruling at Tanjorc
;
and

his two dramas, Auandarighava and KatttaliMl-kalahanvsa

were staged in the court of the same prince. The ten
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ullisas of his Kivytt-iarpirut deal with (r) kivya-svarflpa

(li) tabdArtha (iii) vyartgyArtha-svarQpa (iv-vi) kivya-bheda

(vii) dc«ja (viii) guna (ix) febd&lamkira (*) arth&lamkira.

P. joS. Ramacandra’s Nitya-darpana. For an account

of this work, see Levi in JA, cciii, 1923 (Octobre-D&cmbre).

P. 309. Rima Subrahmanya. A work, called Alarfdtira-

histra-viUsa, is ascribed to him in Madras Trm II, C, l8oa,

1805 (extracts). This work refers to the Sakitya-darpana,

and quotes (not correctly) Vidyanfttha's PratiparudAya. It

must be a very late work. The author appears to have

written also some philosophical works noticed in the Cata*

logue cited above.

P. 31s. The Sriigira-rasa-mandana of ViVlhaleivara is

not a work on Alamklra as mistakenly entered here, but

really a lyri: poem (mostly in imitation of Jayadeva),

erotico-religious in character, dealing with the amours of

of Krena. Ed. Bombay. sa*vat 1975 (-1919 A. D).

P. 310-11. Vasamtarij\ya Nilra-Us/ra. See notice of

a MS of this work in Madras Trm I, A, *95 (b), where the

stanzas (miasing in Burnell and IOC ), giving the author's

genealogy, state that Vasantarija, who ruled over Kumlra-

girl, was the son of Annapota and grandson of VemabhOpati.

K&taykvenu was the son of Kilayabhdpati by his wife

Dodd*mbl, who was the daughter of VemabhOpati. For a

discussion of his genealogy and time, see introd. to PirvaA-

pariyusya in ed. Sri Vii) I Vilisa Press. 1906.

P. 327, /. 17. Vftmana Bhatla Blna is the real author

of the work which bears the name of his patron. He also

wrote the ParvaTx-parinaya ( usually ascribed to Bii>a), the

bhina Srngira-bknjfana ( ed. N. S. P. ). and a Sabdaratna-

nighantu. besides the prose VcmabhTipila-carita. For an

account of the author and his time, see introd. to his two

plays, ed. Sri Vinl Vilasa Press.

P. 316. Vehka^cirya. The author describes himself

as the disciple of his uncle &r1nivasacarya, and says that he

flourished in the court of Veokata-niyaka, son of Bahirl

49
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Pamu Our Veakata may be the same as Bucci Ve6kal>Sc5rya,

author of Vedanta-kirik&valX, and his uncle and preceptor

Srtnivisa was probably the author ofJijf&sa-darpana.

P. 3/7. AlamkSra-a'mtimanL This work is in five

paricehtdas, and was composed, as two verses added at the

end indicate, on Sunday, the 7th day of the bright fortnight

of Mftgha in the year vibkava (?) iota 173a
P. 327, l. 17. The AlatfJclra-majfi-hlra is published in

the Mysore Govt. Oriental Series, nos. 56-58.

P- 34*. I- 5 • Read ••successors” for “predecessors", and

add the names of Vatsa and Kohala. See XSIya-ias/ra

xxxvii 24. Bharata himself refers to the opinions of "others"

( e. g. pp. 48. 109 y
P. 342, /. 2$. On the other hand, erotic theories were

perhaps not unknown to Bharata
j

and where the themes are

common to the two writers, there is considerable similarity

of treatment, e. g., Bharata xxiii 15! and Vitsyiyana
vi. 5. 29f.

ADDITIONS AND CORRECTIONS’
TO VOLUME II

P. iS, ft 36. Abhinava reads tukha-prayojyai- tkandobhik

in the text, which Is paraphrased by Hcmncandra and

Mlnikyacandra simply as sukkaiabd.\rtkam saukmmSryam

iti bkaratak.

P.Sp./m. Add in the last line : "also ZDMG, 1919,

pp. 189C where he deals with prahvastupam

S

and drMint

a

m
.

P. 233. L 2. Read 1. 2 as follows : "as he accepts the

suggestion of rasa as the essence of poetry."
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Entries are confined to those passages which contain

a substantive reference to, and not mere citation of, the

persons, works or subjects indicated. The figures denote pages,

and references to footnotes are marked with an asterisk.

The following abbreviations are used: fig -poetic figure;

Agp-Agnipurana
;
Anv- Anandavardhana

,
Abh-Abhi-

navagupta
t
Bh - Uharata j Bh& - Bhamaha

; Bh N - Bha|(a

N.tyaka
;
Bhlnu - Bhinodatta

; I)*I)an(Jin; Dh-Dhanafl-

jayaj Dhk-Dhvanikira
; He - Hcinacandr*

; Jg-Jagan-
nfltha

j
Knt — Kuntala , Ks — Ksemendia

; L — Lollafa
;

Mmt- Mammata
; Mkc - MAnikyacandra

,
Mbh - Mahima-

bhafta
;
Rdt-Rudra(a, Rk-Ruyyaka

;
L’d-Udbha^aj

Vg I - the older V-gbhata
; Vg II -the younger Vigbhaja

;

Vm- Vimana
; Vis- Vtfvanitha

}
Vid - Vidyadhara

;
Vin-

Vidyinatha
;
Snbh -difigabhupila.

abhaflga-4le*a 82 TldIns on i92f , as basis

abhAvavAdin. the school which of vivaksitAnya-para-vacya

denies dhvani 67 ;
Bhfi dhvani 204, 321-2

;
postu-

and Ud are not of this lated by Bh N 233 ;
poetic

school 67 ; reactionary figs as particular forms of

writers of this school 229 240 ;
admitted by Agp

abhidha, denotation of a word,
|

256

184(1 includes lakijana in abhidheya (or saniketita) artha

Bh N 155, 234 ;
its far- 193 ; distinguished from

reaching function 157 ;
as vyangyArtha 194

a means of generalisation Abhihittnvaya-vadins i88f

159; cannot comprehend Abhinavagupta, his comm
rasa 1701 as defined by on Bh cited 3, 6*-i9«, 20,

different schools 184-5 ; 23# » >39 *.
on 'be object

in relation to vyafijana of poetry 50-ij on pratibha

tgof ;
Dlrghavyapara- or Sakti 53 ; on rltis and
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vfttis 13 1 j
comments on

Bha's vakrokti 136; inter-

prets Damjin's idea of

rasa 139-4° ;
influence of

Bh N on 159 j
maintains

essentiality of rasa in

poetry and in drama 160,

an, az4f, 2831 criticises

Bh N's theory of rasa

164 ;
his theory of rasi-

bhivyakti (vyakti-vida) 27,

!6sf, 171, aoj*. an, 224f
;

on previous existence of

dhvani-theory 178 j on the

relation of indicated and

suggested senses 195
;

defines citra-kivya aoi*
,

importance of his exposi-

tion of dhvani-theory 224,

227 »
He's borrowings

from 147*. 307 *
influence

of his theories of rasa

3*5. *n
abhinaya, vieika at 1 ahirya

3J0* j
three kinds of aj,

349

abhineylrtha, drama, 56. 57.

See rQpaka

abhiplutArtha, a doea in Bh 11

abhim-na, a lakyana, 313

abhimukha (rasa) 330*

abhisamdhitft (niyika). See

kalah&ntarita

abhisariki (niyiki) 341

abhivyakti (of rasa), Abh’s

(q. v) theory of j synony-

mous with carvani (q. v.)

•71

abhivyakti, a fig, in Agp 260

abhiyoga. See abhyasa

abhy&sa, poetical exercise or

practice 54, 369 j same as

D's abhiyoga 54

acala-sthiti or apythak-sthiti

or asthiratva, of figs in

relation to rasa 215*. 287

actor, when he is an appre-

ciator of rasa 332-33

Acyuta Riya, his work

Sihitya-sAra 31a

adbhuta (rasa), implied in

Bh's udAra 18; emphasis-

ed by NArAyana 330 j Its

presiding deity 344*

adhikApamA 265

adhlrl (nAyil^A) 340

adhyavasAya, complete super-

imposition, as basis of

classification of fig? 93-4.

Aesthetics, involved in Poetics

63*. 359*

aesthetic pleasure. See plea-

sure

aesthetic attitude, distin-

guished from the philoso-

phic and natural, 158^,

I7lf, 172*

Agni-purana, treatment of

yamaka in in 8*
j

its

definition of ud&ra 19s
j

its classification of rlti

and guna 130, 257-9 l
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school of opinion represent-

ed by 229, 254 1
nature

and scope of thealamkara-

chapters in 255, 26ofj

features common with

Bhoja's work 25$f
;
ignores

dhvani 2 55 j
unorthodox

standpoint and spirit of

eclecticism in 2$6f, 26of

,

its treatment of rasa 256-

7 ; its classification of figs

259-do
j
accepts nine rasas

346, but emphasises

Jftiglra 257 } first admits

iabdirtha-gunas 259 j its

borrowings from older

sources 255, as6f, 260
j

first admits ubhyAlamkira

91, 2<5o

agrimyatva, in J>*s midhurya
ioi, 138. 139*. See

grimytva

ShSrya, a kind of abhinaya

350*

ahirya-buddhi (pupil) 369

akfara-dambara, of the Gaud as

95

akfara-saiphati, a lakfana,

313

Alamkira, doctrine or system

of 33 j no particular theory

in Bh 41 ;
why so called

41-a ; contemporaneous

with dramaturgic Rasa

system S42 ; earliest known

exponents of 42, 48-9;
|

coextensive with the origi-

nal* standpoint of the

discipline itself 42, 269 ;

its position explained 43f

269 i Bhi not its origina-

tor 48 ;
Ud as its exponent

87f ; Rdt’s relation to it

75-dj its decline connect-

ed with the rise of rtti-

system 84 85 ;
D's relation

to it 85, 96, y8f
,
its exter-

nal theory of embellish-

ment not accepted fully

86 j influence on later

systems 86
j
compared to

rtti-doctrine I27fj not

coextensive with rhetoric

94- »4 1 •
j
developed by

Knt (q. v), Rk (q. v) and
others

alamkira, a term applied to

to the discipline 41

alamkira, in the general sense

of beauty or embellish-

ment iG4f. 123-4

alamkira, poetic figure, as a

technical term unknown
in early lit 2 ;

its limit-

ed sense and number in

Bh 1, 4, 69, 20, not

defined by Bhi 34, but its

prominence in his system

41, 59, 66; conclusions

re development of the dis-

cipline drawn from the

(
treatment of Bh and Bha
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34f j Bhafti’s treatment of

40 j the discipline itself

takes its name from 42,

43 1 in Ud 69! , in Rdt

;6, 770 144-5. 80. 81 . 83-4.

87 j in D 85, 98. 106 f j
its

wider sense in D 1040

85 ;
not distinguished from

guna in Bh*, D and Ud
74, 85, 104!

1
in Vra 123 4.

I2$f j
sharply distingui-

shed from guqa by Vm
106, 123-4 j its existence

justified in poetry by Vm
I2S »

its place in dhvani-

system 86, 201, 207.

214-17. 220. 239 j Knfs

theory of *
as an

aspect of and coextensive

with vakrokti (q. v.), 65,

61 •
j
significance of, justi-

fied by its vaicitrya (q. v.)

due to kavipratibhi (q. v.)

94, 236O 240O 273. 288.

290ft 292, 291O 323-4 »

included in citra-kivya

201, 240 ;
its relation to

rasa 215-6,276
;
its import

anee recognised in later

systems 86f, 2i$f. 272-3}

process of its multiplica-

tion 80,87.93. illustrated by

an example 87f ; difference

of opinion on the nature

and scope of individual

figs 88f, the subject not

fully treated 89* ; classi-

fication into subvarieties

9 if, 93*4 i works entirely

devoted to 91, 93,314,316 4

in Agp 259 ; in Bhoja 261,

266 , in Mint 279 ;
in Vis

287 in He 306* j in Jaya-

deva and Appayya 313*6
*

«n Jg 317. 323*4

A lamkftra-c ikjimani 306*

alamkara-dhvani. 162, 220,

22Sf j not conveyed by

abhidhA 193 |
Included in

<amlak«ya-kram.vvyafigya

204 , in dlpaka 206
j

its

place in a complete sche-

me of dhvani 208-9 j re-

solves ultimately into rasa-

dhvani 211, 226
j
can be

v&cya as well as anumeya

247-8 j
Vis on 283

alaiiikara-dosa M2*
Alamkara-kaustubha 316

Alamkara-mafijarl 290

alamkara-mukha (rasa) 330
Alamk&ra-saiiigraha 69. See

Udbhata

Alamkftra-saivasva 288. See

Kuyyaka
Alaiukira-skstra. See Sanskrit

Poetics

alamkara-sutras 2

Alamkira-fckhara 311, 366

alatiikriyft, used in the sense

of alainkftra 105

alaukika, supernormal or dis-
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Interested, an attribute of

the relish of rasa 149, 156,

163. 165*. 1 72 , 3». 326;

essential attribute of poe-

try 320. See lokftttara

Amaracandra. See Arisimha

Amaru 360

ananvaya, a fig, 87, 108

anaucitya. See aucitya

anibaddha (kivya) 97*

antarafiga (or artha-vi^aya)

aucitya 253*. 355
antarbhiva-vidin 67

anubhava, a kind of know-
ledge 156 j

as a means of

establishing vicchitti 324

anubh*va, factor of rasa, 31
j

explained by Bh 3$f

»

re-

cognised by Ud 71, 142 ,

not used by Bhi 136 1

defined by4 later writers

345

anuklrya (or utpadya), rasa

as 148, 166

anukQla (nlyaka) 338
anumana, logical inference,

cannot comprehend rasa

171, 250-52 1 Mbh's theory

of 247 •, how comprehends

dhvani 247-9

anumina, a fig. includes fig

hetu in D 83 ;
distinguish-

ed from logical anumana

292

anumina-theory (or anumiti-

vada) re vyanjani-vftti.

repudiated by Anv i97f

;

as set forth by Mbh 197,

229, 246f
;
re rasa, as held

by Sankuka 150

anumeya artha, inferrible

meaning, 1 98, 247

anupalabdhi, non-cognition,

as applied to the inference

of dhvani 250

anuprasa, alliteration, 8*
j

distinguished from yamaka

35* » «n Ud 69 , in Rdt

79. 81 j in Bhoja ioi*
j
in

Vm 126

anvaya, logical connexion,

188, 193

anvaya-vyatireka, a principle

of distinguishing figs of

sound and sense 93, 294

AnviUbhidhina-vidins 189

anyadtya (niyik-). See para-

klyl

anyArtha, a do*a, 13

anyathi-buddhi (pupil) 369

apabhramfta (kivya) 56, 97
apahetu. a do*a. ill*

apahnava, concealment, basis

of classifying figs, 94
apahnuti, a fig, 87 j defined

by D, Vm and others

126-7

apakrama, a do?a, 12

apavarga (s*nikhya) 158

ap’.rtha, a do«a, 1

1

Appayya Dlk?ita, accepts

Rk’s doctrine of alainkSra
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293 i bU three works 316 ; 1 in Vm 19*. 119 * equival-

criticised by Jg^3*8
1

ent to D’s svabhivokti

aprasiddhi, an upamA-do*a, 18*. 119, in *
of older

83 writers, comprehended by

aprastuta-prasamsa a fig, 66, Mint's prasada 219, 277* *

167, 88 in Bhoja and Vin 304*

apratlta, a do*a, ill* artha-vyapara 185

ardhabhrama.a fig 107
;

arthAlamkitra, distinguished

Arisiinha and hi* commentator from ftabdAlamk&ra 8, 35*.

Amaracandra, their Kfivya’ 47-8, 78, reason of this

kalpalata and vrtti 363- distinction 91-2

*

in Rdt

366 j
indebtedness of 79 ,

number of, subject to

DeveAvara to 363, 366 fluctuation 93, 93
• in D

arocakin 369 107! | in Vm 126-7* In

artha, sense or idea, its differ- Agp 259f , in Bhoja 266
*

ent forms 190*. 199* , »* in Mint 279

a ground of inference arth&ntara, a do*a, in Bh 10 *

249 possibly same as vAcyiV

artha-doaa 1 1 1 * vacana (q. v) and includes

artha-du*ia, a do*a, in Bhi svatebda-vacyati of rasa

13, called ailtiatva by (q. v.) io*
.

later writers 13 1 arthintaranyisa, a fig, in Bhi

artha-guna, Bh’s guna* mostly 36 ; in Agp 260

30 * clearly distinguished arthAntara-samkramita-vicya

from Aabdaguna by Vm (dhvani) 242, 322

19, 1 17* implied by D artistic expression, theory of

103 * Vm’s scheme of 1 1 8f. 62

criticised as useless by aslllatva 13. See gramyatva

Mmt 215 277* *
in Agp asambaddha, a do*a, ill*

259 ; in Bhoja 26; asambhava, an upama-dosa

artha-hlna, a do*a, 10 83

artha-paka 300*. See paka asainlaksya-krama vyangya

artha-rasa, in D 139* 204; its function in suggest-

artha-slesa 49. 294, 295 ing rasa 204-5, 243. 275 *

arthavyakti, a guna, in Bh why so called 205-6 * its

18 j
in D 101, 102, 104 * sphere distinguished from
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that of fig rasavat 243-4

;

Mbh's explanation of

248-9

asamartha, a dona ill*

asadharannpami 1 08

atim.itra, a dona III*

atttaya, involved in vakrokti

64, 238. Sec atttayokti

atttaya, elevatedness, a had*

of classifying fig* in Rdt

79. 93
atiiayokti, a fig, involved in

other fig* 63*. 6*1, 108.

207 ,
identified in sub-

stance with vakrokti by

Bhi and Knt 64, 0J. 207 ;

lokAttaratva (q. v.) implied
|

in it 65 i in L’d 69 , in

Mint 8o* ,
an example

J

of 87 ,
in Agp 260

1
in

Bhoja 266

atyukti, opposite of kAnti-

gui>a in I) 102, 1 10

atyanta-tiraskfta-vAcya

(dhvani) 242, 32 a

Aucitya, a fig, in Agp 260

aucitya, theory of, anticipated

by Bh 357 j
based on

Dhk’.s dictum 253f. 354.

355. 357 i
relation to

do?a esp. rasa-do*a III*-

12*. 354-5 ;
Rdt’s use of

the term 144*
;
in relation

to winghatani (q. v.) 209-

10, 214* ; Mbh's treat-

ment ol 232*, 355. 357;

50

in Ks 355. 357f

;

aspects

of 357-8 ,
defined by Ks

358 ,
equivalent to sahf-

dayatva and incapable of

formal treatment 359
Aucitya-vicara-carca 355, 357.

Sec Ksemcndra

audarya, a guna. Sec udarata

audarya, an excellence of

of the hero 341

aapade&ika (poet) 369
AupakAyana 48

aupamya, comparison, as a

basis of classification of

figs in Rdt 79. 93, in

Vm 79*. 93. 126, in Rk

03
auparuylka irasa, 330
aurjitya, a guna, 305*

Avantisundarl, on pika 302*

ava«ara, a fig. Ho*

av-icaka. a do«ja, 13

avirArita-ramantya (artha) 75*,

362 *

avidya (philosophical) 171

avivaksita-vicya dhvani, bas-

ed on laksani (laksanft-

mfda) and includes meta-

phorical expression 203-4

,

why so called 203

ayoga (iftigftra) 338*

ayuktimat. a do?a, 13

Abhtra 97*

ibhyantara guna 265

ibhvisika (poet) 369

igama-virodhi, a dosa, 12
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ikiiuk$i, expectancy of words

ii*, I88

wksepa, a fig, 37 j difference

of opinion re its scope

and nature 88f, 126

wkhy&na 97*

ikhyityika.distinguished from

katha (q. v.) 57, 97
uuanda 5 1, 170, 171

Anandavardhana, on yamaka
\

8*
; on rltis and vfttis 130.

131,* 213 » his familiarity

with the views of Bh, Bhi

and Vin, 24f, 183 ; hit

influence in later schools

184. 32Jf 1 on the relation

of lakyya to vyafigyftrtba

195 ; defines citra-kivya

201, 317 »
exposition of

rasa 23*. 34. 218-9. 325f

;

on three kinds of suggest

ion 200f , on guna and 1

alat|>k*ra in relation to

rasa 20, 314 ,
on figs

,

devoid of suggestion 217 ; |

accepts three gunas 218
;

on plagiarism 362*

*ropita-6abda-vyap»ra 183

aSlh 5*

wsray.Urayi-bhwva, as a prin-

ciple of distinguishing

figures of sound and sense

91 f. 294

wsvada, relish (of rasa). 26,

165. 172. 173*. 327

avantikii (rlti) 1 30. 265

ivftti, a fig, 108

bahirauga (or sabda-vi$aya)

aucitya 252*. 355

Ballantyne 30*. 51*

bidhayat, a do*a III*

bihya, gunas 265

H*na 37*. 57*. 95. ioo*. 115*

Berkeley 189

bhadrf, a vftti Si

bhakti, used for lakfani (q.v.)

195 1 the theory that

dhvani is bhiikta I94f,

242-3. 252

bhakti, as rasa 348*. 335 j as

bhiva 336*

bhaiigl, bhaiigi-bhaniti, in-

volved in vakrokti (q. v.)

65. 236. 237

bhaniti or ‘prakara, or viioja,

involved in vicchitti or

vakrokti 336, 237, 293

Bharata, his views on Poetics

in his Xfifya-&lstra if j on
kivya 3*

,
on lakcaija 4<

,

on figs 6-9
j
on doja yf

}

on gui>a 14-20
;
on rasa

2of ; his sQtra on rasa

differently interpreted and

giving rise to divergent

theories 24, 27. 135. 147.

148, 15c* 155. 163, on

bhava 25-6, 349f
,
accepts

eight rasas 29, 346 j
on

the function of the

dramatic art 50*
; his ten
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gunas ultimately reduced

to three 218 (*ee guna)
;

his treatment of Poetics

compared to that of Bha

32f
j
influence of t9f, 2 jf.

• 34*. >59* 220, 326

Bhartnnitra 186

bha((a-mata 192*

Bhajta Niyaka. See Nayaka
Bha^a Taut a. See Tauta

Hha»i 5*. 7\ 8*. 40
BhavabhGti 360

bhayinaka as rasa 165*

bhAkta (lik«anika). • See

bhakti

BhAmaha, ignores drama

turgy 2 j
on AMh 5* j on

dc*a 9. 1 1- 14. 59 ; on guna
<

20, 58-59, ioo* t on tigs

34f. 59 i practical cha-

racter of his treatment of

rhetorical categories 49,

59^0 ;
his idea of vaidar-

bha vakrokti (q. v.) Cof,

68, 235f

;

first definite

scheme of Poetics in 41! j

his general idea of poetry

47 ;
on figs of sound and

sense 47 ;
on the purpose

of poetry 49f
}

on the

sources of poetry and

equipment of the poet

52f, on pratibhi 53;
contents of his work 56f

;

his classification of kavya

56} his indifference to

rlti and guna (q. v.) 58

,

on vaidarbha and gaurja

kivya 58, 95, too*
j
on

rasa 66, 136-7 i on dhvani

66f, 289 j his relation to

Ud and Knt 68f, 61, 239f,

' to Rdt 83. to D 96f

Bhamaha-vivarana 69
IthimahAlainkara or KflvyA

.

lainkara »f Bhamalu 4 1 f

hhina 339*. 340*

Bhanudatta. his works on

rasa and their contents

334 j on bhava 350 ;
his

peculiar classification of

rasa 329*
.
admits Ap^gAra

as principal j accepts

inAya as rasa 348*

bhAva. a fig, in Rdt 77, 8o* }

Ud's view on 77

bh&va, feeling or emotion, as

the basis of rasa 25, 26,

30*. 349 i recognised by

Ud 71 j in later writers

J4gf ;
distinguished from

rasAbhisa 35

1

bhava, an excellence of the

heroine, 342

bh.<va-dhvani 322

bhavaka, RajaAckhara on 3

bhavakatva (or rasa bhAvana),

postulated by Bh N 155-6

233, 234* its derivation 155,

154 ; Abh on 164, 167-8

Bhava-prakaia 334, See Sara-
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bhava-mukha (rasa) 330*

bhavayitrr(pratibhi) 369

bhAvika, a fig, 6o" exclud-

ed by Vm 126

bhavika, a guna 306"

bhavot patti, bhava fabalata

and bhava-samdhi, aspects

of bhAva 352 4 defined
,

352 *
not expressly men-

tioned by Bh 352 ;
includ-

,

ded in fig urjasvin by Ud

353 i
definitely established

in Rdt and Dhk 353

bhinna-vftta. a doja. in BhA 12

hhinnilrtha, a dosa, in Bh 10 ,

|

in Bhi 12

Bhoja, on yamaka 8*
;

on

the purpose of poetry 50 j

on rlti 1 30. 265 school of

opinion followed by 229,
1

254, 261, 262 j borrowings

by 261-2 ; nature and

object of his work 261-

3 j
develops Agp’s defini-

tion of poetry 263 ; gives

prominence to rasa, but

accepts inigira as the

only rasa 257. 263, 264.
|

347 ;'his relation to utpatti-

vidins 263 ; ignores

dhvani 261 ;
mentions ten

rasas 264, 346, 347. 34»*
!

his classification of gunas

264-6 ; apparent emphasis

laid on guna 263-4 ;
his

praudhi-guna equivalent

to pAka 301*
;

on rasA-

bhasa 351-2 value of his

work 266-7

bhojakatva (or bhoga), enjoy-

ment of rasa, postulated

by Bh N 155, 156, 233.

234 Abh on 165

a term denoting the aes-

thetic attitude 173*. 3*7
i

mental activity involved in

278*. 328 ;
idea of, ad mill-

ed in Simkhya 158

bhrantimat, a fig, 87

bhukti-vida. See Bhat(n

Nayaka
btblutsa, as a rasa 165*

body of poetry. Sec kivya-

iartra

brahmAsvAda, likened to rasiV

svida 156. 171, 328

Bfhatkathl 57*

buddhi (philosophical) 158

buddhiman (pupil) 369

CandrAloka, cited 15*. 313

Chandriki, on DhvanyAloka

2 30-

camat kara, involved in rasa

«73*. 3*9. 33°; involved

in vakrokti 238-39, 2934

as an element of alamkira

323 }
as explained by Jg

319; as the foundation

of aucitya 357 ;
its tenfold

aspect as the basis of

poetry 362
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campu 97*

carvana (of rasa) 26*, 165

1 72, 327

caturvarga, as the aim of

poetry 50. 51, 144

Carudatta 339*

cirutva, used for vicchitti

(q. v) 54. 391. 293. 3*4

chekAnuprisa 70
cit-svabhavi (sainvit) 158. 171

citra or citra-bandha, a class

of fig. in Rdt and D 78.

79, 106-7 , not mentioned

by Bh, Bh.i or Ud 82 ,

Might on 82. 107* , Mint

on 82 i discredited in later

times in theory 107*

,

specialised works on 107*
h

its relation to citra-kivya

(q. v) 107*

citra-kivya 107*
I explained

201 ; includes figs devoid

of suggestion 201, 207,

217, 240; not poetry but

an imitation thereof 20a
;

suffered by Mmt but

rejected by Vis 201
;
why

admitted by _Anv 202
j

the exclusive province of

Rk’s work 290 ; Jg on 321

Citramlmains*-khan<Jana 317

citra-turaga-nyaya 150

CitrAngada 48
Critic, the. See sahrdaya

Criticism, in Sanskrit, its

comparative rarity and

its limitations 359 ;
in

Ks 359^60

curna (prose) l6#, 97*

daksina (nayaka) 338

Dandin, ignores dramaturgy

2 * on laksanas 5,31s
-
,
on

*«h 5*
j
on doaa 9*. n»

15*. 18*. 19*. 32, 33, 35*.

36.38. 39. «os»f , on kivya-

sarlra 44, 45 on the

purposes of poetry 50 j

on pratibha 53 j
inter-

mediate position between

Rlti and AlamkAra schools

85, 96, but allies himself

with the latter 96 1 his

agreements and differen-

ce* with BhAmaba 96f
;
his

classification of poetry

96 ;
his theory of rlti and

guna 99f| hi* classifica-

tion of guna* 101-4
{

on figs 104. io6f
j

on

the distinction between

guna and alamklra iosf
t

on rasa 1 37f
;

rasa in his

mAdhurya-guna 1 38f
;
rasa

as an element of certain

figs 1 39* i his idea of rasa

similar to that of Lol!a(a

(q. v.) 140 ; indebtedness

of Agp and Bhoja to 256,

258, 259, 260 , his attitude

towards dhvani 289

Daiarupaka 3, 326f
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disya. Sec priti as his name or title 175*
denotation or denoted (conven-

1

178* knowledge of some
tional) sense. See abhi- theories of rasa, rlti and
dh* alamkira 175, 183 ; the

deia-bhasi 97* object of his work 183 ;

deia-virodhi. a dosa 12 influence of Bh on 159! ;

de»ya,ado«a, 111 applies rasa-theory from
I>eve4vara, his Kavikalpa- drama to poetry 44, 45,

latft 363 i its scope and its iGo-3 ; first formulation of

borrowings 366 dhvani-theory 175 ; on the

DhanaAjaya, on laksana* 5. relation of, indicated to,

316* j Vin's indebtedness suggested sense 195 ,

to 303 j on ttnta as rata three kinds of suggestion

34<* ; on the nature and not taught in the kiriki*

function of raw 32^9 ,
his of 208 s lays st rets on rasa-

classification of ApSgAra dhvani i 59f. 2o8f, but docs
338* not speak of rasa as the

Dharmadisa SQri 107". 365 essence of poetry 210-11,

dhvanana, a name for sugges- 225! j his comprehensive
tion 199 definition of poetry 21 if }

dhvani, use for sph<*a 18 1 ; accepts three gunas 213*
Mmt’s definition of 181. 218

,
on the relation of

275 , accepted by most gunas to rasa 20, 2i4f;pn
post-dhvani writers 183-4 ; the distinction between

used synonymously with guna and alamkira 214 ,

vyaAgyArtha (q. v.) and on alamksras as helping

vyaAjani (q. v.) 190*; rasa 216
;
on nsavat 243!

,

etymology of 190*
;

followed by later writers

prominent in dhvani-kivya 222 f, 228, 270, 274, 283,

(q.v.) 200
i

Kuntala on 289, 298.

24lf
j
accepted by Vis 285. dhvani-kivya 190, 199, 200,

by Rk 290. by Vid 298, 320 l classsed into two

hy Jg 32°f 303- See vyaAgy-

Dhvanikira The, his date irtha

I7$f i
follows an earlier dhvani-theory (or system or

tradition 175-6 ; sahrdaya school), in relation to rasa-
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and alainkara-theories 85! ; 219 ;
its teachings summa-

harmonlsed with the ri>ed 22ifj its chief con-

theory of rasa 161, 175. tribution 221. 269 ;
on the

204f, 225 , its origin 175- nature of suggestion 22! j

7 ,
why it did not influ- its influence on later

ence early theorists of writers 222-3, 227 8 ; its

other systems i76 ; ear!y importance established by

forms of, lost 178 :
its Abh 224. 227 ;

oppositions

inspiration from grainma to S3. 228f how explained

rians 179 ;
its relation to by Bh N 230 ;

criticism of

sphota-theory 180-3 ; hos- by Mbh 24Cf ;
ignored by

tile attacks on 190-199
;

|

Agp, Bhoja and Vgs 25 sf,

not mystical or inexpli- 261. 308, 309

cable i82f;its analysis of Dhvanyikika, its object i»3f
.

expression 184-189 » 'UK*
,

influence on post-dhva-

gented sense set forth by it ni writers 184. 270. 274,

as the essence of poetry 280. 288, 307

199 ;
not coiniassablc by dhlrudttta, dhTriiddliata, dhl-

earlier theories 183 ; its la-lalita, dhlra-praWnta

classification of poetry 200 (niyaka) 339

-2 ;
its anxiety to do jus dhlra, dhtrtdhlr.i (nayiU) 340

ticc to facts 202-3 :
(niyaka) 338

comprehends all tradition-
,
dfpaka, a fig, in Bh 6, 7 j in

al notions 203C 212 : on Bhi 35, 37* ; an example

metaphorical expression of 87 ;
involves apprehen

(«|. v.) 203 j
on suggestion 'ion of a suggested fig

of rasa, vastu and alam- 20ri
j
in Bhoja 266

kara 204 f. 208
j
stress on dtpta. opposite of 1V» suku*

rasa-dhvani 2m>f ; whether mirata lot, 110

an extension rasa- dlpti. associated with ojas by

theory 209-10 ;
rasa acccp- Jk

ted as an element of the Dlrgha vy-para-vidins J92-3,

unexpressed 162-3, 209, 2>2

2lof ;
on guna and alam- dusa, blemishes of composition

kara 85f, 213, 2i4f. 218, in Bh 1, gfj Bha's two

220 ; on rlti 213 ; on do*a lists compared with those
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of Bh and D, I if. 13-4,

109-10 j when becomes

guna 14 ;
whether positive

entities or negations of

guna 14, 101*2, uof ; as

subservient to rasa 20,

1 12*, 219, 285 i of alaiu*

kara 82 ;
the doctrine of

togf » four classes of in Vm
lit; Rdt's classification

of tit ;
in later schools

Ml*. 219, 254-5. 285;

whether nitya or anitya

113*. 219 i
Mott on 378

Drama, See rApoka

Dramaturgy, as a separate

discipline 2-3, 22 ; w«xks

on 3 i
ignored by Bh4 2,

41, and by D and Vm 2 ;

by Mmt 279 ; included by

He, Vid, Vi. 3. 279. 285.

303. 3<*

dravya, individual, 185

dmti, associated with mi-

dhurya-guna 2 1 8, 277*.

322; 328

dnJAnta (logical) 12

dfrtanta (or kavya-dptfinta), a

fig 71. 83. 88

durbuddhi (pupil) 369

ek&rtha, a dc*a, to*, It, 12

embellishment, theory of. See

alainkara

empirical analysis. 42-4. 114.

302-3, 212

enjoyment, involved In rasa,

its nature 156. 1
58f, 165*.

170. 172. 234. See rasa

erotic rasa-writers 311,

333f

gadya, prose, See padya

gamana, a name for sugges-

tion, 199

garbhita, a dexa, 1 1 1
*

gaturtha, a doaa, 1 1

1

gati. a guna, 306*

gauda kAvya, Hha’s view on

58. 95, 1 oof

gau<ja mArga In 1) 85, 95,

1 oof
.

gawjt (or gau«JtyA) rtti, in Rdt

7<>. 129. 257 »
in Vm 1 13-

4 ;
whether earlier titan

vaidarbhl 115*; in Agp

130. 257 ;
In VI. 286*

ganibhtrya, a guna, 259, 265,

302, 305 i* an excellence

of the hero 24

1

geya (klvya) 98*

gomutriki 107

Gopendra Tippa BhupAla

1 6*, 228

Gwind a, on L's theory of

rasa 148 ;
on &ankuka's

view 15 1 ;
on Vis’s defini-

tion of jx*etry 283, ex-

plains bhava 350

Grammarians, on abhidhii

185 ;
incapable of relishing

rasa 1 69 ; the vyangyArtha
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not Intelligible to 162

;

influence on Poetic* and

on the dhvani-theoey 179!

grammatical correctness (sau-

Sabdya) 47. 48. 59*. 3°>"

grimya, a do<ja 111*

gramyatva, rejected by D
101 meaning of 138

;

opposite of kantiguna 277* I

grimya, a vytti (also called

komaU) 69, 70. 81. 279*

grimyiinuprasa 69-70

grAinyApabhramAa 97*

gQ«}ha-4abd.\bhidh»na, a dwa

«3

gfl«Jhlrtha, a do>a. 10 ;
differ-

entiated from ck&rtha and

paryAyokta IO*

giujh.'irtha-pratlti, a basis of

classifying figs 93
guija excellence of diction or

of poetry, in B 1, 5. 9, I4f.

i'/f, too, 1 22
;
whether mere

negation of do*a (q. v.) 14.

nof ;
differences in the

|

definition of individual 19,

1 22 , 5*59 H9t| BhA’s

indifference to 5* f
.
loo*

;

D’s view on 45*. 85. •

IOO
;
its relation to rlti

I04f, 113 i how rlti is

characterised by 1 1
3-4

i

essential to poetry in Vrn's

view 1 1 3C 116, 124 . cog-

nition by sahrdaya a proof

of its existence 117: its

dassfication in relation to

iabda and artha 117, 277*,

279*
; Vrn’s scheme of

« i8f , protest against its

multiplication 120-1, 1 34,

213, 2 1 8, 276*. three gu-

nas of Bbfi 59, ioo*
(
of

Anvand Mint 121,134,214,

276, 286
;
how differentia-

ted 59. 218. 277*. 278*.

286. 32?f
j relation to alain-

kAra 74. 85. iQ4f, 124-5.

2i6f, 276
,

functions of

alamkira assigned to 121 j

relation to samghalani 74,

213*
;

place of, in dhvani

system 86, aijf, 27Sf|

iclated to rasa 132, 213,

214C 220. 27$f
;
Agp on

*58-259
i
Hhoja on 261,

265 . Mmt on 275, criti-

cised by Jg 322f j appro-

priate to particular rasas

277* j caused by combina-

tions of particular letters

277. 278*
;
equalised with

Vm\ mis and Ud’s vfttis

129, 130, 213*. 277f
;
con-

fined to Aabda by Mmt
272* ;

Vis on 285 f

guna, quality, 185

guna-vrtti, subordination or

Necondary application 195

Gunidhya 57

guntbhuta-vyarigya (kavya)

defined 2cx>, 201
; eight

51
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kinds of 201 } includes figs

which involve a suggested

sense 206, 239 ; when it

becomes true poetry 3 10 ;

Mint, Vis and Rk on 275,

285, 290

liarana, See plagiarism

Haricand Sistri 237*. 296*

Harsa-carita j8*

Hila 1 is*

hclT }
an cxc*Ncnce of the

heroine 342

Hcmacandra,-includes drama-

turgy 3. 279, 308 , reviews

gun.vdoctrinc I2t, 123 ,

explains rasa in D*s

midhurya 138 1 hi> work

chiefly a compilation 305 fj

its nature and content

3o6f
t
on figs 306*1 ac-

cepts nine rasas 346 ;
1

includes practical treat-

ment of Poetics 366

bctu (logical) 12

hctu, fig, 36* i rejected by
,

Bhi 63, 83 j
in D, L'd and

Rdt 80, 83, 108 ; in Agp
260

hctu, a Iak?ana, 313*

hlna-pAtra 352

hlnApama 265

H fdaya-d arpana, by Bh N,

whether a commentary on

Bharata 24*, 230-2

Hrdayadarpana-kira. Sec

Bh N
hrdyatva, synonymous with

vicchitti (q. v.) 54. 293.

324

Indication, or indicated or

transferred sense. See

laksana

intention, of the speaker (vi-

vakfi) when an object of

logical inference 198

Itihasa 54.

Jacob. CoL 141

Jacobi. 14. 28*. 31 •, 34. 43*.

6f.63\ 77 *, 109*. US*.

•37*. t43*. 180*. 292*.

319*. 337
*

Jagannltha. on enjoyment

of ran 166*. defines vyakti

i;t » criticises Vis’s and

Mint's definitions of poet-

ry 211, 2 27. 280-I, 282,

283 » on the influence of

the Dhk 228 ; revives D’s

definition of poetry 273 ;

follows Knt's theory of

alauikara and defines

Vicchitti 293, 324 j the

scope and nature of his

Rasa-gaugadhara 3i7f,

his Citra-mlmamsa-khan-

dana 3i7f

;

his criticism

of earlier authors 318 ;

his reactionary tendencies
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318
;
define* poetry 318-

20
;
on suggestive poetry

3201 ;
on guna 322-3

on the AAnta rasa 349

on ras&bhasa j on bhakti

as rasa 336*

Jayadeva, hU Candr.doka

313-4
i
«*n ten laksanas

313
*

Jayaratha. on RK’s indebted-

ness to Knt 291 j
on the

test of a fig 292 j
criticis-

ed by Jg 318

Jftti. a f'R. another name
for svahhavokti (q. v.)

jAti, genus 185

j&ti-bhAaA 97*

jAya-sammita. See kAntA-

sammita

jfUpaka-hctu 152

jye^ha nayika 430

Kane 2*. 89*

kanisfha nayikA 340

Kant 162

kalahAntarita {nayikA), aI«o

abhisandhitA 341

kal.i-virodhi, a do-*a 12

kalpanA dus(a. a do*a 13

kalpitOpamA, the simile with

an imagined object 6
Kapila 183

karman (philosophical) 171

karuna (rasa) in D 139 ;
pain

following upon 154 j
how

enjoyable as rasa 165*

karuni (philosophical) 329

katha, varieties of 97*. See

AkhyAyikA

kathinika 97*

kavi, classification of by Ks

361 f, by Rijafckhara 369-

70 ;
his education etc, sec

laiiilifl

kavi goafhl 368, 37a-

Kavi-kalpalat*. 363, 366. See

Deveivara

Kavi-kai.i(h.U»liarana 357. See

K-emend ra

kavi praudh<'>kti 235, 289

kavi-pratihha (or ‘karman,

'vy.ipaia. ’kau&ala) as the

source of vakrokti (q. v.)

61. *35 .
* 37 . 240. *4 «. *91 .

324 ,
analysed 238 j as the

•ourcc of poetry, see pra-

dbhi

kavi-rahasya, RAjafiekhara's

treatment of 367

kavi-rija 370

kavi-samaya 364, 365. 368.

373

kavi-*ik*i, theme of, in older

authors 43*. 52f, 272, 31 1.

356 . 374 i
origin and scope

of 43*. 356 i Ks* on 3 S7 f
j

RAjasekhara on 367! j in

Ari-iniha 3&3f j
in Devc-

"vara 366 ; in KeAava

366 ; in He and Vg If

306*
; in VkJ 298

KAdambarl 37*. 58"
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kaku, intonation, as the basis

of vakrokti ih Rdt 81. not

admitted by He and Raja-

iekhara 8

1

kila-virodhi, a do*a u
Kalidasa 47*, 36"

kama (philosophical) 171

Kimadhenu, the comm, of

Gopendra Tippa Rhtipila

(q- v.) 124

kimanlyaka 291

kinti-sammita oc j*yi-sam-

mita 51, 137

kinti, a guna, in Rh 19, 119,

141 1 in Vm*l9# , 119. ill,

141
l

in D, 102, 1>4, 121 i

as a mere dc*\bhiva

(opposite of grimyatva)

120, 219. 277• i in Bhoja

265, 304 i in Vin 304’

kAnti, a fig 260

kAraka-hetu 152

kirayitrl (pratibhi) 369

KWmtrakas 263

kivya, in relation to nA(aka

2 I in Bh 3*
1

definitions

of 47. 99. 113. 199*. an.

236, 260-1, 263, 273*4. 280

• l, 283. 301. 308. 3i8f i

distinguished from scien-

ces and scriptures (4ii«tra)

51, 62", 137, 236 ; function
j

of vakrokti (q. v.) in 63 ;

its relation to the poet

63*
;
classification of 56-7,

*99* • persons entitled to

study 98, 361, 36gf
,

its body' and ‘soul’ ( see

kivya-ftarlra and ‘Atman)

;

its sources (sec ‘hetu,

’yoni)
;

function of rlti

(q- v.) 1 ijf, 127, 1464 P^cc
of guna (q. v.), alanikara

(q. v.) and rasa (q. v.) in ;

earlier theories of, insuffi-

cient 146

kivya-dma. Sec do?a

Kivy.Vlarfa 2. See Danrjin

kivya-guna. See guna

kivya-hetu 50, 361, 369

kivya-hetu, a fig, see kAvya-

lUfl
K.Wya-kaipalati 363. See

Arisiniha

kivya-kavi, distinguished

from iistra-kavi 369-70

kavya-lakfana. See lak*ana

Uvya-Hnga ( also called

kivya-hetu), a fig 11, 83
kivy/.Iainkira, why so called

241*. See alamkira

kivyAlamkira of Rudrata

(q. v.) 76, 78

kivyAlamkira of Bhimaha
(q. x.\ See DhimahAlam-

kara

kivyAlamkara-vivrti. See

Bhimaha-vivarana
•

kivya-mAtarah. See kivyayoni

kavya-mlmamsa 366!. Sec

Rijaiekhara

kivyAiiga, auxiliaries of poetry.
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See kavya-hetu and kAvya-

yoni

kivyAnumiti 247. See anu-

mina-theory

Kivya-prakaSa 51, 189, 374!.

See Mam mala
kftvya-orayojana, object of

poetry jof, 298

KAvya-purtiMa, 45 •. 367-8

kivya-ra«a, in relation to

nitya-rasa 22*. 24 ; it*

meaning in Bha 1 36-7

,

in D and in old claries
,

137*. See rasa

kAvya-Aartra 44f
;
Bhi on 4^1

D on 4S*> 4*. 99. 260

1 ;Vmon45*. 113; Rdf*
view on 46*. 145 ; atten-

tion of earlier writer* con-

fined to 45», i45f, 220

kivya-4obhJ 104, 124. 128

kAvyAtman 44f (see kAvya-

ftartra)
;
not explained by

alamktra-system 86. 113 *

VmS enquiry on 4S*. >13.

146
;

attitude of earlier

writer* toward* 44!, 145.

6 j the dhvani-theorist* on

*99

kavya-yoni (kavyinga or

kAvya-mitarah) the arts

and science* comprised in

54f, 9*. 563. 369. 372

Keith M5#
, 339*

KeAava MiAra, professes to be

a followei of Sauddho-

dani, but really belongs to

post-dhvani group 22*.

311,366; scope and con-

tent of his work 31
1 ;

influence of earlier opi-

nions on 311, 31a. 366;

accept* rasa as the essence

of poetry jii* 325

klunda-rlti 130. 265

khanditi (nayikA) 341

kimcit->adr*I upami. the simili

based on partial similar-

ity 6

klrti, as an object of poetry

50

kMa. » do* a 13

Kohala 3

komalA, a vfttl See grimyft

komalatva, a guna 259

koM (kAvya) 96*

krama, a name for yathAsaip-

khya 38*

krama-bhed.i,a doaa 252*. 355
kramoddyota vyaAgya 285

kriyA. action. 185

krodha, a* a basis of raudra

rasa 30, 140

kr«na-rati a* sthiyi-bhAva 336
K*emcndra, his two works

3S7f. 361 f his theory of au-

citya 357-8; critical acumen

displayed by 36of
;
on the

means of poetry and classi-

fication of poets 361 , on

plagiarism 362 ;
on the

sources of poetry 363
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k?obha, a mental state involv-

ed in bibhatsa rasa 328

Kubera 48

kulaka 96"

Kumara-saipbhava 351. 360*

Kuntala, the vakrokti-jlvita-

kara develops Bhi's idea

of vakrokti 61, 68, 239 j

his system an off-shoot

of the older alamkira-

system 239 ; on svabhl-
|

vokti 6a", 239 ; on atiiaya

involved in vakrokti 64,

238f, 323-4 ; on figs which

help rasa but result in
I

mere vaicitrya 2 17, 240

290 ,
could not supplant

,

dhvani-thcory
;
on the test

of an alarak&ra 240!. 290-

1 ;
how he supplies a

deficiency in dhvani-thcory

241, 288, 290 ,
on dhvani

241-2, 289 * on upacira

242 , on rasa 243f
;
criticis-

ed by Mbh 252-31 whether

alluded to by Abh 253* j

his theory ignored in later

times 254 ;
followed by

Kk and others 29if

KuvalayAnanda 15* 315-6

Lacote 57*

lakfaka 190*

lakfana, Bharata on 1, 4 j

3IS®. »
disappears

in Poetics but persists in

dramaturgy 5, 20, 33,

313 *
i Jayadeva on3«3f*i

Vis on 313*. 315*
j
not

distinguishable from natyA-

lanikiras 314*. 315*

lak*ana
(
- vyavartaka dharma)

>94

lak«ana vftti or upacira, indi-

cation ' or transference of

sense, as the basis of D‘s

samidhi (q.v.) and Vm’«

vakrokti (q. v.) 122, 162
;

basis of metaphor or meta-

phorical exp. 187, 242 1 an

extension of ahhidh* 186,

but included in it by Bh
N 155 . »«>. *34 »

what it

meant 1 8sf ;
as an artha-

vylp&ra 185 ; classification

of 186-7 t its relation to

vyaAjana 190 ;
whether it

can convey the suggested

sense or rasa 170-1, I94f

,

may be the basis of

suggestion, c. g. avivakdta*

vAcya 197, 203 j Knt on

242 ,
Agp on 256

lak*ana-muladhvani, sec lak-

Wyi and avivakAita-vacya

laksyArtha, indicated or trans-

ferred sense 185O 190*
1

distinguished from vacy-

included by D and Dh in irtha and vyangyArtha

alamkaras and rasa 5, 185, 194-7
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lalita, an excellence of the

hero 341

lalita, a vftti, 81

laya 173*

laukika 149, 163. 165, 167.

See alaukika

lalitya, a guru 259

lift or laflya (rtti) mentioned

by Rdt and Vg I 76. 129

30. 357 t an intermediate

style in Vis 286*

hlAnuprJta or l/ittyAnuprasa,

kind of alliteration 6970,

101*

leia, a fig 36*. 63

liAga, liAgin, syllogistic major

and minor terms 198, 248,

250,251, 289

I.indenau 160", 344*

I.ocana. Sec Abhinavagupta

logical correctness 12. 59, 109

logicians 184, 185. See Nyaya
logos 180

loka-nyiya 93
loka-virodhi, a do^a, 12

lokAtikranta-gocaraU 62*
*

involved in atiaayokti and
vakrokti 238. See lokA-

ttara

lokottara. disinterested or su-

pernormal, 54. 62* (ex-
,

plained) 238. 318-19, 323.
,

See alaukika

Lolla|a, Bhatta, on Bh’s sutra

on rasa 24, 27, 140, i47f -

his lost work 24*, 147

,

review of his opinion in

later writings 147, 275 ;

his theory on rasa

(utpattivada) 148-9, 152,

166. rejected by SaAkuka

•49f
;

said to have been

a Mlmaiiiuka 149, 157 ;

whether a dlrghavyapara-

v-din 192*

madhura (rasa). See midhu-

r>-a

madhur.i, a vjtti 8t

madhurw rati, .sthayibh^va for

ujjvalaVasa v.) 336

madhyi niyik* 339
Mahibhftrata 349
Mahimabhatta. the Vyaktivi-

veka-kira, the scope and

object of his work 246f

;

compared with that of Hh

N 230!
.

his criticism of

dhvani tlrcory 246-7, 250-

2 ) acknowledges rasa

173 , comprehends dhvani

in anumana 247-9, 289 j

hi' theory of kivyunumiti

247f * his theory criticised

250-2 could not supplant

dhs-ani-theory 222, 229

;

opposes dlrgha-vyipjra-

vidins 252 j
on Knt's the-

ory 252-3 i
on anaucitya

252*1 355 * 357 !
value of his

work 253 ; why his theory

ignored in later times 254
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maitrt (philosophical) 529

;

or friendship of words

30o*

Mainmata. dismisses vamaka
8*

;
on kAvya-tarlia 46# 8

on the aim of poetry 30;
on &akti or pratibhA 53 ; on

guna 121. 215, 275-6. 278,

279*. 3*3 00 rtti and vrtti

130, 277-8, 2861 on the

AbhihitAnvaya-vAdins t88-

9 j on sahda-vrttU 189 j

his definition of poetry

2i6#
, 273, 274- J f criticised

2801
i

explained hutori-

cally :8i-2; establishes

Anv’s system and makes

older speculations converge

in his work 228, 268. 274 j

the principal post dhvani

writer 268. 272. 274 ;

contents of his work

275f
i
on rasa 24. 275.

328, 329 j
on Unta as rasa

347 j on alamkira 215. 241

276, 279 291 ;
on rasavat

344 : excludes dramaturgy

279 j scope and value of

his work 279-80
;
reaction-

ary tendency in 282 ;

defines bhava 350

Matigala, belongs to the

Rtti school 123 ; on

p.ika 301*

mamkulya, a kind of katha 97*

Matikhuka 55

POETICS

Manoratha 1 77
mata, a fig. 8o*

matallikA, a kind of kathi

97*

midhurya, a guna. in Bh 17
;

in Bh 59. too*
;
in D 101,

102. 103, 104, 119, 138;

in Vm 118, 121
t
in Dhk

213*
j
defined by Dhvani-

and post dhvani writers

218, 276*. 277* j in Agp
*59 »

« appropriate to

certain rasas 277* j
produc-

ed by certain letters

278*
;
in Bhoja and Vin

304*
*
in Jg 322

mAdhurya or madhura, also

called ujjvala, a rasa in

Vaisnava theology 335

mAdhurya. an excellence of

the hero 34

1

mAgadhl (rlti) 1 30, 265 ; called

mAahiby RAjaAekhara 130

MAgha to*. 22*. 4 7*. 82

MAlatl-mAdhava 339*

MAlavik&gnimitra 339*

Minikyacandra 15*. i6#, 121,

122. 230*

mAnorathika (ra<a> 330*

mArga a name for rlti 58, 85,

95.99
mAvA, a ra«a 348*

MedhAvin 37-9, 49
metaphorical expression, not

equivalent to suggestive

poetry 162 ; comprehencd-



by D’s samadhi 102, 103,

303, by Urn's vakrokti

i6®, 61. 126, 203 recog-

nised by earlier systems

163, 203 ;
based on lak-

wna (q. v.) 187. 242 com-

prehended by avivaksita-

vacya dhvani 303

mitra-sammita 50*

milralamkira. See ubhayA-

Uinkira

mithyAdhya vasAya, a laksana

3 « 3
*

Mimaius.i school or Mtmani-

sakas, influence of, on

Lollafca 149. 157 : on abhi-

dha 155, 185 ( impervious
,

to rasa 169

mokfa, as the aim of poetry

50; Vedintin's idea of

•71

Mrcchakafika 339®

mudiU (philosophical) 339

mugdha (nAyikA) 339
Mukula, HliatU 128®, 178,228-9

muktaka (kavya) 96*

muraja-bandha 8*

I Nirayana 330

naUka 2, 98

natya-rasa, Bh's doctrine of

24f. Sec kavya-rasa and

rasa

Natya-ttstra. See Bharata

nAtyilaipkAra, mentioned by-

Vis 313* i not distinguish-

able from dramatic lakga-

3 *4*. 3 * 5
*

niyaka, the hero, classifica-

tion of 338-9 j character-

istics of 339*. 341 ; comes
topically in the discussion

of alaifibana-vibhAva 343

344

Niyaka. Bhafta.on Bh’s rasa-

sOtra 34, 27, 231
,
hu

lost Hfdaya-darpaija 330-

31 ;
review of his opinion

in later writings 147*, 155®,

275 »
on earlier theories

of rasa 152-4, 333®
| his

doctrine of enjoyment

«bhoga) of rasa (bhukti-

vida) » 54 f. 232U 289;
postulates three functions

of words and three-fold

Naming of rasa (sva-iabda- potency of poetry ijjff
vicyati) 163, 193. 203 *33* i influence of Simkhya

Nimi-sadhu 46®, 143* on 1 57f, 234 »
not a Mini-

Nandikesvara 21 insaka 158®
;
his influence

narma-saciva 339 1594 criticised by Abh 164 .

nafa-sutra 2 criticism of dhvani-theory

NigeSa 349 his main object 229, 231-2
niraa-dvirukti (anuprasa) tot® 331®, but his failure to

52
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supplant it 222 j
relation

to Mbh’s work 23of ; ac-

cepts rasa-dhvani but not

vastu-dhvani 233 *
regards

as sva-samvedya 234 ; on 1

the mental activity invol-

ved in the bhoga of rasa

27**. 328

nayika, the heroine, classifica-

tion of 339-41 j
her qualities

341-2 4 her ten graces 342 j

comes topically under

4lai|tbana-vibh*va 343, 344

New School, the, after Mam-

man 268f. See Post-

dhvani writers

ncyatva, opposite of D's

artha-vyakti 101, IIO

ncyArtha, a dc*a 13

nibaddlia (kAvya) 97*

nidarsana, a kind of katha

97*

nidarsana or nidariana, a fig

88

nindopama, the simile which

condemns 6

niragama, a do*a ill*

nirukta, a lak«ana 313

nirveda, the sthayi-bhava of

aanta rasa 343. 34#
uispatti. See rasa-nispatti

Nobel. J T, 8o*. 89*

nyaya, logic, influence of Sau-

kuka 157

nyaya, logical correctness of

poetry 12, 59

nyaya (lexical reason), a basis

of classifying figs 93 ;
split

up into three varieties 93

NyAya sutra, The, 186

nyaya-virodhi, a dosa 1

2

ryiyApeta (defective logic), a

dosa 11

ojas, a guna, in Bh 1 7 ; in

• Bh* 59, 100"
4

in D 102,

103, 122, 123 1 in Vm 118,

119, 120 ; in Dhk 313 j

defined by post-dlivani

writers 3 1 8, 276*, 277*
j

comprehends Aleja, sama-

dhi and audArya of older

writers in Mmt 219.277*
l

appropriate to certain

rasas 277*
j
produced by

certain letters 278* j in

Bhoja and Vin 304* j in

JB 332

osara (k«vya) 98

pada-do*a ill, 378

pada-par.irdha-(or pratya-) va-

krata 338

pada-purvArdha-vakrata 238

padAbhvasa 35

pad uiuprasa IOI*

pad.lrtlia-dcna 1 1

1

padya. verse, distinguished

from gadya (prose) 57C 97
paksa-sattva (logical) 25

1

paraklya nAyikft 339 j
two

kinds of 540 ; the highest
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type ofheroine in Vaonava

lyrics 340*

para-mukha (rasa) 330*

parikathi, a kind of kath;i

97
*

parinama, a fig 88

parivftti-sahatva, implied in

the theory of anvaya-vya

tireka (q. v.) 9:

ptruffl, a vftti in Ud 70.81,

379*
|
in Rdt 81

paryiyokta, a fig. in Hh.t to*.

00
. 67. 68 ; in Rdt 77 ;

excluded by Via 126

pika, a Runa in Agp 259

pftka, theory of. in Vm )00*

(iibda-atid artha ) ,
equiva-

lent to sautabdya in Mau-

gala 301* ; Vid and Vin

accept artlu-pAka only

301 •
i

corresponds to

Khoja's prau«Jhi-guna 301*1

earlier opinions on 301*-

2*
}
etymoloRical sense of

302* ; classification of

301 *, 3°3*

PftftcAlI (rlti) in Vm 113-4.

257 ; in Rdt 76 ;
in later

writers 130, 257, 265. 286*

Pftnini 2

Parasara 48

p&Vhya (kavya) 98*

phala, a laksana 313*

pictorial poetry 201. See

citra-kavya

pihita. a fig, 8o*

4»*

pHhamarda. the comraod

of thr hero 339
pitha mardika 339*

plagiarism (harana) 362; 373

pleasure, disinterested or dis-

sociated (alaukika ananda

or ahlada (q.v.) in |x»etry

31 j
involved in rasa (q.v.);

rlti as its source 27-8
;

produced by vakrokti 238 ,

Jg on S2, 318-9. 323-4.

Sec camatkAra and lo-

kottara

poet, the, his qualifications,

his education etc. Sec

kavi-Aiks*

poetic figure. See alaipkAra

Poetic*, Sanskrit, unknown

beginnings of I, 268
;
ear-

liest outlines of I
;
Us

development from Kh to

Ills.. 32 40 original stand-

punt of 42-43 i first de-

finite scheme of 41 raised

to an independent dis-

cipline 40, 4 1 as an ob-

jective and empirical dis-

cipline 42f
;
its a posteriori

character 43-4, 114, 202,

212, 342 ; its learned and

dialectic tendency 55 ;

divergence between theory

and practice of SO; Vama-

na’s carefully outlined

scheme of 113; the posi-

tion of the DhvanyAioka
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in 223 influence of gram-

mar on 179 j
progress of

the principal systems of

269 1 disappearance of its

normative character 269 ;

the art of suggestion in

269-70
;

not coextensive

with rhetoric 241", 270*.

359* ; standardisation of

a complete scheme of 222-

3, 27c
;
a scholastic stage

of 271 ; progressive dec-

line of the systems of 271,

316-7
;
psychological analy-

sis displayed in 342-3 j

what it involves 359*

;

RijaAekhara's idea of its

divine origin 367 ;
rasa

1

in its aesthetic founda-

tion 21a See rasa

Poetry, Classical Sanskrit

4*#

poetry, purpose of. See KAvya

prayojana

poetry, theories of. See under

KAvya
Post-dhvani writers, their atti-yi

tude towards dhvani-thcor

227-8
;
Mmt and Rk as

the principal writers among

268, 272. 274f. 297 > classi-

fication and characterises

of 270-2 ;
reactionary ten-

dencies .in 273 ;
their

scholastic bent and want

of orieinality 271. 274.

POETICS

297 i commentaries com-

posed by 271, 297 } their

extraordinary activity 31

1

prabandha vakrata 238, 246

prabodha-candrudaya 349
prabhu-sammita 50*

Pracetiyana 48

"Pradlpa 244

pragalbhi niyika 339

prahasana 340*

prahelikA a fig. 106, 107*

praj&A 53

prakarana-vakrati 338

prakrana-bheda, a do*a, 2J2*.

355

prainAnao, of Jaimini, admitted

as figs 266*

prasAda, a guija, in Bh IS,

132 | in Bh* 59, lOo* : in

I) 101, 102, 104 t
in Vm

118, 120 1 accepted by

Dhk 213* and defined by

hi* followers ai8#
, 276* j

in Mmt 229, 277• ;
in

Agp 259 (
appropriate to

certain rasas 277*
;
in Jg

3«
praaamsApami, the simile

which extols 6

ptaflastatS. a gun* 259

praftasti. a fig 260

pratibhA, as the source of

poetry S2*3 .
may be

sahaja or utpadya
;
as the

source of alamkara or

vakrokti, see kavi-pratibha
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pratijfia (logical) 1 2

pratiniyaka. rival of the hero

339*

pratipAdya. communicable

meaning, may he vAcya >«

vyabgya 198

prati^edha, a lakyir.a 3 1

3*

prativaitflpama, a fig SB. 109

PrattharendurAja, hi' inter-

pretation of I’d 73 j
influ-

ence of Vm on 73-4 on

rasa I42f
;

hi* criticism of

dhvani-theory 238

pratTpa, a fig 87. 90, 1 26

pratlti (cognition) of ra*a 163!,

•7>» 3a7

pratlyamftna artha. See ryan-

gyArtha

pratyakfa (perception), not a

mean to cognise rasa 171

pratyaya-vakratA. See pa. la-

pa rArdha'

pratyAyana. a name for sugges-

tion 199

pratyayftpami, a fig, 83

prautJhA, a vjtti 81

praudhf, a guija 259, 306*

praudhAkti. See kavi-prau«j-

hAkti

pravahlikA (katha) 9/*

prayojana, special motive in

laksanA (q; v.) never ex-
1

pressed- but understood

>87, >9<5

preksya (kAvya) 98

preyas, a fig, excluded by Rdt
1

and Vm 77*. 126; idea

of rasa included in 139

preyas. a guna in Bhoja and

Vin 304*

presas, a rasa, in Rdt 143.

34^. 348*
;
«n Bhoja 264,

’v40. 347 .
348*

j
in Vaia-

nava theology (called also

Sakhya) 335

prtti. as an object of poetry

50. 51*

prtti. also called dAsya, a rasa

in Vai*nava theology 335
pro^. See gadya
prosita patiku niyikii 341

Pul.\'tya. 48

punaruku. a dosa 12 | cases

where it is not a dosa but

a guna 82, 219 , in Mbh
353 *. 355

punaniktavadubhAsa, a fig

82
t in Mmt 266

P"rva, a fig 8o*

ramanfvatva or rAmanlyaka,

u*<d synonymously for

vicchitti (q. v.) 54 ;
in poe-

try. defined 318 9: as an
element of alamkSra or

vakrokti (q. v) 323

rasa. Bh on 2 if

:

pre-Bharata

doctrine of 21 influence

of Bh's teachings on 22f,

34. 27, >35. >47f. 210 j

dramaturgic rasa-systems

in relation to poetic rasa-
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theories 20, 22*. 27, 135, |
identical nor are laukika

147, *6of, *73. 210, ^H-S.
|

cause* of «6§t '67, 205,

334 |
in Rlja4ekhara’i 326 ;

significance of 'taste'

kivya-puru$a 4$* ;
place involved in 170, 172 nature

given to it in Alamkara of its enjoyment 156; 158,

and Rlti systems 6t, I3$f 159. 165*. 167, l68f, 193,

145-6. *47 I
Bha on 23,41. 234. 320. 325-6, 327-8.

135!, Don 23, 1
37f j Vm 33*-2j mental activity in-

on 119, 128. 141 s Ud on volved in the appreciation

71, *4*f; Rdt on U3-5 i
of *77*. 278*, 328 ;

the

controversy on Bh's sutra term untranslatable 170 ;

on 24, 27, 135, I47f; Lolla- not compattable by

|a‘« explanation of 147! j ordinary processes of

J^artkuka on 150! ; Bh N on knowledge 150-1. 170-1,

*S2f, 233, 234 j
philosophi- 17a, but vouched by the

cal colouring given to experience of the sahfdaya

theories on 157, 171-2 (q. v.) 172 theory ol, as

234 ;
Dhk on 159! j defin- finally determined 173.

ed as an inward experience 325 ; guna (q. v.) and alam-

of the spectator 148, 149- k&ra (q. v.) in relation to

50. *52-3. *57. *60.163. •<». 2131. 277*1 rlti (q. v.) as

169. *73. 3267. 328. 33 *-2 i accessory 10129, 132;

as an aesthetic found- Knt on 243! I
only

ation of poetry, as of the anumey a in M bh’s opinion

drama l6of, 210 j
worked 248f j

prominence given

up into the dhvani-theory to, by Agp, Bhoja and

as an element of the unex- erotic rasa-writers (q. v.)

pressed i6if, 173. 204. 20S. 256f. 257. 261. 31 1, 333f
l

208f, 225 i collateral sug- post-dhvani theorists on

gestion of 206, 207, 283. 325f ;
classification or divi-

284 j
sometimes an alam- *ion of rasa how possible

kara 243-6 j
Abh on the 343* ,

the original number

prattti or abhivyaktt of of. in Bh 29, 256, 328, 345;

165, 225 s vibhivas (q. v.) the addition of Santa 142,

not how realised from 143, 246. 3469 ;
whether

sthayin (q. v.) 167!, 326 j rasas arc eight or nine 275,
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346f
;

ten rasas admitted of rasa, 26*. 165, 172,

by some 143. 346f
;
miya

as 348*. also preya$ (q.v.),

sraddh.i, bhakti 348* and

vatsala as 348 ; bhiva

(q. v.) as the basis of 34yf

;

as laukika and alaukika

339*; conflict of 353

(sec rasa-virodha)

rasa-bhanga, impropriety in

the depiction of rasa, a

case of aucitya (q. ».) 355,

357

rasa bhAvana.. See bhAvakatva

rasa-dhvani (sec suggestion of

rasa, under rasa), in rela-

tion to rlti 129 ,
not re-

•

cognised by Dandin 139*}

Rdt on 145 ;
Dhk on I46,

I59f, 2G|f, 3o8f, 320 j not

compassed by abhidht

193 s
Abh on 209. Jli,

320-1, 235I. 283, 325

;

|

accepted by Hh N 230,

233 , Knt on 243 i
as an

important element of 270
;

Abh’s position regarding,

accepted with modification

by post-dhvani writers

32s •, Vis’s extreme theory

of 283

rasa-dosa, includes cases of

rasa-virodha or anaucitya

in the depiction of rasa

354. 355. 357

rasani, taste or appreciation

173*. 327 («* ™»)
rasa-nispatti, in Bh’s sutra on

rasa 26. 29 ;
explained as

'utpatti. ‘anumiti. ‘bhukti

and ‘abhivyakti respec-

tively by Lollala, Kahkuka

(and MahimabhaJVa), Bh

N and Abh 148, 150. lS4f,

*<4

Kasa-school (sec rasa), in

connexion with drama 22f,

135 j
its importance over-

shadowed 23, 135 ;
influ-

ence on other schools

!35fj merges into the

IMivani school of poetics

173 ;
distinctive features

of «7J. 269 . of erotic rasa-

writer* 311, 333f

rasa-spar*.! 383

rasavat, a fig. its function in

Alamkara system 36, 66,

306. 243 j Knt on 245 i

ignored by Vm and Rdt

77*. 121. 126. 145 i
idea of

rasa included in, by Bha,

D and Ud 136, 137, I39f,

1 4 1 f
,

involves apprehen-

sion of a suggested rasa

206
;

comprehended in

gunlbhuta-vyaiigya 206,

243 ;
it* sphere distinguish-

ed from asainlaksyakrama

dhvani 243-4 .
later differ-

ent views on 244*
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rasa-virodha (opposition of KamAyana 8*

rasa), how it occurs and

how avoided 233 ;
classed

as rasadoqa (q. v.)

Rasa-gaiigAdhara 317. See

JagannAtha

rasAbhAsa 284, 322 }
defined

35**2

rasAdi, the term as used by

Anv 209

rasAvaha, meaning of, in D
*37. 138

rutika 169, 326. See sahfdaya

rati, love, as the basis of

SrtigAra 140

riga, a guna 259

RAjaAekhara, cites Nandikci-

vara as an authority on rasa

21 j on kivya-purnfa 44*,

367-8 1 the tradition foll-

owed by 367, 37* i »cope

and content of his work

367f
j on the origin of

Poetics 367 ;
his division

of literature 368 ; on the

classification of poets 369-

70 ; on literary examina-

tion 55, 370 ;
on pika

301 •-2*, 369; on poetic

theory 370*1 ; on classifi-

cation of speech 371-2;

on sources and topics of

poetry 372 ;
on rlti 133,

37*. 372* ;
on plagiarism

373 : on kavi-samayas 373 ;

value of his work 374-5

Reactionary or anti-dhvani

writers 228f

Khttnri.', not coextensive with

Alainkira-fiistra 94, 241*.

See Poetics

rhyme, in Sanskrit poetry 8"

rtti, ignored by Bh 20, 100,

Bhi 58, 76, too and Ud 75 l

Rdt on 76. 130* 144. 357 ;

D on 85. 99f
j
its technical

sense not very old 95 j
D’s

two types too, 357* how

named too*, 114; in rela-

tion to guna 45*. toof,

H3f, 146
;
in relation to

alainkira I04f, 123-4; as

the essence of poetry in

Vm 45*, 1
1
3f, 146; three

rltis in Vm It 3-14;

whether vaidarbhl was a

reaction to the older

gau<Ji 115*
;
not equiva-

lent to the English word

•style* 115-6; the doctrine

of I27f
; discredited in

later times and modified

*29f. 257. 286
;
how far

accepted and justified by
dhvam-theorists 129, «3of,

2«3f. 257 ; in non-dhva-

ni systems 130, 257-8,

265, 309 ; opposition to

its definition* and un-

profitable classification

*33. 213

:

in relation to
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rasa 131-2
;

distinguished

from vftti 130*
;
Vis on

286
;

used synonymously

with the term marga 58.

85.95.99

Rlti-system (see r!ti), why so

called 95, 269 ;
in relation

to Alamklra-system 8>f.

I27f ; recognises the im-

portance of alamkira 86 ,

as in D and Vm, old in

tradition 95, 117, 122 j un-

known exponents of 95,

117, 122 i of Vm, an ad-

vance on D’s « 1 3f j
its re-

cognition of rasa in guna

128 j its influence I28f ; its

contributions to general

theory 13a
j
its fundamen-

tal doctrine of rlti as the

essence of poetry, not

accepted in later times

133 ;
its formal conception

of poetry 133

Rudrabhatta, applies rasa to

poetry 160*. 333-4 ;
scope

and content of his work

333-4 »
rasa the keynote

of his system 145 ; accepts

nine rasas 346. but takes

the erotic as principal

337 •, classification of

Spigara and niyaka 338

Rudradaman 8*

Rudrata, on yamaka 8*. 81
;

on the purpose of poetry

53

50 ; on aakti or pratibhi

53*. 54. 57* i belongs to

the Alamkara school 75f,

84, 145. but follows a tradi-

tion different from that of

HhA 77. 80-81, 83 ;
his

attitude towards rasa- and

rlti- and dhvanL Doctrine

75-76. I43f» 76-7. 145.

289
;
scope and content of

his work 76f. 78*. 143-4 ;

on alaipkiras of fabda

and artha 78-84
;

on

general topics of poetics

98 j alludes to Bh 143*
;

accepts ianta and preyas

as rasas 143, 346. 348* ;

indebtedness of Mmt to

8o*

Ruyyaka, accepts and applies

Knt's theory of alamkara

3t7. 241. 273. 288, 293,

323, but not a follower of

Knt or of the Alamkara
school, 293 f, 296; scope

and nature of his work
288-9 j adherence to

dhvani theory 290, 296
;

his survey of older views

on dhvani 289, on Knt’s

idea of dhvani 242*, 289 ;

on v-pti 131*
;

his relation

to Ud 293.4 i on 6Ic?a

294 ; his reactionary ten-

dency 296 criticised by

Jg3>6
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rudhi, usage, in laksani 185

rudhi-vaicitrya-vakrata, com-
prehends dhvani 242

Rupa Gosvjmin, scope and

object of his work 335! ;

on ujjvala or madhura rasa

335 1 bhakti regarded as

rasa by 335

rQpaka, a figure (metaphor),

in Bh 6-7
;
in Bha 35, 67 j

in Rdt 77
*

j
in D 108 , an

example of 87 t in Agp
260 , in Bhoja 266

rdpaka (drama) at. See dra-

maturgy

sabhai'iga 4lew 82

sadr*l upami, the simile

based on similarity 6
Sahadcva 128*

saliaja. See pratibha

sahokti, a fig 260

sahplaya, the man of taste,

the critic or connoisieur

55. 169-70, 271 •; his taste

vouching for rlti 117, for

vakrokti 239, for pika

302*, for dhvani 222, for

rasa 169, 1 72 ;
likened to

a yogin 172 ;
as the name

or title of the Dhk 175*.

178*
;
bhakti and finta-

rasa not the province of

329. 335

sakalakathi (kathi) 97*

sakhya, also called preyas, a

rasa in Vaisnava theology

335
sama, a fig 260

samat.*, a guna, in Bh i6j in

D tot, 103 ;
in Vm 16",

118 1 1 ejected by Mmt
2 • 9. 277* i in Bhoja and

Vin 304*

samavAya, inherence 125

samadhi, a guna, in Bh 16-7

in D 15*. 102, 103, 104,

120. 121, 266*
i

in Vm
17*. 1 >8. 120 i comprehen-

ded by laksaiyi 203. 260 ;

included in ojas 219 ;
in

Bhoja and Vin, an echo of

D 1

. 305*

samahita, a fig 109

sam&patti 173*

samasokti, a fig 36, 66, 67. 88.

126, 206

samasopama, a fig 83

sapaksa-sattva (logical) 2SI

satiibhoga ftp'igara, love- in-

union. 143. 338

samdeha, a fig 87

sanidhi (dramatic) 5, 203

saiughatana, in relation to rlti

Ruija 74. 1=9*. 133*.

213*. 286

saipghita (kivya) 96*

saiuhiti. proximity of letters

305*

samlaksya-krama vyaiigya 204

sainkara, distinguished from

SaiiispfVi 7*
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samketa, convention implied
|

in abhidha 184^ 193

saipklrna, a dosa 1 1
*•

samkhyana, a fig 37

sainkscpa, guna 306*

saink?epa, a fig 260

sammitatva, a guna 305*

sampradaya, usage, as a

means of establishing vie*

chitti 324

*amsp?$i, in earlier writers

71-2 j
distinguisheri from

sainknra 71 ;
a* a basis of

classifying figs 93
snmAayApatni, a fig 108

saipvidh&na, a guna 239

saijivit (philosophical) 158, 173*'

«Amyoga, conjunction 1 25 ^

the term as used in Bh's

stitra 26, 27

safleari-bhiva, lalso called

vyabhiciri’) the accessory

feelings, 26. 27f ;
men-

tioned by Ud 142
;
classi-

fied 30; defined 345

sa(\cari-rasa 353

saimidhi, proximity of words

188

Sarasvatl-kaiy.lUbharana 254!,

26lf. 334. 347- See Bhoja

sarga-bandha (mahakivya)

56-7. 96. 97. 136. 139

sarvatobhadra 107

sasamdeha, a fig 108

sasamfaya, a dosa 1

2

satkavitva 52

sattva or sittvika guna, 3 1 •,

156. 158

satya, a guija 259

saubhigya. a guna 259

saugatas, on abhidhft 185

saundarya, used synonymous-

ly with kavya-ftobha 128.

with alauik&ra in the wide

sense ol embellishment or

beauty 124, with vicchitti

fa") 132. 291, 293,324
saukumarya, a guna, in Bha-

rata 17-8
j
in 1) 18*. ioi,

103 j
in Vm 1 8*. 118-9;

as a mere do^lbhAva

(oppostic of iruti-kafla)

12^ 219, 277" j in Agp,

Bhoja and Vin 259, 304*

sauk»mya a guna 306*

sauiabdya 47 ;
equivalent to

iabda-pika 301* ; a guna

in Bhoja and Vin 304*.

See grammatical correct-

ness

sidf^ya, a fig 260

sidffya, similitude Sec

aupamya

sidharmya, used synony-

mously with s.id(4ya or

or aupamya 93, 295

sidharanya or sidharanlkarana,

generalisation, 169; corres-

ponds to bhavakatva

(q- v.) 332
sahitya. as a description of

literature 4;*, 368
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Sahitya-darpana 283C See

Vtfvanatha

Sihitya-sira 313

samayikata, a guna 259
simijika, the audience 326!

taminya (guna) 259
samanyi nSyiki (or ve4yi) 339,

340

sdmanya-4abda-bheda, an upa-

roa-dofa 83

Siinkhya-doctrine. influence

of *57-9. *34

samya, a fig 8o*
sittvika bhiva 39; eight kinds

of 31 , meaning of ji»
;

as a special class of anu-

bhftvai 326, 345*

•ittvika guna. See sattva

Schdnberg 361*

siddhi, a laksana 313*

skandhaka (kivya) 98

smarana, a fig 87

smarana or smfti, a kind of

knowledge 156, 171

SomeSvara 230*

Sovani ix*. 31*. 231*. 253*,

a55*

speech-figure, distinguished

from poetic figure 94, 240,

392

sphota-thcory, in relation to

dhvani-theory 1803, 256

sthairya, an excellence of the

hero 341

sthiyi-bhava, in relation to

rasa 26f, 326, 327. 343 :

eight kinds of 39-30, 343,

345 ;
addition of Mnta or

nirveda to the number 343,

346! ;
recognised by Ud

142 ;
Lollafa on its rela-

tion to rasa 148 ; its cog-

nition as rasa by inference

> 50 2
its generalisation

and enjoyment (bhoga)

156: exists as visan.l

(q. v.) 167 i
how developed

and generalised 167, 168
;

meaning of the term >68*

study and experience neccs-

sary for poetry 53

Subandhu 3 7
*

subject of poem, in relation

to the poet's mind 63*

*“KRc,, 'on or suggested sense

in poetry. See vyaAgy-

Artha or dhvani

Sukthankar 8o*

suksma, a fig, rejected by Bhi

but illustrated by Bhatfi

3
6#

. 63 j in D 108
;

excluded by Vm 126

;

mentioned by Rdt 79
svabhiva. See svarupa

svabhivokti also called jati,

afig.inD37.61.62*, 93,

108, 109 ;
comprehended

in Vm’s artha-vyakti 1 8*.

119, 121 ; disfavoured by
Bhi and Knt 37, 61, 62*,

238 ; distinguished from

vakrokti 61, 62*. 108
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svaairoha and svarivaroha 17*

306*

svarupa or svabhiva, a rig,

260

sva Aabda vacyata (of rasa), a

dosa IO®

svipuika (rasa) 330®

svly.i or svaklya nayiki 339

*abd» (along with artha),

forming the ‘body’ of poetry

46f. $6. 96. 99. 145’. 220

alone, is connoted by the

term ’poetry' 281; gunas

in relation to (see sabda-

gui>as) 1 16, 117. 132. 3 IS.

220. 377* ;
aUniUra

in relation to. 12$. 132.

144, 21O. 320 (see tabdu-

lamkAra) t not a vyaAjaka

but an anumlpaka 349

Aabda-brahma, theory of 180®

tabda-camatkfti 321

labda-citra. See citra-k.vya

Aabda-guna 19, 20, 103 j dis-

tinguished from artha-guna

by Vm 117 this distinc-

tion explained by dhvani-

and post-dhvani theorists

215. 217*, 27S*; Vm's

table of ll 8f; in Bhoja

265, in Agp 259 (see

Buna)

6abda-dosa ill®

tabda-hlna, a dosa 11, 12

fiabda-pika 300®. See paka

Sabda-6!caa 49. 71, 82, 294

iibda vvioira or ‘vftti, func-

tion of word, enumerated

as three by Bh N ll$.j

as explained by dhvani-

theori<ts i&4f j special

works on 189

fsabda-vyapira-paricaya 1 89
iabdAbhyasa, applied to

yamaka 9, 35

AabdAUipkira, its treatment

in older writers 7, 8, 8®
j

not explicitly distinguished

from arthAlainkara by Bh

8. 9

,

Ihe distinction implied

in Bh* 47-8; D 35®. 48. but

first clearly adopted by Rdt

and Vm 78 ;
raison d’etre

of the distinction 9 if
j
Rdt

on 79. 81 ,
number always

limited 92, largest in Bhoja

93, 266
;

discredited by

later theory 92; treatment

of, by D 106, Vm 126,

Agp 259, Bhoja 266, Mmt

27)

sabdArtha-guiu 103 ; first ad-

mitted and classified by

Agp 259

sabdArthAlatnkfcra. See ubhay/l-

lamk&ra

sakti, used synonymously with

pratibhi 53
sakti, a term used for abhidhi

184. 185

$ama or nirveda, the sthayi-

bhava of &anta 343, 346f
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Safikuka, explains Bh's rasa- 37* i
in D ioi, 103, 119;

sutra 24, 27, 149; his in Vtn 1 1 8f j comprehend-

opinion reviewed in later ed by ojas of Mint 219,

literature 147". H9. 275 l

1

277
*

; in Bhoja and Vin

his theory of rasa 1 sof ;
I j04«

criticised by Govinda and 4lesa. a fig, in combination

others 151, 152 ;
a naiyft-

|
with other fig 71. 108, 207,

yika 157 395-6 ; controversy on its

iatha nayaka 338 classification 71, 72, 82,

Sauddhodani, on rasa 22*. 294 j as underlying vak-

31 1*. 366 rokti fig in Rdt 81 j both

fayyl, repose of words 300 a verbal and ideal fig, as

Mnta (rasa) an afigin in the well as a basis of classifies*

epics 3461 accepted by tion of ideal figs in Rdt

some writers as additional 79, 82. 83 ;
different views

rasa 142, 143*. 257. 264, on 2<>»f

346, 347, 348f j nirveda or iobhi. a lakfana 313"; an

*ama as its sthiyin y\6( ;
excellence of the hero

in relation to bibhatsa 341

rasa 346* ; rejected by iraddhi as rasa 348*

others 328. 346-7 ;
invol- ftravya (ltiivya) 98

ves philosophical mental Iffikhali, a basis of classify*

states 329 ;
according to ing figs 93

vaisnava ideas 335 spig.ira (rasa), implied in Bh's

fkradatanaya, his Bhiva-pra- udAraguQa and Vm’s
kiia 334 kanti 19* ; illustrated by

Sarftgadcva 143* D 139. 140 ;
Rdt on 143 ;

Se-sa 48 should avoid tlic do*a

&ifigabhup»U (simhabhiipala) uutikasfa 219; extolled

his RasArnava 234 ;
ac- by Agni and Bhoja 257,

cepts eight rasas 348** on 264. 337, 347 ;
taken as

ras&bhasa 352* fundamenUl and treated

Sithila, opposite of D*s slcsa in detail by erotic rasa

IOI, t to writers 333^ 337; Bh’s

lleifa, a guna, in Bh IS; description of 335

;

appears

whether a gui}a in Subandhu, as madhura or ujjvala
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rasa in Vaisnava treatises

335 ;
classification of 338

Spjgara-pratti* 257, 26*. 347.

See Bhoja

Sftigara-tilaka 333. Sec

Rudrabhat*a

iruta. See vyutpatti

aruti-kasta, a do?a 1 3. 13*.

219 ;
saukuinarya as its

opposite 277*

nruti-du«(a, a do*a 13

srutyanuprasa, involved in

D's m-dhurya 101, 138

tadvat, a do*a in*
tftdvid-AhlAda. pleasure or

appreciation of the sahp

<laya (q. v.) 238

tadutpatti (syllogistic) as

applied to the inference

of dhvani 250

tarka-nyaya 93
Tarunavacaspati, on D’s view

of alaink^ra 105

ta|astha-lak«ana 195

Tauta, Bha»a 53. 152*

tadatmya (syllogistic) applied

to the inference of dhvani

250

tadatmya (or tidriipya), iden-

tity of dhvani and bhakti

194

t&tparya (import), whether it

can comprehend the sug-

gested sense and rasa

170, 194 ;
its meaning 188 {

not universally accepted

as a function 189

tatasthya 153

tejas, an excellence of the

hero 341

Thomas. F. W. 55 *. 373
*

Tilaka. Rajanaka 293

transference (of sense). See

lak^an*

trivarga, a» the aim of poetry

SO

Trivcdt 89*

tulyayngiu 71 ;
an example

of 87

obhaya-ilcaa 294. 295

ubhayAlaipkira (miirAlamkara

or aabdArthAlaiftklra), first

admitted by Agp 91, 260
;

Bhoja on 266
;
Mmt on

279; , in Vin 304

udira, a guna, in Bh 18, its

relation to Vm’s klntl 19*.

122. 141 i Don 19*. ioi,

102. 104 ; in Agp 19*.

259 j
in Vm 19*. 119, 120;

comprehended by ojas of

Mmt 2i9i in Bhoja and

Vin 304*

udatta, a guna 304*

uditta, a fig 8o*. excluded

by Vm 126

I'dbhata, on upama 7, 70

;

omits yamaka 8*
;

treat-

ment of figs 35*, 69f
; on

utprckja 39** scope and
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content of his two works

69 ; admits vjttis in anu-

prisa 70 ; omits rfti but

his vrttis correspond to

Vm's mis and Anv*s

gunas 74. 300. 214*. 279*:

how far recognises rasa

71. I4«f. «43# ;
accepts

Aanta rasa (q.v.)
j
relation

to Bha 68-9, 72f , influence

of 72f j how far recognises

suggested sense 66f, 289
j

on saingha?ana and guna

74, a«3#

uddtpana-vibhAva 34$

ujjvala (or madhura) rasa, a

name for *rAgara in a

limited sense in ROpa
OosvAmin, as bhakti rasa

335

Ujjvala-nilamani 335. See

Rupa Gosvamin

ukti, a guna 306*

ukti-cana 45*

ukti-vaicitrya 121, 241, 291.

See vaicitrya

ullekha, a fig 87

unexpressed (or suggested ele-

ment) in poetry 161-2. See

suggestion

upac&ra. See lataana

upacara-vakrata, includes some

aspects of dhvani 242

upanigarika, a vjtti, 70, 81,

279*

upama, a fig, in Bh 67. 35 i

in Mcdhavin 39 ; in Yaska

7* ; its grammatical sub-

divisions in Ud 70, -how

dealt with by Rdt 83 and

rejected by Appayya Dlk-

?ita 88
; Rdt on 82f

}

faults in its use 38, 39",

82f. ill*; figs based on,

how differentiated 87I
j its

subdivisions in D 107;
taken by Vm as involved

in arthilamkara 126, 207 ;

compared with rasavat

244* I in Agp and Bhoja

260, 266
j
in combination

with He** 295

f

upami-dosa, older writers on

38» 39* ; included In

general do*a 265. Sec

upam&

upamAna, a fig, distinguished

from upami 266*

npamA prapaftca, a collective

name for all ideal figs in

Vm 126

upama riipaka. a fig 108

upiya (in 338*

upameySpami, a fig 87

upek*a (philosophical) 329
L'tathya 48

utkalikapriya, a kind of prose

97*
.

utpatti-vada. See. Lollata

utpadya, rasa as 148, 166

utprekn, a fig, in older writers

37. 3S, 39. 108
;
pratlya-
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mana utprekga 77* ; an

example of 87 i
in Agp

and Bhoja 260. 266

utpreksAvayava 108

uttara, a fig 323

firjasvin, a fig, idea of rasa

included in, by D 139;

why excluded by Vra 126

vacchomi, a rlti 30

vaicit^ya or ukti-vaicilrya. See

vicchitti and vakrokti

vaidagdhya bhabgl-bhaniti, a

name for vakrokti (q. v.)

337

vaidarbha (kivya), Bhi on $8.

95, 100*

vaidarbha marga, in D 85, loof

vaidarbh! rlti. in Vm U3-»4 »

mentioned by Rdt 76 j

whether it was a reaction

from the gaurjl l 14* i in

in Agp 257 ;
in Bhoja 265 j

in Vis 286*. See rlti

vai?amya, an upama-dofla.

in Rdt 83 j
opposite of

|

samati in D 101. no
vaiseqika (guna) 258, 265

vaisnava ideas, influence of

348, five degrees of bhakti-

rasa, according to 335

vakrata (or vaicitrya orvkchi-

tti or bhaniti), turn of

expression peculiar to

poetry 61, 65. 236*;**
j

vakrokti

vakrokti, a fig of sense, in Vm
i6*,6i, 126; in vakrokti

(equivocation), a verbal

fig in Rdt 60, 81 and in

all writers after Mmt
81

vakrokti, etymological mean-

ing of 60
;
D’s and Bha’s

view of 61, 63f, 108, 127,

235f
;

relation to D’s

samadhi 103 ;
as an em-

bellishment of poetic

speech 63, 236f, 290. nature

of vakratJ, vaicitrya or

vicchitti involved 61, 64,

65 ;
produced by kavi-

pratibhl (q. v.) 61, 237f

;

synonymous with vaidag-

dhya bhaAgl-bhaniti 237 ;

relation to atiiayokti and

the nature of atitaya

(q. v.) or lokitikrfnta-

gocarati or lokdttaratva)

involed 64, 65, 238 *
the

•recalled figs mere aspects
'

of 65. 236 j
as the essence

and only embellishment

of poetry in Knt*s theory

236f j
rasa and dhvani

included in 66f, 136, 242,

243f; this view of, deve-

loped in Knt but dis-

appears in later literature

68 ; coextensive with

alamkira 6l*. 236-7

Vakrokti- jlvita or vakrokti-
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jiviu-kira 48, 235C See pratipadya sense 198

;

Kuntala accepted by Mbh 347

varna, attibuted to each rasa 1 vacyivacana, a doea, io*.

344* «S3*. 3S5

varna-vinyasa vakrati 238 ;

‘ vicy«‘«paskara 289

includes vftti, anuprisa Vigbhata, the older, on rlti

and yamaka 241-2 130 ;
on dhvani 308 ; on

varnAbhyAsa 35

varn&nupr&sa, distinguished

from srutyanupra-sa 101 *

varnuvrtti, opposite of imtya-

nuprisa lOl

vartman, used for mirgafq. v.)

99
vastudhvani 162, 208. 209.

220, 22$f
j
not conveyed

by abhidhA 193 ; included

in samlaksyakrama vyaftgyi

204 ;
in samisokti 206

;

its place in a complete

scheme of dhvani 2089

;

Abh’s view on 211. 226*

not accepted by Bh N

233 ;
can be vicya and

anumeya 248 ;
in Vis 383

vastu-rasa (= agramyatva) in

D’s madhurya 101, 138

vastu-vakrata 243

vatsala as rasa 335, 348

vacaka 190*

vAcika abhinaya 21

vicya or vacyArtlta, the ex-

pressed element in poetry

161, IQO*
;

the province

of abhidha (q. v.) 184,

190* ; an aspect of

definition of poetry 308 ;

on guna 309 j
accepts nine

rasas 346 ;
unorthodox

standpoint of, but influ-

enced by Mmt and his

school 262, 317

Vigbhata, the younger, on

rlti 130: on dhvani 308:

309 ;
adopts some of Rdt’s

figs 8o*. 308
;
limit* guna*

to three 308 \
general

standpoint 262, 308, 3 to-

ll i content of his work

310* j accepts nine rasas

346 ;
include* practical

treatment of Poetics 366

vig-rasa (virutyanuprAsa) in

D’s midhurya 101, 138

vig-vikalpa, figs so named

when devoid of suggestion

201,217, 239; Knt's jus-

tification of 217, 240

vikya-dosa 1 1 1, 278

vikya nyAya 93

Vikya-padlya 180, 256

vikya-vakrati 238, 243

vikyArtha-doja ill

Vamana, on cunla-padas 16*
j

on iva of utprek$a 38 * on
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upam.vdo«a 59 ;
on the

sources of poetry $2f ;
on

doaa ill object and con-

tent of his work 1 12* j

advance on D 112. 1*7 •

his theory of rlti as the

soul of poetry 45*. >'5*
i

on the essentiality of guna

I iGf
j
his scheme of iabda-

and artha-gunas 19. 20,

117, 1 i8f, objected to by

Mmt and others 121. 277".

279" t
on figs i23f. I25f

on the term alamkara 1 23-

4 j
on the relation of guna

and alamkAra 124-5
I
00

drama 2, 128 ;
on rasa

128, 141 4
his mis equa-

lised with three gunas of

Dhk 121, 129. 130, 213,

218. 276*. 277-8
;
on

dhvani 289 j
on paka 300*.

3°l*

Vimanlyas 123

vartti, a fig 36, 109

visaka-sajji (niyika) 340

visani, latent impression,

natural or acquired, 158,

167. 33 •

vastava, reality, as a basis ot

classifying figs 79. 93

Vedinta, influence of i7if

verse, in relation to prose in’

Sanskrit poetry 57-8

vibhiva, defined by Bh 2$f
;

known to Ud. but not to

Bha 136, 142
j
relation to

rasa, explained by Lollata

1481. by Safikuka 150, by

Bh N 155, by Abh ifyf j

how generalised and be-

comes alaukika 153, 165-

6, 167. 205. 328. 331-2
j
as

vyafijalca of the unex-

prevsed rasa and helper of

rasAbhivyakti 163, 172,

205 ;
Wnds o{ 343-5 i

detailed account of, in the

case of each rasa, in Bh

and others 343*

vibhivani. a fig 36, 260

vic*ryamana ramanlya (artha)

71*. 362

vicchitti (or vaicitrya, or vak-

rati, q. V.) poetic charm

involved In vakrokti (q. v.)

or abmkftia 61, 65, 236,

290-3. 324 i
kavi-pratibhi

as its source 61. 237. 291,

292, 324 ;
how determin-

ed 324 ;
its etymology

237*

vidagdha, as opposed to

vidvat 237*

Vidagdha-m ukha-mandana

107*. 365

vidheyAvimarfa, a dosa 252*.

355

vidu9aka339

Vidyadhara, the content, scope

and model of his work

29^9 ;
accepts aanta rasa
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347 ;
agrees with Dh’s

view on rasa 326. 329

Vidyanatha, includes dra-

maturgy 3, 303 j
accepts

Rhoja's classification of

gunas 267*. 299. 304* and

Rk's treatment of figs

299 ; on guna and sam-

gha^ani 282*
i

character

and content of his work

299-304 J on pika and

layy* (q. v.) 300 j on

dhvani 302

vikisa, mental activity ihvolv-

ed in sfrtgira ra«a 328

1

also called vyapti, asso-

ciated with prasida 218.

277*. 322, 329

vikfepa, involved in raudra

328

vilisa, an excellence of the

hero 341

vipakfa-vyivartaka (logical)

251

viparlta-kalpana, a doja

III*

vipralambha Angara 144, 338

vipralabdha nftyika 340

virasa, a do*a ill*

vlra (rasa), in D 139 5 it*

vibhAvas etc 344*

virodha (of rasa). See rasa-

virodha

virodha, a b^si* of classifying

fig* 93
virodha, a fig 260

virodhi (de&a-kala-Ioka-), a

a dosa 12

visamdhi, a dcwa II, 12, III* ;

defined by Vidyinitha

305*

vist&ra, a guna 305*

visUra mental activity asso-

ciated with ojas 218, 277*.

329, involved in vlra rasa

328

vl*ama, a do*a 1

1

viAesana vaicilrya 94
viiesokii, a fig 1 26

viArAnti 158, 172*. 173*

Viivanitha, includes drama-

turgy 3 1
on kivya sarlra

46* j on rlti 1 33, 286
j
on

Lollata’s view of rasa 149 ;

on Dhk’s definition of

poetry 200 ; influence of

Abh's theory of rasa 211,

212, 226-7, 273. 283. 287,

325. 329 ;
on ra,a a* the

essence of poetry 283?, 329-

33 '•

Jg’»
criticism of 211,

227, 283 ;
admits 6anta

348f and vatsala 348 as

rasas
;
on rasAbhisa 252 j

on visanS 331 ;
on fig

rasavat 244* j on Mbh’s

theory of anumAna 250-2
;

cites Agp 256 ; on Mmt’s

definition of poetry 280}

indebtedness (o Mmt 280,

284, 287 ; scope and con-

tent of his work 284-7 '• on
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naVyAlamkaras and lak*a / vyangya artha, the suggested

nas 5. 3*3*f
;
value of hi«

work 287-8

ViSvanitha Cakravartin 335*

VWvcSvara, his work Alam-

kirakaustubha 316

v>|a 339
vivaksj. See intention

vivak*it4nyapara vacya (dhva

ni). based on abhidha 203.

204 1 includes rasa in its

scope 204

vftta-gandhi, a kind of prose

97*

vrtti, connected with anuprfsa

69. 81. lOi* 131* 1 two

kinds in Bhi. three in Ud
6&70 ,

five in Rdt 70. 81
j

meaning of 70 ; not coo

nectcd with dramatic vftti

70*
;
related to rasa by

later writers 70, IJI*.

287*
;

its relation to rtti

129. >30. «3i*. 313*. 277-8

vjtti, style of dramatic com

position (to be distinguish-

ed from anuprlsa-vftti)

7°\ «3«*

vfttyaflga 5

vfttyanuprlsa, alliteration

based on vftti (q. v.) 70, 81

101*. 279*. 287*

vyabhieftri-bhava. See saficari-

bhSva

vyakti-vada. See Abhinava-

gupta

sense, older writers on 66-

S. 73. 76-7. 145. >76f
;
the

idea of, not traceable in

early speculative literature

176, 183 ;
not compassable

by abhidhft 192-4, nor by

Iak?ana 194-7 ;
its relation

to the expressed sense 193,

205, 221-2, to the indicated

sense 195^ 197 ;
based on

peculiarities 194, 196 ; not

accepted when the prayo-

jana of lakaani U not

charming 198 ; whether

inferrible (anumeya) 197-

8. 247 1
** »n aspect of

pratipAdya artha 198 ;
when

called dhvani par txcrlltn-

tt 190*. 199 j
as the 'soul’

of poetry 199! ;
classifica-

tion of poetry in relation

to 197. 200-1, 203f, 321 j

three aspects of 208, 247-8

vyaftjaka 163, 190*

vyaftjani-vftti, the function of

word and sense* which

reveals the unexpressed or

rasa 162, 171, 225, 283 ;

not known to early specula-

tion 176, 177 ; its non-

recognition by early alam-

kirikas I76f explained

as anyathasiddha vyapara

177 ;
theory of, how related

to sphota-theory 178-81
;
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parallel* to its idea of

manifestation 182 j com-

prehends titparya 189

;

defined and explained 189-

90 ;
denied by some writers

191 ; grounds for postulat-

ing 191-2 ; traced back to

other recognised vfttis 191,

I92f, 229 |
not identical

with abhidha 192!. or with

laksan* 194!, or with both

combined 196, or with

titparya 194 j not compas-

sed by anumAna 197! ; as

the special doctrine of the

dhvani theorists 199, 275 ;

how explained by reaction-

ary writers 229, 235
vyartha. a doja 1

1

vyatireka, a fig 36. 88

vyAja-stuti, a fig 66. 67.

108

vyApti. Sec vikasa

vyutpatti. culture as the source

of poetry, called sruta by

»54
vyutpanna. a dosa, opposite

of D's prasada 101, no

yamaka, a fig, in Uh 6 •, treat-

ment of, in early writers

8*. 79. 81, 1 06, 126
;

the

term sabdubliyasa used for

9 ; distinguished from anu-

prisa 35* j omitted by Ud
81

yathauunkhya, a guna 259

yathisamkhya a fig (also call-

ed sanikhyana or kraina)

37 ; rejected by Knt and

Kk 291

yati-bhra-Va, a do«a 1

2

yaugikl, a guna 259

yivadarthatl, a fig 2G0

Ylylvarlyas 367

yogyata, compatibility of

words 1 88

yukti, a laksana 313*



ERRATA

To avoid the inconvenience of a needlessly lengthy

errata, a limited number of obvious but unwelcome mis-

prints is not marked here, as they can be corrected without

much difficulty. They occur chiefly in connection with

diacritical marks (some of which have been misplaced or
have broken down entirely in printing), unfortunate trans-

position of letters or the heedless dropping or redundancy

of a letter.

P. 18, /. 9 from bottom. Read 'Cf for ‘Of

P. at,/m,/.j. Read 'Commemoration'

P. 48, 1. 7. Delete the quotation-mark.

P. 6r. L at. Read 'Strikingness'
; in the footnote (last

but one line), read 'figures'.

P. 64, L tt. Supply 'is* after atiiaya'.

P. 79. t. at. Read ‘adhika' and ‘virodha* for 'adhia' and

vikrodha*

P. 84. 1. 8. Delete *0T before ‘general principles'

P. t/6. A 39. Read ‘guija’
*
in the footnote read ‘Walter'

for 'water'.

P. t4t. I aa. Delete 'the'.

P- 154 . /". 4 J from bottom. Read ‘/nkfitU.’

P • ’ 75•/*. A Read ‘convincingly'

P. 308, l, t. Read ‘figures’

P- *JJ> 4 *3. Add ‘that’ after 'fact'

P • 3J4. 1, 4. Read 'on' for 'no'.

P. 394. /, a. Read matdnus’tiK for nat&muimrti

P. 304, fn, l, 1. Read ‘ Vidyinitha' for 'Vidyidhara'.

The folio-heading ofeh. Hi has been inadvertantly printed

throughout as 'V^MANA AND DA^DIN' for ‘DANDIN
AND VAMANA'.






